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Foreword 
This volume contains the proceedings of the Third Annual NASA-University Conference 
on Manual Control held from March 1 to 3, 1967, at the University of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, California. The program was divided into the following sessions: display, de- 
scribing function models , decision processes I, computer processing of manual control rec- 
ords, controlled elements, decision processes 11, physiological modeling, decision processes 
111, advanced modeling techniques , and applications. Both formal and informal presentations 
were made; all of the formal and many of the informal papers are included in this volume. 
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0 ffice of Advanced Research and Technology, NASA 
The third annual NASA-University Conference on Manual Control +was held at the Uni- 
versity of Southern California in Los Angeles from March 1 to 3,  1967. Some one hundred 
specialists from the United States , Canada, England, and Japan attended the conference , 
which was organized by the authors of this summary. 
1967 meeting was on discrete and decision processes in human control actions. A large 
number of papers were concerned with modeling the decisions which human controllers face 
in manual control situations. Perhaps this trend will be significant in future research on 
manually controlled space vehicles. Those tasks where simple , nearly continuous control 
behavior is possible can be adequately described by means of quasi-linear describing func- 
tions. However, much more needs to be learned about situations in which human operators 
of complex systems are faced with hierarchies of decisions and where their control actions 
are discrete rather than continuous. 
At this conference there was also considerable evidence of interest in displays and in 
the physiological aspects of manual control. Several papers were concerned with examining 
the dynamic processes occurring within the visual and neuromuscular systems of the human 
operator in a manual control task. This, too, may be a trend to  be watched in the future. 
sessions are presented in the following paragraphs. 
As  contrasted with the previous conference in this series, the major emphasis at the 
The formal program was divided into a number of sessions. Highlights of the major 
I. DISPLAY 
The papers presented in this session covered both studies of conventional display design 
and an exploration of new techniques. D. T. McRuer et al. presented a systematic approach 
to the development of displays based on the overall pilot-vehicle characteristics. An inter- 
esting study of control systems with separated displays was discussed by W. H. Levison and 
J. I. Elkind. Their work showed that under these conditions manual control includes both 
foveal and peripheral vision, the former being used for tracking from one display and the 
latter for monitoring the second display. Conceivably, this approach could be extended to 
multivariable display tasks once an adequate scanning model is developed. W. D. Chase re- 
ported on a study of the effects of dynamic versus static visual acuity in a fixed-cockpit simu- 
lator during visual landing approaches. Pilot-vehicle performance was measured and com- 
pared with real flight data. A new concept for implementing a computer controlled electronic 
display system was presented by J. J. Hatfield. The synthetic display concept utilized is 
based on the electronic animation of photographs of static-display mockups. The resulting 
computer driven display is then reproduced in the cockpit by high-resolution television. 
play systems. A. J. Devaney et al. discussed the mathematical foundations of holography and 
Two informal presentations at this session were concerned with novel and unusual dis- 
x 
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its implications for flight display and flight simulators. This is a challenging area for future 
displays since they demonstrated that under certain conditions six degrees of viewing freedom 
can be obtained. J. C. Bliss discussed human-operator describing functions using both visual 
and tactile displays. The aim of his research has been to obtain a valid comparison between 
visual and tactile senses in tracking tasks. 
11. DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
MODELS 
Quasi-linear describing functions as models for human operators and methods for 
measuring them have been know for quite some time. A substantial addition to the body of 
existing data in this field was contributed by F. D. Newel1 who presented extensive describing 
function measurements in a,compensatory roll tracking task, obtained both in ground simula- 
tion and using inflight measurements. A significant conclusion of this work was that it veri- 
fied the validity of describing function data obtained from ground simulators under stationary 
conditions. A. C. Beare and A. Kahn presented a criticism of existing describing-function 
models for the human operator. 
in modern control theory. A particularly interesting feature of the time-domain modeling 
technique is that it can be extended to the representation of nonlinear behavior on the part of 
the pilot. An example was presented showing the effect of adding a cubic term to the pilot 
model on the remnant. 
R. L. Stapleford presented an informal discussion concerning pilot describing function 
measurements in multiloop tasks. 
Time-domain methods in the analysis of dynamic systems have been utilized increasingly 
111. DECISION PROCESSES I 
In this first session involving human decision processes , three quite distinct papers 
were presented. D. L. Baty reported on the dependence of the information processing rate 
of human operators on the degree of task difficulty, in a series of discrete, random input 
tracking tasks. An index of response difficulty is defined in this paper, and it is shown that 
the careful design of controllers and switches may have a significant effect on the achievable 
information-processing rates in pilot-vehicle tasks. C. -R. Kelley presented a critique of the 
describing-function approach to human operator modeling, emphasizing instead a two-time- 
scale predictive or preview model. Such a model is considered by the author to be more truly 
representative of actual human-operator behavior. A two-time-scale model is based on a 
high-speed internal representation or "fast-time model" of the system under control , which 
can be altered as a result of the observed response, as well as the operator's predictions of 
future systern characteristics , thus taking into account adaptive behavior. 
An informal presentation of the human controller as a bang-bang state regulator was 
given by D. C. Miller. In his experiments the subject was restricted to a three-state con- 
troller (+1, 0, -1) for providing inputs to a second-order dynamic system. The subject's 
task was a minimum-time two-point boundary value problem. The subjects were provided 
with phase plane displays. 
IV. COMPUTER PROCESSING OF MANUAL CONTROL RECORDS 
In an evening discussion session three informal presentations were concerned with the 
use of parameter tracking, hybrid computer methods, and spectral analysis techniques. The 
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major portion of the evening was devoted to a spirited discussion of the relationships between 
Fourier analysis and spectral analysis. 
V. CONTROLLED ELEMENTS 
In spite of its title, the session on controlled elements was in fact concerned with both 
display and control aspects of manual control. F. A. Muckler presented a comparison of two 
types of displays on manual control system performance. Both displays included e r ror  and 
error- rate information. One was a conventional quickened display in which the position of a 
bright horizontal line was dependent on a linear combination of e r ro r  and e r ro r  rate. The 
second, called the "state variable display," presented two bright lines, the positions of which 
were proportional to e r ro r  and e r ror  rate , respectively. Quadratic performance measures 
were collected to provide information for synthesis of optimal manual control systems under 
different performance indices. The paper shows that under certain conditions , the state- 
variable display could be preferred to the quickened display. 
conventional describing function models for human pilots controlling unstable , second-order 
systems (second-order systems with negative damping). The authors showed that under these 
conditions the describing function is modified by the addition of a second-order lead term. 
The authors hypothesized that this term arises from the pilot's awareness of the existence of 
periodicity of the response. 
system. The effect of such variables as type of magnification and field of view on integrated 
absolute tracking e r ror  were presented. Two informal presentations were also given at this 
session. Herzog and Pew discussed the effect of force-feedback compensation on manual 
control performance. Graham indicated that many common control-system nonlinearities 
have a negligible effect on human-operator performance. 
K. Washizu and K. Miyajima in an informal presentation discussed a modification of 
Smith and Lyman presented some results of experiments using a high inertia tracking 
VI. DECISION PROCESSES I1 
Several of the papers in sessions VI and VI1 showed the continuing concern of the 
manual-control field for mathematical description of discrete decision processes used by 
human controllers. Merritt and Bekey focused their attention on mathematical models of 
operator performance in a class of tasks where the operator's response is pulsatile. Such 
responses are  observed commonly in systems of sufficiently higher order. In such systems 
the response of the human operator may approach that of a bang-bang element. In the class 
of models proposed here, the human operator was represented as a pulse generator, with 
each idealized triangular pulse being represented by its time of initiation, width, and ampli- 
tude. Regression analysis methods were used to relate these three pulse parameters to the 
error  and e r ror  rate in a compensatory task. Likewise, Poulton discussed the need for a 
discrete o r  sampling model which would actually mimic human decision processes. He 
presented only the formal nature of the model, without any quantitative description. A third 
paper concerned with the sampling behavior of human operators was presented by Biddle et al, 
The purpose of the study reported in this paper was to examine the effect of .random variations 
in sampling frequency on the power spectra produced by sampled data models of human opera- 
tors. Careful studies of tracking records have failed to reveal periodicities in the spectra, 
such as might be expected if human controllers behaved as sampled data systems with periodic 
sampling. This paper demonstrated that random variation of the sampling interval tends to  
mask peaks in the output spectra, suggesting that if human operators do sample, they do not 
do so at a constant rate. 
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An informal presentation by Smallwood concerned the use of decision theory in the 
formulation of human-operator behavior, in terms of the encoding of classes of internal 
models. 
VII. PHYSIOLOGICAL MODELING 
An interest in a mathematical representation of the "fine structure" of the human oper- 
ator was evident at this conference. The four papers at this session were concerned with 
several aspects of biological processes involved in manual control tasks. Three of the papers 
were concerned with the neuromuscular or  output portion of the system and the fourth, an in- 
formal presentation, was concerned with the visual o r  input system. 
Agarwal et al. proposed the following hypothesis: that adaptation to stick dynamics 
takes place via a feedback loop involving the muscle spindle and the spindle afferent nerve, 
while adaptation to input waveforms takes place via the alpha motor neuron and the alpha 
efferent nerve, directly to the muscle itself. Thus, it was hypothesized that adaptation to 
input waveforms is basically an open-loop process in the neuromuscular system. Preliminary 
results obtained from experiments aimed at isolating the two loops tended to  confirm the 
validity of this hypothesis. Gibbs was likewise concerned with the effects of feedback in con- 
trolling movement. He investigated the alternative hypotheses of preprogramed, open-loop, 
learned patterns of motor control as contrasted with the use of proprioceptive feedback in 
controlling movement. Specifically, he investigated accuracy of both eye movement and 
forearm movement in acquisition tasks. The effect of alcohol consumption on the accuracy 
was also investigated. The major conclusion of his study was that skilled movement requires 
feedback for its explanation. McRuer et al. presented a detailed neuromuscular system model 
which was developed in an attempt to provide an analytical explanation of certain characteris- 
tics in describing function data, primarily in the so-called "precision model. I '  The paper 
presented a detailed description of the anatomy of the neuromuscular system, with emphasis 
on the motor unit and the muscle spindles. A neuromuscular system model including the 
gamma and alpha motor neuron, the spindle, and muscle dynamics were presented. 
of the pupil in the human eye are directly related to tracking difficulty. 
An informal presentation by Anderson and Pietrzak indicated that variations in the size 
VIII. DECISION PROCESSES I11 
A number of additional topics related to human decision processes were presented at 
this session. Lyman and Freedy were concerned with a strategy for man-machine interaction, 
which could be suited for such situations as the control of artificial arms. They suggested a 
design in which the human operator's adaptive capacity could be used to override prepro- 
gramed control movements when necessary. This, they termed "inhibitory control.'' The 
remaining papers in this session were informal presentations. Sheridan and Ferrell were 
concerned with methods of remote manipulation involving both direct manual control and 
supervisory control involving computer subroutines. Elkind was concerned with the appli- 
cation of signal detection theory to  manual control systems, specificially involving transition 
in controlled element dynamics. Pew et al., in a careful study of low-frequency sinusoidal 
tracking, suggested that the fundamental characteristic of the neuromuscular system should 
be regarded as a discrete signal processing system. It was suggested that the motor system 
generates discrete impulsive changes in force and that error-velocity power spectra reveal 
two significant peaks which vary as a transport delay is added to the forward control loop. 
x 
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The theme of this session on advanced modeling techniques was adaptive and optimal 
control strategy on the part of human operators. Preyss and Meiry were concerned with a 
stochastic model bf human learning behavior in a manual control task. They selected a task 
which involved regulating the state of a double-integral plant with a two-position switch. The 
human operator was conceptualized as a sequential data processing system consisting of a 
sensor, a decision maker, and an effector. Learning in this model was viewed as an evolu- 
tion of the probabilities of switching in the state space. Yasui and Young were concerned with 
manual, time-optimal control of high-order plants. The operators were shown both the 
instantaneous position-velocity error  spot in the phase plane and the projection of the time- 
optimal switching locus onto the phase plane. The time necessary to reach the equilibrium 
state for each case was reduced to less than half the time required when no switching locus 
was displayed. The paper also presented a technique suitable for an analog computer to 
generate the exact or approximate switching lines. The paper by Angel presented the second 
phase of the preliminary work discussed at the 1966 conference, in which a finite-state model 
of a human operator was proposed. The present paper indicated a technique for making this 
model adaptive by adjustment of threshold levels. This technique made it possible for the 
model to track ramps of arbitrary slope as well as arbitrary waveforms. An informal paper 
by Hoffman was concerned with the application of inverse optimal control theory to human 
pilot adaptation. 
. 
X. APPLICATIONS 
A series of papers in this session were concerned with the application of manual control 
theory to problems involving lunar-landing simulators, automobile following, vertical take-off 
and landing (VTOL) vehicles and other aircraft. Adams presented the application of describ- 
ing-function techniques to the analytical design of a manually controlled lunar-landing simula- 
tor. This study was particularly valuable since the predicted characteristics of the manually 
controlled simulator were later verified in practice after the simulator was put in operation. 
A mathematical model of a display-driver-control stick combination was used by Fenton to 
study simulated car  following situations. In order to obtain the driver-vehicle system which 
was displaying asymptotic stability under conditions of close spacing between adjacent vehi- 
cles a control stick with a built-in tactile aiding device was developed. Various compensa- 
tion methods were examined but stability was not achieved. Hence optimum tracking and 
asymptotic stability do not occur under identical conditions in the automobile-following prob- 
lem. Vinje and Miller presented analytical and flight simulator studies which were conducted 
to develop a mathematical model for interpreting pilot opinion ratings and pilot selection of 
optimum control sensitivity for a VTOL aircraft hovering task. The task involves control of 
a coupled two-degree-of-freedom hovering vehicle. It was concluded that quasi-linear pilot 
models and several analysis techniques are valuable tools for determining pilot-control 
characteristics and for interpreting behavior. The correlation of pilot-model parameters 
with pilot-opinion ratings and optimum-control sensitivities was studied. 
A number of other applications were discussed in informal papers. Nevins and Johnson 
discussed the man-computer interface for the Apollo system. Tipton described a technique 
for man-machine system equalization in order to obtain optimum performance , as specified 
by the ITAE. The technique was applied to a simulation of a seventh-order system repre- 
senting manual control of an aircraft rate of descent. Creer and Hardy described a technique 
for measuring the reliability contribution of a piloted backup system for launch vehicles of the 
Saturn V class. Weir  discussed the application of pilot transition response models to analysis 
’ 
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of flight control system failures. Westbrook described the characteristics of the advanced 
in-flight simulator (TIFS) now under development, and its potential uses for in-flight meas- 
urement of human performance data. Attendees at the conference were encouraged to make 
use of this forthcoming flying simulation laboratory. 
I. DISPLAY 
1. A Systems Analysis Theory 
anual Control Displays 
D .  T .  McRuer and H .  R.  J e x  
Systems Technology, Inc. 
This paper summarizes the b a s i c  elements  of a unified theory for the devel- 
opment of d i sp lays  for pi lots  of manually controlled vehicles .  The theojy com- 
b ines  several  recent  manual control developments in its structure: 
and mission criteria are derived in t e r m s  of meaningful servo a n a l y s i s  parameters. 
using the “multiloop feedback select ion hypothesis ,”  which includes the human 
operator’s describing functions, remnant, and subject ive preferences. 
bandwidths, and s tabi l i ty  margins are made by sys tems  a n a l y s i s  techniques.  
derived, based  on s t i l l- tentat ive pi lot monitoring and scanning models. 
during training, transfer, stress, or equipment failure) are treated by the succes- 
s ive  organization of perception theory of manual control sk i l l  development, and 
d i sp lay  concepts  to enhance  the level of display utilization can be  quanti tat ively 
eval  voted. 
rational b a s i s  for experimental programs, and a theoretical foundation for analyz- 
ing the comparative merits or problems of new operational display systems.  
(1) The vehic le  dynamics, environmental dis turbances,  command structure, 
(2) The “ b e s t ”  or “al ternat ive bes t”  feedbacks for the pilot a r e  derived 
(3) Quanti tat ive evaluation of the system performance measures,  information 
(4) The required scanning pattern and rates and workload margins are then 
(5) The progression and regression of t h e  level of pilot behavior (e.g., 
This theoretical framework provides a paradigm for display development, a 
Present-day practice in the development of operational display systems is based largely 
on intuition and tradition backed by a qualitative understanding of the potentially useful control 
information. Instrument arrangements or  integrated display formats are  selected using this 
experience and background, and a re  then subjected to exhaustive and expensive development 
and comparison in manual simulators and, ultimately, a re  verified in flight. The simulation 
process usually reveals shortcomings in the preconceived display systems which are over- 
come by progressive detailed modification and testing. The required modifications can be 
gross, such as display layout changes or  additions to the displayed information; o r  they can 
be detailed changes in such things as scaling and dynamic properties. Each progressive 
modification requires separate evaluation and assessment; and the selection of the best corn- 
promise system depends on these assessments. The entire procedure can only be classed as 
a time-consuming and costly, but currently necessary, cut-and-try process based on tenuous 
and qualitative guidelines. 
The display theory partially exposed here is directed at revolutionizing this art. Its 
basis is the present analytical understanding of the various ways the pilot can function as a 
controller and instrument monitor. Putting this understanding actively to work to achieve a 
detailed, quantitative, analytical delineation of the interactions among the pilot, the display 
system, and the vehicle allows direct and important savings in the display design/evaluation 
process. 
‘ 
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Central to the evolution of such an integrated display theory is the notion that display 
configuration design is fundamentally a guidance and control problem which has psychomotor 
interactions. For example, control analyses using existing pilot models will directly yield 
the vehicle motion quantities which must be displayed to accomplish some given task, and 
estimates of the rate at which such displays must be sampled. In turn, the consequences of 
the eye movements needed for sampling a given display arrangement can be estimated from 
available engineering psychology data. Expanding on this theme and properly implementing 
it leads to a practical theory having the following as its primary outputs: 
(1) The quantities o r  combinations of quantities which must be displayed to enable the 
specified mission phase or task to  be performed. There is seldom a unique, necessary, and 
sufficient set in complex tasks, so there may be several possible sets of suitable display 
quantities. 
(2) The pilot's required dynamic behavior in acting on the displayed quantities. 
(3) Performance assessment predictions (e. g., rms system errors  and pilot workload 
data such as information rate, fixation times, and frequencies on each instrument) for each 
system of displays evolved. 
If the theory can be made to deliver these outputs on a reasonably accurate basis, the 
preliminary design of a display system for vehicular controls would finally become a rational 
procedure. Experimental studies would still be required to confirm the analytical results, 
but the systems studied would be far fewer and the experiments more crucial and pointed. 
Finally, the existence of the theory will make feasible the proper role of analysis and simula- 
tion as corroborators and collaborators in the design process. 
Following this introduction we shall develop the display theory in two steps, corre- 
sponding to the next two sections of the paper. The first describes briefly the components of 
the display theory. They include the elements of display and their relationship to multiloop 
pilot control behavior; levels of pilot control, or effective system organization, and their 
relative merits; the connections between these several forms of pilot/controller character- 
istics and system organization via the successive organization of perception theory; inducing 
o r  retaining high levels of effective system organization; and fixation frequency and duration 
statistics for the visual subsystem. 
The second part combines this potpourri into an over-all theory for display. The basic 
idea is the following: 
(1) Use closed-loop analysis to predict suitable display quantities and system configu- 
rations for various levels of pilot adaptation (i. e. , compensatory, pursuit, and precognitive 
system topologies) and sensory modalities. The result of this procedure is a series of pos- 
sible competing systems , each capable theoretically of accomplishing the mission tasks. 
adaptation for each of the systems set forth above. 
(2) Delineate the additional conditions necessary to obtain the assumed level of pilot 
(3) Estimate the properties of the several systems. 
(4) Reiterate as necessary to solve the problem or optimize the design. 
It is convenient to describe and, incidentally, to apply the display theory as a process in- 
volving two or more stages. In the first-stage version the display theory components are 
combined for compensatory systems. This is reasonably straightforward to describe, even 
though some complicating factors are introduced by possible changes in the effective con- 
trolled element dynamics using stability augmentation procedures. Still , for a given basic 
task or mission description and presumed unalterable vehicle dynamics , the first-stage 
compensatory system provides both minimum requirements and initial points of departure 
for improvements. The second-stage systems are  then evolved as improvement possibilities 
stemming from the basic compensatory system. 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS THEORY OF MANUAL CONTROL DISPLAYS 
DISPLAY THEORY COMPONENTS 
ELEMENTS OF DISPLAY.-In a manual control system the display is the means by 
which the information required for performance of the task is presented to the operator. 
Display is here used in the general sense which, in addition to visual stimuli, includes audi- 
tory, tactile, and other sensory means of conveying information to the pilot. The display has 
the following three key elements : 
(1) Forcing function or command-input signals 
(2) Controlled element output signals 
(3) References or  background 
The forcing fwction elements htroduce exterior information, especially of a nature to show 
or "command" the desired state of the system. The output signals indicate how the opera- 
tor's actions are affecting the quantities being controlled (i. e., status information). The 
background o r  reference elements are  those displayed properties which enable the forcing 
function command-input signal to be (sometimes) distinguished from the output signal; that is ,  
background is that which enables the behavior of input and output to be separately perceived. 
Physically, the three elements of the display may be highly tangible exteroceptive in- 
formation or, at the other extreme, almost completely interoceptive. Examples of the 
tangible exteroceptive type are forcing functions generated in avionic systems, background 
references consisting of wide angle views of the Earth and horizon, and direct visual per- 
ception of the aircraft attitude relative to this background. The interoceptively based display 
elements are exemplified by internally generated command signals or set operating points, 
proprioceptive indications of control status , and cortico-cerebellar-derived recognition of 
signal patterns and coherency. 
by several senses (multimodality) . Fixed-base simulation nearly always is limited to the 
single-modality case (e. g., visual cues only); motion simulators and actual flight involve the 
multimodality situation (e. g., visual and motion cues). The main justification for ignoring 
the nonvisual factors in many pilot-vehicle analyses is that the visual cues have been found, 
empirically, to dominate the pilot's response, and they yield results which seem to be valid. 
However, there are  several situations in which both motion and visual cues are probably im- 
portant , including pilot-induced oscillations, gust suppression, and spurious motion simula- 
tion effects. Multimodality pilot models a re  in a primitive state of development, and , as yet, 
few definitive experiments have been performed to  show the interactions of the visual display 
with the motion feedbacks. 
The communication effectiveness is maximized by display of only those stimuli neces- 
sary for the.successfu1 performance of the control task. All too often superfluous or re- 
dundant information is provided, tending to saturate the pilot's ability for processing infor- 
mation. Conversely, too little information may unnecessarily burden the pilot with the 
additional correlations, equalizations , or predictions demanded by the control task. The 
determination of an optimum balance of information sources and display presentations starts 
with a knowledge of pilot control theory, that i s ,  the various levels of pilot control action and 
their relationship to the display. 
The inputs to the pilot may be perceived by only one of the s.enses (single modality) o r  
LEVELS OF PILOT CONTROL ACTIVITY .-In general, there are three essential levels 
of control activity in manual control systems. These correspond to three different system 
organizations or topologies which, in turn, delineate the available information paths. A gen- 
eralized diagram illustrating these possible system organizations is indicated in figure 1. 
The simplest variant of this system is one which includes only the path indicated by the 
heaviest line. This elementary compensatory system is a fundamental component of all, o r  
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almost all, man-machine systems. The operator's stimulus consists only of an e r ro r  signal 
indicating the difference between the commanded and the actual states of the system. The 
operator can distinguish between these two states only by intermittent activity; for example, 
the e r ror  equals the system forcing function when the directly controlled output is zero. 
Fundamentally, the background or reference display element is not present. 
Closing (figuratively) either switch 1 or switch 2 changes the system to a pursuit struc- 
ture. Here, sufficient information is available for the forcing function to be readily distin- 
guishable from the effects of the control responses made by the operator; that is ,  in essence 
a background or reference has been added to the display. It is important to note , however , 
that a pursuit display does not necessarily mean the operator is acting in the pursuit mode. 
Recent experimental measurements (ref. 1) show that in some cases the operator will act in 
the compensatory mode even when given a pursuit display. 
The third level of pilot activity is the precognitive, or  preprogrammed, structure. This 
can occur in special circumstances in which the predictable aspects of the forcing function are 
detected and the human plus control system is synchronized to these deterministic forcing- 
function characteristics. In precognitive control, sufficient predictive aspects are  present 
for the human to develop and then to utilize an entire repertory of preprogrammed responses. 
The difference between the three display or system structure organizations described 
are twofold: The first is available information of a predictive nature; the second is the 
dynamic performance improvement which can accrue when the information inputs are skill- 
fully utilized. One easily measured dynamic performance difference is an effective time 
delay between system input and output. For instance, in precognitive circumstances , sinus- 
oidal command inputs can be duplicated at the system output with little or  no phase lag and 
essentially no amplitude ratio decrease for frequencies up to  3 to 4 cps. With random- 
appearing commands (which preclude precognitive operation), closed-loop pursuit character- 
istics indicate considerably less effective time delay than present in the closed-loop charac- 
teristics of a compensatory system incorporating the same controlled element and operating 
on the same forcing function. More mundane performance measures, such as mean squared 
error  (or the corresponding rms e r ror ,  oe) , are ordered similarly across the three kinds of 
organization. 
MODELS FOR PILOT DY NAM1CS.-Analytical models which describe human pilot dy- 
namic characteristics in mathematical terms compatible with flight-control engineering 
practice exist for each level of control. Not all of these models are based on sufficient ex- 
perimental data to be definitive. Yet in all cases the models are sufficiently developed to 
enable the making of relative dynamic performance estimates. A summary is given in 
reference 2. Here, only the multiloop model will be covered in any detail because the others 
are already documented elsewhere. 
teristics are those for single-loup compensatory systems. Notable early investigations are 
reported in references 3 to 9. In 1957 these and other data were used to develop a quasi- 
linear predictive model incorporating a general form and adjustment rules (ref. 9). Since 
then much additional data have been developed (e. g., refs. 1 0  and 11), and this model has 
been substantially extended in accuracy and applicability (refs. 11 and 12). 
in a way nearly parallel with that for single-loop systems, albeit a few years later. First  
came studies in which multiloop analyses were made by using hypothetical extensions of the 
single-loop results (e. g., refs. 13 to 16). Then the results of multiloop experiments (refs. 
17  and 18) began to provide a better basis for model building. One of the most interesting and 
Compensatory-single loop.-By far the most widely and extensively studied pilot charac- 
Compensatory-multi1oop.-The evolution of multiloop models for the pilot has proceeded 
x 
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important findings is that the command-loop describing functions are in excellent agreement 
with previous single-loop measurements (ref. 17). 
The pilot model for multiloop tasks is an extension of the quasi-linear describing func- 
tion model for single-loop tasks, but with different parameters operating in each loop. 
Whereas the tradeoffs between performance, stability, and pilot equalization effort are  rel- 
atively clear-cut in single-loop situations, the number of alternatives becomes much greater 
in multiloop systems. To converge on the probable feedbacks and equalization selected by 
the pilot, the adaptive feedback selection hypothesis has been formed, which is based on 
considerable evidence, and is being validated at the present. 
degrees of freedom, some directly sensed within the general visual field, some observable 
via visual displays, and (perhaps) some directly sensed using modalities other than vision, 
then the human pilot evolves, during a learning and skill development phase, a particular 
multiloop system structure. The active feedback connections in this system are similar to 
those which would be selected by a skilled controls designer who has available certain variable 
system characteristics to use for control of given fixed-system characteristics, and who also 
has available a relative preference guide for the variables. System variables comprise 
sensing channels for each of the feedback possibilities available to the pilot and possible 
equalization in each loop which is tailored from an adaptive, but limited, set of equalization 
forms. 
Aduptiue Feedback Selection Hypothesis. Given a controlled element having several 
The loops ultimately selected have the following properties : 
(1) To the extent possible, the feedback loops selected and equalizer adjustments made 
will be such as to allow wide latitude and variation in pilot characteristics. 
( 2 )  The loop and equalization structure selected will exhibit the highest pilot rating of 
all practical loop closure possibilities. Preferably, the loops selected can be closed with a 
pure gain plus a relatively large time delay (on the order of 0.5 sec). 
(3) Sampling is minimized; that i s ,  the information used will come from the following 
sources, in order of preference: 
General visual field 
Integrated displays 
Separately displayed quantities 
Adjustment Rules. The outer loops are  equalized in accordance with the single-loop 
rules, with some additions to account for the closure of other (inner or  parallel) loops. 
(1) Equalization: The equalization form and parameters are based on the "effective 
controlled element" with the inner loop closed, that i s ,  Yc includes the augmenterlike action 
of the pilot in the inner loop. In general, feedback selections which involve much equaliza- 
tion, or  different equalization in each loop, seem to be avoided by the pilot. A wide range of 
acceptable outer loop gains is desirable. 
( 2 )  Effective time delay: When several displays must be sampled, an additional incre- 
ment, A.r=the effective time delay due to sampling behavior, is added to the basic delay. 
(3) 'Crossover frequency: The same crossover frequency considerations apply as for 
the single-loop case. Often the outer loop has a lower crossover frequency than the inner 
loop or  single-loop cases because of a larger accumulation of effective time delays. 
The inner loops often act as parallel equalization for subsequent loops, or provide 
feedbacks or crossfeeds which suppress subsidiary degrees of freedom which have undesirable 
effects on subsequent loops. Because the role of the inner loops is so dependent on outer loop 
requirements, the rigid rules given above for the outer loop are  not generally applicable 
(e. g., even stability may not be required). The types of inner loops closed and the equaliza- 
tion selected will generally be compatible with one or all of the following considerations: 
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(1) Outer loop adjustments per the outer loop adjustment rules become more feasible 
(e. g., I YpYc I can be made approximately -20 dB/decade with less outer loop equalization). 
(2) The sensitivity of the closed-loop characteristics to changes in either inner or outer 
loop pilot characteristics is reduced from that in an outer-loop-only situation. This includes 
the improvement of gain and phase margins. 
(3) The loop structure and equalization selected are those for which total pilot rating is 
the best obtainable. 
(4) Time delays due to sampling are minimized. 
Insufficient data have been obtained to validate these selection and adjustment rules 
completely, but one example is available of the pilot's describing function in a simulated 
multiloop task involving manual control of roll and yaw with ailerons and- rudder (ref. 17) 
which supports the theory. 
by the absence of coupling terms in the controlled element dynamics) systems with separated 
displays (ref. 19), but these have not yet been incorporated into a predictive model. 
which is not coherent with the input. In single-loop compensatory tasks with conventional 
controlled elements , the remnant usually comprises a small fraction of the total pilot output 
and resulting closed-loop er rors  (ref. 11). In multiloop tasks, there may be an increase in 
remnant due to residual effects of display scanning, crosstalk, and increased pilot workload. 
Until definitive measurements are available, one should allow for possibly increased remnant 
in computation of the closed-loop system characteristics. 
and above compensatory e r ro r  nulling) on either the input forcing function, the controlled 
output, or both, depending on the controlled characteristics. 
trolled element, pilot operation on the input Y 
"adjustment ru1es1l of figure 2. In essence, this 9mplicit pursuit11 model assumes that Y 
is unchanged from the pure compensatory case, and that Y 
the e r rors  near crossover. Typical experimental data, also shown in the same figure, indi- 
More recently, data have become available on multiaxis (distinguished from multiloop 
An essential part of all pilot models is the remnant, that portion of the pilot's output 
Pursuit .-The mechanics of pursuit tracking involve additional pilot operations (over 
For a relatively simple con- 
and er ror  functions Yp is indicated in the 
Pi  e 
Pe 
is added to reduce 
Pi 
cate a good correlation with the model, Y .Y Iejq(cu). The source of the phase-angle varia- 
p, 
tions q(w) i s ,  as yet, unexplained. Other pursuit data are given in references 1 and 8. 
the information available on the system dynamics, performance , and workload must be sup- 
plemented by the pilot feedforward dynamics Y in those loops made pursuit. Estimates of 
average performance, such as the error  spectrum and rms  level, either can be considered 
as highly conservative for the pursuit situation, or  can be modified somewhat to account for 
the improved errorhnput caused by the insertion of Y 
As noted for multiloop situations, there may be an increase in remnant over the com- 
pensatory situation as a by-product of the additional equalization required in the adoption of 
especially since the equalization required for Y and Y is always different. Any in- 
When Compensatory systems are modified in one way or another to pursuit systems, 
Pi 
. 
Pi 
YPi* Pi PC 
crease in remnant due to adopting Y 
may limit the degree of pursuit behavior employed when the compensatory er ror  is already a 
small fraction of the input (e. g., when YcGK/s). 
Y 
tends to offset some of its performance benefits and 
Pi 
Precognitive. -Finally, for conditions in which the pilot can become precognitive, the 
feedforward is effectively all that exists, i. e., Y 
Pi Pe 
= 0, and the system operates as 
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I EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
MODEL - 20 
TI v 
BLOCK DIAGRAM STRUCTURE: 
w (rad/sec) 
e I-YpiYc 
i I +YcY,, 
ADJUSTMENT RULES: (IMPLICIT PURSUIT) 
1. Ype IS SlMlLlAR TO COMPENSATORY DISPLAY 
RESPONSE, ACHEIVING GOOD LOW FREQUENCY 
ERROR REDUCTION 
2. yPi IS APPROXIMATELY yc-'e+j+(w) 
Figure 2.-Example of pursuit measurements. 
open-loop insofar as the modality involving the command, i, is concerned. For practical 
purposes the Y adopted is given by l / Y c  s o  that the transmission from input to output is 
Pi 
essentially unity. What actually occurs in the precognitive condition is that the pilot himself 
generates a patterned o r  skilled response after just a portion of the completely predictable 
input has been observed. Thus, what appears on a stimulus-response basis as near-perfect 
transmission through the system is actually the result of the pilot inserting a programmed 
command (or series of commands) which, in turn, is triggered by an initial portion of the 
command-input signal. 
high skill requirements on the operator, precognitive control has many practical limitations. 
With simple controlled element dynamics such as Yc -1, precognitive control has been ex- 
hibited with sinusoidal, square-wave, and triangular forcing functions, and with more random 
appearing forcing function waveforms consisting of up to three sinusoids (refs. 20 and 21). 
There is also some evidence that precognitive operation can be achieved to cope with periodi- 
cally time-varying controlled elements after much practice (ref. 22). 
, Derived System Characteristics .--The application of the pilot model for multiloop com- 
pensatory systems allows the analyst to estimate, for given forcing function characteristics 
and a given set of controlled element dynamics, the following: 
Because of the deterministic nature required of the forcing function and the extremely 
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(1) Desirable loops to close and, hence, the vehicle motion and system command 
( 2 )  Pilot dynamics in terms of the pilot describing function for each of the loops closed. 
( 3 )  The closed-loop dynamics such as the system output to command input describing 
function. 
(4) That portion of the closed-loop average performance due to the pilot's linear oper- 
ations on the forcing function, that is ,  oe/ai. Considerably less accurate estimates can be 
made for that portion of the system rms er ror  due to the pilot's remnant. 
(5) Closed-loop er ror  spectrum Qee including an estimate for the effective bandwidth 
(6) Ratios of unity-amplitude crossover frequencies for the various loops closed by the 
(7) Relative bandwidths for each of the loops closed, w 
quantities required for display. 
w 
eeff' 
pilot which are related to the hierarchy of loop closures and required information rates. 
/wek . 
ejeff eff 
In other words, for compensatory display situations at least, a great deal of information about 
possible system structures, pilot and system dynamics, and average performance can be esti- 
mated using a combination of existing theories, validated by experimental data. 
SUCCESSIVE ORGANIZATION OF PERCEPTION 
The provision of a pursuit-type display is not a guarantee that the pilot will use pursuit 
control methods. Conversely, a pursuit display is not essential to pilot adoption of effective 
pursuit tracking. That i s ,  the organization of the system structure is not confined to physi- 
cal display alone. In fact, one of the most important features of human adaptability is the 
capacity to set up an internal organization (equivalent to the construction of several signal 
processing paths within the human) which induces background or  references not physically 
present or  which permits highly efficient use of any coherence in the presented stimuli. This 
capacity to construct a succession of conceptual displays which is effectively equivalent to 
more elaborate, and often infeasible, physical displays can provide the same type of per- 
formance enhancement as that achieved with the physical displays. The above progression 
in learned use of displays has been termed successive organization of perception (SOP) from 
reference 23.  Similarly, the regression of a system structure from a higher to a lower level 
of skill (e. g., from an effective pursuit to an effective compensatory condition) is the explana- 
tion for many conditions in which system performance is materially degraded. 
While it is not possible to evaluate all such SOP implications by strictly analytical 
means, one can often detect the mode of display utilization being practiced in carefully con- 
trolled experiments from the criteria and utilization cited in table 1. 
DISPLAY PERCEPTION MODELS 
In contrast to the well-established state of the art in overall input-output models for 
single-loop situations, there are few validated and practical models for the dynamics of the 
interface between the panorama and instrument displays and the pilot's perception of the 
relevant signals. Assuming that the desired feedbacks have been obtained from the feedback 
deletion process described previously, the remaining requirement is to model the scanning 
frequencies, durations, and patterns. 
Ideally, the estimates of pilot stimuli bandwidths obtained using the pilot dynamic 
characteristics described above can be used to determine estimates for scanning frequencies 
and durations for the instruments comprising the display system. The connecting links be- 
tween stimuli bandwidths and scanning frequency durations and patterns are experimental 
f 
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TABLE 1.-SOP DISPLAY UTILIZATION CRITERIA 
SOP Mode 
Compensatory 
Pursuit 
Display utilization 
Y ; on e r ro r  only 
'e 
Y ; (mostly) on input 
pi 
Y ; on er ror  
'e 
Y ; (perhaps) on output 
'm 
Y on input cues only; 
pP 
detailed pattern gener- 
ated within operator 
Criteria for detection 
Y fits well-established laws 
'e 
for compensatory control 
Input-response delay large 
Y < Y (compensatory) Pe pc 
Lower input-response delays; 
Error  display still required 
lower errors  (usually) 
for loop stability and 
residual error  control 
Can remove detailed input, 
o r  (for stable Yc) close 
eyes , for periods2 (input- 
bandwidth)"; Ype 40 
data on fixation rates and durations as functions of displayed signal properties. Some data 
pertinent to this problem exist, although they require interpretation before they can be di- 
rectly applied to manual control. Some of these data will be discussed briefly below. Re- 
search in this area is active at several laboratories, s o  better models are expected in the 
immediate future. 
FIXATION FREQUENCY .-The minimum frequency with which a given instrument must 
be observed is a basically sampling problem, and the existing sampled data theory is ade- 
quate to permit its application to the modeling of experimental data intended for display design 
and evaluation purposes. A well-known result (Nyquist's sampling theorem) states that a 
signal with effective bandwidth f i  (in cps) must be sampled at a rate of at least 2fi samples 
per second to enable the original signal to be reproduced exactly by idealized operations per- 
formed on the sampled signal magnitudes only.' Since the task of the controller is to repro- . 
duce the signal in some sense, then he would be expected to sample the instrument at a rate 
which is greater than 2fi because his operations cannot be ideal, and the bandwidth cutoff is 
usually not sharp. In cases where several related instruments require different sampling 
rates, the minimum scanning rate for the group may be set by the fastest required fixation 
frequency in the group. 
The effect of single-display sampling on operator performance in this context has been 
studied in a series of complementary experiments accomplished by Vossius and Wezel (refs. 
20 and 21). They worked with single sinusoids, harmonic patterns of three sinusoids , and a 
'The general sampling theorem, given magnitude plus R derivatives at each sample, is 
bandwidth=2fi/(R+l). 
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random-appearing sum of five sinusoids in single-axis pursuit tracking tasks with Yc =l. 
Among their experiments were runs in which the forcing function was initially sampled 
(presented) at a frequency that was much greater than twice the highest frequency component, 
followed by a gradual reduction in the sampling rate. The output power spectral density was 
computed, and at the high sampling rates the operator's output exhibited spectral lines at 
forcing function frequencies (for forcing function bandwidths within the normal range of 
manual control system operation). As  the sampling rate dropped below two to three times 
the highest forcing function frequency, the peak at that frequency in the operator's output 
spectral density disappeared. Similar results were obtained for the other input frequency 
lines as the sampling rate was reduced further still. Also, new lines appeared in the output 
spectra which seemed to correspond with the sideband frequencies associated with the sam- 
pling operation. These experiments thus clearly demonstrated that the operator was able to 
reconstruct the forcing function so long as the signal was presented at a rate somewhat 
greater than 2fi for a signal with bandwidth f i .  
can apply these results to multiple displays excited by continuous signals wherein the sam- 
pling is provided by the pilot's scanning operations. To the extent that this extrapolation is 
valid, the fixation frequency on each display that is actually used in control operations must 
be at least 2fi to 3fi. An experimental check of this extrapolation is clearly desirable, bear- 
ing in mind the interactions between the minimum required scanning frequencies and con- 
venience of scanning the group. 
It is possible that some recent experimental data on interrupted displays in monitoring 
operations (refs. 24 and 25) can be reinterpreted to provide further fixation frequency data. 
In these experimental situations, the observer was instructed to push a button whenever any 
of six unrelated instruments displayed a value which exceeded some percentage of full scale. 
The observer was told that he would be rewarded in accordance with the accuracy to which he 
was able to detect all of these exceedances. Thus, the task was one of exceedance detection 
and not signal reproduction or control. 
Other factors which will influence the scanning rate are the duration of each sample (if 
magnitude, rate,  and higher derivatives can be detected during each fixation, the signal can 
be predicted for longer periods between fixations) , the urgency of the particular signal , and 
the demands of other control axes or noncontrol tasks. A grand model to account for all the 
factors is not yet available. 
The Vossius-Wezel data were gathered for a single interrupted display. By analogy we 
FIXATION DURATION.-While there are  several sets of data (e. g. , ref. 25) which lend 
plausibility to the presumption that fixation duration is a function of permissible e r ror ,  input - 
amplitude, and other quantities, a fixed duration is a fair first approximation. Consider, for 
instance, an investigation of standard and advanced panel layouts by Winblade (ref. 26) which 
resulted in the scan data in table 2 (measured over a 40-sec period). The percentage varia- 
tion in the conventional panel is at least as great as that evidenced in reference 25 over a 
variety of conditions. The durations for the advanced panel are fairly constant, however, and 
have about the same magnitude in time as the mean values in experiment I1 of reference 25. 
Thus, variations in duration noted by Senders (ref. 25) are not large in comparison with other 
sources that are present in display design and evaluation. Thus, the use of a nominal constant 
duration for all instruments despite signal bandwidth is tentatively indicated, at least until 
significant relationships with various parameters in the display are more clearly established. 
TENTATIVE DISPLAY WORKLOAD CR1TERLA.-Using the data and relationships de- 
scribed above , a procedure for evaluation of competing controller-display systems in terms 
of a "sensory workload" is immediately evident. The bandwidths of the displayed signals are 
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Number of 
samples 
15 
4 
2 
5 
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Duration, 
sec 
0.53 
.53 
.50 
.45 
TABLE 2.-SCAN DATA FOR PANEL LAYOUT 
Instrument 
A 
B 
C 
D 
Conventional panel 
Number of Duration, 
samples 
0.66 
.63 
.50 
.45 
determined by closing the loops with the multiloop quasi-linear operator describing function 
model. Using the results of Vossius-Wezel, a minimum sampling frequency of twice the 
bandwidth is applied to each instrument, and the fixation duration is weighted by the type of 
instrument. The sensory workload Ws can be computed as the total time around the display 
divided by the total time available (ref. 24) , that is ,  
w =-= C d i  2f.d.; T &1/2f. 
1 1  s 1 Ts i 
where fi is the effective bandwidth of the signal displayed on the ith instrument and di is the 
average fixation duration on that instrument. The potential sensory workload will be less than 
that actually achieved, for it corresponds to the minimum time required to close the required 
loops in an ideal allocation of scanning frequency and duration to each instrument. Modifica- 
tions of the loop closures will change the potential sensory workload and permit the choice of 
an optimum among competing alternatives. As  more data become available, either from new 
experiments or by reinterpretation of existing material , the tentative procedure described 
above can be easily modified. 
COMBINATION OF DISPLAY COMPONENTS INTO DISPLAY THEORY 
COMPENSATORY (FIRST-STAGE) SYSTEMS.-The detailed elements discussed in the 
last section can be combined to form a comprehensive and quantitative theory of displays used 
for manual control. The development here will use the block diagram chart of figure 3 and a 
running description of the steps needed in a typical compensatory application (first-stage 
analysis). 
The information required at initiation of the procedure is a description of the basic task 
o r  mission and the environment in which the task is to be performed in systems analysis 
terms. These provide the command and disturbance structure shown in figure 3, and result 
in the forcing function specifications. Also needed initially is a detailed description of the 
vehicle dynamics. For simplicity here, these are presumed unalterable. However, in an 
actual design problem they can be modified using either force or motion stability-augmenting 
devices, and with such modification the display requirements can be substantially changed. 
What is required in practice , therefore, are several iterations using different stability- 
augmented vehicle dynamics. 
in estimates of the feedback loops closed by the pilot in performing the task. This yields the 
manual control system topology, and indicates , among other things , the vehicle motion 
Combining the command and vehicle data with the multiloop pilot model results , first, 
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quantities which must be fed back and displayed for the pilot's use in controlling the vehicle 
as specified by the command structure. The next steps in the sequence are the determina- 
tion of the pilot dynamic characteristics in each loop. The dynamics can vary over relatively 
broad ranges for vehicles with good characteristics, s o  estimates are made presuming full- 
attention flight conditions, as they place the greatest demands on the display and pilot. The 
next step in the procedure is to estimate the closed-loop dynamics using conventional control 
theory. These , when combined with the forcing function characteristics , provide displayed 
signal bandwidths and average performance data. Also at this point the minimum required 
display updating frequencies which are compatible with only minor performance deterioration 
of the total system can be determined using sampled-data system describing functions in con- 
junction with those for the pilot. This is a matter of importance when the display system in- 
cludes digital computing elements, as in the flight-path displays and commands. 
fixation frequencies, scan patterns , etc . , are determined iteratively using the displayed 
signal bandwidth estimates and the sampling models mentioned previously. With this step a 
complete display system has been evolved, and all of its important dynamic entities can be 
computed . 
The first-stage system provides minimum display requirements and will generally 
exhibit the highest workload and poorest performance. The compensatory system can some- 
times be improved by changing the effective controlled element by adopting different feedback 
paths and/or by the introduction of crossfeeds. Any of these possibilities remain compensa- 
tory and can be investigated using fundamentally the same procedure outlined thus far. 
Finally , using the sensory workload criterion Ws the optimal display arrangements , 
SECOND-STAGE IMPROVEMENT POSSIBILITIES.-Any improvement over the best of 
the compensatory systems requires changes in the level of system organization, that is ,  by 
inducing progression along the successive organization of perception scale. Some of the main 
factors which can help attain and retain higher levels of SOP are as follows: 
of a pursuit system, at least in the command loop. While the system performance is ordi- 
narily improved thereby , this apparently straightforward modification is often physically 
impossible or otherwise impractical. Some instruments (e. g., an attitude gyro) provide only 
an er ror  signal, with the command being unavailable as a separate entity. Unwanted inputs , 
such as gust disturbances, a re  not measured or displayed. Some of the pros and cons of 
providing pursuit versus compensatory displays are presented in table 3.  
most coherent form, the physical forcing functions can sometimes be modified by resolving 
them into more pertinent axis systems, operating on them with various linear networks (e. g., 
filtering) , and abstracting from the total signal only that information which is most signifi- 
cant. 
condition, presuming no nondeterministic changes in current forcing functions. "Preview" 
can be induced by the use of predictive or fast-time displays and extensive operator training 
to develop exceptionally high level of task knowledge and skill. The intent of the training is 
the development of rhythmic, habitual, routine behavior patterns for responses to highly 
probable inputs. The provision of standardized manipulators and sensing instrument layouts 
is an important adjunct to advanced training. 
Proprioceptive "Displayfl.-As part of the total display, especially designed manipula- 
tors can be included to provide force feedback cues as a training aid and/or to provide 
augmented feedback (one example is a stick-shaker stall indicator). This appears especially 
promising in high-redundancy operations. For example , pilot operation with a proprioceptive 
Provision of a Physical Pursuit Display.-The most obvious improvement is provision 
Forcing Function Simplification.-To present the forcing functions in their simplest, 
Preview.-This, in essence, is the same thing as defining system state by its future 
a 
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TABLE 3 .-COMPENSATORY VERSUS PURSUIT DISPLAYS 
Compensatory (error only) 
Advantages 
(1) Simple to build instruments and to 
simulate; most reliable. 
(2) Expanded scale possible; easy to de- 
tect small errors .  
(3) Simple to interpret; only one form of 
action and/or Yp is required. 
(4) Can be easily optimized and equalized 
using pilot-vehicle systems analysis. 
(5) Only type feasible for pure regulation 
tasks {e. g., suppress gust disturb- 
(1) Cannot separate disturbances from 
commands; leads to conservative 
closed-loop stability criteria and 
larger tracking errors  for low fre- 
quency inputs. 
(2) Error  may not agree with secondary 
cues (e. g., normal accelerations 
versus G, while tracking a maneuver- 
ing target). 
(3) Command patterns may be masked by 
remnant-induced e r rors ,  thereby 
impeding improvements due to  SOP. 
I 
Pursuit (input and output) 
Advantages 
(1) Shows more of available information; 
permits operator to adopt separate 
control criteria for tracking versus 
regulation; enhanoes SOP. 
(2) Operator can develop a feedforward 
path (Y .) operating directly on the 
input to minimize the closed-loop 
errors .  Results in reduced Teff and 
higher overall system bandwidth, with 
lower gain and fewer stability prob- 
lems in the compensatory loop. 
(3) Improved "conformability ," that is, a 
proper pursuit instrument is a closer 
analog to the visual field, permitting 
easier VFR and IFR transitions. 
PI 
Disadvantages 
(1) Scaling set by largest input command; 
may result in errors  being too small 
to use effectively. 
(2) Harder to put inputs on instruments; 
for example, maneuvering target 
position in space is hard to derive 
except from direct visual field. 
(3) No improvement for regulation against 
disturbances (for zero input cases). 
(4) More difficult to interpret and learn; 
Y . and Yp involved. 
p1 e 
(5) More complex to build; less reliable. 
display in active parallel control with an automatic landing system would have consequences 
on training, maintenance of skill, reduction of visual system overloads, and mission reli- 
ability. 
It is believed that most of the progression from pursuit to precognitive skill levels, for 
repetitive control actions, is based on the human's ability to execute a triggered pattern of 
response at the neuromuscular level. Proper control "feel'1 and force feedbacks can enhance 
this ability. 
stitutes the input data to the visual system when the real world is "displayedf1 through a wind- 
shield. For instance, the means used to pick out the point toward which a vehicle is moving 
inherently derives from a two-dimensional abstraction of the outside world as projected on 
the retina. The probable basis for the perception of visual guidance and control information 
Display Content-Minimum Abstraction Levels .-The perspective view as a whole con- 
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is the expansion pattern of the panorama about the "fixed point" toward which the craft is 
moving. In the parafoveal streamer theory (refs. 27 to 30) direction information is obtained 
by the observer in motion by making use of the objects in the field of view, which appear to 
move along paths radiating from the fixed point in the perspective. The tangent vectors to 
these paths are the "streamers ,I1 and the pattern formed by them is the streamer pattern. 
The instantaneous intersection of their tangents is the point toward which the observer is 
moving. Sometimes this point can be observed directly, as when the observer's speed is 
high and objects are close. But usually he has to deduce its approximate position by drawing 
on the experience accumulated as to the streamer pattern characteristics of various types of 
motion and various types of ground pattern. 
required to induce an artificial perspective panorama to provide sufficient streamer cues. 
Analogs to various minimum qTreal-worldll displays and their performance potential are of 
very great interest. This problem has yet to be resolved, although some things can be sug- 
gested on the basis of existing experience. For instance, in using the real-world display, 
When an artificial display is used, the questfon arises as to the minimum abstraction 
(1) Texture is essential to provide a reference frame and a source of streamer points. 
(2) The most important feature of the visual field is the plane of the ground, because it 
gives the observer the horizon and objects of known size on its surface. 
( 3 )  Definite objects are  needed in the foreground; without these, as when flying over 
calm water, flat treeless fields, or  featureless sandy desert, the vehicle's height and path 
cannot be interpreted at all. 
erties of the retinal image that a re  invariant to eyeball position which are likely to be useful. 
termined by static tests of the classical perspective experiments. 
which constitute the artificial perspective are  of profound importance. In landing approach, 
for example, reference 31 shows that the average touchdown point depends directly on the 
angular magnification of the perspective. Specifically, 
(4) Since the retinal image moves as the eye scans the field of view, it is those prop- 
(5) The importance of objects needed to give good motion perspective cannot be de- 
Perspective Magnification. - The scaling and magnification of the displayed quantities 
(1) Compressing the perspective causes steeper approach paths and overshoots. 
(2) Duplicating the perspective results in no touchdown error .  
(3) Expanding the perspective causes shallower approach paths and overshoots. 
Framing.-The frame provided by the windshield apparently aids the determination of 
the relative movement of the spatially summed streamer patterns, thereby improving the 
pilot's judgment of vehicle motion. Movement thresholds a re  lower when the size of the 
visual field is reduced. Questions of how much, tradeoffs, etc., in this connection a re  not 
answered, and the phenomenon is not well understood. 
emergence of a figure (e. g., an airplane image) from the reference background. Shifting of 
figure and ground amounts to a sign change, and is a major cause of so-called reversal 
errors .  
to be important factors in retaining a fixed figure-background orientation, and hence in 
keeping a pursuit or precognitive variety of system behavior. 
background (refs. 32 and 33). Such reversals often occur when a pilot switches from VFR to 
IFR, with its attendant shift in point of view. As  long as the pilot can see  the earth, he per- 
ceives his own aircraft to be banking, climbing, or diving with respect to the stationary earth 
below. However, as soon as outside vision is excluded, the visible parts of his own craft 
become the fixed background with reference to which the small moving parts of the instrument 
Figure-Background Discrimination.-The essence of perception with a display is the 
Head rigidity and eye fixation, under visual conditions with real-world display, appear 
A wide visual angle also appears to be necessary to  avoid a reversal of reference or 
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display appear. The pilot sometimes responds in terms of the aircraft as a fixed reference; 
fortunately he is trained to suppress this innate tendency for control reversal. As  another 
instance, several observers have reported reversals when watching the ground from a banking 
aircraft. When a large portion of the earth is viewed through a nearby window so that it sub- 
tends a relatively large visual angle, the aircraft is perceived to be in a bank; however, when 
a relatively small area of the earth is seen through a distant window, the aircraft is perceived 
to be level and the earth tilted. In terms of the SOP structure, these reversals a re  probably 
associated with transitions between compensatory and pursuit-like organizations. At  transi- 
tion in a regressive direction, the pursuit loop (from which the stereotyped calibrated reper- 
tory of skilled signals derives) will often cause a control movement in the wrong direction. 
Display Size and Shape.-Display size and shape effects on inducing or retaining pre- 
cognition have not been thoroughly examined, although it appears likely that reexamination in 
this r'new" context of old data should provide considerable insight and perhaps factual data. 
For instance, in the approach situation studied in reference 31, the standard deviation of 
touchdown er ror  varied directly with field of view. This trend is upheld by both the visual 
and TV displays used in this series of tests. 
such as system equalization and proper use of population stereotypes, are also applicable to 
the improvement of performance. Quickening is an example of the first, whereas suitable 
indicator movements typify the second. The typical individual habitually responds to the 
movements of an indicator by executing a movement in the opposite direction, that is, ap- 
parently interpreting the display as if it were an indication of e r ror  by responding to it as if 
to drive the e r ror  in the opposite direction. Thus displays in most cases should indicate the 
direction of the e r ror  and not the direction of the movement to be made in correcting it (e. g., 
the meatball should be high when the approaching pilot is too high). 
tacitly presumed that the highly skilled performance desired is developed and retained with 
one field of view. In the actual circumstances of piloting, however, three fundamentally dif- 
ferent fields of view may be present-the instrument panel, the real-world view through the 
windshield, and the superimposed field occupied by a head-up display. Further, within these 
there may be narrow and wide subviews, corresponding to the presence or absence of "tunnel- 
ing" or  "fascination" vision. With, then, six possible fields of view, the basic questions of 
display conformity (among the fields of view) and combination (of information from separate 
fields) are brought to the fore (refs. 34 to 36). For simple situations field separation is un- 
important because simple information can be acquired concurrently from separated fields, 
for example, by parafoveal vision. For complex situations , and therefore complex fields, 
concurrent acquisition from both fields can be an efficient process only if the fields are su- 
perimposed in the same position. Yet  even in this case conformity will not promote combina- 
tion unless the head-up display exhibits its information in a fashion which can be interpreted 
by using the same basic rules as a r e  used in the VFR. Pilots are then able to deploy their 
flying skill in the usual way while drawing information concurrently from both fields. 
-- ad hoc or systematic data exist to support theoretical developments. Many others, however, 
are not; it is to some of these that future experimental programs should be addressed. 
System Equalization and Other Existing Techniques .-Use of existing design techniques, 
Superposition of Different Display Fields. -Almost all of the discussion thus far has 
Some of the factors summarized above are reasonably well understood, and/or extensive 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The comprehensive theoretical framework shown in figure 3 and described in the fore- 
going sections provides a paradigm for a quantitative attack on several types of control/dis- 
play problems. Some examples are as follows: 
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(1) Specific display development problems 
Exposure of potential problem areas and directions for improvement at an 
early enough stage to minimize detail design risks and costs. 
Prediction of the best display scaling, filtering, and equalization parameters 
(e. g., "quickening"). 
Analysis of display-pilot-vehicle system instability under instrument flight 
conditions (e. g., flight-path oscillations under ILS guidance). 
Selection of optimum feedbacks and their gains for integrated displays. 
Specification of display instrument dynamic range, bandwidth, and tolerable 
dynamic lags. 
Estimation of functional limitations on existing instruments as applied to new 
missions, vehicles, and tasks. 
Optimization of the location of related instruments for specific mission phases. 
Rapid post-mortem investigation of anomalies in measured display system 
performance. 
(2) Rational basis for experiments 
Analytical evolution of relevant parameters and their interactions, as a guide 
to the experimental design of display simulations and flight tests. 
Correlation and unification of the results of numerous -- ad hoc display tests 
performed in the past. 
Exposure and prediction of solutions to new problem areas in integrated dis- 
plays, terrain-following displays, etc . 
Evolution of display simulator functional requirements (e. g., instrument servo 
lags, and CRT capabilities). 
Interpretation of experimental findings in an analytical manner to permit their 
extrapolation to actual flight and future problems. 
(3) Evaluation of new or operational display systems 
(a) Assessment of competing display systems by a common set of ground rules, 
models, and assumptions (e.g., via a standard set of forcing functions, pilot 
models and adjustment rules, and sensory workload criteria). 
(b) As a guide for developing comparative tests in simulators or  in flight. 
(c) Reduction of different evaluation procedures to a common basis. 
(4) Generation of new display concepts and improvements 
(a) Establishment of a rational basis for minimal elements on contact-analog 
displays. 
(b) Evolution of displays to resist disorientation and to achieve optimum head-up 
display arrangements. 
(c) Synthesis of improved blind-landing and terrain-following displays. 
(d) Recommendation of the best training and utilization procedures to enhance 
learning and skill transfer. 
The foregoing list is not intended to suggest that the proposed theory is a panacea for 
all display problems, but it does offer the promise that a great number of display problems 
which are  presently solved by expensive cut-and-try procedures can be handled more ra- 
tionally and efficiently in the near future. 
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2. Two-Di ensional Manual Control Systems 
with Separate Displays I c1 
William H .  Leuison and Jerome I .  Elkind 
Bolt Beranek and Newman, lnc .  n” 
p” 
- \  
The r e s u l t s  of a current study of multi-variable manual control sys tems  are 
presented. The object ives of this  s tudy a re  to invest igate  the human controller’s 
behavior in multivariable control s i tuat ions and to develop models  of the con- 
troller which take into account  both the monitoring and the control functions that 
he typical ly performs in such sys tems .  
A series of two-variable manual tracking experiments w a s  performed in which 
subjects were required to  view two separated d i sp lays  and operate  two control de- 
v ices  to control the system. Performance w a s  measured a s  a function of the d i s -  
play separation, the forcing function bandwidth, the task difficulty, and the 
controlled-element dynamics. Human controller describing functions, eye-move- 
ment distributions, and normalized mean-squared tracking error were obtained. 
Measurements of human controller describing functions when a s ing le  display is 
viewed peripherally for control of a s ing le  variable system were also obtained. 
A model for the human controller in the two-axis control s i tuat ion was  devel- 
oped. It w a s  t e s t e d  aga ins t  the da ta  and found to b e  a good predictor of perform- 
ance.  Extensions of this  model to higher dimension sys tems  are d i scussed .  
In this paper we present and discuss some of the results we have obtained in a current 
experimental and theoretical study of multivariable manual control systems. This study has 
two principal objectives. The first is to determine the extent to which existing models (refs. 
1 and 2) for the human controller, which have been developed from studies of single-variable 
manual control systems, predict human controller behavior in more complex multivariable 
systems. The second, and more important, objective is to develop new human controller 
models which take into consideration both the monitoring (ref. 3) and the control functions 
performed by the human operator in most real systems and which will predict with good ac- 
curacy human controller behavior in realistically complex systems. W e  have begun our re- 
search program with studies of two-variable systems because they contain two essential 
features of more complex control systems-multiple axes of control and sharing of visual 
attention-and yet are simple enough to permit detailed an6 carefully controlled experimental 
study . 
could easily be made of the controller’s performance on the one-axis foveal task (the conven- 
tional single-variable tracking situation), the one-axis peripheral task,  and the two-axis task. 
Primary experimental variables were (1) the display separation, (2) the forcing-function cut- 
off frequency, (3) the differences between the left- and right-hand tasks, and (4) the con- 
trolled-element dynamics. 
performance, such as mean squared tracking er ror ,  rather than on descriptive measures of 
-the human controller (refs. 4 to 7). Two-axis human controller describing functions have 
Most of the experiments reported in this paper were structured so that comparisons 
Most studies of multi-axis manual control systems have focused on measures of system 
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been reported only recently, and these were obtained in control situations requiring no shar- 
ing of visual attention (refs. 8 to 10). 
controls and displays has been previously reported by the authors of this paper (Levison and 
Elkind, ref. 10). In that study we investigated the effects of input bandwidth and of task dif- 
ferences on the relation between one-axis and two-axis tracking performance. The task dif- 
ferences investigated were (1) different input bandwidths on the two axes, and (2) different 
controlled elements on the two axes. 
as well as one axis when the control situation was homogeneous. The two-axis normalized 
mean squared tracking er ror  (NNISE) was on the average about only 1 0  percent greater in the 
two-axis situation, and the one- and two-axis describing functions were nearly identical. 
Bandwidth had no consistent effect on these relationships. Most of the increase in e r ror  
could be attributed to an increase in remnant which we think may have resulted from an in- 
advertent and random coupling of the movements between the two axes. Since the source of 
this coupling could have resided in the visual system, the motor system, or  in the intervening 
central pathways, we called this effect "visual-motor interaction." 
When the plant dynamics were K on one axis and K/s2 on the other, large increases in 
NMSE and appreciable changes in describing functions were observed. (These observations 
a re  consistent with the results of others (refs. 5 to 7) .) In addition, we observed that the 
describing function on the K axis appeared to adopt some of the characteristics of the de- 
scribing function on the K/s2 axis. The requirement of the human controller to generate 
simultaneously two kinds of equalizer Characteristics thus appeared to be a direct source of 
performance degradation. 
Wierwille and Gagne (ref. 11) measured time-varying transfer characteristics (mathe- 
matically equivalent to describing functions) of the human controller in one- and two-axis 
tracking situations. The two-axis tracking error  was displayed oscillographically in one ex- 
periment via a single dot free to move in two dimensions, and in another by 2-meter move- 
ments separated by an amount sufficient to require visual scanning. The authors found that 
the time-variability of the transfer characteristics was greater when the displays were 
separated than when they were integrated. 
tracking errors  were provided by two spatially separated meter movements. Time-on-target 
performance was continuously degraded as the display separation increased. (No descriptors 
of the human controller were computed.) The authors concluded that peripheral vision pro- 
vided information for accurate eye movements and possibly for control movements. 
tasks. Sanders (ref. 12) and Senders (ref. 13) have both found that (1) signal detection is 
better than chance for signals located as much as 80' into the periphery, and (2) reliability 
of detection decreases monotonically as the peripheral viewing angle is increased. Further- 
more, the ability to utilize information from a signal source located at a given angle into the 
periphery depends on the precise location of the source and upon the characteristics of the 
signal (refs. 14 and 15). 
Sanders has proposed the following three functional levels of the visual field: (1) the 
stationary field, the display angle within which a task can be performed via peripheral vision; 
(2) the eyefield, in which eye movements (but not head movements) are necessary for satis- 
factory performance; and (3) the headfield, in which head movements are required. 
From these studies of multivariable control and monitoring situations we may reason- 
ably predict the following characteristics of two-axis manual control systems: (1) two-axis 
performance will be essentially the same as one-axis performance if the control situation is 
A comprehensive study of the human controller of a two-axis system with integrated 
We found that after considerable training the subjects were able to track two axes almost 
Fitts and Simon (ref. 4) also investigated a two-axis tracking situation in which the 
Other investigators have shown the importance of peripheral vision in purely monitoring 
x 
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homogeneous and if the controls and displays are  integrated; (2) two-axis performance will 
be degraded if the dynamics on the two axes are different; (3) two-axis performance will be 
degraded if the displays are separated so  that only one can be viewed foveally; (4) information 
obtained peripherally will be important when the displays are separated; and (5) the time- 
variability of the controller's describing function may increase when the displays are 
separated. 
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL SITUATION 
In a typical multivariable manual-control situation several displays are used to present 
information to the human controller about the state of the system, several state variables have 
to be controlled, and several control inputs must be provided by the human controller by 
means of one or more control devices. We would expect, a priori, that the performance of 
the human controller in this kind of situation would be affected strongly by factors such as 
the kind, number , and location of the displays, the spectral composition of the command and 
disturbance inputs to the system, the number of control inputs that must be produced by the 
controller, the dynamics of the system being controlled, the performance constraints that 
must be satisfied, and the cost function that is minimized. Our two-variable experiments 
were designed in a manner that allowed us to investigate many of these factors. 
The apparatus we used was of conventional design. Information was presented in a 
compensatory format via cathode ray tubes. Two error  dots were displayed, one for each 
axis, and both dots moved only vertically. A single cathode ray tube was used to present 
both error  displays when a very small separation between displays was desired. Two cathode 
ray tubes were used to provide display separations of 30' and 56'. 
The hand controls were modified versions of the Measurements Systems, Inc., Model 
435 force-sensitive control. A flexible shaft was attached to the control to provide the sub- 
jects with both force and displacement feedback. The control was essentially spring re- 
strained, omnidirectional , and had no perceivable backlash or friction. Two controls were 
used, one operated by the subject's left hand and the other by his right hand. The control 
display relationship was compatible: vertical movements of the left control affected the 
vertical motion of the e r ror  dot on the left display and the right control affected the right 
display. 
whose spacings and amplitudes were adjusted to approximate a rectangular spectrum plus a 
high-frequency, low-amplitude shelf. The input bandwidths were between 0.5, 1 . 0 ,  and 2.0  
radians/sec. The inputs in the two axes were uncorrelated. The controlled-element dy- 
namics in the two axes were uncoupled and were of the forms K, K/s,  and K/s2. 
The input, e r ror ,  control, and output signals were recorded on magnetic tape in analog 
and digital format. Subject eye movements were obtained by sensing the electro-ocular 
potentials and were analyzed to determine the distribution of observation times. Human con- 
troller describing functions were computed using techniques described elsewhere (refs. 16  
and 17). In addition, mean-squared errors  and mean-squared remnants were computed. 
The subjects were instructed to minimize the mean-squared tracking error  when track- 
ing a single axis. When tracking two axes, the subjects were instructed to minimize the sum 
of the mean-squared errors .  The subjects were trained to an apparently asymptotic per- 
formance level on each of the conditions investigated. 
The input disturbances were pseudo-Gaussian noise generated by summing 17 sinusoids 
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Separation, Mode of 
deg tracking 
0 1-axis foveal 
30 1-axis peripheral 
56 1-axis peripheral 
0.8 2 -axis 
30 2-axis 
56 2-axis 
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Kh 3 w1, 
dB rad/sec 
2 4 
-5 - 
-9 
-1 4 
-1 4 
-6 - 
- 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
EFFECTS OF DISPLAY SEPARATION.-Peripheral vision is an important factor in the 
control of the system when the displays are separated by more than a few degrees (ref. 4). 
Accordingly, one of the first experiments we performed was to investigate the human con- 
troller's dynamic response characteristics when the display was viewed peripherally. In 
these experiments, the subject was asked to fixate on one display whose er ror  dot was sta- 
tionary and to track the e r ror  dot that was displayed in the peripheral region of his visual 
field. The separation between these displays was 30' and 56' of visual angle-a range that 
spanned most of the "eyefieldT1 (ref. 12). In addition, the controller's two-axis performance 
was obtained for display separations of 0. 8', 30°, and 56', and kiis one-axis performance was 
measured when the error  dot was viewed foveally. The input disturbance had the same band- 
width in both axes, 2.0 rad/sec, and both controlled-element dynamics were K/s. 
Average human controller describing functions and remnant measurements for the one- 
axis and two-axis tasks are shown in figure 1. The describing functions have been approxi- 
mated by transfer functions of the form 
where Kh is the low-frequency gain, T is the controller's effective time delay, and w1 and w 2  
are parameters of the equalizer that the controller apparently used to optimize performance 
(ref. 2). The parameters of the transfer functions are tabulated in table 1. 
TABLE 1.-EFFECT OF DISPLAY SEPARATION ON THE ANALYTIC 
APPROXIMATIONS TO THE HUMAN CONTROLLER'S DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
w e ,  
rad/sec 
7, 
sec 
0.12 
.20 
.30 
.15 
* 15 
.20 
The most important effect of a change in display separation on the describing function, 
from the point of view of system performance, was a decrease in Kh with increasing separa- 
tion. As the separation was increased from 0' to 56', the one-axis and two-axis Khdecreased 
by about 11 dB and 5 dB, respectively.' The one-axis effective time delay increased from 
0.12 to 0.3 second, whereas the two-axis delay varied only from 0.15 to 0.2 second. The 
mid-frequency lag-lead behavior evident in both the one-axis and two-axis describing func- 
tions for small separations disappeared with increasing separation. 
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Remnant stick 
Separation, 
1-axis 1-axis 
foveal peripheral 2-axis deg 
0.8 0.17 -- 0.19 
30 .17 0.48 .40 
56 .17 .65 .54 
- ~~ ~~ 
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Remnant e r ror  
1 -axis 1 -axis 
foveal peripheral 2-axis 
0.33 -- 0.34 
.33 0. 70 .53 
.33 .67 .58 
0" ( F O V E A L )  
A 30" ( P E R I P H E R A L )  
0 56" ( P E R I P H E R A L )  
0 0.8' 
A 30" 
5 6 O  
FREQUENCY ( r o d l s e c )  FREQUENCY ( radlsec I 
1- A X I S  2 - A X I S  
Figure 1 .-Effects of display separation on average human controller describing functions for 
four subjects. Controlled element dynamics were K/s on both axes, and input bandwidths 
were 2 rad/sec on both axes. 0 dB=105 dynes/cm. 
Table 2 shows the fractional remnant powers for both the controller's output (the 
"stick") and the tracking error .  Remnant is defined as the fraction of signal power that is 
not linearly correlated with the forcing function. 
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1 Display MSE ratios 
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Mean 
Note that the shape of the describing function was essentially invariant with respect to the 
mode of tracking-especially for the 0.8' and 30' separations-and that the two-axis amplitude 
ratio and phase shift curves fell between the corresponding one-axis foveal and one-axis 
peripheral curves. 
The mean squared er ror  scores for $he one-axis peripheral task (MSEp) and the two- 
axis task (MSE2), normalized with respect to the scores for the one-axis foveal task (MSEf), 
are given in table 3. The mean-squared er ror  behavior was consistent with the describing 
h c t i o n  behavior-the er ror  increased as the display separation increased. For separations 
of 30' and 56'the two-axis MSE was about equal to half the peripheral MSE. 
separation, 
deg 
observation 
time, see 
MSE2/MSEf MSE /MSEf 
P 
0.8 
30 
56 
-- -- 1 .5  
3.9 7. 5 1.2 
8.9 17  1 . 3  
Since both e r ror  dots could be viewed essentially foveally when the separation was 0. 8', 
the MSE2/MSEf ratio of 1 .5  observed with this separation indicates the performance degrada- 
tion caused solely by the requirement to track two axes simultaneously. This increase in 
error  was larger than was observed with the integrated display experiments reported pre- 
viously (ref. 10). The greater increase between one- and two-axis tracking in the separated 
display case is consistent'with results reported in the literature (ref. 5), and may result from 
the fact that coordinated movements cannot be made when the displays are separated. The 
MSE,/MSEf ratios of 3.9 and 8.9 observed for the larger separations show additional per- 
formance degradation due to visual scanning. 
In spite of the fact that the human controller's describing function has very low gain 
during peripheral viewing, peripheral vision plays an important part in control. The periph- 
eral gain is still high enough to permit useful control activity. We  were able to demonstrate 
the importance of peripheral viewing in some informal experiments in which we blanked the 
display that the subject was not looking at. We found that under these conditions the subjects 
were not able to keep the error  dots on the displays for the duration of the tracking run. 
obtained when the display separations were 30' and 56'. The observation time is the time 
interval that begins when the subject moves his eyes from one display to look at the other and 
ends when he moves them away from the second display. The observation time therefore in- 
cludes both a movement time and a fixation time. Eye movements were not required when 
the separation was 0. So, and we have no information about the visual sampling behavior of the 
controller in this situation. 
Mean observation times are shown in table 3. The mean observation time increased 
from 1 .2  to 1.3 seconds as the display separation was increased from 30' to 56'. This in- 
crease may represent the additional time required for the eyes to travel between the dis- 
plays. The observation times obtained in this experiment are about three to four times 
longer than those observed by Senders (ref. 3) in a pure monitoring task. 
Mean observation times were computed from recordings of eye movements that were 
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MSE,/MSEf MSEp/MSEf Bandwidth , rad /s ec 
0 . 5  2 . 2  3.4 
1 . 0  2 . 4  4.0 
2 . 0  3.6 7.4 
EFFECTS OF INPUT BANDWIDTH .-The input bandwidth was the experimental variable 
in the second experiment. Bandwidths of 0.5,  1.0,  and 2 . 0  rad/sec were used. The band- 
width was the same on both axes , and the controlled-element dynamics were K/s. The display 
separation for this experiment, and for all further experiments , was 30'. 
MSE,/MSEf and MSEp/MSEf ratios increased between 10  and 20 percent as the bandwidth was 
increased from 0 .5  to 1 rad/sec and increased by factors of 1 .5  and 1.9;  respectively, as the 
bandwidth was further increased to 2 rad/sec. Corresponding decreases occurred in low- 
frequency gain. Except for slight gain differences , the relation between the one-axis foveal , 
one-axis peripheral , and two-axis describing functions was essentially invariant with band- 
width and was the same that we observed in the preceding experiment. Bandwidth had no 
consistent effect on remnant. 
Mean-squared er ror  ratios and mean observation times are given in table 4. The 
Mean 
observation 
time, sec 
1.4 
1.3 
1.4 
EFFECTS OF TASK DIFFERENCES.-The third experiment was conducted to investi- 
gate the effects on two-axis performance of differences between the left- and right-hand tasks. 
The input bandwidths were either 0.5 rad/sec on both axes, 2 . 0  rad/sec on both axes, or  0.5 
rad/sec on one axis and 2 . 0  rad/sec on the other. The mean squared inputs (MSI) were either 
identical on both axes or were adjusted to produce identical one-axis mean-squared er ror  
scores (unnormalized) when either input signal was  tracked. The controlled-element dy- 
namics were K/s on both axes. 
All performance measures were affected by task differences. Table 5 shows that as the 
difficulty of the task on axis b was increased relative to the difficulty of the task on axis a (in 
terms of mean-squared error)  , the subject devoted an increasing share of his foveal attention 
to axis b and allowed his mean-squared er ror  performance on axis a to deteriorate. The. 
fraction of foveal attention and the fraction of the total two-axis MSE allocated to a given axis 
were nearly equal on the average. Corresponding decreases in the controller's gain and in- 
creases in remnant accompanied increases in mean-squared error.  Except for differences 
in gain, the one-axis foveal and two-axis describing functions were similar. (Peripheral 
describing functions were not measured in this experiment.) 
* 
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MSE2 /MSEf Conditions on axis b 
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Mean Fractional Allocations 
observation total foveal 
time, sec MSE attention 
TABLE 5.-EFFECT OF TASK DIFFERENCES ON 
MEAN-SQUARED ERROR AND MONITORING BEHAVIOR 
WITH A DISPLAY SEPARATION OF 30' 
[Average of three subjects] 
2.2 
2 . 6  
8.2 
1.4 0.50 
1.3 .45 
1 . 2  .39 
BW=O. 5, 
BW=2, 
BW=2, 
same MSI 
different MSI 
same NISI 
BW=O. 5, 
BW=O. 5, 
same MSI 
different MSI 
same MSI 
BW=2, 
Axis a=Low-bandwidth axis (BW=O. 5 rad/sec) . 
2. 8 2 .0  0.61 0.63 
3.0 1.7 .55 .57 
3.6 1 .4  .50  .50 
0.50 
.43 
.37 
A SIMPLE MODEL FOR TRACKING WITH SEPARATED DISPLAYS 
It appears from our experimental results that multiaxis models for the human controller 
can be constructed from a simple- combination of single-axis models of the type presented by 
McRuer et al. (ref. 2). The art of modelling multiaxis control situations will be greatly 
facilitated if this proves to be true in general. One will then be able to predict system per- 
formance from the system parameters by applying a set of straightforward combinatorial 
rules to the existing human controller models. 
the effects of visual scanning on system performance. The key assumption of this model is 
A simple switching model of the human controller predicts with reasonable accuracy 
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that the human controller acts as a two-channel processor of information: one channel proc- 
esses information obtained foveally while the other simultaneously processes information ob- 
tained peripherally. There is assumed to be no coupling, or interference, between channels. 
These assumptions lead to the model shown in figure 3, in which the human controller's 
strategy on each axis of a two-axis task can be represented by two dynamic elements whose 
-1 
I I 
- 1  
Figure 3.-Model of the two-axis 
manual control situation with 
separated displays. Input =i, 
system error=e,  control stick 
motion=s, system output=o, 
human controller's remnant=n, 
human controller's describing 
function=H , controlled element 
dynamics =C , and foveal and 
peripheral strategies are denoted 
by subscripts f and p. 
outputs are added and whose inputs a re  switched. 
One of these elements Hfa(w) is assumed to be equa.1 
to the describing function generated when the subject 
tracks axis a alone. The other H 
the describing function appr opr i a g t o  single - axis 
Peripheral tracking. A second pair of elements 
describes the controller's strategy on axis b. 
Remnant terms are  associated with all four de- 
scribing functions. Switching on the two axes is 
coupled so that Hfa (w) is applied simultaneously 
with Hpa(W). This model does not include sample- 
and-hold mechanisms. When signal ea is applied to 
element Hfa, for example, the signal applied to ele- 
ment Hpa is assumed to be zero. 
constructed on the analog computer so  that the 
model's predictive value could be tested. Experi- 
ments were performed to compare the two-axis 
describing functions and mean-squared er ror  per- 
formance of the model with those of the human con- 
trollers. 
Tracking with K/s dynamics was simulated. 
The controller's foveal and peripheral describing 
functions were both simulated by filters of the form 
H(s) =K The "foveal gain" was adjusted to 
yield an NMSE as close as possible to that achieved 
by the human controller when tracking a single axis. 
The "peripheral gain" was adjusted to yield an N!XSE 
typical of peripheral tracking performance with a 
(w) is equal to 
A physical representation of the model was 
display separation of 30'. No remnant was simulated other than that due to switching effects. 
Simulated one-axis foveal, one-axis peripheral, and two-axis describing functions were 
obtained from the model. The strategy-selector switch was driven by a periodic waveform 
unrelated to the forcing function, and the foveal and peripheral dwell times were each 1.25 
seconds. The system was driven by a 2 rad/sec waveform of the type used in the manual 
control experiments. 
Figure 4 shows that the three describing functions obtained from this model have iden- 
tical shapes and differ only in gain. The peripheral gain is 8 dB less than the foveal gain, 
and the two-axis gain lies halfway between the two. The two-axis model describing function 
therefore is related to the one-axis describing functions in the same way as the human con- 
troller two-axis describing functions are related to the corresponding one-axis foveal and 
peripheral describing functions (fig. 2). Although there was essentially no remnant as- 
sociated with the one-axis foveal or  one-axis peripheral describing functions obtained from 
the analog model, the two-axis simulation yielded a fractional "stick" remnant power of 
0.21. This is not surprising, since our measurement procedure considered as remnant all 
signal power not accounted for by a time-invariant linear strategy. We suspect that 
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strategy-switching was an important source of 
the remnant observed in the two-axis manual 
control experiments. 
Another experiment was performed to inves- 
tigate the relation between the MSE performance of 
the model and the allocation of "foveal attention." 
The foveal and peripheral dwell times were varied 
in such a manner that their sum was 2.5 seconds. 
The 2 rad/sec waveform was used to drive the sys- 
tem. The following relationship was observed: 
=A*MSE +(1-A)MSE 
MSE2a fa Pa 
where A is the fraction of time spent tracking axis a 
foveally. The applicability of these results to the 
manual control situation was determined by using 
the one-axis foveal MSE scores, the one-axis 
peripheral MSE scores , and the eye-movement 
data obtained in the manual control experiment to 
predict the two-axis MSE scores according to equa- 
tion (2). Table 6 shows that the predicted and 
measured average two-axis scores generally dif- 
fered by less than 1 0  percent. The greatest pre- 
dictive e r rors  occurred for the control situation in 
which the input bandwidths were different and the 
mean squared inputs were the same. The two-axis 
MSE measured on the low-bandwidth axis was about 
three times that predicted by equation (2) , whereas 
the MSE observed on the high-bandwidth axis was 
about 20 percent lower thaq the predicted score. 
The total-task MSE , however , was predicted with an 
e r ror  of less than 20 percent. 
n 1- AXIS FOVEAL 
A 2 - A X I S  
a 1- A X I S  PERIPHERAL 
FREQUENCY (rad/sec) 
Figure 4.-Model describing func- 
tions for one-axis foveal, one-axis 
peripheral, and two-axis simu- 
lated tracking conditions. Con- 
trolled element dynamics were 
K/s on both axes and input band- 
widths were 2 rad/sec on both 
axes. Simulated display separa- 
tion was 30°, and 0 dB=105 dynes/ 
cm. 
The model of figure 3 is only a partial model of the multiaxis control situation; it does 
not provide accurate predictions of scanning behavior. For example , the subjects rarely 
scanned at an average rate greater than one scanning cycle per 2 seconds, even though the 
two-axis NNJiSE score obtained from the analog model decreased continually as the switching 
rate was increased without limit. Modifications to the model, such as cost weightings for eye 
movements, are necessary to account for limitations on the human controller's scanning rate. 
CONCLUSIONS 
W e  have given a brief review of our studies of two-variable manual control systems. 
The results obtained suggest that the single-axis describing function models provide a good 
starting point for predicting the human controller's two-axis performance. These models 
must be modified to take into account interaction between channels when the dynamics are dif- 
ferent in the two axes and the effects of peripheral viewing of the display when the displays 
are separated. The data we presented for peripheral tracking represent an important ad- 
dition to the manual control data base and can be used directly to predict two-variable per- 
formance. 
4 0  
Predicted 
MSE, cm2 
Experimental variable 
CONFERENCE O N  W N U A L  CONTROL 
Measured 
MSE, cm2 
TABLE 6.-PREDICTED AND MEASURED TWO-AXIS 
MEAN-SQUARED ERRORS SEPARATED DISPLAYS 
r I I 
~eparation=30' 
Separation= 56' 
0.80 0.76 
1. 72 . 1.64 
I I I 
BW=O. 5 rad/sec 0.77 
BW=l.O rad/sec .77 
BW=2.0 rad/sec . 84 
Effects of display separation I 
0.77 
.72 
.72 
Low-bandwidth axis 
High-bandwidth axis 
Total task 
0.11 0.33 
.64 .52 
.75 .85 
Low-bandwidth axis 
High-bandwidth axis 
Total task 
0.43 0.49 
. 72 .61 
1.15 1 . 1 0  
Dynamics =K 
Dynamics =K/s2 
Dynamics =K/s 
0.52 0.53 
.77 .72 
.80 1.00 
c 
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monitor theory (refs. 3 and 18) must be modified to predict visual sampling behavior in a 
combined monitoring-control task. The fact that we encountered observation times three or  
four times larger than those found in pure monitoring tasks suggests that the modifications 
required may be considerable. The importance of peripheral vision in control tasks also sug- 
gests that this factor should be given more consideration than it usually is in most monitoring 
studies. However, as we go to higher-dimensional tasks, the complexity of the visual field 
may be so great that the relative contribution of peripheral tracking in any one control loop 
will be small. If this turns out to be the case, we may be able to simplify the structure of the 
multiaxis model considerably by considering only foveal monitoring and control behavior. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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3. Piloted Simulator Display System Evaluation - 
Effective Resolution and Pilot Performance 
in the Landing Approach 
Wendell D .  Chase 
Ames Research Center, NASA 
A study was conducted in two parts to investigate the quality of a visual 
display in a fixed cockpit piloted simulator and ways of measuring pilot-vehicle 
performance. Part I concerned the effective resolution of a typical simulator 
display relative to  that for the real world; part I I  concerned pilots' estimates of 
range and altitude from the runway threshold and measures of h is  abi l i ty  to  con- 
trol the vehicle in the approach and landing. A correlation analysis of the infor- 
mation from part I I  was used to indicate the degree of association between those 
perfor ma nce mea sure s. 
The static display characteristics, as measured by the resolution of landolt 
C-rings, were found to be degraded by as much as a factor of 12 when compared 
with the real world. A further loss of resolution by approximately one-third of the 
static resolution occurred with the moving display and was influenced by the 
apparent motion of the airplane. 
Range estimates t o  the runway threshold were in error by about 10 percent; 
altitude estimates above the runway threshold were in  error by about 20 percent. 
Error in  range estimates decreased wi th experience while altitude estimates re- 
ma i ned relative l y  constant. 
Performance i n  the landing approach was very similar to that in  actual f l ight 
and even included a "duck under" maneuver by each pilot. The termination of the 
landing approach was at higher rates of descent, but touchdown distance from the 
runway threshold was about the same as that in  actual fl ight. 
A correlation analysis between the various measures of altitude-range esti- 
mates, and pilot-vehicle landing performance showed the following: (1) that the 
touchdown error depends on the pi lot 's abi l i ty  to  judge altitude i n  the landing 
approach, and (2) the touchdown error i s  highly correlated with the integrated alt i-  
tude error, and the correlation indicates di f f icul ty  in  estimating the correct a l t i -  
tude to  decrease the rate of descent and to init iate the flare. However, the 
absence of motion feedback, ground effect dynamic forces, and vestibular and 
kinesthetic cues may be partially responsible for these errors. 
Piloted simulators are  being used extensively for research related to advanced aircraft 
and spacecraft. An important component of some of these simulators is a display of the out- 
side scene for the crew. Because of limitations in state-of-the-art electronics and optics, 
these visual display systems do not provide a true picture of the real world. Although con- 
siderable progress has been made in recent years in developing display systems for research 
and training (refs. 1 and 2 ) ,  quantitative studies of the visual quality of these systems are  
needed to relate the display characteristics with man-system performance. This information 
could provide a more rational basis for defining requirements and specifications for 
43 
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piloted-simulator display systems. Although it was recognized that correlates between basic 
characteristics of visual display systems (e. g., resolution and pilot-vehicle performance 
measures) would be difficult to establish because of pilots' adaptive capabilities, it was con- 
sidered desirable to study an available display system to provide some baseline information 
in this area. 
Accordingly, the present studies had the following primary objectives : 
(1) To define experimentally the effective static resolution of a television display rela- 
tive to that for the real world, and to measure the loss of resolution that results from motion 
of the aircraft at landing-approach speeds. 
(2) To determine pilots' ability to estimate range and altitude with a simulator display 
system and to land a representative commercial jet transport. 
In the first part of this paper, the effective resolution characteristics of the simulator 
display system are  presented for several pilots and compared with those for the real world. 
In the second part of the report, variations in performance of several pilots for several per- 
formance measures, obtained in landing approaches, a re  provided, and some tentative cor- 
relations among these pilot performance measures are  briefly noted. 
SYMBOLS 
number of favorable ways 
mean altitude, f t  
mean rate of descent, ft/sec 
event of different ways 
probability 
correlation, dimensionless 
mean touchdown distance from runway threshold, f t  
mean absolute touchdown er ror  from glide-slope runway intersection, f t  
mean resolvable distance of C-ring, f t  
mean touchdown airspeed, knots 
mean resolvable angle of C-ring, min 
mean standard deviation er ror  at discrete altitudes, f t  
standard deviation of altitude estimates, dimensionless 
standard deviation of range estimates, dimensionless 
standard deviation of E;, f t  
standard deviation of SR, f t  
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standard deviation of s ,  f t  
standard deviation of 7, knots 
Osd 
% 
r h e  mean integrated altitude er ror  between command and actual flight path, f t  
EQUIPMENT AND METHOD 
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS.-The components of the visual simulator are a tele- 
vision camera, runway model (scaled at 300 f t = l  ft), projection system, +and cab. The tele- 
vision camera mounted on a five-degrees-of-freedom carriage assembly is shown in figure 1. 
The belt (runway) transporter with one degree of freedom is also shown. The television 
camera is a General Electric 525 scan line, 30 frames/sec, 2:l interlace, 4:3 aspect-ratio 
system. The front projection system is a Schmidt projector, with correction plates and a 
retro-reflective screen with a gain of 2 . 5 .  The field of view afforded the pilot, located 10  
feet from the screen, was 50" horizontal and 37.5" vertical. An Elgeet 13-mm, f / 2 .5  wide- 
angle lens was used to produce a unity magnification ratio. 
Figure 1 .-Landing-approach model assembly. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES.-Three pilots participated: one Ames test pilot and 
two engineers with military flight experience. Simulator resolution was investigated by 
I measuring the pilots' performance as they viewed stationary or moving objects. The 
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performance index used was essentially the pilot's visual acuity for a test object observed 
under a static or dynamic condition. 
Resolution Characteristics (static) .-A special light box and matrix plate (fig. 2) was 
constructed for the pilots to observe the orientation of landolt C-rings, that is, left, down, 
Figure 2.-Light source and landolt C-ring matrix. 
right, or up. This method, which 
has no form discrimination, was 
designed to determine the relative 
acuity of the observers as a function 
of the television resolution. The 
average light reading of the matrix 
box that minimized blooming at the 
projector was determined to be 66.4 
foot-lamberts with a contrast ratio 
of 99.2 percent. The complete 
matrix box was rotated 45' (figs. 1 
and 2) because of an unequal hori- 
zontal and vertical scan of the tele- 
vision camera. All C-rings within 
the matrix thus have the same num- 
ber of picture elements transmitted 
by the vidicon. Each individual C- 
ring was scaled at 6 feet in diameter 
from which the mean resolvable 
angle can be determined. 
Re solution Character is tics 
(dynamic) .-In order to assess pilot 
performance, on the basis of infor- 
mation used for visual contact with 
the runway threshold during aircraft 
landings, it was necessary to pro- 
duce relative measurements com- 
parable to observations by human 
subjects with normal viewing con- 
ditions. This was accomplished by using a single, landolt C-ring rotated from run to run, 
and located at a comparable real-world wheel height above the runway threshold. The pilot's 
task was to  acquire the runway threshold visually during a normal landing approach and, when 
the orientation of the ring became discernible, to activate a switch that would record altitude, 
range to threshold, speed, and other pertinent variables. 
discrete points along a normal 3' glide slope to the runway threshold, was measured by 
normalized er ror  responses. Altitude varied from a minimum of 30 feet to a maximum of 
270 feet, while the range varied from a minimum of 500 feet to a maximum of 2500 feet. 
that were displayed with equal probabilities in seven variations according to a Latin square 
experimental design. 
Landing-Approach Performance.-Pilot performance was measured in actual landing 
approaches and in a fixed cockpit landing-approach simulator (fig. 3) with the Boeing 707 
dynamics. The principal dynamics used were those for the aircraft longitudinal response 
including both the phugoid and short period. The pilot's approach task was to establish a 
stable, well-controlled rate of descent to the runway threshold with visual references and to 
Range and Altitude Estimates.-The pilot's ability to estimate altitude and range, at 
The experimental design required a pilot-run matrix of 25 altitude-range combinations 
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Figure 3 .-Pilot station and projected runway image. 
make a termination maneuver including a successful flare and touchdown. Initially, the alti- 
tude was 300 feet, the flight path was 3', the ground distance to runway threshold was 5731 
feet, and the approach airspeed was 135 knots. Each pilot made a total of 45  approaches and 
landings. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSS1 
DISPLAY RESOLUTION. 
Static: 100-Percent Correct Detection of C-Ring Opening.-The results of 25 observa- 
tions per pilot of the static landolt C-ring matrix through the television system are sum- 
marized in table 1. Of primary interest are the mean resolvable distance s ~ ,  standard de- 
viation as, mean resolvable angle @, and Snellen acuity for each pilot. 
The mean resolvable angle f3, subtended at the eye by the C-ring opening, is a measure 
of the minimum separable acuity which, in this case, is 4 . 7 9  minutes of arc or 287 .4  seconds 
of arc. The nominal value resolved by human subjects under normal viewing conditions is 
24 seconds of a rc  (ref. 3).  Thus, this is a reduction in resolution equivalent to a reduction 
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Parameter 
- SR, ft ---------_ 
os, fi; ------_--- 
Snellen acuity ---- 
@, min ----__-_-- 
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Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C 
846.48 869.86 862.82 
13.67 3.05 5.29 
4. 87 4.74 4.78 
20/13 20/13 20/20 
P =f /N 
where : 
f number of correct ways 
N number of different ways 
A a correct answer 
B subject detecting ring position 
C correct answer by guessing only 
P(C) 1/4 (since there are  four possible positions of the C-ring) 
P(B) 1/2 at threshold (50 percent detected correctly) 
P(B) 1/2 at threshold (50 percent not detected correctly) 
Therefore, 
Let 
then 
P ( E )  3/4 
P(A) =P(B) +P(B)P(C) =1/2 +1/2-1/4=5/8 
The probability of a wrong answer is 
P(A) =P(B) P(E) =1/2-3/4=3/8 
Therefore, in 25 tries the expected number of correct responses at the subject's sensitivity 
threshold is 
(25)P(A) =25(5/8)=15 518 
Thus, the just resolvable threshold distance can be determined if each pilot can correctly 
identify 16 landolt C-ring positions consistently out of the 25. The results show that approxi- 
mately 100 feet can be added to each pilot's mean resolvable distance SR for each respective 
threshold distance. Consequently the televisual resolution ratio indicates a reduction in acuity 
of about 11:l. 
pilots to observe the orientation of the landolt C-ring as it was rotated randomly, but with the 
same order for each pilot, from landing approach to landing approach. Table 2 summarizes 
the parameters of mean range g ~ ,  mean altitude 6 ,  their respective standard deviations os 
and Oh, and mean resolvable angle B for which acuity is maximum. 
Dynamic.-The dynamic flight landing approach to the runway threshold required the 
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Pilot A Pilot B Pilot C 
TABLE 2.-LANDING-APPROACH C RING SUMMARIES 
I I I 
I I I 
The dynamic mean resolvable angle p for all pilots if 7.10 minutes of arc  are converted 
to minimum separable acuity is 426 seconds of arc.  The ratio between static and dynamic 
minimum separable acuity is 
--- -0.6746 'static - 287.4 'dynamic 426 
This figure is analogous to the pilot's ability to discriminate visual detail of a moving object 
and is sometimes called dynamic visual acuity (refs. 4 and 5). The change in acuity of ap- 
proximately one-third under simulated pilot approach dynamic conditions, which could be ex- 
pected in the real-world comparison, shows that the loss in resolving power is strongly in- 
fluenced by the apparent motion of the airplane. It is quite possible that this ratio could be 
further impaired for aircraft with higher approach speeds. 
It is interesting to note from figure 4 that pilot A, whose static acuity was the worst, 
had a better dynamic acuity than pilots B and C. Likewise, pilot B, whose static acuity was 
the best among the pilots, had the worst dynamic acuity. Pilot C 
significance is that the pilot's dynamic and static acuity are not the 
same. This difference may be influenced by each pilot's training 
and his particular method of controlling the aircraft in the landing 
falls between pilots A and B for both static and dynamic acuity. The 5.0 - 
Y 4.9 - r -  -.997 
c 
E 4.8 - approach. I! 
E 4" 4.7 - 
i___j__i___ij 
4.6L I I I I 
PILOT PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
6.6 6.8 7.0 7.2 7.4 
@DYNAMIC. min arc Range and Altitude Estimation.-The pilot performance in es- 
timating range and altitude are represented in figure 5. The stand- 
ard deviations Oeh and D e r  of errors  are shown as a relative e r ror  Figure 4.-Pilots' 
since the pilot's response to actual altitude and range has been static and dynamic 
normalized with respect to the actual altitude. Each pilot shows resolving angle. 
an asymptotic level in estimating range after at least five sessions. 
This indicates that some learning has taken place. Little learning is indicated for altitude 
estimates except for pilot C. Generally, all pilots estimated range twice as well as they esti- 
mated altitude, which may indicate more horizontal visual cues than vertical cues. Although 
the pilots attempted to judge altitude by the intersection of the runway with the horizon, their 
relative altitude estimate e r rors  still exceeded their range estimate errors .  
The mean standard deviation oe in feet at discrete altitudes is shown in figure 6 for all 
pilots. The figure indicates that errors  in altitude estimates are around 15 percent and not 
20 percent as indicated from the pilot performance curves of figure 5, which were the overall 
responses. 
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Parameter Pilot A 
- 
6, ft/sec--- 4 . 5 1  
oh, ft/sec -- 1 . 7 5  
Osd, ft ---- 236.66 
v, knots --- 109.65 
DV, knots--- 4 . 3 2  
- s, ft ------- 1703.78 
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Pilot B Pilot C 
3 . 7 2  2 . 7 7  
1 . 5 0  1 .56  
1368.49 1841.53 
451.30 361.51 
109.32 124.03 
5 .41  3 .17  
Landing Performance .-The results of 45  
landings per pilot are shown in table 3.- These 
are  mean rate of descent at touchdown h, mean 
touchdown distance from runway threshold ,?, 
mean touchdown velocity 7, and each respective 
standard deviation. These data were used to 
show interpilot performance variations with ac- 
tual flight data. 
Among measurement criteria for perform- 
ance is the absolute distance er ror  between com- 
mand glide-slope intersection of the runway and 
the point at which the pilot lands the aircraft. It 
can be seen from figure 7 that the absolute dis- 
Ver - RANGE 
Veh --- ALTITUDE 
B .3- PILOT A I .4- w ,2 ___- -----.._ 
L .I- 
W O '  " ' I ' I 
2 W 
2 4 
- _._____- ------ 
+ 
L A -  PILOT C 
.__--. - _----_ .3- -*-. b.2  _/-- - 
;.I  
- 0  
SESSIONS SESSIONS 
Figure 5.-Pilot performance curves for 
estimates of range and altitude. 
tance er rors  Se over the span of the trials for pilots A and C have a mean error less than 400 
feet, which compares favorably with real flight landings (ref. 6); however, pilot B has a 
greater mean error  of about 700 feet. 
over wide variations. Appreciable negative or positive 
increment or  decrement in learning. However , since the 
appear to be a factor in this particular performance meas- 
ure . 
how well the pilot adheres to the command flight path until 
touchdown. Figure 8 indicates a mean integrated altitude 
e r ro r  of about 200 feet for pilot A ,  about 300 feet for pilot 
B, and only about 160 feet for pilot C. The larger er rors  
The lines of regression for figure 7 show trends 
70 - 
60 - 
50 - 
40- 
18 30 - 
20 - 
1 O K  
0 '  L I 
regression line slopes (* correlation) indicate either an 
A 
A "  
slopes for all three pilots are small, learning does not 
A A  
50 100 I50 200 
ALTITUDE, ft The integral absolute altitude e r ro r  is a measure of 
Figure 6.-Pilots' average al- 
titude er ror  at discrete al- 
of pilots A and B are related to a "duck-under" maneuver 
(ref. 6) executed upon visually acquiring the runway 
threshold. 
titudes. 
Table 3 shows that the simulator mean rate of descent is higher (2 .77  ft/sec to 4 . 5 1  f t /  
sec) than that recorded in real-flight visual flight rules (VFR) conditions of about 2 ft/sec 
(ref. 6). The problem associated with higher rates of descent for the simulated landings in- 
dicates that the pilots had some difficulty in estimating altitude prior to starting the flare. 
Although the "ground effect" equations were not included in the simulation, there may be 
d 
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Figure 7.-Pilots' touchdown er ror  
versus landing trials. 
Figure 8.-Pilots' integrated altitude 
er ror  versus landing trials. 
other effects which degrade performance such as missing motion feedback, vestibular and 
kinesthetic cues, or  limited image resolution (ref. 7). 
feet for real flight (ref. 6) ,  which is comparable with the piloted simulator range (subject 
means) of 1370 to 1840 feet. Wheel height above threshold recommended by the International 
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) standard is 40 feet; flight data from 108 landings at Ken- 
nedy International show a predominate wheel height of 20 feet (ref. 6 ) ;  the simulator data 
show a wheel height of about 35 feet. 
of variations in corresponding pairs of observations of two variables. The principal problem 
of simple correlation is that of determining the degree of association between these pairs of 
observations. The aggregate of plotted points was consolidated into averages (means) and 
standard deviations in order to investigate more easily the pilots' scatter diagram that might 
show a trend. The pilot scatter diagram can be expressed by an equation of the trend called 
"the line of regression," which is a minimum-squared-error linear curve fitted to the scatter 
diagram. The slope of this line depends upon the coefficient of correlation r, - 1 C r S l .  It 
appears that the closer the points lie to a line of regression, the more nearly a simple linear 
equation expresses the association between the variables. Thus, a few measured parameters 
were thought to contribute to problems associated with the landing approach and were tested 
for a correlation coefficient close to +1 (indicating a definite linear relationship between the 
variables). Those with a correlation coefficient close to zero (indicating practically no linear 
relationship) were not included in this report. 
tion of velocity ov versus the mean integral altitude error  She  
Mean distance traversed from the runway threshold during VFR conditions is about 1500 
Performance Correlates .-Correlation is simply the similarity, in direction and degree, 
Figure 9 shows the relationship of the standard devia- - 
to be highly correlated ( r = O .  983). !:I ,_j j  , r = .983 , Figure 1 0  shows the mean absolute touchdown er ror  IFel 
versus the mean integral altitude er ror  with a high correlation 
( r = O .  94). - 
Figure 11 shows the mean integral altitude er ror  S h e  0 100 -200 300 400 
]h,-ft 
versus the mean touchdown distance from the runway thres- 
hold to be highly correlated ( r = O .  995). This high correla- 
tion indicates difficulty in estimating the correct altitude to Figure 9.-Pilot correlation 
level off the rate of descent prior to and at the start of the between velocity and in- 
flare. tegrated altitude error .  
a 
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/he - f t  
Figure 10.-Pilot correla- 
tion between integrated 
altitude e r ror  and touch- 
down error .  
'n 
b" 
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Ueh"ALTITUDE ERROR ESTIMATES 
Figure 13 .-Pilot cor- 
relation between 
standard deviations 
of static altitude 
error  estimates 
and touchdown 
error .  
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Figure 11.-Pilot correlation 
between touchdown distance 
and integrated altitude 
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Figure 12.-Pilot correla- 
tion fistween touchdown 
distance and static alti- 
error .  tude e r ror  estimates. 
The relationship between the pilots ' static standard deviation 
of altitude estimates Oeh and the simulated flight mean touchdown 
errors  s is shown in figure 12 to be highly correlated (r =O .  914). 
This may be significant in that the mean distance from runway thres- 
hold may be due chiefly to the pilots' inability to judge altitude cor- 
rectly in the landing approach. 
e r ror  Osd versus the standard deviation of static altitude estimates 
Deh to be highly correlated ( r = O .  983). This shows that the touch- 
down er ror  is closely related to the pilots' inability to judge altitude 
in the landing approach. 
Similarly, figure 13 shows the standard deviation of touchdown 
CONCLUSIONS 
The resolution characteristics of the display system, de- 
termined from measurements of static acuity, show a considerably 
degraded resolution equivalent to a reduction in acuity of 12 to 1. An 
additional loss of resolution (dynamic visual acuity) by approximately 
one-third occurred in the landing approach. 
Static and dynamic visual acuity apparently have a negative correlation. Pilots have 
different static acuity but dynamic acuity may be further influenced by pilot training and 
methods of controlling the aircraft in the landing approach. This may account for a negative 
correlation; furthermore, it shows that the relative motion of the airplane can cause a loss of 
resolution during a landing approach. 
actual flight conditions for the landing approach visual flight rules (VFR) maneuver. 
and altitude. The pilots of the simulator visually estimated altitude with an error  of about 
20 percent. There was a correlation between altitude estimates and touchdown errors .  Range 
estimate e r rors  were about 10 percent, but there was little correlation between range esti- 
mates and touchdown errors .  
ditions are somewhat less than those recorded from the piloted simulator. However, these 
A television-projected simulator display appears to lack the sharpness and clarity of 
The pilot uses visual cues in both the horizontal and vertical planes to estimate range 
Real flight touchdown distance (from the threshold) and rate of descent during VFR con- 
a 
x . *". 
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errors  , which degrade performance in the simulator , may be due to the absence of kinematic 
feedback, vestibular cues , kinesthetic cues , and image degradation. 
The correlation analysis of the landing-approach performance has shown the following: 
(1) the touchdown er ror  is closely associated with the pilots' inability to judge altitude in the 
landing approach, and (2) the touchdown er ror  is also closely related to the integrated altitude 
e r ror  which indicates the pilot's difficulty in estimating the correct altitude for leveling off 
the rate of descent prior to  and while initiating the flare. 
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4. Holographic Display Systems 
A. J. Devaney, C. Grad ing ,  and S .  Baron 
Electronics Research Center, NASA 
Recent advances in  the f ie ld of holography, particularly i n  the development 
of techniques for making high-quality holograms, have raised the possibi l i ty of 
using holograms for f l ight displays or f l ight simulators. Holograms possess many 
characteristics, such as the three-dimensional image formation property and vari- 
able perspective, which make them particularly attractive for display or simula- 
t ion purposes. This i s  especially true when one wishes to  display real scene 
information since the reconstructed hologram contains almost a l  I the information 
in  the original scene. 
required, as would be the case if the observer is  moving relative to the scene, 
one i s  confronted with the possibi l i ty that a great many holograms, corresponding 
to various viewing positions, may have to be stored. An alternative approach 
would be to manipulate the virtual image resulting from a single hologram in  a 
manner related to changes in  viewing aspect and position of the observer. This 
latter approach for obtaining a dynamic holographic display i s  the major topic of 
this paper. In particular, techniques for obtaining s ix  degrees of viewing freedom 
are developed, using fundamental concepts of optics and holography. These 
techniques make it possible to display the visual effect of arbitrary motion of the 
observer relative t o  the scene using one, or possibly a few, stored holograms. 
display systems are also discussed, and areas for future development are 
indicated . 
A hologram, however, stores a static scene. Thus, i f  a dynamic display i s  
Some of the current state-of-the-art dif f icult ies associated with holographic 
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS OF HOLOGRAPHY AND OPTICS 
J 
In order to understand properly the approach we have taken to obtain a dynamic holo- 
graphic display and the advantages and limitations of such a display, it is useful to review 
briefly some of the fundamental aspects of holography and optics. These ideas can be de- 
veloped either from a physical or geometric optics point of view (e. g., for a geometric inter- 
pretation of holography see ref. 1). We have taken, primarily, the physical optics approach 
since this approach is readily understood by those with an electronic engineering or  related 
background. However, we shall resort to geometric optics arguments when they serve to 
clarify the material. 
HOLOGRAPHY.-Reference 1 states , "Holography is the art of freezing a light wave into 
a photographic emulsion so that it can be revived by another light wave." Although the basic 
principles of holography were well known for some time (ref. 2) , real progress awaited the 
development of a suitable monochromatic , coherent light source , the laser. With the appear- 
ance of the laser it became possible to store, on a two-dimensional photographic plate, almost 
all the visual properties of an object illuminated by the laser. This photographic plate is 
prepared in a special, but relatively simple, manner and is called a hologram. (The process 
is called hologram construction.) When the hologram is illuminated by a laser (reconstruc- 
tion), the observer sees an image of the original scene as viewed through a "window" the size 
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of the ho1ogram.I This image is three dimensional, changes perspective with a change in 
viewing position and exhibits parallax between near and far objects in the image. To an ob- 
server the image would be virtually indistinguishable from the original scene. 
The mathematics of hologram construction and reconstruction is not particularly dif- 
ficult. Consider the procedure for constructing a hologram illustrated in figure 1. The field 
EH(x, y) which exists over the aperture of the hologram, is simply the sum of the field E (x, y) 
produced by the light scattered from the object and the field E, (x, y) produced by the 
constructing reference light source. The photographic plate, which when exposed in this 
fashion is called the hologram, records the intensity2 of the field EH. Thus , when developed, 
the plate has an optical transmittance given by 
T=E E "=/EHl2=(E+E ) (E+Ec) 9f 
H H  C 
=I  E 12+1 ~~l 2 + ~ c " ~  +E E* 
C 
where I E I denotes the magnitude of E and asterisks denote complex conjugates. We have 
omitted explicit notation of the arguments of functions. 
VIRTUAL IMAGE OF 
POINT 
SOURCE 
HOLOGRAM PLATE 
( PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EMULSION 1 
INTERFERENCE 
PATTERN OF TWO 
WAVES IS RECORDED 
ON PLATE 
FACE MIRROR 
ORIGINAL OBJECT .-- . -4 . 
~~ ,I '\ ' 
RECONSTRUCTING DIFFRACTED 
SOURCE LIGHT APPEARS 
TO COME FROM 
ORIGINAL OBJECT ( b) 
Figure 1 .-The hologram. (a) Construction, (b) Reconstruction. 
From equation (1) we see that, by the simple expedient of interfering light scattered 
from the object with a reference beam, we are  able to record on a photographic plate a term 
EciFE which is directly proportional to the field produced by the original scene? Herein lies 
the "secret" of holography for it is just this capability which allows us to reconstruct an 
image which is a true replica of the original scene. To see this most simply, let us assume 
that the hologram is reconstructed with a wave ER which is identical to the original con- 
structing reference wave and, further, that this wave has unit magnitude. Then the field, 
EH, produced over the aperture of the hologram is (ref. 6) 
IIt is now possible to reconstruct holograms using incoherent light (refs. 3,  4, and 5). 
2Actually, some power of the intensity is recorded. This power depends on the charac- 
3Another way of looking at this procedure is to note that by this procedure we record 
teristics of the photographic emulsion but it can be assumed to be unity for most cases. 
both amplitude and phase information concerning the original scene. In ordinary photography 
only amplitude information is recorded. 
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Thus, we see that the field over hologram contains the desired original field. There are ,  
however, in equation (2) additional and, in some sense, unwanted terms. W e  shall discuss 
these terms momentarily. For now, let us assume that the "unwanted" terms can be suitably 
attenuated. Then, the observer when looking at the hologram sees a reconstruction of the 
original field produced by the object; that is , he sees a virtual image which is identical to the 
original scene. (This image is called the first-order virtual image.) Of course, since the 
hologram is of finite dimensions, he sees this image through a 'kindow" the size of the holo- 
gram. 
Now let us briefly examine the remaining terms in equation (2). The first term, called, 
the zero-order image, is simply the field corresponding to the illuminating wave E, multiplied 
by a constant and, as such, contains no useful information. The last term is called the first- 
order real image or the "twin wave." The "twin11 wave is of no immediate interest to us ex- 
cept that we must, effectively, remove it. Now, it can be shown (ref. 7) that the three terms 
in equation (2), corresponding to three different waves, are propagated in different directions 
(fig. 2). The "trick" then in making high quality holograms is to separate sufficiently the 
direction of propagation of the desired reconstructed wave from that of the 'ttwin" wave. This 
can be accomplished by a suitable skewing of the constructing reference beam (ref. 8). Such 
skewing of the reference beam was not feasible until the advant of the laser. 
FIRST- ORDER REAL IMAGE 
ZERO - ORDER TRANSMISSION 
t-- FIRST-ORDER VIRTUAL IMAGE 
PLANE WAVE 
Figure 2 .-Direction of propagation of the three waves resulting from a reconstructed 
hologram. 
OPTICS .-The hologram image manipulation techniques which will be discussed can be 
treated as if one were viewing the scene through a system containing simple optical elements? 
The elements which we will consider are the thin prism and the negative, or concave, thin 
*The image quality of holograms has been studied using the analogies with simple opti- 
cal elements. For example , aberrations and imaging properties of holograms have been 
compared to those of lens systems (ref. 9). However, these techniques have not been directly 
applied to image manipulation for dynamic display. 
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lens. As the name implies, these elements are such that their thickness may be neglected. 
The operation of such elements may be characterized by a transmission function (ref. 6). 
This function is simply the ratio of the output field to the incident field for the given 
element. The transmission functions for the elements of interest are 
Thin prism: E /E. =exp j - 2n ax 
0 1  A 
n Thin negative lens: E /E.=exp-j - (x2+y2) 
0 1  hf 
(3) 
(4) 
where h is the wavelength of the incident light, CY is the sine of the prism angle, f is the focal 
length of the lens, and the z-axis is chosen coincident with the optical axis of the element. 
For reasons which will soon become apparent we will. now consider the image-forming 
properties of the simple lens-prism system of figure 3. The transmission function for this 
system is 
0 2f 
Mow, assume that Ei is the field resulting from a point source located at (2, 9 ,  !2) , that i s ,  
E.=exp-j - 
1 h 
After considerable manipulation, one obtains for the output (image) field: 
E =exp-j - 
0 
where @ is a constant phase factor and 
S=? (%+CYi 2) 
q= f^ ($+a2 ;) 
p=f^ ; 
. . f  f =- 
f +!2 
z 
OBJECT 
PAIR OF 
THIN PRISMS 
NEGATIVE 
THIN LENS 
r 
Figure 3 .-Simple lens prism sys- 
tem. 
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Thus, Eo is simply the field due to a point source at ( 5 ,  7, p) modified by a constant phase 
factor which does not affect the image quality. Hence, each point of an object, when viewed 
through the lens-prism system, is imaged at a point given by equation (5). To put it another 
way, the lens-prism system maps object points into image points with the mapping defined by 
equation ( 5) . 
If no prism is present in the optical 
system, we see from equation (5) that the 
image will appear smaller than the, object 
and closer to the observer (since fsl) . 
(This, of course, is the well known imaging 
property of a concave lens.) The result in- 
troducing the prisms is an apparent rotation 
of the object through angles a$ and a2% about 
the y- and x-axes, respectively. The final 
image produced by the lens prism system is 
a combination of the separate effects of each 
element. Thus, to the observer looking 
through the system, the object appears 
smaller, closer, and rotated. 
The image resulting from such a sys- 
tem is not free from distortion. In particu- 
la r ,  2 depends on the z coordinate of the 
object point and, consequently, the de- 
X 
Figure 4.-Shear effect resulting from view- 
ing an object through a thin prism. Each 
corner of the square images according to 
the relation Il\x=az, Az=O. 
magnification and range change will vary for object points with different z coordinates. Also, 
the prisms actually introduce a %hear" effect rather than a true rotation (fig. 4). 
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE MANIPULATION 
In general , we desire six degrees of freedom (three translational and three rotational) 
for the image motion in order to display the visual effect of arbitrary motion of the observer 
relative to the scene. In this section we develop the techniques for manipulating the virtual 
image resulting from a hologram so as to obtain these six degrees of freedom. 
Recall that the field produced over the aperture of the hologram is given by EH"TER. 
In the previous section we saw that by using the same wave for reconstructing the hologram 
as was used in construction, we were able to reproduce the original object field. Suppose, 
however, that the reconstructing and constructing waves are related by the expression 
E R = ~ ( X ,  y)Ec. Then, upon reconstruction, the field over the hologram aperture is5 
Thus, the observer looking at the hologram no longer sees an exact image of the original 
object; he sees, rather, an image which is modified in accordance with the function y. 
Clearly, this function is analogous to the transmission function discussed previously. In- 
deed, the effect of using a reconstructing wave which differs from the constructing wave is 
equivalent to viewing the actual object through an optical system with transmission function 4. 
We have assumed that the zero-order and first-order real images are sufficiently 
separated so that we may neglect their effects. 
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If y is allowed to vary with time (i. e., we use a time-varying reconstruction wave), 
then it is possible to obtain a dynamic reconstructed image. The result is analogous to look- 
ing at the object through an optical system with time-varying properties; although the object 
is fixed, the image which is seen by the observer changes according to the optical properties 
at the instant of observation. It is important to note that y need not depend explicitly on time 
but can be, instead, a function of variables which are time-varying. The approach which 
could be used in a flight simulator, for example, is illustrated in figure 5. In this case, y is 
a function of the aircraft's attitude and position relative to the scene (the Euler angles, 'p, 0 ,  @, 
and the Cartesian position coordinates, x, y ,  z). Hence, in order to  obtain the desired dynamic 
display, our problem reduces to that of selecting the appropriate function y. To this end, let 
us examine the image motion resulting from various simple, realizable selections for y. (Our 
technique is ,  actually, to select various realizable reconstructing waves and determine the 
corresponding y.) 
VEHICLE 
DYNAM I C s  
OPERATOR 
_I L - - - - - -  
VISUAL CUE GENERATOR 
Figure 5.-Simplified typical holographic flight simulator configuration. 
Assume that the hologram has been constructed using a unit magnitude plane wave, that 
i s ,  
where ai and cy2 are the direction cosines of the normal to the plane wave. This assumption 
will be used throughout the remainder of the paper. Then 
1 
Let us first consider the system shown in figure 6 and assume that ER=E,. The effect of the 
aperture is to restrict the area of illumination of the hologram, so that 
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where RO is the aperture region. For this 
important but trivial case, we obtain 
ERTURE 
MASK 
Y ~ Y )  =I +(x, y) eRo 
Y (x, Y) =O *(x, y)BR0 
This choice of y and ER results in an 
image which corresponds to viewing the 
object through a %indow" coincident with 
Ro. By translating the hologram parallel 
to the aperture one obtains the same effect 
that would result from moving the window, 
relative to the scene, in the plane over 
which the hologram was constructed. 
Moreover, it is apparent that by rotating 
the hologram about any normal to  its surface, we obtain an effective rotation (roll) of the 
scene about that normal. Thus, by introducing an aperature and by moving the hologram 
relative to this aperature, we a re  able to obtain three (one longitudinal, two lateral) of the 
required six degrees of freedom. 
Let us now consider the effect of varying the direction of propagation of the reconstruc- 
ting plane wave. A possible system for implementing this process is shown in figure 7.  Then 
( RECONSTRUCTING BEAM 1 . 
Figure 6.-Technique of reducing the region of 
illumination. 
and, from equation (7), 
But, referring to equation (31, we see that y in GIMBALLED PLANE MIRROR 
this case is simply the transmission function for 
a pair of thin prisms. Thus , the effect of 
changing the direction of the reconstructing 
plane wave is a "rotation" of the image through 
angles (a; -aI) and (ai -a2). A s  mentioned in the 
section on optics, a true rotation is not obtained 
and the technique is only useful for reasonably 
small angular rotations. In such cases , how- 
ever, this method may be used to obtain two 
additional degrees of rotational freedom (yaw 
and pitch). 
Consider now the case where the recon- 
structing wave is produced by a point source 
located at coordinates (xo , yo, zoj (fig. 8) ,  
For this case, we obtain, after algebraic 
manipulation: 
Figure 7.-Changing the angle of a re- 
constructing plane wave to obtain 
image rotation. 
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Referring to equations (3) and (4), we see that y is the transmission function of a thin lens- 
thin prism system. The equivalent lens has a focal length of zo and the 
angles of sin-' ( :-a$ and sin-' ( :-a2) . 
Figure 8.-Using a point source as -the recon- 
structing wave. 
Thus, by changing 
point source, it is 
rotational degrees 
prisms have prism 
the position of the 
possible to obtain two 
of freedom, demagni- 
fication, and range change (i. e., motion 
along a perpendicular to the plane over 
which the hologram was constructed.) 
Again, it must be stressed that the 
image motion that results from this 
technique is not free from distortion. 
For a given application, the equations 
(5) must be employed to obtain quantita- 
tive information on the amount of dis- 
tortion actually introduced. It would ap- 
pear that this last technique would 
provide the required sixth degree of 
freedom (i. e., motion along the per- 
pendicular to the plane over which the hologram was constructed). However, the net effect of 
the concurrent demagnification and range change is not, in general, equivalent to the desired 
degree of freedom. The reason for this phenomenon is discussed in the next section. 
We  have now seen how image manipulation is possible by varying the reconstructing 
beam. It is also possible to obtain image motion by placing an optical system between the 
observer and the hologram as illustrated in figure 9. The optics might, for example, consist 
of a gimballed mirror to obtain true rotations or a zoom lens to obtain true range variation. 
ELECTRO-OPTICS 
~~ 
OBSERVER 
Figure 9.-Image manipulation via optics placed between hologram 
image and observer. 
These techniques can overcome some of the difficulties discussed above, but since they are 
well known display techniques, we will not treat them here. It is well to point out however, 
that although these techniques sometimes introduce less distortion, they frequently have the 
J 
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disadvantages of increased size, complexity, and cost. Of course, both types of image ma- 
nipulation techniques can be used in combination. 
CURRENT LIMITATIONS AND PROBLEMS 
The major problem which limits the use of holograms in display applications relates to 
the maximum object size which can be hologrammed. A hologram is an interference pattern 
and as such requires the light source to be coherent in both time and space. The degree of 
coherency (e. g., the spectral purity of the laser output) affects the contrast of the interference 
pattern and consequently the quality of the reconstructed image. A perfectly coherent source 
can produce perfect, holograms, while a completely noncoherent source (e. g., a white light 
bulb) can not produce a hologram. The actual sources that are used in holography lie in 
between these two extremes and are referred to as "partially coherent sources.11 For our 
purpose, we can consider partially coherent sources to be point sources which emit light 
over a small band of wavelengths. 
Now, consider the holographic construction process illustrated in figure 10. Rays 
ABD, and ACD a re  reflected by the mirror and object, respectively, and interfere at point D. 
Figure 10.-Typical configuration used in constructing a hologram. 
To produce a successful hologram of the object requires that interference does indeed take 
place at point D thereby allowing the phase of the scattered ray CD to be recorded. It can 
easily be shown that, for a laser of spectral width Ah and center wavelength 1, the lengths 
Li and L2 of paths ABD, and ACD, respectively, must satisfy the following inequality (ref. 
10) : 
The quantity h2/Ah is referred to as the coherence length of the laser. This length places an 
upper limit on the maximum object and maximum hologram plate sizes that can be used. 
To obtain interference at a given point not only requires a source with sufficient cohe'r- 
ence length, but also requires extreme mechanical stability between the object, hologram 
plate, and laser. Any random vibration between these components will generate a random 
phase factor between any two arbitrary rays. The result of this random phase is, of course, 
d 
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a decrease in coherence and consequently a decrease in the degree of interference. Many 
experimentalists believe this stability problem to be the major problem limiting the quality 
of realizable holograms (ref. 11). 
The end result of the above problems is to limit the object size and hologram plate 
size. The effect of these size limitations on displays, such as those for flight simulators, 
is that one is limited to using holograms of small models, or small sections of large models, 
in the simulator. This limitation is more severe than one would at first suspect. In particu- 
lar, it limits the applicability of holograms to three dimensional simulators. The reason for 
this can be understood by referring to figure 11. In this figure we show two congruent objects 
located at distances Li and L2 relative to a viewing window. As an example, suppose O2 is an 
ld 
WINDOW 
Figure 11.-Result of using a scale model 01 of an object O2 
in a display system. 
airport and the window is the windshield of an aircraft. Let Oi be a reconstructed image of a 
hologram made from a small scale model of the airport and the window be the hologram itself. 
By properly choosing Li and L2, it is apparent that the image size formed on the retina of the 
eye can be made identical in the two cases. Thus, if we wished to simulate landing at an air- 
port, we could use a television camera looking into the hologram and view the image on a 
television monitor. Except for model imperfections, etc., one could not distinguish whether 
he were viewing a television picture of the hologram image or  of the actual airport. If, how- 
ever, we looked directly into the hologram and moved our eyes from point A to point B, we 
would be able to "see around" the hologram image, whereas we could not see around the actual 
object. A solution would be to scale - both the model size - and the hologram window size. 
Simulators, however, usually require the viewing window to be the same size as that of the 
vehicle which is being simulated. Consequently, the models will be required to have the 
exact dimensions of the actual objects, or the actual objects themselves will have to be holo- 
grammed. To accomplish this obviously requires large coherence lengths and extreme 
stability. Further progress in the "art" of constructing holograms will certainly be required 
before this becomes feasible. 
with the techniques which have been presented. If, however, a two-dimensional display is re-  
quired (e. g., television picture of the hologram image), one can use the spherical recon- 
structing wave to effect this sixth degree of freedom. Thus, although the image moves closer 
to  the observer, it also decreases in size. The size decrease, when viewed on a television 
monitor, will appear to be equivalent to a range increase, Since one is largely restricted to 
two-dimensional holographic simulations because of the problems discussed above, it is seen 
that in terms of presently realizable holographic simulators, full six-degree-of-freedom 
operation is possible. 
It was mentioned in the previous section that range change is, in general, not possible 
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CONCLUSION 
We have discussed basic concepts in holography and optics and have seen that holo- 
graphic systems have properties which make them quite attractive for flight displays and 
flight simulators. In order to obtain a dynamic display from a single hologram, we investi- 
gated techniques for manipulating the virtual image resulting from a hologram. It was shown 
that it is possible to obtain a reasonably large amount of image motion by simple techniques 
such as moving the hologram relative to a fixed aperture, or adjusting a spherical recon- 
structing wave. The resulting motion is equivalent to observer motion over limited regions 
of space. The bounds on the region would depend on factors such as the amount of distortion 
which can be tolerated, the size of the hologram, the size of the aperture, and the character- 
istics of the optics used in forming the reconstructing beam. 
Some of the problems associated with holographic display systems were also discussed. 
The principal problem was seen to be the limitation imposed on model and hologram size. 
This limitation is due to the relatively small coherence lengths of present lasers and the 
stability requirements for holographic construction. A method for overcoming the resultant 
display difficulty involves the use of a closed-circuit television system. This solution how- 
ever, is not entirely satisfactory since the technique involves a loss of some of the more de- 
sirable display features inherent in holograms. Alternative solutions to this problem must 
be found if the full potential of holographic display systems is to be realized. 
Finally, it is important to remember that, although the principles of holography have 
been known for some time, holographic technology is still in its infancy. Rapid strides have 
been made recently and we can expect more of the same. It seems entirely plausible that, in 
the not too distant future, it will be possible to display an image, using holographic tech- 
niques , which is indistinguishable from the real-world scene. 
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5. Human Operator Describing Functions 
with Visual and Tactile Displays* 
James C .  B l i s s  
Stanford Research Institute 
I 
I n  the attempt.to develop models of manual tracking behavior that also in- 
Qiq d 
corporate characteristics of the physiological systems underlying the responses, 
techniques are needed t o  separate the contributions of the individual physiolog- 
ical systems, including sensory, central, or motor functions. Techniques that 
have been used in  the past involve variations in  the type of command signal 
(e.g., transient, periodic, and random), the type of output response (e.g., con- 
tinuous or discrete), and the vehicle dynamics. The research described in  this 
paper emphasizes varying the sense modality employed (i.e., visual, tactile, or 
both) with continuous command signals and pure-gain vehicle dynamics. 
functions obtained with (1) a visual display, (2) a tacti le display, and (3) both 
displays used simultaneously. The second experiment explores various tacti le 
d i splay cond i ti ons. 
Two experiments are reported. The f i rs t  experiment compares the describing 
PROCEDURES 
A system for performing tactile and visual tracking experiments and obtaining ampli- 
tude and phase measurements of the response as a function of frequency was developed. This 
system consists of CDC 8090 programs, A/D and D/A conversion channels, and display and 
response apparatus. 
The CDC 8090 computer programs consist of several parts: a signal generator pro- 
gram, a signal analysis program, and an INTERFOR' program for calculations on the data. 
The first two parts cyclically generate a value for the D/A output signal and analyze a re- 
sponse value input through the A/D channel. At the end of an adjustable time, the experi- 
mental trial is terminated and control is transferred to an INTERFOR program, which per- 
forms some calculations on the analysis results and outputs the amplitude and phase values 
on the on-line typewriter. 
The signal generator program contains a table of 15 values representing a quarter 
cycle of a sine wave. 
of a sum of sinusoids 
4+ This research 
The program uses this table to generate a composite signal, consisting 
of arbitrary amplitude and phase. Thus, 
N 
i 
c(tk) =E c. 1 sin (w.t i k  +y.) 1 
was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
under Contracts NAS 2-2752 and NAS 2-3649. 
that is relatively easily interfaced with machine language programs. 
'INTERFOR is a Control Data programming system for the CDC 160-A Computer 
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where C(tk) is the value of the generated signal during interval tk, C i  is the amplitude, 'pi is 
the phase, and w i  is the frequency of the ith sinusoid. Up to eight frequencies can be accom- 
modated by the program, and since the longest program cycle is 75 msec, frequencies up to 
6 . 7  cps are practical with the full eight-signal sinusoids plus eight additional analysis sinus- 
oids. (Higher frequencies are practical if fewer than 16 (total) sinusoids are used.) 
The accuracy of the A/D and D/A conversion is eight bits. The arbitrary amplitude of 
each generated frequency component can be selected with fourbits. The eight frequencies can 
be chosen with four bits, and the phases can be chosen with four bits within each quarter cycle. 
signal can be subtracted from the response and the difference (i. e . ,  the error)  outputed (e. g. , 
for compensatory tracking), o r  the internally generated signal (i. e., the command) can be 
outputed directly (e. g . ,  for pursuit tracking). 
In the analysis programs, an input signal is multiplied by each of a number of sine and 
cosine components, consisting of the frequencies generated by the signal generator program 
plus up to eight additional frequencies. Cumulative sums of the results of these multiplica- 
tions are updated each program cycle. Thus, if the input signal is r(tk), then the sums aj 
and bj are formed as follows: 
By positioning a sense switch on the computer console, either the internally generated 
T 
a.= C cj  sin (w t )r(t ) 
J j k  k 
k=O 
T 
b.= c. cos(w t )r(t ) 
J 1 j k  k 
k=O 
The input signal to this program is either the response signal directly from the AID converter 
o r  the difference between the response and the generator signal (i. e., the error) ,  depending 
on the position of a console switch. 
The clock for the programs described above is either internally based on the computer 
memory-cycle time or controlled by an external pulse generator, depending on the position 
of a console switch. Shorter program-cycle times are possible with the internal clock, but 
greater time accuracy is possible with the external pulse generator. 
analysis program and computes the amplitude rj and phase cpj of each of up to  16 frequency 
components according to the following equations: 
The INTERFOR program takes the sums generated during the experimental trial by the 
The results of these calculations are then typed out on the on-line typewriter. 
determination of either response or e r ror  spectra. Up to eight sinusoids can be used to 
Thus, pursuit or compensatory tracking experiments can be performed with real-time 
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generate the command signal, and an additional eight sinusoids can be used to determine the 
characteristics of the remnant. In addition, the total power in the response is computed so 
that the correlation between the response and the corresponding linear system can be de- 
termined. 
This display consisted of a servo-positioned airjet stimulator which moved horizontally across 
A continuous tactile display system was constructed for tactile compensatory tracking. 
the forehead or  the palmar side of the hand 
over a range of about 4.5 inches. The airjet 
was positioned according to the computer- 
generated signal from the D/A channel. Fig- 
ure 1 shows this display system when used 
as a forehand display, and figure 2 shows 
the display adapted for stimulation on the 
palmar side of the hand. A visual display 
that was analogous to the forehead tactile 
display was obtained by placing a mirror in 
front of the subject so that he could see the 
arm that carried the airjet nozzle. A sta- 
tionary pointer was attached to the forehead 
rest  to give a zero reference for the visual 
display. The visual counterpart to the 
tactile display for the palmar side of the 
hand was obtained by having the subject 
merely watch the airjet nozzle directly. 
Again, a pointer was provided to give a vis- 
ual zero reference. 
by connecting the output command signal 
from the D/A converter to the A/D response 
channel. The analysis was then performed 
on a "perfect response"-these results 
agreed within the expected 8-bit accuracy. 
A s  a further check, the system was used to 
measure the Bode diagrams for a simple 
resistor and capacitor divider forming a 
1-cps low-pass filter. In figure 3 ,  the com- 
puter analysis, the measured values from 
applying each sinusoid individually, and the 
calculated values are compared. 
measure the Bode diagrams for the servo 
The computer system was calibrated 
The computer system was then used to 
Figure 1.-Tactile tracking apparatus for 
forehead. 
system, and these results are shown in figure 4. In all of the subject-describing functions, 
the servo characteristics were removed either by calculation or by analyzing the feedback pot 
signal and considering this to be the e r ror  input to the subject. 
Table 1 gives the frequencies and amplitudes that composed the command signal. Three 
male subjects in their early twenties were used. Previous to testing, each subject was given 
from 12 to 30 (depending on his mean squared e r ror  scores) 2-minute trials, during which 
the display was changed in alternate trials from tactile to visual. 
x 
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Figure 2 .-Continuous tactile tracking display for the palmar side 
of the hand. 
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Figure 3 .-Comparison of amplitude and phase characteristics versus frequency of a 1-cps 
filter determined by direct measurement, computer tracking system analysis, and the- 
oretical calculation. 
EXPERIMENTS 
EXPERIMENT 1-TRACKING WITH VISUAL AND TACTILE DISPLAYS.-In this experi- 
ment, forehead airjet tactile tracking was compared with tracking by visually observing the 
tactile display through a mirror. The airjet stimulator was not activated in the visual track- 
ing runs, but six additional tactile stimulators for auditory masking were used in both the 
tactile and visual tracking runs. 
Two sessions were run with each subject. In the first session, twelve 4-minute track- 
ing runs were performed, alternating between the tactile and visual displays. In the second 
session, six 4-minute tracking runs were performed, alternatbg between the tactile, visual, 
and both display conditions. 
The individual subject variability among trials was comparable to the variability across 
subjects; therefore, only data averaged over all sessions and subjects with the standard de- 
viation at each point are presented in figure 5. While there appears to be no difference be- 
tween the visual and both-display conditions, tracking with the tactile display resulted in much 
less low-frequency gain and a reduced crossover frequency. 
EXPERIMENT 2 .-VARIOUS TACTILE DISPLAY CONDITIONS.-In view of the relatively 
poor performance with the tactile display in experiment 1, several modifications were made 
to determine whether the tactile tracking could be improved. A single subject who gave the 
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Figure 4.-Bode plots for  display servo system as determined by the computer tracking 
system. . .  
most consistent behavior in the experiment was selected for these explorations. For these 
sessions, the location of the tactile stimulation was changed to the palmar side of the hand. 
In addition, the frequency of the airjet stimulation was adjusted to 40 cps and then to 70 cps. 
Finally, the airjet stimulator was turned off, and the nozzle tip was adjusted so  that it touched 
the palmar side of the hand lightly. 
TABLE 1 .-COMPOSITION OF COMMAND SIGNAL 
Frequency 
CPS 
0.0261 
.0436 
.0960 
.2440 
,4270 
.6730 
1.25 
2.30 
rad /sec 
0.164 
.274 
.603 
1.53 
2.68 
4.23 
7. 85 
14.45 
Amplitude 
1.0  
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1 .0  
1.0 
.25 
.25 
Figure 6 shows the describing functions obtained for each of these conditions. There 
appears to be little difference between the results with the forehead stimulation and the hand 
d 
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Figure 5 .-Describing functions, averaged over 
subjects and sessions, for three display con- 
ditions. 
0. I 1.0 IO 
w -rod /see 
stimulation, and among the results with the various frequencies of airjet pulsation; however, 
significant improvement was obtained with the contact stimulus, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
COMPARISON OF FOREHEAD AND HAND TACTILE DISPLAYS.-Figure 7 shows the 
forehead and hand tactile results averaged over the three subjects. The differences between 
these two curves are  less than one standard deviation, except near the crossover frequency, 
where the difference is slightly more than one standard deviation. Thus these differences are 
hardly significant, and it appears that forehead stimulation and hand stimulation resulted in 
approximately equal performance. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN VISUAL AND TACTILE PERFORMANCE .-The best perform- 
ance with a tactile display was obtained on the hand when the airjet nozzle was turned off, but 
allowed to contact the skin. Figure 8 shows a comparison between this tactile-contact con- 
dition and visual performance for one subject. The amplitude differences are  significant, but 
the phase curves are  practically identical.' Thus, our tentative results, based on one subject, 
suggest that with tangential as well as normal forces on the skin, the tactile performance has 
equal bandwidth, but less gain, than the visual performance. 
MEAN-SQUARE ERROR AND DISPLAY MEASUREMENTS.-The computer also calcu- 
lated the mean-square e r ror  and display for each run. Tables 2 and 3 show these results, 
averaged over three sessions, for each subject and each condition of the experiment. Tactile 
mean-square e r ror  was generally about twice the visual mean-square e r ror .  The one 
anomalous result was with subject 3 ,  who produced a tactile (hand display) mean-square 
e r ror  of more than five times his visual mean-square e r ror .  
'It is interesting to compare figure 8 with figure 2 of paper 2 in this volume. 
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Figure 6.-Describing functions for three conditions of the tactile display. 
Although the describing function results indicate superior performance under the 
tactile-contact condition, the mean-square error  values for the 200 cps and 70 cps conditions 
were lower. 
neously than with either display alone. 
In general there was less mean-square e r ror  when both displays were used simulta- 
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Figure 7.-Describing functions for 
hand and forehead tactile displays 
(200 cps airjet). 
Subject Visual Tactile 
1 2.32 4.91 
2 2.06 5.69 
3 2.63 5.88 
Average 2.33 5.49 
Both 
1.84 
2.10 
2.40 
2.11 
0 1  o _ I  I I 1 1 1 1 1 1  I I I I I I I I I  
Subject Visual 
1 1.58 
2 1.63 
1.94 3 
Average 1.72 
Tactile 
70 cps 40 cps Contact 200 cps 
3.04 3.06 5.39 3.80 
4.04 -- -- -- 
-- -- 11.3 -- 
-- -- -- 6.13 
Figure 8.-Describing functions for visual 
and tactile (hand-c ontact ing stimulus) 
displays. 
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HUMAN OPERATOR DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS 
REMNANT DATA.-There have been a number of suggestions that a model for the human 
operator should include a nearly periodic sampler (e. g. , ref. 1). The following quotation 
from McRuer et al. (ref. 2) explains the effect of this hypothesis on the output spectrum: 
With the line spectrum forcing function, nonlinearities in the operator 
would be expected to result in output spectrum peaks which are harmonically re- 
lated to the forcing function frequencies. Constant-rate sampling on the part of 
the operator will also tend to produce recurring peaks and valleys in the output 
spectrum. If the sampler is precisely periodic at a frequency ws, output spec- 
tral  lines would be expected at frequencies (~nkmw, m =O, 1 , 2, 3 . . . . Slight 
variations in sampling rate over a measurement run would tend to slur the lines 
into peaks. 
To examine our data with regard to this hypothesis, the output spectra from single runs 
for each subject were plotted as  shown in figures 9 to 11. The forcing-function frequencies 
are shown as line spectra. The other measurement frequencies were chosen in the region 
around half the expected sampling frequency, to coincide with Bekey's ''sampling peak" (ref. 
1). For this reason, only the region between 4 and 15 rad/s is plotted. The output spectra 
at w, and w8 are  uncorrected for the fact that the forcing-function amplitude at these frequen- 
cies was only one-fourth that at the lower frequencies. 
periodic sampling nonlinearity. The power at remnant frequencies is generally less than that 
at the nearby forcing-function frequencies. Moreover , the remnant curves are certainly not 
reproducible from run to run. 
While the response power at 06, w7, and % with the visual display is consistently greater 
than that with the tactile display, the remnant power is roughly the same with the two displays. 
These data fail to show any stable, clearly defined peaks that could be attributed to a 
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6. A Synthetic Display Technique 
for Computer-Controlled Simulator 
and Airborne Displays 
Jack J .  Hatfield 
Langley Research Center, NASA 
Interest in airborne, computer-driven, integrated d i sp lays  has resul ted from 
the problem of effect ively displaying greater  quanti t ies  of rapidly changing 
control information. A new concept  for implementing computer-controlled s i m u l a -  
tor and airborne d i sp lays  is described. This  concept  employs t h e  synthet ic  gen- 
eration of des i red  instrumentation at the cockpit  interface of the man-machine 
loop utilizing a programable electronic d i sp lay  system. The synthet ic  d i sp lay  
concept utilized is based on an “electronic animation” technique which al lows 
the cockpit  display designer  to proceed direct ly from static (cardboard) instrument 
mockups to  dynamic d i sp lays  which are s imulated in the cockpit by high- 
resol ut ion cl osed-ci rcu i t monochrome television.  
Experimental synthet ic  d i sp lay  hardware is described from the viewpoint of 
relating the operational capabil i ty  and flexibility of the “electronic animation” 
technique. The performance achieved to d a t e  is illustrated through photographs 
of synthet ical ly generated electro-mechanical instrumentation. The potential of 
the technique for synthesizing experimental d i sp lays  at  lower cos t s ,  at  higher 
speed, and in new integrated formats is d iscussed .  
Information display for the manual control of aerospace vehicles is a field which is re- 
ceiving much attention because of the increasing complexity of pilot’s tasks during advanced 
missions. In complex, multiphased missions, man is faced with greater quantities of control 
information, events which occur more rapidly, and the requirement for more exacting control. 
This recognized trend toward increasingly more complex pilot Is tasks along with studies which 
reveal a great deal of pilot scanning activity using conventional instrument arrays (ref. 1) 
have led to many proposals for an integrated, time-shared display using a computer-driven, 
general purpose device such as a cathode ray tube (refs. 2 to 4). 
A general-purpose display concept seems to offer the potential for more effective dis- 
play as well as for less equipment and panel space, which would afford lower total weight and 
volume. In addition, a general-purpose display device is more easily integrated with a cen- 
tral avionics system computer than are a host of individual panel instruments. The capabili- 
ties attendant to most computer-generated displays for programing, panel space time-sharing, 
and display integration could be made available in the cockpit. Yet  there is general disagree- 
ment among flight control-display system designers as to whether the general-purpose display 
concept or the conventional instrument array concept offers the greatest potential (ref. 5). 
Such disagreements point out the need for sound simulator research programs to de- 
termine the effectiveness of general-purpose display concepts and to explore the problems 
(both from a human factor and hardware standpoint) which would be encountered in the 
transition from conventional instrument arrays to a small number of central, computer-driven, 
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general-purpose displays. This paper reports on the investigation and development of a 
synthetic display technique having applications for programed, integrated display in simula- 
tors and in airborne vehicles. The objective of the work described has been to  provide for a 
more effective , less costly, and less time-consuming means of creating dynamic instrument 
replicas for use in the simulator evaluation of integrated and general-purpose display con- 
cepts. 
MOTIVATION FOR SYNTHETIC DISPLAY DEVELOPMENT 
THE DISPLAY PROBLEM.-Although the time-proven research simulator is in wide- 
spread use both for human factors research and for control-display interface design, it has 
inherent deficiencies which can be improved upon. The procedure of constructing or pro- 
curing physical instruments for use as dynamic replicas has led to problems with development 
time lags and costs and has produced generally single-purpose instruments. The creation of 
dynamic instrument replicas can call for many of the following time-consuming techniques 
(refs. 6 and 7): 
(1) The selection and/or design of many types of electromechanical instruments 
(2) Modification of meter faces or  tapes 
(3) Construction and/or modification of servo-driven gear trains 
(4) Construction of special oscilloscope drive circuitry 
(5) Modification of image projectors 
In the case of more sophisticated electronic displays, new instrument designs require 
even longer lead time and can prove to be quite costly. An additional disadvantage to the 
above-mentioned techniques for implementing research simulator display panels is that in- 
struments chosen or  developed frequently must be discarded subsequently because of piiot 
opinion, poor pilot performance , and/or system design changes. 
to use untried techniques make the aerospacecraft display system a field full of new ideas, 
but the hardware being developed is mostly conventional (ref. 1). The main trend is to push 
conventional displays into as highly an integrated form as possible, without taking the major 
step of going to a single time-shared, general-purpose display and the consequent removal of 
the traditional maze of instruments. Single-purpose instruments and arrays of these instru- 
ments are ,  by their nature, limited in flexibility and provide no means of evaluating general- 
purpose display concepts. Thus it becomes imperative that a new capability be established to 
evaluate general-purpose display concepts utilizing the research simulator as a means of 
providing experimental data for a basis of comparison. 
The constraints put on spacecraft displays regarding weight, reliability, and reluctance 
A POTENTIAL SOLUTION.-A solution to the above-mentioned display problems appears 
to lie in a new concept proposed in July 1962 by the author, who later found that a similar 
concept was being investigated at Wright-Patterson A i r  Force Base under contract to North 
American Aviation, Inc. (refs. 6 and 7). 
This concept is based on the premise that it is possible to develop a programable 
electronic display system which synthesizes desired instrumentation at the control-display 
interface. A pictorial diagram representing this concept in terms of simulator signal flow 
is shown in figure 1. It can be seen that such a system would operate in conjunction with a 
flight simulation computer and the simulated cockpit control-display interface. The synthe- 
sized displays would be driven dynamically ir- accordance with the flight equations as perturbed 
by pilot control inputs. 
Assuming {hat such a display synthesis system could be developed, it would reduce a 
basically hardware problem to that of a software problem. If the design allowed for rapid and 
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Figure 1 .-Pictorial diagram showing simulator signal 
flow using programed synthetic display generation. 
efficient programing and was sufficiently universal in nature, it would have the potential for 
producing research simulator displays at lower cost, at higher speed, and at more advanced 
levels than conventional techniques will allow. For maximum efficacy such a display synthe- 
sizer should have many of the following characteristics: 
(1) Rapid and efficient programing with a minimal turn around time 
(2) Synthesis of desired instruments with the completed system requiring little or no 
(3) Universal in nature; thus, capable of the synthesis of a wide spectrum of displays 
(4) Employing a combination of devices not exceeding the state-of-the-art and producing 
(5) Capable of use at a central location with remotely driven displays, which a re  com- 
(6)  Compatible with flight simulation computers and associated trunking networks 
(7) Utilizing, if  possible, new techniques being proposed for, and directly applicable 
new hardware design 
including electro-mechanical as well as electronic and electro-optical displays 
a feasible, reliable system 
patible with fixed-base and dynamic flight simulator cockpits 
to, next generation flight vehicles, thereby making it useful as a test bed as well as a simu- 
lation research tool 
The remainder of this paper will be devoted to (1) a discussion of the technique chosen 
as a basis for synthetic flight display generation, (2) the description of a programable display 
synthesis system utilizing this technique, and (3) the discussion of initial system performance. 
SYNTHETIC DISPLAY TECHNIQUE CHOSEN 
POTENTIAL TECHNIQUES.-Of the display techniques studied which are  applicable to 
the synthetic generation of flight displays, those classes of displays known as programed 
electronic displays afford the most promise for providing a repertoire ranging from simple 
electro-mechanical displays to  sophisticated general-purpose displays (ref. 8). Most pro- 
gramed electronic displays come under the category of computer-generated CRT displays 
which have the desired advantages of unrestricted display format, of good image quality, and 
of being programable. 
apply existing computer-CRT displays to the task of flight display synthesis. The programing 
requirements for effective display can be very extensive, often running to many thousands of 
digital words (ref. 9). Specific disadvantages are  encountered with the character and vector 
generation schemes generally in use with CRT displays (ref. 10). These disadvantages may 
be categorized as follows: 
A major problem is encountered, however, in the area of programing, in attempts to 
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(1) Stylized display-Since all dynamic displays must be composed of alphanumerics 
and vectors, the visual image takes the form of rudimentary line drawings or stylized dis- 
plays rather than continuous tone , photographic-type displays. 
(2 )  Lengthy programs-Since all characters and lines in the dynamic portions and many 
times in the static portions of visual displays must be selected, positioned, and unblanked on 
an element-by-element basis, the computer word program can become quite lengthy. 
individually and regenerated individually at a rate no less than 25 cps to avoid flicker, the 
digital word rate required for generation of complex displays can become high enough to 
prohibit interlacing the display program with other computer control and arithmetic se- 
quences. In these cases a separate recirculating memory is required in the display console 
for regeneration of the display. 
(4) Character change-Display symbols can be changed only through the substitution of 
new circuit modules , scanning tubes , or display tubes. 
The disadvantages of these character generation schemes limit, but do not preclude , 
the direct use of existing computer-CRT combinations as a synthetic flight display generator. 
However, in an effort to implement a more easily programed and a truly utilitarian flight 
display synthesizer a new means of dynamic pattern image generation was investigated. This 
dynamic pattern image generation method is described in the following two sections. 
(3) Regeneration rates-Since each element of the visual display must be manipulated 
PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION.-The techniques selected for dynamic and static image 
generation and for overall display synthesis are based upon the principle illustrated by figure 
2. This principle asserts that most desired flight displays are composed of static patterns 
and dynamic patterns which can be separated for photographic storage and, under the control 
of programed instructions, machine dynamics inputs , and manned inputs, can be electronically 
recombined for composite, dynamic display. A programed display synthesis technique based 
on this principle can best be described by the term, "electronic animation." 
J 
Control and Program 
computer computer 
flight dynamics c and 
inputs 
\ -  
-., Dynamic 
*, elements 
1 
Figure 2 .-Display synthesis principle-elec- 
tronic animation. 
RUDIMENTARY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS .-The basic requirements for electronic 
animation consist of (1) the means for calling up static and dynamic display patterns from 
random-access film storage , ( 2 )  the means for electronically modifying scanned dynamic 
patterns (in accordance with flight dynamics equations) to convey motion, and (3) the means 
for combining static and dynamic portions of the display to form animated composites. 
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The basic system components required to achieve electronic animation are shown in the 
conceptual system diagram of figure 3. For the conceptual system, high resolution closed- 
circuit monochrome TV is chosen as the display means. This choice provides for flexibility 
and economy of display since closed-circuit TV displays are available in many configurations 
and are relatively inexpensive. In addition, the use of closed-circuit TV as the display means 
allows for use of the synthetic display generator at a central location with remotely driven 
displays, which can be made compatible with fixed-base and dynamic flight simulator 
cockpits. 
DISPLAY STANDARD: 
1203 L I N E S 6 0  FIELDSQ-TO-1 INTERLACE 
RANDOM ACCESS 
CTOR 
PROGRAMED 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Figure 3 .-Conceptual system diagram showing basic 
components required for electronic animation. 
The use of the television display technique allows the combining of static and dynamic 
portions of the composite, animated display through simple video mixing. The video mixing, 
however, requires that both static and dynamic video picture information be in the closed- 
circuit television format of the display monitor, which is 1203 lines/60 fields/2-to-l inter- 
lace. Thus , static pattern storage can be accomplished utilizing a random-access slide 
projector. Video pickup of static picture information is accomplished by a closed-circuit TV 
vidicon film scanner into which the static image is projected. 
The dynamic (animated) portion of the composite display is got into a closed-circuit TV 
format through the use of the scan converter. The scan converter is necessary for this 
function since multiple dynamic patterns must be scanned and manipulated individually at 
the input to this interface and yet must be arrayed in the correct geometrical pattern and 
scanned as a whole at the output of the interface. 
in the shaping of an electronically animated display system. This is because it is this method 
that sets the requirements for control sequences, storage capacity, regeneration rates , and 
programing. The dynamic image-generation method shown in rudimentary pictorial form in 
figure 3 is that of a random-access flying-spot film scanner. 
photographic storage those patterns which are to be the dynamic portion of the composite, 
synthetic display. Since most flight display panels contain multiple dynamic display patterns, 
each of which must relate motion individually, the use of multiple pattern photographic storage 
and of individual pattern scanning with diminutive rasters is indicated (ref. 11). 
The choice of the dynamic image-generation method is by far the most important factor 
The random-access flying-spot film scanner performs the function of calling up from 
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The use of a raster-scan pickup for dynamic image generation implies the use of a 
raster-scan input to the scan converter interface, where the pickup and display (interface) 
raster are scanning in synchronism. Each pickup raster must be positioned to the ap- 
propriate dynamic element on the film store, and its corresponding display raster must be 
positioned to the appropriate display location in the scan converter at the appropriate time in 
the display composing sequence. Additionally, some means must be provided for animating 
or providing appropriate motion to each dynamic element of the display. This animation is 
provided in the conceptual diagram of figure 3 by electronic modification of the position, size, 
shape, and/or orientation of each display raster before it is written into transient storage in 
the scan converter. The electronic animation is accomplished in accordance with the ap- 
propriate sampled flight dynamics channel from the flight simulation computer. 
The final requirement for implementation of a conceptual electronic animation system 
is for some form of program storage and control-sequence generation. This function can be 
performed by a small digital computer or by a special-purpose programable control unit as 
shown in figure 3. 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE 
The synthetic flight-display generation equipment actually implemented at Langley Re- 
search Center is not described in detail, but rather it is described generally from the view- 
point of a potential user. Programing techniques, operational modes, and flexibility of the 
"electronic animation" technique are  emphasized. Those readers requiring a more detailed 
description of the display hardware are  referred to references 8 and 12. 
GENERAL CONFIGURATION.-A photograph of the hardware developed to implement 
electronic animation techniques for research simulator display applications is shown in figure 
4. Emphasis in the design of the system was on (1) reliability, through the use of solid-state 
components wherever possible; (2) maintainability, through the use of laboratory-size as 
opposed to microminiature construction; (3) programability , through the minimization of 
software and coded digital instructions ; (4) universality, through the employment of rapidly 
changeable static and dynamic film-store patterns, the latter of which are electronically 
animated; and (5) flexibility, through the use of closed-circuit TV as the readout means. 
Figure 4.-Experimental synthetic flight-display gen- 
eration equipment showing all major components. 
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The system design for the synthetic display generator is based on the conceptual system 
diagram of figure 3. The major subsystems involved are identified in the system photograph 
of figure 4. 
trolled beam positioning and raster generation for access to film-stored dynamic elements 
for the synthetic display. The emphasis in the design of the scanner is on (1) providing high- 
speed random access to any pattern in the addressable transparency store matrix, (2) the 
scanning of the pattern in such a manner as to hold horizontal and vertical resolution con- 
stant, and (3) maximizing the beam utilization efficiency regardless of the size and shape of 
the scanned pattern. The scanner is designed for the scanning of 4- by 5-inch cut film, 
lantern slides, 2 1/4- by 3 1/4-inch cut film, and double-frame, 35-mm slides in conjunction 
with a precision detent mechanism for accurate subject positioning. Optical magnification 
and demagnification of scanned subject material is available over a total range of 5-to-1. 
spot scanner is not usable for direct display on a closed-circuit TV monitor. It must be 
scan converted to the specified closed-circuit TV standard of 1203 lines/60 fields/2-to-l 
interlace for display of instrument dynamics. The scan-conversion system utilized is shown 
also in figure 4. 
namic pattern information through the use of two single-gun recording storage tubes. Read 
and write modes take place in different tubes alternately and independently, but in phase. 
The scan-conversion system's modes and beam positioning are  digitally controlled by the 
programable control unit. Display dynamics are xttained in the scan converted output by the 
dynamic modification and positioning of the diminutive input rasters, which are updated at up 
to 15 cps to prevent motion breakup. 
figure 4. Shown is the vidicon film camera into which 35-mm random access slide projectors 
project through an optical multiplexer. The random-access slide projectors are under the 
control of the programable control unit and can be controlled manually by either the test 
subject or an experiment controller. The drum slide holder has an average access time of 
2 1/2 seconds between slides. The projectors can be sequenced digitally, however, with 
optical multiplexer shutter control to eliminate time lapses between slide changes. The two 
projectors are capable of holding 96 static patterns in random-access storage. 
portion and a hybrid portion. The design of the digital portion of this subsystem is based on 
the utilization of program storage in a random-access magnetic-core memory. The memory 
is sequentially scanned in a recirculating manner to produce the control sequence of digital 
words necessary for display generation. The manner in which the parallel memory-word 
output is utilized for display-system control is based on the one-address instruction type of 
coding format used in digital computers in which a portion of the digital word contains the 
operation code and another portion of the digital word contains the operand address. This 
coding format was selected on the grounds of machine simplicity and simplicity of coding 
(ref. 13). 
In addition to the memory, processing logic, and coded-instruction tape readers, the 
digital portion of the stored program control system contains decoding logic for the selection 
of static patterns stored in the random-access slide projectors. The hybrid portion of the 
stored program control system shown in figure 4 contains (1) a digitally controlled raster 
generator for the scanning of dynamic patterns, (2) four channels of digital-to-analog con- 
version for scanner beam positioning to programed dynamic patterns and for scan-converter 
beam positioning to programed display locations, (3) an analog-signal multiplexer for 
The random access flying spot film scanner shown in figure 4 utilizes digitally con- 
The video generated by the diminutive, random-access raster-scan format of the flying- 
The scan-conversion system is capable of simultaneous recording and readout of dy- 
A portion of the static-pattern film scanner is shown in the upper right hand corner of 
As shown in figure 4, the stored program-control system is broken up into a digital 
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sampling animation control signals from a flight dynamics analog computer, and (4) a raster 
modification and positioning unit for electronic animation of scanned dynamic patterns as they 
are being written into the scan converter. 
houses remote controls for the display system, the video mixer, and closed-circuit television 
monitors for the monitoring of static, dynamic, and composite display formats. Space is 
provided in the console for a future on-line compiler to facilitate programing which, while 
the system is being completed, is done directly in machine language. 
Once the synthetic display generator is completed, a variety of closed-circuit television 
display techniques may be used at remote simulator cockpit sites. Figure 5 shows several of 
the television display techniques which could be made available. At present the display sys- 
tem is not tied in with a fixed-base or dynamic simulator; therefore, the only display means 
of figure 5 being employed is that of the television kinescope display. Figure 6 illustrates the 
two basic techniques which could be employed to channel closed-circuit television pictures to 
remote sites. Coaxial cable links are feasible at ranges of up to several miles. Microwave 
relay links could be used for longer ranges and for airborne simulations of advanced control 
and display systems. Work at Langley Research Center (ref. 14) has shown that such airborne 
simulations are feasible using standard IRIG telemetry channels for the transmission of 
sensor and pilot-control data for the simulated display system. 
A portion of the display console is shown in the foreground of figure 4. This console 
Figure 5.-Several closed-circuit television display 
techniques. 
PROGRAMING AND SYSTEM OPERATION.-The goal in programing the electronically 
animated synthetic display generator is to allow the flight-control display-systems designer 
to proceed directly from his concepts in the form of cardboard mockups to simulated flight 
displays through the preparation of static pattern transparencies, a dynamic pattern trans- 
parency, programed punched tapes, and patch-board programs. The programing is thus 
composed of three phases: (1) technical illustration, (2) slide preparation, and (3) coded in- 
struction and patchboard programing. 
Technical illustration begins with a sketch of the desired instrument face or of the de- 
sired display formats (in the instance of a general-purpose, time-shared display). These 
sketches can be magnified or  reduced and projected onto a drawing board by the equipment 
d 
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Figure 6 .-Pictorial illustration of television dis- 
tribution techniques for providing synthetic flight 
displays to remote dynamic or fixed-base simu- 
lators. 
shown in figure 7(a) for fabrication of cardboard mockups. To increase the speed of the oper- 
ation short-cut drafting aids such as  tapes, shading sheets, and stickon symbols are used 
wherever possible. Mockups are separated into a dynamic pattern mockup and multiple static 
pattern mockups as is shown in figure 7(b). 
Figure 7.-Instrument mockup preparation. (a) Technical illustration aid; (b) typical dynamic 
and static patterns fabricated. 
Slide preparation begins with the photographing of the static pattern and dynamic pattern 
cardboard mockups using the Polaroid industrial view camera shown in figure 8(a), High 
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quality transparencies can be obtained within 5 minutes using Land projection film types 46L 
or 146L. The resulting dynamic pattern transparency (3 1/4 by 4 in.) is used directly in one 
of the flying-spot-scanner film holders shown in figure 8(b). The static-pattern trans- 
parencies produced must be punched for a precision-registration slide mount for 35-mm 
film scanning. The precision-registration and punch equipment is shown in figure 8(c), and 
the precision 35-mm television slide mount is shown in figure 8(d). 
The final step in programing, the preparation of patchboard programs and coded in- 
structions, is effected by the equipment shown in figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. The 
removable patch-panel analog computer shown in figure 9(a) is programed for a simulation 
of flight dynamics. This 58-amplifier computer is suitable for small-scale simulations ; 
however, for very complex problems a tie-in with a larger computer is necessary. 
will be capable of preparing eight-level tapes with external electrical inputs from an on-line 
compiler. Thus, the instructions for the stored program control system are loaded into its 
memory from the punched tape in the form of 24-bit words composed of six 4-bit bytes or 
three 8-bit bytes. 
The tape punch shown in figure 9(b) prepares four-level tapes using the keyboard and 
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NUMBERS 
PROJECTOR B CODE 
STATIC PATTERN 
DYNAMIC RASTER 
E WRITE OR ERASE CODE 
Y ADDRESS CODE - DYNAMIC PATTERN 
X ADDRESS CODE Y ADDRESS CODE 
DISPLAY YNAMIC LOCATION PATTER   
CONTROL CHANNEL CODE ANIMATION FUNCTION CODE b- ANIMATION CONTROL I SELECTION 
C ONTR 01 
!O 21 22 23 
3 1 0 0  
1 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1  
0 0 1 0  
1 0 0 1  
Figure 9 .-Programed-instruction preparation equipment. (a) Flight dynam- 
ics analog simulation computer; (b) keyboard tape punch; (c) coding format. 
The five basic types of control system information words utilized and the functions of 
each are illustrated in figure 9(c). Programing of the synthetic display system is greatly 
simplified through the use of only these five basic types of information words. The first 
type of information word, as can be seen from figure 9(c), is devoted to selection of static 
patterns from each of the two random-access slide projectors. Since the static portion of 
any given display format is unchanging, this instruction word is programed only once for any 
given display. The remaining four instructions must be programed once for each dynamic 
element which is to be animated. The programer selects, with the first of these remaining 
four instructions, the size and shape of the raster for scanning a dynamic element or for 
erasure of dynamic elements stored on the scan conversion interface. He selects, with the 
second and third information words, the address of the dynamic element in film store and the 
display location for this dynamic element on the scan conversion interface, respectively. The 
final instruction listed in figure 9(c) is the selection of an animation control channel and an 
animation function (or functions) for that channel. 
(1) horizontal and vertical translations of dynamic pattern pickup raster, (2) horizontal and 
vertical translation of dynamic pattern display raster ,  (3)  separate or  simultaneous magni- 
fication of horizontal and vertical size of dynamic pattern pickup o r  display raster, (4) ro- 
tation of dynamic pattern pickup or  display raster, and (5) oscilloscope-mode character or 
symbol writing directly onto the scan conversion interface. 
Animation functions which are to be available in the completed system are the following: 
d 
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Special attention has been given in the design of the experimental synthetic display 
hardware to the providing of operational modes which would be required by the simulation 
researcher interested in exploring time-shared, general-purpose display formats (which 
could be computer-driven) . Consequently , the programer has available the following time- 
shared operational modes : 
(1) Preprogramed time-shared display-The display format may be changed automati- 
cally as the simulated mission progresses from phase to phase. 
(2) Pilot adaptive time-shared display-Test subject has manual control over dynamic 
display format through a programable pushbutton array. 
(3) Machine adaptive time-shared display-Control system can automatically display 
control parameters exceeding thresholds or having alarming trends. 
PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED TO DATE 
It is felt that a graphic demonstration of system performance is shown by photographs 
and motion picture films of typical synthesized displays. At the time of preparation of this 
paper the only animation functions available for synthetic display generation were trans- 
lational and oscilloscope mode dynamics. Additional animation functions are being incor- 
porated and a motion-picture film is being prepared in which the animation functions incor- 
porated to date will be utilized in the generation of typical synthetic displays. 
generated by the use of translational electronic animation dynamics. These displays were 
photographed directly from a display system monitor and show the static and dynamic por- 
tions of the composite display and the composite display produced by the video mixing of the 
static and dynamic video signals. These displays were synthesized from the dynamic-pattern 
mockup and the three static-pattern mockups shown in figure 7(b). The displays shown are  
fully animated with no ambiguities or discontinuities. For instance , in the three-window 
vertical tape display the static pattern i-s seen to be a window with a lubber line. The dy- 
namic pattern is a vertically oriented tape which appears to move up or down within the con- 
fines of the window according to the dynamics of a flight-control parameter. Short-term 
stability (over a 1-hour period) for the dynamic elements of typical displays, such as those 
shown in figures lO(a), 1O(b) , and lO(c) , is such that changes in position are less than 0 . 5  
percent of full-scale value. 
length, or number of digital words , required for the generation of specific displays. For 
those displays shown in figures lO(a), 10(b), lO(c), the program lengths are 36, 18, and 18 
digital words , respectively. These program lengths are shorter than those required with 
conventional computer-CRT stylized displays , or specifically, more than a factor of ten 
shorter in the instance of the vertical tape display (ref. 12). It is felt that the shorter pro- 
gram length of many displays will ease the burden on the programer. 
The electronic animation technique at this stage of its development is not without its 
limitations. Resolution in the static portions of displays is quite good; however, resolution 
in the dynamic portions of displays requires some improvement. Some distortion is pro- 
duced in dynamic portions of the display due to digital noise and a skewing of dynamic pickup 
rasters. Some flicker is evident in dynamic portions of the synthesized display due to the use 
of a two-tube scan conversion system. These limitations are in the process of being mini- 
mized. In addition, the capabilities for the synthesis of digital displays and displays having 
rotational dynamics are being incorporated. 
Figures lO(a) , 10(b), and lO(c) show three types of vertical indicators synthetically 
System performance in the area of programing complexity is indicated by the program 
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The research and development required to implement the system described has es- 
tablished the feasibility of rapidly programing a portion of the displays generally encountered 
in simulation and presenting them at the display interface via closed-circuit television. 
In addition, this work has developed a man-machine communications research tool pro- 
viding for a systems engineering approach to flight display panel design through the programed 
synthesis of electronically animated flight displays. This research tool provides for the study 
of time-shared, general-purpose display concepts through its basic time-shared control 
modes. 
A new concept has been investigated and proven feasible-that of electronic animation. 
The advantages which this concept can have in terms of programing complexity, display for- 
mat changeability, and image quality for synthetic flight display generation in simulators have 
been pointed out. 
either for simulation utilizing a ground-to-air microwave link or  for self-contained general- 
purpose , computer-generated display. The stored program generation technique lends itself 
nicely to interlacing the display program with the control and arithmetic sequences of a cen- 
tral avionics computer since s o  few digital words a re  required. Electronically animated 
television displays are  seen as a special advantage in a space vehicle such as a large space 
station, which would require integrated displays at multiple locations throughout the vehicle. 
However, much work remains to be done , both from a hardware and a human factor's stand- 
point, before a specific system design could be recommended. 
In addition, electronic animation may have potential as an avionics display technique, 
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11. DESCRIBING FUNCTION MODELS 
a 
7. Inflight and Ground Simulation Measurements 
of Pilot Transfer Characteristics 
in the Compensatory Roll Tracking Task* 
F .  D .  Newel1 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, lnc. 
This paper presents a review of a measurement experiment in  which pi lot 
transfer characteristics have been determined for a random-appearing forcing function 
i n  both ground-based simulation and actual fl ight. Three experienced test pi lots 
were the subiects. The task was compensatory tracking in  ro l l  to maintain zero 
bank angle in the presence of small bank angle disturbances, of which the largest 
were approximately 28’. Two simple single-degree-of-freedom controlled elements 
were “flown” in  the ground-based simulator only, and two six-degree-of-freedom 
airplane-like configurations with excellent handling qualities were flown both in  the 
simulator and in  actual fl ight. Companion work, not reported herein, has been ac- 
complished by the NASA Fl ight  Research Center with a contact analog, ground- 
based simulator. 
Approximately 20 years ago, Tustin began the field which endeavors to describe the 
human controller sufficiently well mathematically to permit analysis of combined human- 
vehicle dynamic systems. Since then, the field has become strongly concerned with the de- 
scription and analysis of the human pilot of aircraft for primarily compensatory tasks. 
To give a brief outline, in the 1950’s Elkind extended the knowledge of the field, 
Campbell and Eakin successfully extracted human transfer characteristics from flight data, 
and Hall ,  Seckel, McRuer , and Weir extracted human transfer characteristics from com- 
parative flight and ground simulator data. Since then, McRuer, Graham, Krendel, and 
Reisener have reported an exceptionally thorough study and analysis of ground simulator data 
and have given pilot models which range from the very simple to the very sophisticated for 
compensatory tracking tasks. A logical continuation of these efforts has been to apply the 
knowledge obtained from them to a well conceived experiment in which inflight measurements 
of the human transfer characteristics are made. Such a measurement experiment and the 
results obtained from it a re  the subject of this paper. 
The design used for the experiment was developed to include flight and ground measure- 
ments of the human operator in the same cockpit for comparable ground and flight controlled 
elements; to obtain ground simulator measurements of the pilot in a loop with simple, single- 
degree-of-freedom controlled elements which have been studied in the past; and to  obtain an 
assessment of intrapilot variability. 
This work was sponsored by the U. S. A i r  Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright- ++ 
Patterson Air  Force Base, Ohio, under Contract AF33(615) -3605. 
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For the work reported, the A i r  Force variable stability T-33 was used as both a ground- 
based simulator and an in-flight simulator. The experiment was done in cooperation with 
NASA Flight Research Center to include comparisons among T-33 ground and flight simulation 
and ground, contact-analog simulation. Only the T-33 portion of the experiment is documented 
herein. 
The only task performed was a compensatory, roll tracking task with maximum bank 
angles of approximately f8'. All of the ground-based flying was performed "under the hood" 
by reference to flight instruments. A hood was not used in the actual flight phase, but one 
configuration was flown by reference to the flight instruments, and the other was flown by 
visual reference to the natural horizon. For the ground simulation the two simple controlled 
elements were single degree of freedom in roll: one being an integrator and the other being 
divergent and difficult to control. The remaining two ground simulation configurations and the 
flight configurations were six-degree-of-freedom configurations with excellent handling quali- 
ties. 
This paper presents discussions of the pertinent conditions under which the data were 
obtained and the techniques of computation used for obtaining the transfer characteristics of 
the three pilots who participated. The paper discusses the experiment, the equipment and the 
data in that order. 
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SYMBOLS 
tracking task, sum of 10 sine waves input 
tracking task, modified sum of 10 sine waves input 
general gain constant 
controlled element gain constant 
pilot gain constant 
Laplace operator 
controlled element transfer function 
pilot random-input describing function 
open- loop random- input describing function 
aileron stick displacement 
Dutch roll damping ratio 
short period damping ratio 
general time constant 
roll mode time constant 
system input-pilot output cross power spectrum 
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system input-system er ror  cross power spectrum ie I 
Qj airplane bank angle 
I @I 1 $1, ratio of roll amplitude to sideslip amplitude at the Dutch roll frequency 
Dutch roll frequency 
short period frequency 
d 
SP 
w 
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THE EXPERIMENT 
There are several purposes which are relevant to the determination of the design of the 
(1) To instrument the variable stability T-33 for obtaining data, in both ground-based 
experiment. They are, essentially in the order of importance, as follows : 
simulator and actual flight environments, from which human-pilot transfer characteristics 
can be determined in the same vehicle, for the same pilots, and for the same task. 
ground-based simulator for controlled elements which have been investigated in the past by 
other experimenters for the purpose of comparing results with past experiments. 
(2) To measure human-pilot transfer characteristics in the variable stability T-33 as a 
(3) To compare pilot variability among and within themselves. 
(4) To investigate the stationarity assumption which is fundamental to the data analysis 
technique. 
These purposes are incorporated in the design of the experiment as shown in figure 1, which 
displays the compensatory task investigated, and in table 1, in which the numbers in the blocks 
represent the number of usable data runs obtained for each pilot for each controlled element. 
OVERALL COMMAND IS TO KEEP @, EqUAL TO ZERO 
Figure 1.-Overall compensatory roll tracking loop. 
The original intent was to obtain 10 runs for pilot A for each configuration, to obtain 10 
runs for each pilot for configuration A-2, and to obtain 3 runs for each remaining configuration 
for pilots B and C. However, some data runs were lost as is indicated by the numbers in the 
table. 
, 
a 
I02 
T-33 ground 
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T-33 flight 
For the K/s controlled element, the value of K in terms of roll rate per aileron stick 
For the 
deflection is 50 (deg/sec)/inch. The aileron stick spring rate is 2.5 lb/in. 
controlled element, the value of K in terms of aileron stick deflection 
S[S-(1/7)1 
is 120 (deg/sec)'/inch, the value of T is 1 second, and the aileron stick spring rate is 2.5 lb/ 
in. 
No longitudinal control task was mechanized for either the K/s or the controlled 
S (S - 1 /T) 
elements. The pilots' control task consisted of using the ailerons to minimize bank-angle ex- 
cursions from zero. No rudder was required with either of these simple, single-degree-of- 
freedom controlled elements. 
airplane equations of motion. The only difference betwee'n A-24k and A-2 was the manner in 
which the tracking task was introduced into the system. For A-24t, the tracking task was ap- 
plied directly to the attitude indicator as indicated in figure 2. 
tracking task was introduced through the ailerons as depicted in figure 3. The complication 
which necessitates the signal, i f ,  as shown in figure 3,  is that the tracking task which is dis- 
played on the attitude indicator must correspond for both the A-2"* and A-2 configurations. 
This required correspondence is accomplished by preshaping the input to the ailerons by the 
inverse of the bank angle per aileron deflection transfer function so  that the actual bank angle 
which results from aileron motion is proportional to the tracking task i. The tracking task i, 
which is made up of 10 sinusoids, is called "the sum of 10 sine waves input" and the tracking 
task if is called "the modified sum of 1 0  sine waves input." 
So far as the pilot is concerned, the A-2* and A-2 configurations are the same on the 
ground-based simulator, but in actual flight, there is a difference between them. This dif- 
ference is with respect to the bank angle which is displayed on the attitude indicator and the 
actual bank angle of the airplane. In flight with the A-23t configuration, the actual bank angle 
of the airplane is solely a result of the pilot's aileron stick inputs whereas the displayed 
bank angle is the sum of the actual bank angle and the tracking task. However, with the A-2 
configuration in flight, the motion of the airplane is a result of both the pilot's aileron stick 
inputs and the tracking task input, and the bank angle displayed on the attitude indicator is 
identically the bank angle of the airplane. Thus the A-2 configuration can be flown in flight 
by visual reference to the natural horizon, and the pilot will see the tracking task input. 
However, if the pilot were to fly the A-2+* configuration in real flight by visual reference to 
the natural horizon, then he would not see the tracking task. An additional difference be- 
tween the two configurations in flight is that the nonvisual motion cues for A-2 are in har- 
mony with the motion of the airplane, whereas for the A-2* Configuration, these cues are  not 
necessarily in harmony with the motions displayed on the attitude indicator. 
The A-24t and A-2 configurations were full six-degree-of-freedom mechanizations of the 
But for the A-2 case, the 
PILOT TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS 
I 1 
Figure 2.-Block diagram for use of unshaped input 
1 03 
I i' 
I 
Figure 3.-Block diagram for use of shaped input 
for - @A = A-2. The output is  the product 
'AS 
t a + i  3; = Q'A+ i ,  and the figure may be re- 
drawn to appear as  figure 2 .  
The pilot was aided with the A-2 configuration in flight by four grease-pencil lines on 
the windscreen which helped to define small roll angle displacements and rates from steady 
wings-level flight. The placement of these lines is shown in figure 4. 
same and the aileron stick spring rate is 2 . 5  lb/inch. The overall transfer function is of the 
form 
For both the A-2 and A-2* configurations, the lateral-directional characteristics are the 
Also,  the longitudinal characteristics are the same for both configurations and they are, as 
well, the same for flight as  for ground-based simulation. These characteristics are presented 
in table 2. The aileron characteristics are such that aileron motion causes only a very small 
sideslip disturbance, and consequently the pilots did not use the rudder. Furthermore, the 
numerator of the bank angle per aileron deflection transfer function was adjusted to cancel the 
Dutch roll quadratic term in the denominator of this transfer function. Thus, the bank angle 
per aileron deflection transfer functions for the A-2" and A-2 configurations are shown in 
table 2 as second-order functions. 
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Figure 4.-Inflight simulator cockpit. 
The differences in s, as shown in the table, for ground and flight were unintentional. 
However, the roll mode was so simple to fly that the only difference that is expected in the 
results is a different pilot gain, Kp. The pilots did not mention that they noticed a difference 
in Q between ground and flight. There also was a difference in the phase of I d I !3 Id between 
ground and flight that is of little consequence in this experiment because the pilots' use of 
ailerons excited very little sideslip. The maximum excursions of $ noted on several runs 
were a ~ .  3'. 
The tracking task for the A-2 and 'A-2+' configurations, both in flight and on the ground, 
is primarily a compensatory bank angle task with very little longitudinal control necessary to 
maintain an altitude of 23 000 feet and an indicated airspeed of 250 knots. No purposeful 
perturbation of the pitch attitude was introduced into the experiment. 
.-- 
P I LOT TRANS FE R CHARACTER I ST I cs 
Parameter 
1 OS 
Ground Flight 
TABLE 2.-A-2 AND A-2" CHARACTERISTICS 
w rad/sec - - - - - -  
SP' 
CSP - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
2.94 
0.54 
K , (deg/sec)2/in. - - -  
C 
rad/sec 
0.157 
0.262 
0.393 
0.603 
0.969 
1.492 
2.539 
4.032 
7.566 
13.797 
K 
C 
60 
0.35 
0.6 
2.28 
0.11 
cps 
0.0250 
0.0417 
0.0625 
0.0958 
0.1543 
0.2375 
0.4042 
0.642 
1.2047 
2.196 
Longitudinal 
K 
C 
sf-:) 
45 
0.35 
0.6 
2.30 
0.09 
2.94 
0. 54 
The tracking task signal time history has a Gaussian-like amplitude distribution and the 
signal was generated by summing 10 sine waves. The signal is in accordance with that shown 
in figure 20 of reference 1 and is defined to have a bandwidth wi of 1.5 rad/sec. The fre- 
quency content of the tracking task signals is included in table 3. 
TABLE 3.-FREQUENCY CONTENT OF TRACKING TASK SIGNALS 
Frequency 
Although the sum of 10 sine wave signals appear to  the pilots as random signals, they 
are actually periodic with a period of 4 minutes. However, each run by any pilot for each 
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configuration was of 4 minutes' duration, and there is no evidence of any sort that the pilots 
learned the signals in any way whatsoever. 
No attempt was made to randomize the order in which the pilots flew the several con- 
figurations, either on the ground or in the air. This approach was demanded by the short time 
that the participating pilots were available. Whenever a configuration was set up, it was flown 
until all of the required runs for each pilot were obtained. There was no planned sequencing 
of the pilots, and each pilot did three to six 4-minute runs with a configuration on the ground- 
based simulator before another pilot flew. In flight, only three runs could be recorded per 
flight and, hence, each pilot did three 4-minute runs of a configuration per flight. 
However, none of the pilots did much practicing although they all did the most practicing with 
Each pilot was given time to practice with a configuration before data runs were made. 
configuration because it is divergent and requires the pilot's complete attention. 
The little amount of practicing that was done means that the data presented herein represent 
actual pilots doing a representative piloting job. 
K 
the S(S-l /T)  
THE EQUIPMENT 
The equipment used in this experiment included a variable stability T-33 , three PACE 
The instrument displays that were used in the T-33 are shown in figure 5 for the ground- 
TR-10 and one TR-20 analog computers, and PEMCO FM tape, playback, and record units. 
based simulator. The instruments that were active for the ground-based simulation were: 
the normal acceleration 7)z; airspeed; altitude h; angle of attack a; rate of climb (R/C); the 
Lear all attitude indicator with bank angle 8, sideslip p,  pitch angle 8, and yaw rate r; the 
compass card of the ADF (RMI) indicator; and the percent rpm indicator. For the inflight 
simulation, all of the instruments on the panel as shown in figure 4 were operable, but the 
pilot concentrated on using the same instruments that were used in the ground-based simula- 
tion. 
The analog computers used in conjunction with the T-33 for the ground simulation are  
PACE TR-10 and TR-20 transistorized computers produced by Electronic Associates , Inc. 
Three TR-10's and one TR-20 were used. 
The cockpit control characteristics of the T-33 are displayed in figures 6 ,  7 ,  and 8. 
The aileron stick characteristics are the same for all configurations. Although the elevator 
stick and rudder pedal feed systems were operative, there were no elevator and rudder inputs 
configurations. It is noticed from figure 7 that the aileron stick has for the K/s and 
a hysteresis loop between stick force and stick position. The hysteresis was noticeable to all 
three pilots, but it was not considered to be objectionable. 
Verification of the individual configurations was accomplished by analyzing transient 
responses to  control impulse and step inputs, and by spectral analysis of the tracking records. 
The transfer functions obtained from this latter analysis are shown in figures 9, 10, and 11. 
A transfer function for the A-2 configuration computed from the recorded data is not shown 
since the total input (SAs+i') to Yc was not recorded. However, the A-2 configuration trans- 
fer function is necessarily the same as that shown for the A-2* configuration. Precisely the 
same analog computer settings and variable stability system gains were used for the A-2 and 
A-2* configurations. It is seen from the transfer functions for the A-2* configuration that the 
Dutch roll. mode is absent. 
K 
s I: s - (1 /T11 
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Figure 5.-Ground simulator cockpit. 
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Figure 6.-Rudder pedal force versus displacement. 
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Figure 7.-Hysteresis loop of aileron 
stick force versus aileron displace- 
ment. 
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Figure 8.-Elevator stick force versus dis- 
placement. 
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Figure 9.-Yc for controlled element K/s. 
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Figure 11.-Yc for controlled element A-23t 
ground. 
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THE DATA AND DATA ANALYSIS 
The data recorded on the FM tape were the tracking signal i or  i', the aileron stick dis- 
placement ,AS, the airplane bank angle @A, and the bank angle displayed on the attitude indica- 
tor d ~ ,  These data were digitized in an analog-to-digital converter to fixed-point digital data. 
These digital data were analyzed by digital computers for the pilot random-input describing 
function Yp, the controlled element transfer function Yc, and the open-loop random-input de- 
scribing function YpYc according to power spectral density ratios. 
That is , 
where the symbol Gab represents the cross spectral density between data trace llalT and data 
trace ItbTT. 
continuous random signals whereas the tracking task (i) was actually discrete (a sum of 10 sine 
waves), there was some question of the accuracy of the spectral density computations. The 
accuracy of the computations was investigated empirically in several different ways. One way 
was to implement two known and linear transfer functions in the forward loop of a unity-feed- 
back closed loop on an analog computer. The transfer functions used were [l+(l/s)] and K/s. 
Sinusoidal frequency responses of the setup verified each transfer function, and then closed- 
loop data were taken on F M  tape for both the sum of 1 0  sine waves input and a random input to 
the closed loop. By using the spectral density technique, the closed-loop data were analyzed 
and compared with the transfer function [ 1 +(l/s)]. For the sum of 10 sine waves data, the 
results were excellent except at the two lowest frequencies of the input. 
pendently for Y on the analog spectral analyzer at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, Pa. 
The results of t%ese analyses are shown in figures 12 to 19. The agreement is seen to  be very 
acceptable for most cases. 
Because the digital program for computing the spectral densities had been developed for 
The computational technique was also verified by having eight data runs analyzed inde- 
DATA PRESENTATION.-The primary presentation of the data is in terms of frequency 
response plots of both magnitude and phase for each configuration. Both Yp and YpYc are 
presented and are  shown in figures 20 to 30. All three pilots are represented on each figure 
by an identifying symbol which is placed at the average value for his data at that point. The 
lines at each point represent plus and minus the standard deviation of the data and the stand- 
ard deviation is determined by using the divisor N-1 where N is the number of data values 
available. At each value of frequency, the three points which represent the pilots are spread 
for clarity, and the frequency at which the points occur is indicated by a tick mark on the fre- 
quency scale. The data for the lowest frequency of the input have not been included in these 
figures because it is the opinion of the author that these points are very much subject to 
computational error.  Also, the phase points for the highest frequency and often the next to 
highest frequency should be shifted by 360°, since, to conserve space, only one 360' phase 
interval is shown. 
Several characteristics can be noted from the figures. First, the general consistency 
of the data is very good. During the days in which tne flight data were obtained, the air was 
very stable and almost no turbulence was encountered. The inflight data variability is con- 
sistent with that of the ground-based simulator data. Thus comparisons of flight and ground 
data can be made with assurance. 
I 
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FRJUEWCY - CP3 
Figure 12.-Comparison of analyses by 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) 
and Franklin Institute (FIL) of pilot 
transfer characteristic Yp with con- 
trolled element K/s of run 25. 
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Figure 14.-Comparison of analyses by 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) 
and Franklin Institute (FIL) of pilot 
transfer characteristic Yp with con- 
trolled element A-2 ground for run 39. 
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Figure 13.-Comparison of analyses by 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) 
and Franklin Institute (FIL) of pilot 
transfer characteristic Yp with con- 
trolled element K/s [s-(l/~)] for run4. 
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Figure 15.-Comparison of analyses by 
Cor ne11 Aeronautical Laboratory (C A L) 
and Franklin Institute (FIL) of pilot 
transfer characteristic Yp with con- 
trolled element A-B*ground for run 69. 
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Figure 16.-Comparison of analyses by 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) 
and Franklin Institute (FIL) of pilot 
transfer characteristic Yp with con- 
trolled element A-2*ground for run 60. 
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Figure 17.-Comparison of analyses by 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) 
and Franklin Institute (FIL) of pilot 
transfer characteristic Y with con- 
trolled element A-2)' flig { t for run 90. 
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Figure 18.-Comparison of analyses by 
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) 
and Franklin Institute (FIL) of pilot 
transfer characteristic Yp with con- 
trolled element A-2 flight for run 91. 
Figure 19.-Comparison of analyses by 
C ornell Aeronautical Laboratory (C A L) 
and Franklin Institute (FIL) of pilot 
transfer characteristic Yp with con- 
trolled element A-2 flight for run 118. 
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Figure 2O.-Pilot transfer characteristic Yp 
with controlled element K/s . 
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Figure 21 .-Pilot transfer characteristic Yp 
with controlled element K/s [s-(l/~)]. 
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Figure 22.-Pilot transfer characteristic Yp 
with controlled element A-2 ground. 
Figure 23 .-Pilot transfer eharacteristic Yp 
with controlled element A124t ground. 
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Figure 24.-Pilot transfer characteristic Yp 
with controlled element A-2 flight. 
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Figure 26.-Comparison of flight and ground 
pilot transfer characteristics. 
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Figure 25.-Pilot transfer characteristic Yp 
with controlled element A-2" flight. 
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Figure 27.-YpYc with controlled element 
K/s . 
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Figure 28.-YpYc with controlled element 
K/s Cs-(1/7)Im 
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Figure 29.-YpYc with controlled element 
A-2" ground. 
An interesting characteristic, which is a curious one, is that of the data tending t o  show 
noninteger slopes. This tendency is not necessarily inconsistent with previous results since 
it is suggested in reference 2 that ?'for the controlled elements with nonzero poles, the open- 
loop describing function in the region of crossover tends to be somewhat less than -20dB/dec- 
ade." However, this tendency seems to be stronger in the data presented herein. The A-2 
flight configuration indicates the strongest tendencies for all three pilots to produce the 
noninteger slope characteristic functions. For the A-2)$ ground and flight and the A-2 ground 
configurations, the tendency toward a noninteger slope is not as marked as that for the A-2 
flight configuration, and pilot A exhibits the tendency more strongly than do pilots B and C. 
From looking at all of the Yp data, it is easily noted that pilot A always uses a higher 
gain than the other pilots use. 
FLIGHT VERSUS GROUND COMPARISON.-A comparison of the Yp data for the A-2 and 
A-23t configurations for both ground and flight is made for each pilot in figures 26(a), 26(b), 
and 26(c). For these figures, the Kp for the flight data has been adjusted to account for the 
difference in the original data that is caused by the difference between & 
The adjustment is made by multiplying the ratio K times the flight data. 
The most evident implication of the figures is that there is a strong influence by the display 
on the gain that the pilot chooses. Each pilot substantially increases his gain with the heads- 
up, visual display over the purely instrument display of either ground or  flight. The increase 
in gain appears to be a function of frequency, but the function is different for each of the three 
pilots. For pilot A (fig. 26(a)) the gain for heads-up, visual flying is larger than for the in- 
strument flying throughout the frequency range, although the gains for the two cases approach 
flight and Kc ground' 
Cflight per %ground 
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each other as the frequency increases. The 
consistency of pilot A's data for the instrument 
display runs of both ground simulator and ac- 
tual flight environments may indicate that for 
this pilot , the effects of nonvisual motion cues 
are negligible for roll motions between &so of 
bank angle. For pilot By as seen in figure 
26(b), there appear to be a major effect of dis- 
play and a lesser effect of an increase in pilot 
gain for flight versus ground simulation as 
shown by contrasting A-2* flight with both A-2 
ground and A-24t ground. For this pilot , the 
difference between instrument flight and visual 
flight disappears at the two highest frequencies. 
For pilot C y  as seen in figure 26(c), the dif- 
ference in display is predominant up to a fre- 
quency of 0.5 cps and thus the nonvisual motion 
cues appear to be negligible. The data then, 
first coalesce and then diverge so  that they end 
at the highest frequency, with both flight con- 
figurations being consider ably different from 
both ground-simulation configurations. The 
complete physical significance of the differ- 
ences displayed among the pilots is not under- 
stood at this writing. 
.Ol 0. I 1.0 10 100 
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Figure 30.-YpYc with controlled element 
A-2'+ flight. 
CROSSOVER FREQUENCY .-The series of transfer characteristics shown in figures 27 
to 30 are the magnitude and phase of YpYc. 
The data for the simple integrator controlled element as displayed in figure 27 are  very 
similar to figure 41(a) of reference 1 , except for a difference in crossover frequencies. The 
crossover frequency in the referenced data is 0.64 cps , and for the data in figure 27 it is ap- 
proximately 0.4 cps . 
data displayed in figure 28, the pilots' data 
coalesce at the crossover frequency of approximately 0.5 cps, and this tendency is consistent 
with previous data presented in figure 44(c) of reference 1. However, the data from the ref- 
erence possess a slope of -1 through the crossover frequency, and the data in figure 28 def- 
initely display a noninteger slope through the crossover frequency. 
that a considerable range in crossover frequency (for zero dB gain) is exhibited among the 
pilots and that pilot B exhibits a different crossover frequency for flight than he does for 
ground simulation. 
s [S-( l /T)I  , For the divergent configuration , 
From figures 29 and 30 for the A-2* configuration for both ground and flight, it is noted 
- THE STATIONARITY ASSUMPTION.-The assumption that a pilot's behavior is stationary 
for a 4-minute tracking run has been investigated for 100 seconds of run 106 by using the de- 
terministic theory for measuring time variability that has been developed by Wierwille and 
which is presented in reference 2. Run 106 is a flight run with configuration A-2 (visual, 
heads-up) flown by pilot A. 
the response of the pilot model to a step input has two time axes, t and T. The time axis t 
The results of the analysis are presented in figure 31. In the figure, the presentation of 
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Figure 31.-Output of time-varying pilot model. 
represents the time throughout the run at which the pilot model is sampled with a step input. 
The time axis T is the axis for plotting the time history of the output of the pilot model at 
time t. If the pilot model varies from time t, to t,, then the variation will be depicted by dif- 
ferent step-response time histories at these two times. Because the model characterizes the 
pilot, changes in the model reflect changes in the pilot. The time base used in the truncation 
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function of the time-varying analysis of this run is 20 seconds, and the total data analyzed is 
100 seconds long. The model consists of seven poles and six zeros. The poles ranged from 
0.25 to 16 rad/sec. 
traced to either anomalous behavior of the pilot or  to improper initialization of the model. 
The limited scope of this investigation precluded detailed investigation of this peculiarity. 
No definite pilot-reaction time is apparent in the step responses. This unusual result 
is attributed to the fact that the digital data that were available for analysis were limited to a 
maximum of eight data points per second and hence a pole of high enough frequency to  define 
the pilots' reaction time could not legitimately be included in the model. 
The NISE (normalized, integral square error)  figure of merit of 18.39 is a percentage 
which expresses the fact that the output of the model, for the same input as the pilot had, ac- 
counts for 81.61 percent of the variance of the pilots' output. A comparison of the "model 
output" and the pilot's %tick output" which are included in figure 31 indicates that the wave 
forms of the two outputs are very similar. A point-by-point comparison of the two outputs is 
included in the figure as the trace which is identified as "error (stick minus model)1r and which 
is the arithmetic difference between the two output traces. The trace identified as "error dis- 
playT1 is the input to  the pilot and to the model. 
analyzed, is rather consistent and therefore it may be concluded that there is little nonsta- 
tionarity exhibited in the range of periods from 10 to 90 seconds. This conclusion is based 
on considering all of the step responses except the first one. 
The first step response shown in the figure appears anomalous and perhaps can be 
The time varying data presented in figure 31 indicate that pilot A,  for the one run 
LIMITED VARIANCE ANALYSIS.-Some analyses of variance have been performed on 
the amplitude data for Yp and YpYc for the ground simulator runs. The results of these 
analyses a re  presented in table 4. In the table, N. S. means not significant, two asterisks 
mean significant at the 1-percent level, and three asterisks mean significant at a level very 
much smaller than the 1-percent level. The analysis is based upon taking the first three runs 
performed by each pilot. This approach is used to make whatever effect of learning there 
might be as consistent as possible among the three pilots and to perform an analysis which 
does not tend to bias the results toward pilot A who usually performed more runs per con- 
figuration than either of the other pilots. The analysis is designed to determine the signifi- 
cance of the exhibited differences in the means of the configurations , the means of the pilots, 
and the interaction between the pilots and the configurations. Thus the model for the analysis 
is 
=m+ti+P. +e.. 
'ijk J Ilk 
where 
y a data point 
m general mean 
K 
treatment i (i =configurations K/s , - A-2, A-24k) 
ti s (6-:y 
P pilot j (j=A, By or C)  \ ' 1  
j 
e r ro r  associated with point ijk 
eijk 
k runnumber 
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Y 
P 
Y Y  
P C  
Y 
P 
Configurations 
Pilots 
TABLE 4.-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE RESULTS 
0.0625 cps 
( a) 
( a) 
(b) 
I 1 
0.237 cps 
( a) 
Frequency I 
0.404 cps 0.642 cps 1.20 cps 
( a) (a) 
Y 
P Interaction 
( c) 
I 1 
a 
b Significant at a level very much smaller than I-percent level Significant at the 1-percent level 
Not significant C 
The analysis was performed at four frequencies, 0.0625, 0.237, 0.4042, and 1.204 cps for 
theyp datato determine if significant differences vary with frequency, and at 0.0625, 0.237, 
0.4042, and 0.642 cps for the YpYc data. 
were generated by multiplying the Yp determined for A-2 with the Yc determined from the 
A-23e configuration. This is a legitimate procedure because the only difference between the 
two configurations is the point of injection of the forcing function. 
The most important characteristic displayed in table 4 is the nonsignificant difference 
among the pilots at a frequency of 0.642 cps, which shows that the three pilots do not differ 
from one another at this frequency. 
For the variance analysis of the YpYc data, the values of YpYc for the A-2 configuration 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION§ 
From the results presented in this paper, the following conclusions and recommenda- 
(1) It is possible to gather accurate, meaningful, inflight data which describe the dy- 
(2) The pilot transfer characteristics gathered in the small-disturbance bank-angle 
tions may be drawn: 
namic behavior of the human pilot in single-control, compensatory tracking tasks. 
tracking task indicate that the pilot behavior in flight is basically similar to his performance 
in the ground simulator for the same instrument displayed information. 
(3) The pilot transfer characteristics gathered in the small-disturbance bank-angle 
tracking task indicate that pilot behavior in flight is different when the information used by 
the pilot is obtained from visual reference to the outside world as compared with flight by 
reference to an instrument display. The main difference is that each pilot uses higher gain 
when he refers to the outside world than he uses when he refers to instruments. There are 
also some differences in the dynamic adaptations, and these appear to be somewhat indi- 
vidualistic with the pilot. 
a 
1 .  1 
.I 
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(4) Limited examination of the data indicates that for the ''good" airplane controlled ele- 
ment, the pilot exhibits relatively constant dynamic behavior over the 4-minute tracking run. 
Therefore, the stationarity assumption of the data analysis techniques appears to be sub- 
stantiated. 
there appears to be insufficient power to measure accurately the pilot transfer characteristic 
for the easily flown controlled elements. At the other frequencies of the forcing function, 
consistently satisfactory data were extracted. 
between ground and flight tracking runs. 
trolled elements. Detailed differences were exhibited in the gain adaptation, particularly that 
shown by pilot A, who used a consistently higher gain. 
(8) The similarity exhibited among the pilots in their adaptation to each controlled ele- 
ment strengthens the potential of correlating measured transfer characteristics of the pilot 
with his verbal assessments and ratings of handling qualities. The transfer characteristics, 
if taken for tasks which bear important relationships to typical missions, will provide sub- 
stantial analytic information, which presently does not exist, about the pilot-vehicle system. 
This information combined with pilot evaluation comments will significantly improve the 
understanding of the pilot-vehicle system. Caution is recommended in the interpretation of 
this conclusion because meaningful, mission-oriented tasks usually involve multivariable, 
multicontrol roles for the pilot. Appreciable research effort must be expended in both the 
theoretical and experimental areas of the multivariable, multicontrol problem to extend the 
techniques of this program to the broad area of handling qualities research. 
(5) Often times at the lowest and the highest frequencies of the forcing function input, 
(6) The variance of the extracted transfer characteristics was approximately unchanged 
(7) Each of the three pilots exhibited basically similar adaptations to each of the con- 
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8. Describing Functions for 
Compensatory Tracking of 
'3, b, U C U I C  UI'U '3. RUI,,' 
Westinphouse Defense and Space Center 
A study of compensatory tracking was  performed on an analog computer s i m-  
ulation to t e s t  the  application of the superposition theorem to human fracking per- 
formance. Four sub jec t s  participated in a 4 x 4 ~ 4 ~ 3 ~ 3 ~ 2  ana lys i s  of var iance  
des ign  in wh'ich t h e  input var iables  of frequency, amplitude, s t ick  and scope  
sensit ivity,  and noise  condit ions were varied systematically.  The performance 
data of error and stick movement and t h e  ratio of t h e s e  two measures, that  is, the  
gain,  were subjec ted  to an ana lys i s  of var iance  performed on a digital computer. 
The results showed that t h e  linearity assumption is not a valid assumption.  
The variable underlying performance is the  average rate of s t ick  motion. Using 
t h e  ra te  variable,  a transfer function was  derived which provides an adequate  fit  
between the  empirically derived and the  theoretically ca lcula ted  data. 
function of average ra te  of st ick motion and that t he  presence  of noise h a s  an 
effect similar to  that of increasing the rate. 
The conclus ions  show that error increases  and gain dec reases  a s  a direct  
Since the latter days of World W a r  I1 engineers have been designing radar-directed fire 
control systems in which the human operator closes the loop between the element to be con- 
trolled and the sensing device. This design effort requires an adequate match between the 
characteristics of the control system and those of the human operator. In order to obtain 
this match, various attempts have been made to derive transfer functions that would describe 
the human. Such a function still remains a prerequisite for a complete analysis of the entire 
system, including the human operator. Moreover, with the availability of such a function, a 
system could be developed which fully utilizes the human operator's capabilities without plat- 
ing demands on him which exceed his limitations. This report represents an experimental 
investigation and analysis aimed at providing such a transfer function for the human operator. 
Much of the past work on developing transfer functions for the human operator has been 
summarized by Bekey (ref. 1) and by McRuer et al. (ref. Z), among others. An analysis of 
this literature reveals that none of these studies have been conducted in accordance with the 
accepted procedures of experimental design that must be applied in conducting complex ex- 
periments. The literature shows that, generally, the following assumptions have been made: 
the results of a single sinusoidal input (ref. 3).  
have been made s o  that the mathematical procedures applicable to linear transfer function 
theory can be used. Such application has persisted in spite of the general admission that the 
human operator is essentially nonlinear (ref. 4) and that his representation by a linear func- 
tion is inadequate. 
In the development of these linear transfer functions, ad hoc hypotheses were made. 
The most frequent is the intermittency hypothesis and its related model, the sampled data 
hypothesis (ref. 1). These assume that the operator samples the input at specific intervals 
(1) An analysis based upon a random input will provide an adequate vehicle for analyzing 
(2) The human operator's performance can be considered linear. These assumptions 
I21 
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and responds to  it intermittently. Thus, a finite amount of time is assumed to occur between 
responses even though the task appears to be performed continuously. Recently there have 
been attempts to improve this representation by postulating a more complicated neuromuscular 
reaction time function (ref. 5). It is surprising to find these assumptions when Gibbs (ref. 6) 
has shown that the reaction time hypothesis is untenable by his demonstration that the per- 
formance of a highly developed skill, such as tracking, is based on a feedback of stimuli that 
are learned as control cues. Such cues must necessarily precede the visual recognition of 
e r ro r  if the task is to  be accomplished with a minimum of error.  Conklin (ref. 7) has also 
shown in a study of tracking which employed different filters that the human is capable of be- 
having as a continuous e r ror  correcting servo. Finally, Brazier has marshalled impressive 
evidence to show that the nature of neural activity acts in a probabilistic rather than a 
deterministic fashion so  that a single reaction time value could not possibly serve all syn- 
apses (ref. 8). 
hypothesis and its experimental implications would be of value in clarifying the theoretical 
problem and in determining what factors have not been considered. 
The linearity hypothesis, or the super-position theorem, states that a system will re- 
spond to changes in the frequency of the input and that such a response will be essentially 
independent of the amplitude of the input. When these statements are translated into mathe- 
matical terms for the linear transfer function model the following conditions result: 
Let 
e measure of the output 
e. measure of the input. 
From the foregoing analysis it would appear that a careful examination of the linearity 
0 
1 
If 
and 
e =A (cos wt+j sin wt) 
0 0  
e.=A. (cos wt+j sin Wt) 
1 1  
then Ao=Ai if the ratio of output to input is independent of amplitude and the ratio would be 
dependent upon frequency alone. Therefore, any change of input amplitude should not yield 
any change in the value of the ratio for a constant input frequency. Assuming that this is in 
fact the case, gain, which is the ratio of output to input, -, should remain constant over a 
given range of amplitudes, that is, 
e 
e 
0 
i 
e e e  i l  i2 i3 
e 
e 1 0, 
0 If this relationship holds true, the expression G=- can be written as @.=e - that is, output 
is proportional to input. Therefore, if the output is independent of amplitude, a plot of gain 
as a function of amplitude for a particular frequency should yield a straight line with zero 
slope. Since the e r ror  visually seen on the display is considered the input, the linear 
i 
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hypothesis requires that the output or  control movement change proportionally so that gain 
will in fact remain constant for a given frequency. It was the purpose of the research reported 
here to examine the assumptions of the linearity hypothesis and to present an alternate ap- 
proach to  the analysis of human tracking behavior if these linearity assumptions can be shown 
not to hold. This alternate approach is based upon the early unpublished research of A. Kahn 
which indicated that the average rate of stick motion is a primary variable in tracking. The 
study adheres to the procedures and techniques of rigid experimental design and control out- 
lined by Fisher (ref. 9). 
METHOD 
APPARATUS.-The study was performed on an analog computer and a sine wave genera- 
tor. The display consisted of an oscilloscope on which the target moved in the horizontal 
dimension. The control was a metal stick, mounted on the arm of the subject's chair, and a 
tape marked the place at which subjects 
were to hold the stick. A block diagram 
of the complete control loop is given in 
figure 1. A six-channel recorder pro- 
vided a trace of the following measures for 
each run: 
(1) Forcing function 
(2) Instantaneous stick position 
(3) Instantaneous e r ror  
(4) Integrated e r ror  
(5) Integrated stick 
(6) Instantaneous dot position. 
Only channels (4) and (5) were used for the 
purpose of the present analysis. Figure 1.-Block diagram of apparatus. 
PROCEDURE.-Four male operators were used, ranging in age between 23 and 39; all 
had 20-20 vision. They tracked in sessions of 1 or 2 hours with rest periods after about every 
tenth trial. The viewing distance from subject to scope face was 28 inches. Each observer 
was given the following instructions: 
(1) Center the stick and hold it by the taped section when the +eadytl, signa1 is given. 
(2) Start tracking at the rrgorr signal by manipulating the stick to return the dot to the 
center position and keep it centered for the whole of each 30-second run. 
When the operator indicated that he understood the compensatory tracking task, about five 
trial runs were made. The experimenter programmed frequency, amplitude , stick sensi- 
tivity, and scope sensitivity controlled by potentiometers , gave the "ready" signal, turned on 
the recorder, and when the record showed that the signal was going through zero, said "goT' 
and turned on the computer. The subject then tracked the signal until the computer clicked 
off, which was automatically timed to occur after 30 seconds and which returned the signal to 
zero position. A new set of input variables was then programmed, and the next run started. 
EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES AND DESIGN.-The experimental variables are given in 
table 1. The forcing function is a sine wave whose four frequencies are given in the first row - 
of table 1. The oscillator amplitude values are the amplitudes appearing on the scope with 
scope sensitivity 1 (i. e., 5 deg/cm) when no stick action is applied. These oscillator ampli- 
tudes can be translated into stick amplitudes by multiplying them by the stick sensitivities 
(ignoring the scope sensitivity since the oscillator and stick signals are summed directly). 
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0.06 cps 0.10 cps 
TABLE 1.-EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES 
Variable number I 
5 deg/cm 
Present 
Frequency 
Oscillator 
amp, P-P 
Stick 
sensitivity 
sensitivity 
Scope 
Noise 
5 deg/2 cm 
Absent 
5 deg/5 ern 
1 2 
2 cm 
5 deg/cm 
6 cm 
5 deg/3 ern 
4 
0.50 cps 
8 cm 
Stick sensitivity refers to the fact that variable gain can be placed on dot displacement on the 
scope per degree of stick movement. Scope sensitivity is the a priori gain in dot displace- 
ment on the scope by the multiplicative factors of 1, 2, or 5. The presence of noise refers 
to Gaussian noise, 0 to 27 cps, filtered by simple lag at 1 cps. 
The variables shown in table 1 with four observers combine into a 4 ~ 4 x 3 ~ 3 ~ 2  analysis 
of variance design, yielding 288 conditions, or runs, for each observer. This means that 
every variable occurs in combination with every other variable. For example, frequency 1 
is paired once with each amplitude, once with each stick sensitivity, once with each scope 
sensitivity, and once with each noise-on and noise-off, such as the following example: fre- 
quency 1 , amplitude 2, stick 2, scope 3 ,  and noise. All combinations were run once with 
noise and once without noise. Each run was automatically timed (and recorded) for 3 0  sec- 
onds , and the 288 combinations of experimental conditions were arranged into a different 
random order of presentation for each observer. 
As shown below, the calculation of the average rate of stick motion does not involve the 
variable of scope sensitivity. However, since the work of Kahn and Mazina (ref. 10) showed 
this variable to be critical in display design, it was included here in order to test its effect 
on operator performance. 
RATE.-By combining frequency, amplitude , and stick sensitivity, 30 average rates of 
stick motion were derived by the following equation: 
where 
'ST stick sensitivity 
A amplitude of sine wave 
TF time period of one cycle of a given frequency 
average rate of stick motion RST 
Thus (the term 4A refers to four times the amplitude, i. e., the completely generated sine 
wave), we know for each combination of experimental variables which average rate of stick 
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motion the input represents. For the purpose of this presentation, all these calculated rates 
were converted into radians per second. 
Before discussing our findings, a word of explanation on the difference between the 
terms stick movement and average rate of stick motion: Stick movement is a subject per- 
formance measure and refers to the direct measure taken off channel 5 of the tracking record. 
As with the e r ro r  measure, the trace's absolute deviation from zero is summed and integrated 
directly by the analog computer. The final integral is measured off the tape and divided by 
30, giving an absolute angular measure. The data here always represent the mean measures 
for all four subjects. Average rate of stick motion is an input variable to which the tracker's 
hand responds continually. As mentioned earlier,  it is made up of frequency, amplitude, and 
stick sensitivity. It represents the demand made on the operator at any point in time, and is 
written in terms of angular unit per unit of time. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The information from channels 4 and 5, that i s ,  integrated er ror  and integrated stick 
movement, was measured and averaged for each subject during each run. These measures 
were then subjected to an analysis of variance performed on a digital computer. Three 
analyses were obtained: one for e r ror ,  one for stick movement, and one for the ratio of stick 
movement error  (i. e., output/input) =gain. Each of these analyses indicates the influence 
which each variable or combination of variables exerts on the performance measure and 
assesses the statistical significance of this influence. Table 2 presents the summary of the 
analysis of variance for the e r ror  measure; table 3 presents a summary for stick movement; 
and table 4 presents a summary for the gain ratio. The probabilities used for determining 
levels of significance are 0 .01  and 0.05, and only those sources of variance that are  signifi- 
cant at these levels were tabulated and are  discussed here. The interactions due to subjects 
will not be discussed because no effort was made to control this variable. Although scope 
sensitivity appears as a significant variable in tables 2 and 4 and stick sensitivity is shown to 
be significant in all three analyses, the difference between performance measures as a func- 
tion of either the scope or the stick sensitivities used was not large anough to present the 
data from each of the nine combinations of these variables. We therefore chose, for all fig- 
ures presented here, only data reflecting the combination of stick sensitivity 2 with scope 
sensitivity 2 as being fully representative of the families of curves obtained with all the other 
stick and scope sensitivity combinations. 
An examination of table 2 indicates that those variables which contribute to the determi- 
nation of rate at the hand, that i s ,  frequency, amplitude, and stick sensitivity, are signifi- 
cant. The table further shows that noise was a significant source of variance, while in table 
3 ,  which evaluates stick movement, noise was not a significant factor. These two findings 
suggest that noise is a source of variance in the e r ro r  data because the operator cannot de- 
termine whether the e r ror  perceived on the scope as a visual input is due to noise or  to actual 
error .  In moving his control, however, the operator tends to ignore the noise and attempts 
to approximate the overall movement. The importance of average rate of stick motion as a 
source of variance, as compared to noise, is easily seen by comparing the sum of squares 
for noise to that for frequency amplitude and stick sensitivity each. Table 3 shows essentially 
the same information, and it demonstrates that the visual input in terms of scope sensitivity 
has no effect on the amount of stick movement. Similarly, the importance of average rate is 
demonstrated by the large sum of squares due to amplitude and stick sensitivity and the higher 
interactions developed by combinations of variables that yielded rate of stick motion. Table 4 
shows the effect of each of these two previous analyses combined so  that gain is influenced by 
the variables that influence er ror  and by those that influence stick movement. To the degree 
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TABLE 2.-PARTIAL SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR ERROR 
Source 
Subjects 
Noise 
Scope sensitivity 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Stick sensitivity 
Subjects X scope sensitivity 
Subjects X frequency 
Subjects x amplitude 
Subjects x stick sensitivity 
Noise x frequency 
Noise X stick sensitivity 
Frequency x amplitude 
Frequency x stick sensitivity 
Amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x frequency x amplitude 
Subjects x frequency x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Noise x frequency x stick sensitivity 
Frequency x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x frequency x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Residual 
Total 
a 
b 
P=O. 01 
P=O. 05 
Sum of 
squares 
33.2283 
8.2356 
1.3622 
618.0917 
98.9031 
201.1628 
2.1833 
48.6148 
10.5479 
14.9583 
1.2469 
1.3974 
111.1041 
135.9438 
34.33 89 
14.6185 
30.7616 
8.9382 
3.3502 
34.1359 
14.4893 
14.1012 
1538.1851 
- 
df 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
6 
9 
9 
6 
3 
2 
9 
6 
6 
27 
18  
18  
6 
18  
54 
108 
1151 
- 
Variance 
estimate 
11.0761 
8.2356 
.6811 
206.0306 
32.9677 
100.5814 
.3639 
5.4016 
1.1720 
2.4930 
.4156 
.6987 
12.3449 
22.6573 
5.7231 
.5414 
1.7090 
.4966 
.5584 
1.8964 
.2683 
.1306 
F-ratio 
a 
a 
84.81 
63.06 
5.21 a 
1577.57 
a 252.43 
a 
770.15 
b2. 78 
41.36 
a 
8.97 
19.09 
b3. 18 
a 
5.35 
a 
94.52 
173.48 
a 
43.82 
4.14 a 
13.08 
a 
3.80 
a 4.27 
14.52 
a 2.05 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
that there is a communality of influence, these interactions suggest that a basic variable 
exists. We suggest that this variable is represented by the concept of average rate of stick 
motion. 
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TABLE 3.-PARTIAL SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR STICK MOVEMENT 
Source 
Subjects 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Stick sensitivity 
Subjects x frequency 
Subjects x amplitude 
Subjects X stick sensitivity 
Noise X frequency 
Frequency x amplitude 
Frequency x stick sensitivity 
Amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x frequency x amplitude 
Subjects x frequency x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Frequency x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x frequency x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Residual 
Total 
a 
bP=O. 05 
P=O. 01 ' 
Sum of 
squares 
60.1120 
213.4796 
3962.2296 
3904.9787 
139.2637 
9.3615 
26.9 514 
2.1382 
63.3507 
121.1862 
653.7165 
47.7682 
53.1267 
9.5738 
32.0994 
28.1749 
27.2564 
8562.7063 
- 
df 
- 
3 
3 
3 
2 
9 
9 
6 
3 
9 
6 
6 
27 
18 
18 
18 
54 
108 
11 51 
- 
Iariance 
tstimate 
20.0373 
71.1599 
987.4099 
-952.4894 
15.4737 
1.0402 
4.4919 
.7127 
7.0390 
20.1977 
108.9528 
1.7692 
2.9515 
.5319 
1.7833 
.521e 
.2524 
F-ratio 
a 
7.94 
28.19 
3912.08 
7735.69 
61.31 
a 
4.12 
17.80 
b2. 82 
a 
27.89 
80.02 
a 
431.67 
a 
7.01 
11.69 
a 
% 
t 
a 
a 
a 
a 
b2. 11 
a 
a 
7.07 
2.07 
The interaction terms in table 4 further indicate that gain is not invariant with amplitude 
for a given frequency. This is demonstrated in figure 2 which plots e r ror ,  stick movement, 
and gain as functions of amplitude and frequency. In this figure, the gain curves show a 
change with amplitude and frequency for both the noise and no-noise conditions. It approaches 
linearity only in those instances where the corresponding e r ror  curve rises steeply. Thus , a 
comparison of the e r ro r  curve for frequency 4 (0.50 cps) with frequency 1 (0.03 cps) shows 
that the gain changes markedly for frequency 1 while the e r ror  changes very little. On the 
other hand, the gain for frequency 4 is practically constant while the e r ro r  increases 
markedly. Figure 2 also shows that there was very little difference in stick movement as a 
function of frequency in both the noise and no-noise conditions. Error , however, does in- 
crease in the noise condition while the amount of stick movement remains the same. As a 
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TABLE 4.-PARTIAL SUMMARY O F  ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR GAIN 
Source 
Sub j ects 
Noise 
Scope sensitivity 
Frequency 
Amplitude 
Stick sensitivity 
Subjects x noise 
Subjects x frequency 
Subjects x amplitude 
Noise x scope sensitivity 
Noise x frequency 
Noise x amplitude 
Noise x stick sensitivity 
Scope sensitivity x frequency 
Scope sensitivity x stick sensitivity 
Frequency x amplitude 
Frequency x stick sensitivity 
Amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x noise x frequency 
Subjects x noise x amplitude 
Subjects x noise x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x frequency x amplitude 
Subjects x frequency x stick sensitivity 
Noise X scope sensitivity x frequency 
Noise X scope sensitivity x stick sensitivity 
Noise x frequency x amplitude 
Noise x frequency x stick sensitivity 
Noise x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Frequency x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Sum of 
squares 
2532.9722 
4333.7569 
565.6302 
29223.7830 
4193.0885 
754.3585 
377.1511 
867.4302 
611.9496 
166.1059 
2265.4492 
121.3577 
800.2691 
368.8384 
221.0946 
3222.6578 
900.8097 
130.3950 
136.8521 
252.0789 
154.4852 
777.0572 
236.2586 
141.1318 
60.9809 
323.0573 
1397.0956 
351.6787 
240.2005 
- 
df 
- 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
9 
9 
2 
3 
3 
2 
6 
4 
9 
6 
6 
9 
9 
6 
27 
18 
6 
4 
9 
6 
6 
18 
Variance 
estimate 
844.3241 
4333.7569 
282.8151 
9741.2610 
1397.6962 
377.1793 
125.7170 
96.3811 
67.9944 
83.0530 
755.1497 
40.4526 
400.1346 
61.4731 
55.2737 
358.0731 
150.1350 
21. 7325 
15.2058 
28.0088 
25.7475 
28.7799 
13.1255 
23.5220 
15.2452 
35. 8953 
232.8493 
58.6131 
13.3445 
F- rat io 
a 
a 
109.80 
562.80 
a 
36.70 
1265.00 
a 
181.39 
a 
48.90 
a 
15.00 
a 
12.56 
a 
8.86 
10.82 
98.42 
a 
5.27 
52.15 
a 8.01 
a 
7.20 
46.67 
19.57 
2.83 
b 
bl. 98 
a 
3.65 
a 
3.35 
a 
3.75 
bl. 71 
a 
3.06 
19.87 
a 
4.68 
30.35 
a 7.64 
1 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
bl. 74 
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TABLE 4.-PARTIAL SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR GAIN-Concluded 
Source 
Subjects x noise x scope sensitivity x frequency 
Subjects x noise x frequency x amplitude 
Subjects x noise x frequency x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x noise x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Subjects x scope sensitivity x frequency x stick 
Noise x scope sensitivity X frequency x amplitude 
Noise x scope sensitivity x frequency x stick 
Noise x scope sensitivity x amplitude x stick 
Noise x frequency x amplitude x stick sensitivity 
Scope sensitivity x frequency x amplitude x stick 
Subjects x noise x scope sensitivity x frequency x 
Subjects x noise x frequency x amplitude x stick 
sensitivity 
sensitivity 
sensitivity 
sensitivity 
stick sensitivity 
sensitivity 
stick sensitivity 
Noise x scope sensitivity x frequency x amplitude x 
Residual 
Total 
df Sum of squares 
269.7534 
394.9125 
468.2110 
500.1103 
445.7121 
484.5497 
199.5423 
230.6763 
1336.0243 
682.5444 
494.6018 
1491.7914 
950.7665 
828.6448 
59053.4023 
18 
27 
18 
18 
36 
18 
12 
12 
18 
36 
36 
54 
36 
108 
1151 
Variance 
estimate 
14.9863 
14.6264 
26.0117 
27.7839 
12.3809 
26.9194 
16.6285 
19.2230 
74.2236 
18.9596 
13.7389 
27.6258 
26.4102 
7.6726 
F-ratio 
1.95 
b 
a 
1.91 
a 
3.39 
a 3.62 
bl. 61 
a 3.51 
b2. 1 7  
a 
2.5a 
a 
a 
9.67 
2.47 
bl. 79 
a 3.6~1 
a 
3.44 
a P=O. 01 
bP=O. 05 
result of this relationship the gain has not only decreased but has also become more variable 
in the noise condition as compared to the no-noise condition. 
Since tables 3 and 4 and figure 2 suggest that the basic variable of average rate of stick 
motion may be a pertinent variable in tracking performance, figures 3 and 4 present an anal- 
ysis of the data shown in figure 2 in terms of average rate of stick motion. Figure 3 shows 
e r ro r  as a function of rate with the presence and absence of noise and input amplitude as 
parameters. The figure shows that e r ror  r ises as a function of rate, but independently of 
amplitude with noise as the only important parameter. Figure 3 also shows that when the 
rate reaches about 0.05 rad/sec, there is no longer a difference between noise and no-noise 
performance. Figure 4 shows stick movement as a function of rate and amplitude for noise 
a 
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Figure 2.-Mean er ror ,  mean stick movement, and mean gain as a function of 
amplitude and frequency for noise and no-noise conditions. 
and no-noise. Stick movement is shown to be relatively constant as a function of rate, while 
rising distinctly as a function of amplitude. Since rate is a combination of frequency and 
amplitude for a given stick sensitivity, the data points of figure 4 also indicate that frequency 
alone is not a factor in determining the amount of stick movement. 
The foregoing analysis has demonstrated that the linearity hypothesis is untenable and 
that the critical tracking variable is average rate of stick motion. Further evidence for this 
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Figure 4.-Mean stick movement as a function of average rate of stick 
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position is provided by figure 5 which shows gain 
as a function of average rate of stick motion, with 
amplitude and noise as parameters. The curves 
show that gain decreases predictably as a func- 
tion of rate under all conditions. What mainly 
differentiates the noise from the no-noise con- 
where 
K gain at 0 db 
w 
wo corner rate 
m measured slope 
average rate of stick motion 
Figure 5 shows that K and wo shift as a function of amplitude. The transfer function has been 
applied to amplitudes A, and A3 to obtain theoretical curves. 
function to the mean gain as a function of average rate for amplitudes 2 and 3 for the no-noise 
condition. 
empirically derived gain curves, together with the theoretical curves calculated from equa- 
tion (2). The slope constant for the no-noise data is l. 0,  while for the noise data it is 0.7. 
In general, the f i t  of the theoretical curves to the empirical data is adequate and did not 
require the linearity assumption nor the reaction time or the intermittency hypothesis. The 
function is based upon the actual variables influencing behavior, that is, average rate of stick 
motion, noise, and amplitude of input. In these figures w and wo are the rates while K is gain 
at 0 db. Although this terminology is similar to the conventional servo theory terminology, 
Figure 6 shows a f i t  of this 
Figure 7 gives the same data for the noise condition. Both figures show the 
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Figure 6.-Mean gain as a function of average rate of stick motion for two am- 
plitudes , showing empirical and theoretical curves for the no-noise condition. 
K 
it is based primarily on the geometric relationships that exist as a result of the plot of the 
variables on log-log paper. 
Recent work has assumed that the eye is an input device. The present study demon- 
strates that the eye is merely an e r ror  detector in this kind of task. Under these circum- 
stances, the noise input merely masks the exact e r ror  that must be corrected. 
be improved by reducing the rate at which he is required to move the control in those in- 
stances in which the control movement is a continuous one. 
The results of this study demonstrate that the performance of the human operator can 
CONCLUSIONS 
The hypothesis on which the research was based was confirmed by the data. From these 
(1) Human compensatory tracking performance is not linear, but varies as a function of 
data the following conclusions are drawn: 
average rate of required control stick motion. As a result, 
(a) Tracking e r ror  increases as the average rate of required stick motion increases. 
(b) Gain decreases as the average rate of required stick motion increases. 
(2) Imposing noise o r  some unpredictable portion on the signal to  be tracked does not 
affect the shape of either the e r ror  or the gain curves, but merely serves to increase e r ror  
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Figure 7.-Mean gain as a function of average rate of stick motion for two ampli- 
tudes, showing empirical and theoretical curves for the noise condition. 
and decrease gain, producing the same effect as if the average required rates were in fact 
higher. 
this experiment the optimum range of rate at which e r ror  is low and gain is high lies be- 
tween 0.004 and 0.02 rad/sec. 
stick motion and on signal amplitude. The function provides an adequate f i t  for the empirical 
data. 
(3) Both the e r ror  and gain curves show that, for the particular set of variables used in 
(4) A transfer function has been derived for operator gain, based on average rate of 
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9. A of Human Response 
Modeling in the Time and 
Frequency Domains r -  
Lawrence W .  Taylor, Jr .  
I 
-< Flight  Research Center, NASA 
Frequency and time-domain methods of analyzing human control response  
while  performing compensatory tracking tasks a r e  reviewed. Sample linearmodel 
resu l t s  using these methods are compared and discussed. The inherent require- 
ment of constraining the freedom of the form of the  pilot models is also dis- 
cussed .  The constraint  in the frequency domain c o n s i s t s  of smoothing with 
respect  to frequency; whereas, the  constraint  for the t ime  domain model is more 
natural and meaningful in that it c o n s i s t s  simply of limiting the memory of the  
pi lot  model. The linear models determined by both methods were almost 
identical.  
The t i m e  domain method of ana lys i s  enables  the determination of a non- 
linear pilot model. The inclusion of a cubic as  well a s  a linear term accounted 
for only a small additional part of the pilot 's remnant and indicated t h a t  only a 
small portion of the total power of the pilot 's output is caused  by nonlinearities. 
The  power-spectral dens i ty  of an  ensemble  average of the pilot 's output is used 
to determine the upper l i m i t  of the amount of power a s s o c i a t e d  with a determi- 
nis t ic  response.  The indication i s  that more than half the remnant is stochastic 
when a linear m o d e l  is used. 
Since the NASA-University Conference on Manual Control (ref. 1) at Cambridge, Mass.,  
3 
February 28-March 2, 1966, additional work in human response analysis, both theoretical 
and experimental, has been performed at the NASA Flight Research Center. Much of this 
work has been part of a continuation of a NASA-USAF-Cornel1 Aeronautical Laboratory pro- 
gram to  obtain pilot describing functions from both flight and simulator tests. In addition to 
this program, the Flight Research Center has initiated a study, under the guidance of A. V. 
Balakrishnan of UCLA, of nonlinear time domain methods as applied to the problem of model- 
ing the pilot in a compensatory tracking task. 
and then the time domain analysis. A comparison of the results of the two forms of analysis 
applied to  a linear model is made, and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. 
Next, the time domain method of analysis is applied to the identification of a nonlinear pilot 
model. This is the first time that the nonlinear time domain method has been applied to 
human response data. The power-spectral density of an ensemble average of the pilot's out- 
put is used to estimate the amounts of power that correspond to linear, deterministic, and 
stochastic control response. 
It is-the purpose of this paper to assess first the frequency domain method of analysis 
SYMBOLS 
C 
C2 
pilot output (control deflection), in. 
mean square or total power of e ,  in.2 
- 
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er ror  matrix 
e r ror ,  radians 
Fourier transform 
time interval, sec 
impulse response of pilot, in. /rad 
input (external disturbance function), rad 
maximum value of k 
index for frequency 
total record length, sec 
TM maximum value of m, M = - 
AT 
index for the argument of hp 
maximum value of n 
index for time 
linear output of pilot model (control deflection), in. 
cross-correlation function 
remnant signal of pilot model (control deflection), in. 
L,aplace variable 
one-half total record length, sec 
maximum memory time of the pilot model, sec 
time, sec 
weighting function 
sample signals 
controlled element transfer function, rad/in. 
pilot describing function, in./rad 
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a time variable, sec 
P linear cor relation coefficient 
average linear coherence Pa 
T argument of hp, sec 
AT incremental value of T, sec 
Qxy(jm) 
Q,W power-spectral density of x(t) 
cross-spectral density of x(t) and y(t) 
w frequency, rad/sec 
A W  incremental value of w, rad/sec 
* e s t imat e 
Matrix notation: 
(x), 5 column matrix 
Cxl rectangular or  square matrix 
XT transpose 
X-I inverse 
* complex conjugate 
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Numbers used as subscripts denote the pertinent term or terms of the Volterra integral series 
o r  summation. 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 
ANALOG COMPUTER 
The classical experiment for obtaining data from which 
The 
pilot is asked to minimize the e r ro r  e displayed to him by an 
oscilloscope, television screen, or meter by manipulating a 
controller. The controller deflection c is sent to an analog 
computer which computes the response of the controlled 
element and adds to it the input disturbance function i form- 
ing an error which, in turn, is sent to the display. The 
cordings are made of the signals which are later processed 
to obtain the model of the pilot (ref. 2). Similar experi- 
ments have been performed in flight in which the pilot ma- 
neuvers the airplane (refs. 3 and 4)- Most of the data 
analyzed in this paper were collected as part of the joint 
pilot models can be identified is illustrated in figure 1. ___-- 
P"oT PILOT 
OUTPUT 
INPUl ERROR 
CONTROLLED 
signals are either processed during the experiment or  re- 3CONTROLLED ELEMENT ELEMENT 
RESPONSE 
Figure 1.-Block diagram of 
a pilot in a compensatory 
task. 
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NASA-USAF-Cornel1 Aeronautical Laboratory human response studies (ref, 4) involving the 
T-33 variable-stability airplane and ground simulators. 1 
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN METHODS.-Classically, the model of the pilot is considered 
to be a linear-describing function with output o plus a remnant signal r as shown in figure 
2. The describing function, Yp(jw), can be obtained by first computing the cross-spectral 
density functions @ic(jw) and @ie(jw). 
ref. 5) 
The estimate of Yp(jw) is then given by the ratio (from 
Cross-spectral density functions have generally been used instead of Fourier trans- 
forms (ref. 6) as a means of removing the bias in the estimate of Yp(jw) introduced by the 
remnant. The use of cross-spectral density functions, however, was shown in reference 7 
to have no effect on the bias. The same estimate of Yp(jw), therefore, can be expressed as 
the ratio of Fourier transforms 
and the bias in both cases is 
These conclusions, which were developed in reference 7, depend on the ability to express the 
cross-spectral density in terms of Fourier transforms. Appendix A contains a detailed math- 
ematical proof of the expression, and appendix B pre- 
sents experimental results which further substantiate - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _  PILOT MODEL 
these conclusions. 
i ~~ Q .T. INPUT ERROR I ) LINEAR 
OUTPUT 
The frequency domain method of analysis was 
- - - -__-____I used in the human control response study of reference 
performed in flight and on simulators. Figure 3 
presented for PP(jw) are the means of 10  runs for pilot 
A and 3 runs each for pilots B and C. The vertical , 
lines indicate the range of -+lo for each of the points. 
The lack of a vertical line indicates the range to be 
less than the height of the symbol. The input disturbance function consisted of the sum of 10 
sinusoids. Values of PP(jw) were determined at the input frequencies. The use of sinusoids 
for the input disturbance function has the advantage of concentrating the power at several 
frequencies, thereby enhancing the accuracy of the estimate of the pilot describing function 
at the input frequencies. 
countered when using frequency domain methods. For example, if no constraint is placed on 
4 in which compensatory tracking experiments were CONTROLLED ELEMENT 
CONTROLLED yc(’w’ 
ELEMENT 
RESPONSE shows some simulator results in which the values 
Figure 2.-Frequency domain model 
of a pilot. 
If, on the other hand, a random input is used, mathematical difficulties may be en- 
a 
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-100 
LPp(lr). 
DLG 
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o r  a $ -  " t  I .  P 
D - 
0 
0 
the form of Yp(jw), the resulting estimate will ac- 
count for the entire pilot output c erroneously in- 
dicating the remnant r to be zero. This result 
comes from applying the relationship 
at all frequencies. Figure 4 shows an example of 
the erratic function (dashed lines) that replts 
from such a procedure. A constraint on Yp(jw) is 
usually provided by smoothing the values of the 
cross-spectral density functions or Fourier 
transforms, or  by fairing a curve through the 
raw estimates of the pilot's describing function 
?',(jw) o r  both. Nevertheless, the required 
constraint on qD(jw) compromises one of the 
I 
0 
loo 8
0 
0 I 
1 IO 100 e RADISEC 
-3001 
Figure 3 .-Example -of frequency domain 
0.782 model results. Yc = 
claims made f& the analyses in the frequency domain, namely, that of unlimited freedom in 
model representation. Also indicated in figure 4 is the effect of smoothing on the average 
linear coherence pa. The value is seen to change from 1 . 0  for the raw estimates to 0.91 for 
the faired case. The value of pa or  any other measure of the remnant has meaning only when 
it is connected to some particular pilot-constrained model. 
the estimate of Yp becomes 
If the raw cross spectral densities are  smoothed, 
SMOOTHTD. pa = 091 20 - 
5 wiijic(jm+ jmw) 
k=-K 
pp(jw) = 
w. RAD/SLC 
This estimate can also be expressed in terms of 
Fourier transforms as Figure 4.-Effect of smoothing the 
It should be noted that although the smoothing is indicated to be in the frequency domain, 
Another point made in reference 7 is that the correlation coefficient, as it is usually 
the same result can be obtained by averaging or  truncation in the time domain. 
defined, always has the value of unity 
I -  n 
}@iC(jw) F*[i(t)] F[c(t)] F[i(t)] F*[c(t)l 
= F*[i(t)] F[i(t)] F*[c(t)] F[c(t)] p12(w) = 
a 
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This result is now recognized to be true in the absence of smoothing. It is now suggested 
that the power-spectral density be smoothed over a finite frequency bandwidth. The modified 
definition of p then takes the form 
f l  
The linear correlation coefficient s o  defined is not, in general, equal to unity even for a 
linear system, contrary to popular belief. The coefficient does equal unity if the relation- 
ship between i and c is constant over the bandwidth, whether or not the system is linear. It 
is apparent, therefore, that a further improvement is needed. It is suggested that the linear 
correlation coefficient be expressed as 
In this expression, an ensemble average is used instead of an average over a range in fre- 
quency. The result is that now only linear systems free of any stochastic signals will pro- 
duce a value of unity, provided the input is not the same for each ensemble. In the event the 
input is the same, nonlinear systems will appear to be linear, with p ,= l .  
LINEAR TIME DOMAIN METHOD.-Let us now consider a linear analysis in the time 
domain in which the output of a linear pilot model is expressed in the form (see ref. 8) 
TM 
c(t) =i hp(T)e(t - T)dT 
Because the time histories c(t) and e(t) must be sampled for analysis, it is more appropriate 
to write 
M 
m=l 
c(n) = c hp(m)e(n-m+l) 
or in matrix form 
HUMAN RESPONSE MODELING 
where 
e(4) e(3) 
e(M) e(M - 1) . . . e(3) e(2) e(1) 
E =  
e(N - 1) e(N - M)] I' e(N) e(N - 1) , . , e(N - M + 1) 
The sampled impulse response of the pilot model, h (m), can be obtained by using least 
squares P 
h - [ETEl-lETc --P - 
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Inherent in the time domain representation of the pilot model is the assumption that the 
output at any one time is a function of only a finite time of the history of the error .  The finite 
time period (or maximum memory) is denoted by TM (TMzMAI-) in the integral expression or 
by M in the summation expression for the pilot model output. For the pilot model, TM was 
varied (by changing AI- and keeping M constant) until it was determined that the value of $(I-) 
was essentially zero beyond about 1 second. The value of TM selected is somewhat larger 
than 1 second. Figure 5 shows an example result of such an analysis. It can be seen that 
the model impulse response first peaks at about 0.25 second, then reverses at about 0.45 
second to peak in the opposite direction at about 0.6 second, then subsides to zero. The first 
sample ( . r = O .  05 sec) is typically negative but 
has been faired to correspond to a pure time 
delay of 0.05 second. One indication of the 
degree to which a model represents an ac- 
tual pilot is the ratio of the output of the 
power of the model in relation to the total 
power of the pilot's output. Linear pilot 
models will typically account for 65 to 90 
percent of the total power of the output for 
a 4-minute run. The percentage is some- 
what higher for shorter runs. 
formed to the frequency domain for com- 
parison with the frequency domain results 
through the use of the Fourier transform 
The time domain results can be trans- 
* O r  
,. 
hPf 
IN./RAD 
Figure 5.-Linear time domain model of the 
pilot. 
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20.\l Figure 6 shows such a comparison. The agree- 
ment between the two methods is good. One ad- 
vantage of the time domain method is that ?,(jw) 
can be determined as a continuous function of 
frequency even when the input consists of sinus- 
oids as it’does for the example shown. The time 
domain results by their nature will always yield 
pPlIw$ 
0 
0 0 0  
IN /RAD 
0 
dl+ ( jw) (  
dw 
DEG -200 <?,(jw)=O, or  -180°, as w- 0 and = 0 ,  
-11 A as w - 0.  Had the pilot describing function ex- 
W, RAD/SEC hibited gain fluctuations o r  a phase lag at the 
lowest frequencies shown, these characteristics 
would not have been identified by the time do- 
main model unless the value of TM were in- 
creased considerably. This does not mean that 
the time domain model causes a restriction, 
but, rather, that TM should not be unduly lim- 
1 2 4 6 8 1  2 4 6 8 1 0  20 
-300 - 1 ° ~ ~  
LTF.(IUL 
Figure 6.-Comparison of frequency and 
0.782 
1 time domain models. Yc = 
S(S + m) 
ited. Just as it is necessary to constrain the frequency domain model by smoothing, it is also 
necessary to constrain the time domain model by limiting TM to a value considerably less than 
the record length. For pilot models, this represents a very natural and meaningful constraint 
in the time domain, compared with smoothing in the frequency domain. Still another advantage 
of analysis in the time domain is the capability of constructing nonlinear pilot models. 
NONLINEAR TIME DOMAIN METHOD.-Nonlinear behavior on the part of the pilot ac- 
counts for at least part of the remnant of a linear pilot model. It i s ,  therefore, of interest to 
investigate nonlinear pilot models. The output of a nonlinear time domain pilot model can be 
expressed by using a Volterra integral series. 
TM 
c(t) =f hpl(7)e(t - T)d7 
0 
(linear) 
+ . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
(higher order) 
or in the discrete case 
M M M  
c(n) = hl(m)e(n - m + 1) + hz(m1, m2)e(n - ml + l)e(n - m2 + 1) 
rnd (linear) ml=l mZ=l (quadratic) 
h3(m1,m2, m3)e(n - ml + W(n - m2 + l)e(n - m3 + 1) + . . . . . . . , . . . . . 
(cubic) (higher order) 
I 
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It was reasoned that the pilot's control response would be symmetrical so  that only the first 
(linear) and third (cubic) terms were used. The algorithm used to perform the analysis was 
again based on a least-squares solution (ref. 8). 
If 
where 
E1,3 = 
Then 
C =  E1,3h 
-'1,3 
- 
- h - 
-Ply 3 
e(M) . . . . e(1) (e(M)e(M)e(M)) . . (e(M)e(M)e(l)) (e(M)e(M - l)e(M - 1)) . 
e ( M +  2) 
e(M+ 3) 
e(M + 1) . . e(2) (e(M)e(M - l)e(l)). *(e(l)e(l)e(l)) 
(e(N - M + 1)2e(N - M)) 
e(N) . . . . e(N - M -I- 1) (e(N)e(N)e(N - 1)) . . . . . . . . . e(N - M + l)3 
It is difficult to present the results of such an analysis in a meaningful form, but it is 
instructive to look at an example step response. Figure 7 shows the response to (1) a step 
of very small amplitude so that only the linear term contributes significantly to the response, 
and (2) a large step. The responses have been normalized to the amplitude of the step inputs 
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Figure 7.-Step responses of the nonlinear 
4.4 time domain pilot model. Y =-. 
c s  
to facilitate comparison. The response of 
the pilot model to the larger step is slightly 
faster, has more overshoot, and has a 
lower steady-state gain. The inclusion of 
the cubic term increased the ratio of the 
power of the model output to the total power 
of the pilot output by only a few percent. 
This result would indicate the remnant to 
be largely stochastic as opposed to non- 
linear and deterministic. 
include more samples of the cubic term 
and higher order terms , dimensionality 
will become a problem. One means of re- 
ducing the total dimension is offered by 
Balakrishnan (ref. 8) and Hsieh (ref. 9). 
If the nonlinear model is expanded to 
Through the employment of the adjoint system of equations, a cubic weighting function of the 
form is obtained. This equation reduces the weighting function of three variables to a single 
function of one variable. This technique has not yet been applied to the problem of identifying 
pilot models, and it is not known if the reduction in dimensionality justifies the added compu- 
tation required. 
ANALYSIS OF THE PILOT'S OUTPUT.-It would be of interest to know what portion of 
the pilot's response is deterministic, but not linear, in order to assess the potential of a non- 
linear pilot model in describing the pilot's output. It is known that at least part of the pilot's 
output is stochastic, since results of repeated experiments are  never identical. It is possible 
to estimate the proportioning of the power of the pilot's output by examining the power-spectral 
density functions of both the pilot's output and its ensemble average. Both functions are  shown 
in figure 8. The hatched peaks in the graph show the 
response at the frequencies of the in- 
put. The shaded areas show the change 
in the power as a result of ensemble 
averaging. Since the deterministic 
response would be unchanged by aver- 
aging, the shaded areas are an indica- 
tion of the power associated with the 
stochastic portion of the pilot's output, 
which will not be accounted for by a 
deterministic model. The unshaded 
areas, then, are upper limits on the 
potential increase in power accounted 
for by using a nonlinear rather than 
linear pilot model. 
ure  8 shows the proportioning of the 
power of the pilot's output to be 
The bar graph at the right of fig- 
2.0 
1.8 - 
1.6 - 
1.4 - 
1.2 - 
- 
@&JI 
PER RAD/SEC .8 
zmount of power associated with a linear 
1100 
LINEAR - STOCHASTIC 
D OTHER 
.b 
.4 
.2 
0 2 4 6 8 1 0  
a, RAD/SEC 
PERCENi 
Figure 8. - Spectral analysis of pilot's output. 
4.4 Y =-. c s  
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91.7-percent linear (and time invariant), 4.5-percent stochastic, and 3.  &percent nonlinear 
and other types of responses. These results should not be generalized, since changes in the 
controlled element and input can cause a marked change in the proportioning of the power. It 
should also be noted that a small amount of power may be attributed to a nonlinearity that is 
significant in other aspects, such as limit cycles. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A review of frequency and time domain methods of analysis shows that both methods 
require constraints on the freedom of the pilot models. The constraint in the time domain is 
more natural and straightforward than that of smoothing in the frequency domain. The two 
methods show good agreement for the linear model when the input disturbance function con- 
sists of sinusoids. 
the analysis has been applied to human response data. For the example discussed, only a 
few additional percent of the power of the remnant was accounted for by the addition of the 
cubic term. An investigation of the power-spectral density of an ensemble average of pilot 
output indicates the reason to be the largely stochastic nature of the remnant. The propor- 
tioning of the power of the pilot’s output appears to be about 92 percent due to linear response, 
4 percent due to stochastic response, and 4 percent due to nonlinear and other types of 
responses. 
trol response, the work ahead holds much promise for the determination of more meaningful 
and useful pilot models. 
The inclusion of a cubic term in the time-domain pilot model represents the first time 
With this step toward the application of time domain methods of analyzing human con- 
APPENDIX A- COMPARISON OF TWO ESTIMATES 
OF CROSS-SPECTRAL DENSITY APPLIE T O  RANDOM SIGNALS 
Two samples of a random signal were used to test the equivalence of two estimates of 
cross-spectral density. Figure 9 shows time histories of the two samples for 250 of the 400 
time points used. The cross-correlation function given by 
1 
RXy(7) = & /‘x(t)~(t + ~ ) d t  E 
-T 
where T = mh and h =time interval was computed and is plotted in figure lC. The random 
nature of the signals is borne out by the erratic nature of the cross-correlation function. 
as estimated by two different expressions, as follows: 
Figures l l(a) and l l (b )  show the real and imaginary parts of the cross-spectral density 
and 
The values obtained by using the preceding expressions were identical except for an oc- 
casional difference in the fourth significant figure. 
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Figure 9.-Time histories of two 
independent random signals. 
Figure 10. -Cross-correlation func- 
tion of two random variables. 
COMPUTED BY - 
0 CROSS CORRELATION, 
A FOURIER TRANSFORMS, 
@xy = FIRxyJ 
@ x y  = $*IXlFlYl -4  
- 5  
IO 15 5 
a, RAD/SEC 
( 4 
31 
2 
1 
0 
@xy -1 
-2 
- 3  
-4  
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t 
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Figure 11.-Comparison of cross 
spectra computed two different 
ways. (a) Real  parts. (b) 
Imaginary parts. 
Figure 12.-Effect of number of 
"lags" on the estimate of cross 
spectra. (a) Real parts. (b) 
Imaginary parts. 
Figure 13. -Effect of smoothing 
on cross-spectra estimates. 
(a) Real parts. (b) Imaginary 
parts. 
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One possible explanation why calculations made by other investigators resulted in a 
difference for the two estimates is the effect of using a limited number of values (lags) of 
the cross-correlation function. Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the effect of using fewer lags 
than the maximum number possible (in this case, 400). As fewer lags are used, the estimate 
departs from the example for 400 lags, nullifying the equivalence of the two estimates. 
be the effect of smoothing shown in figures 13(a) and 13(b). 
Another possible explanation for an apparent difference in the two estimates could 
If smoothing were used for 
h y l ( j w )  = F[Rxy(~)] and not for QXy2(jw) = m, the difference could erroneously 2T 
be interpreted as being caused by the form of the estimates of cross-spectral density. 
if  (1) the number of 'lags" is not limited, and (2) identical smoothing is used in both bases. 
In conclusion, the two forms of cross-spectral density estimates yield identical results 
APPENDIX B-  EQUIVALENCE OF TWO ESTIMATES OF 
CROSS-SPECTRAL DENSITY 
Consider the following sample time histories: 
x(t) = 0 for t > T and t < -T 
y(t) = 0 for t > T and t < -T 
An estimate of the cross-correlation function can be expressed as 
Rxy(7) = /Tx(t)y(t + 7)dt 
-T 
(Another estimate of Rxy(-r) involves division by 2T-7 instead of 2T, but the expression shown 
is usually more desirable .) 
The Fourier transforms can be expressed as 
I 
F[x] = / e-jwtx(t)dt 
-T 
F[y] = /I e-jwty(t)dt 
-T 
x 
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The most popular estimate of the cross-spectral density function is the Fourier trans- 
form of the cross-correlation function 
An alternate and equivalent estimate is the product of two Fourier transforms 
in which F*I 1 denotes the complex conjugate of FC I .  
It is now desired to show that the two estimates a re  equal. This is done by substituting 
a change in variables and rearranging terms. Let a = T + t  and substitute ~ = a - t  in the expres- 
sion of the first estimate 
2T+t 
@xyluw) = A/ jT e-jw(a-t)x(t)y~~)dtda, 
-2T+t -T 
Examination of the values for which x(t) and y(7) and y(a)  are zero enables the limits of 
integration to be simplified as illustrated in the following figure. Before the change of var- 
iable, the combinations of t and 7 for which the integrand is not necessarily zero are 
represented by the shaded area. Because x(t) and y(7) are  zero for t, T>T,  or  >-T, the 
integrand is necessarily zero outside the shaded area. 
7 
I2T 
Original limits of integration 
Integrand is zero outside this area 
f 
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After the 
figure: 
change in variable, the same area is transformed to that shown in the following 
Original limits of integration 
after change of variable 
Simplified limits of integration 
t 
Integrand is zero outside 
this area 
Superimposed on the same plot are the simplified limits of integration. These limits have no 
effect on the integral, since both sets of limits completely cover the area for which the in- 
tegrand is not zero. Therefore 
It is now possible to rearrange the expression to get 
This expression is recognized to be the second (postulated) estimate. Thus 
The two estimates of cross- (or power) spectral density are, therefore, equal. 
._.  .- - . . _. 
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A similar proof of the equivalence of the two estimates of cross- and power-spectral 
densities is offered for the sampled time histories where 
The second estimate of the cross-spectral density is then 
The first estimate may be written in the form 
Then, letting m = k+n, and substituting k = m -n 
h e- j w (m-n)h 
ibxy1(jw) = ~+1, n 
Rearranging 
Since xn and ym equal zero for m, n> N/2 ,. and < -N/2, the limits can be changed to &N/2. 
Therefore 
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10. Information-Processing Rate as 
Influenced by the Degree of 
Response Difficulty: 
- 
j 
A Discrete Tracking Task 
p * s  
Daniel L .  B a t y  
Ames Research Center, NASA 
This study was designed to investigate the dependence of the information- 
processing rate on the degree of response, or task, dif f iculty. The degree of task 
diff iculty was quantified for a series of discrete, random-input tracking tasks. 
Performance on one-dimensional (I-D) and two-dimensional (2-D) tasks was com- 
pared at equal values of task diff iculty. Fourteen tasks were used: 9 with 4 
target alternatives and 5 with 16 target alternatives. Six subjects performed the 
self-paced tasks by rapidly touching wi th a stylus well-defined areas as they 
were successively illuminated in  a random sequence. 
Performance in terms of the information-processing rate was primarily deter- 
mined by the degree of response diff iculty and the number of target alternatives. 
Performance i n  terms of the average t ime per response, however, was determined 
primarily by the degree of response difficulty. For this type of task, higher infor- 
mation-processing rates are possible for 2-D tasks than for 1-D tasks because, for 
a given number of stimulus alternatives and a constant target size, the 2-D group- 
ing has the lower value of task diff iculty. 
The extrapolation of theorems from the field of information theory to the human sug- 
gests that there may be a human channel capacity which limits the information that can be 
processed while performing multiple concurrent subtasks. If these theorems can be applied 
to the human, even with modification, the systems design engineer will have a powerful new 
tool. In order to verify (or disprove) the applicability of such an approach, the variables 
that control the human information-processing rate for many different types of operator tasks 
must be identified and quantified. 
The following three categories may help put this study in proper perspective: (a) single 
channel, continuous input - single continuous control, (b) multiple channel, continuous input - 
single discrete control, and (c) multiple discrete responses. 
sion success. Related to this first type of task is the work of Holding (ref. 1) , Elkind and 
Sprague (ref. 2), and Crossman (ref. 3),  who measured human information-processing 
capacity during simple continuous tracking tasks. It was pointed out by Wempe and Baty 
(ref, 4) that even for this simple task it was not clear which of the possible information 
measures is "correct." It may be that the different methods of measurement may prove use- 
ful for different purposes. Even so, each method must be related and the overall decrement 
from the total channel capacity due to involvement with the tracking task must be determined. 
In the second type of task the operator repeatedly scans or  monitors several instru- 
ments that display continuous information and takes corrective action as required. Senders 
(ref. 5) used information measures as a basis for modeling operator visual-sampling per- 
formance for this task. There was no selection of response in these experiments, that is ,  
Continuous control to maintain acceptable vehicle position is of prime concern to mis- 
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compared. Pertinent relationships between the two studies will be discussed after the re- 
sults of this experiment are presented. 
study by Fitts and Peterson (ref. 9) , who defined an index of task difficulty ID for a single 
reaction motor task as ID=log2 (2A/W), where A was the distance of hand travel and W was 
the width of the target to be hit. Since their conditions were two-choice tasks, only one mov- 
ing distance had to  be measured for any one part of the experiment, and the information value 
per response IV was always equal to 1. Since they reported average times from the onset of 
the stimulus light to the start of hand movement, and from the beginning of hand movement to 
contact with the target, the average information-processing rate IR could be estimated for 
each value of ID. This estimate of IR for each condition showed that IR was a steadily de- 
creasing function of ID, which suggested that an index of difficulty may also have been an im- 
portant variable in a study such as Klemmer's. For this experiment, Fitts and Peterson's 
definition of ID was adapted for tasks with higher values of IV by substituting average hand- 
travel distance A during a sequence of responses for the single distance A to obtain %, that 
is, average ID. 
The method of measuring the degree of task difficulty for this study was adapted from a 
METHOD 
A 12.5-inch-square tracking surface was divided into a 25x25 matrix of 0.5-inch-square 
cells, each deep enough to hold one small neon bulb below a glass cover. All cells were 
covered with a sheet of frosted mylar so that each 0.5-inch-square surface could be homo- 
geneously lighted. For each of the 14 experimental conditions , an opaque mask with either 
4 or 16 square holes was placed over the mylar and under the glass, making the number and 
location of the stimulus choices explicit. Six of the patterns were arranged as a 1-D task and 
eight as a 2-D task. Each mask had a different combination of hole size and spacing corre- 
sponding to a given value of 5, as shown in figure 2. The resulting hole sizes were 0.5 inch 
square for conditions 1, 2, 3 ,  5, 7, 10, 12, 13, and 14; 0.25 inch square for conditions 4, 8, 
9, and11; and1.50inches square for condition 6. The term % is defined as 10g2(2A/W), where 
W is the width of the target, and A, the average movement distance of the stylus tip for each 
response during the run. For this experiment, the information value of each stimulus presen- 
tation Iv is log2N, where N is the number of stimulus alternatives, each chosen with equal 
probability; IR is the average rate of processing the presented information IV in bits/second. 
Six male engineers and scientists, 28 to  42 years of age, free from physical defects, 
volunteered as subjects. Their task was to touch each lighted area with a stylus as quickly 
as possible after the onset of the light. The test equipment was designed so  that the touched 
light would go out immediately and another randomly chosen (tape controlled) light would 
come on within 7 msec. Each run continued for 105 stimulus presentations. A timer auto- 
matically started after the fifth response so that all times were recorded for 100 responses. 
The stylus tip contained a photocell. A correct response was registered when there was a 
combination of photocell response and stylus contact with the board. To prevent a "slidingff 
strategy while going from one lighted area to another (when not adjacent), an e r ror  was 
counted each time the stylus made contact outside a lighted area. Ten e r rors  were allowed 
per run before the run was automatically stopped and then restarted. 
responses. The subject sat on a high stool so that his line of sight was approximately per- 
pendicular to the tracking surface. No results were given him during the experiment. Each 
session consisted of one run on each of the 14 conditions, and lasted approximately 40 min- 
utes. First there were three practice sessions and then nine data sessions. Nine different 
input tapes were used for the data sessions to prevent any chance of the subjects memorizing 
The experiment was conducted in a dimly lighted room to prevent spurious phqtocell 
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Figure 2.-Experimental conditions. 
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part id  input sequences. The sequence of conditions within a tape was randomly chosen as 
was the sequence of assigning the tapes to the subjects. Within each run, the stimuli were 
presented randomly with equal probability with replacement; that is, a given light could re- 
peat one o r  more times as the stimulus. If a light repeated immediately, contact with the 
board had to be broken and the light touched again. The primary instruction to  the subject 
was to proceed as rapidly as possible after starting the run until the run automatically termi- 
nated after 105 responses. 
RESULTS 
The primary results of this experiment are shown in figures 3 to 10. The performance 
of each subject for each condition averaged over the nine experimental sessions is shown in 
figures 3 to 8, where average IR is plotted as a function of E. By connecting the points hav- 
ing the same dimension (1-D or 2-D) and the same value of Iv, the important relationships 
for this experiment can be seen more clearly. Thus, for either value of Ivy the 1-D curve 
lies consistently above the 2-D curve for all subjects and for both values of Iv; that is ,  IR 
is consistently greater by a small amount for the 1-D task than for the 2-D task when the two 
a r e  matched for E. There were no reversals of this result for any subject. The pattern of 
performance (figs. 3 to  8) is remarkably similar for all subjects even though the overall 
level of performance varied with the individual. 
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Figure 3.-The ef- Figure 4.-The ef- Figure 5.-The ef- Figure 6.-The ef- 
fect of 65 on IR; fect of ID on IR; 
subject 1. subject 2. subject 3. subject 4. 
fect of E on IR; fect of 5 on IR; 
The average performance for all subjects is shown in figure 9. Figure 10 is a plot of 
the group mean times for each experimental condition (100 responses) plotted against 
out regard for the value of Iv or for whether the task was 1-D or 2-D. Figure 10 shows that 
is the major controlling variable in the present experiment. The average standard devia- 
tion of the run times was 3.42 percent of the total mean time per run for each condition, 
suggesting that the overall performance was consistent. 
with- 
DISCUSSION 
To illustrate further the importance of in a discrete tracking task, the results of 
this experiment are compared with those of Klemmer's (ref. 8). Whereas only two values of 
Iv were used for the present experiment , with the prime concern being changes in performance 
J 
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Figure '7.-The ef- 
fect of E on IR; 
subject 5. 
as a function of 5, Klemmer used eight values of I v  since he was interested in performance 
as a function of Iv.  The equipment and task configurations for the two studies were similar 
and two of the conditions for this experiment were designed to have exactly the same dimen- 
sions as two of Klemmer's tasks. These two conditions (configurations 1 0  and 12 in fig. 2) 
were the only two from Klemmer's experiment that had the same value of IV for both the 1-D 
and the 2-D tasks. Points K:16 and K:4x4 in figure 9 show the performance for these two 
conditions. 
P 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Figure 11.-Rate of 
information trans- 
mission for 1-D 
and 2-D discrete 
tracking tasks as 
a function of target 
position uncer- 
tainty; mean rates 
from eight subjects 
(Klemmer, ref. 8) 
Figure 8.-The ef- Figure 9.-The ef- Figure 10.-The ef- 
feet of E on IR; fect of E on IR; fect of E on total 
subject 6. mean rates from response time; 
six subjects. mean times from 
six subjects. 
Klemmer's task was the same as already described for this 
study. His targets were all 0.5-inch squares, with no spacing be- 
tween targets. Four stimulus conditions were presented as l - D  
tasks (Iv=2, 3, 4, and 5 bits/presentation) and four conditions as 
2-D tasks (Iv=4, 6, 8, and 1 0  bits/presentation). Klemmer found 
that IR increased asymptotically as I v  increased toward 4.2 bits/sec 
for 1-D and 6.6 bits/sec for 2-D, as shown in figure 11. Klemmer 
concluded that these values probably represented the maximum 
information-processing rate for this type of task. 
probabilities, and the dimensions for each task were given, it was 
possible to estimate for each of his conditions. In figure 12, his 
values of IR are plotted against rather than Iv. The only points 
in Klemmer's experiment that had equal values of I v y  namely, points 
K:16 (1-D) and K:4x4 (2-D) , each with Iv=4 bits/presentation, show 
that the value of IR was greater for the 2-D task than for the 1-D 
task. This distance V is 0.6 bit/sec. But it is also shown in figure 
12 that E is greater for the 1-D task than for the 2-D task. So it is 
not clear from Klemmer's data whether IR is greater for his condi- 
tion K:4x4 because it was a 2-D task rather than a 1-D task or be- 
cause of the difference in E, which he did not control. 
Since Klemmer 's inputs were randomly selected with equal 
The data from the present experiment (fig. 9) show that the 
absolute difference in IR between conditions K:16 and K:4x4 (distance 
V) is 2.2 bits/sec. A perpendicular line through K:16 intersects the fitted 2-D line of per- 
formance at the value of IR where the interpolated estimate of performance for a 2-D task 
matches ID with condition K:16. The value of IR at this point is 0.45 bit/sec less than that 
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found for condition K:16, distance X. On the basis of Klemmer's re- 
sults only this lower performance for 2-D tasks would not be expected. 
In retrospect, however, the results of the two studies are compatible, 
since lines drawn through points K:16 and K:4x4 in figure 12 (as shown) 
with slopes equal to those drawn through K:16 and K:4x4 in figure 9 
result in a 1-D line above the 2-D line for Klemmer's data also. Re- 
gardless of the direction of the difference, however, this 0.45 bit/sec 
difference is small when compared with the absolute difference of 2.2 
bits/sec between 1-D and 2-D performance for Iv=4 bits/presentation 
if is not considered. 
A comparison of figures 9 and 12 shows that the rates obtained 
for this study were much higher than those obtained by Klemmer for 
conditions K:16 and K:4x4. Although the equipment was similar for 
the two studies, there was a primary difference in the determination 
of when contact had been made with the board. Klemmer's subjects 
were required to '!press down slightly," whereas for this study a slight 
contact closed the electronic circuit, allowing a quick touch-and-go 
strategy. The resulting differences in target dwell times would be 
- 
- 
- 
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Figure 12 .-Re- 
sults of Klem- 
mer's experi- 
ment (ref. 8) 
plotted against 
ID. 
- 
directly related to a difference in IR. 
ditions might not reflect a r'true'r E since it was based entirely upon the geometry of the task 
and did not consider perceptual or physiological factors. The small elevation of the 1-D 
curves could well be an artifact because these factors were ignored. The general uniformity 
of performance, however, indicates that the measure accounts for the majority of the dif- 
ferences between performance on the 1-D and 2-D tasks. 
It is realized that the method used here to assign values of E to the experimental con- 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The index of response difficulty (E), as defined in this paper, is an important inde- 
pendent variable to consider when operator information-processing rates for a discrete track- 
ing task are being measured. This was illustrated by the results of this experiment and also 
by a discussion of the results obtained by Klemmer. It was shown that part of the results 
discussed in a different way by Klemmer could also be explained in terms of f6 as an inde- 
pendent variable. 
For this type of experiment, the main advantage of the 2-D task over the 1-D task, if 
target sizes are held constant, is that I v  can be made much larger for the 2-D task without 
increasing the values of E. Thus, the higher information-processing rates possible for 2-D 
tasks are directly attributable to lower values of f6. Information-processing rates for this 
kind of task are  bound directly by physical response limitations. Because of inertia and 
energy limitations of the hand-arm response system used in this study, certain irreducible 
times were required for a correct response. The rest of the information-processing system 
had to wait while this response was being made. It is probable that the rates would have been 
higher if  had been lower. 
This study points out a practical consideration when measuring human information- 
processing rates in a control context. The continual exchange of information between the 
man and his vehicle is not complete until the operator responds. Therefore, any information 
rate derived for the operator does consider the entire time from stimulus onset to the com- 
pletion of an appropriate response. The importance of carefully considering the design of 
controllers and switches, and the way they are combined is thus pointed out, since they have 
a direct and important influence on achievable information-processing rates in pilot-vehicle 
tasks. 
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11. A Psychological Approach to 
Operator Modeling in Manual Control* 
Charles R .  Kelley 
Dunlap and Associa tes ,  Inc. 
The usual engineering models of the  human operator employ techniques that 
were first  developed in control engineering to  describe and model control mech- 
anisms. If there are ways i n  which the  human operator differs from inanimate 
control mechanisms that a re  significant for representing the  humun operator, t he  
u s u a l  form of engineering model would not be  expected to  include them. Human 
operators differ from control devices  i n  that they can understand their t a sk  and i t s  
environment, can  remember the  pas t  and predict and plan for the  future, and can 
employ these  ab i l i t i e s  in control. All of t h e s e  psychological a s p e c t s  of the  human 
operator are  important in manual control, yet  a l l  a r e  absen t  from the usua l  engi- 
neering models of the human operator. 
A more veridical engineering model of the  operator would contain the  
fo I 1  ow ing : 
(1) A direct internal representation of t h e  controlled element and i ts  
environment 
(2) Freedom of the internal representation from present time (fast-t ime opera- 
tion) so that it can be used to  extrapolate and predict controlled element behavior 
(3) Control action based on such predictions 
Adaption in such a model would occur automatically a s  a consequence of changes  
in the internal representation, reflecting actual  external changes.  The internal 
changes would bring about changed predictions,  and a s  a resul t  of the  changed 
predictions, t he  control action taken would b e  changed "adaptively." 
An automatic control device  containing these three features was  patented in 
1950 by Ziebolz.  Sheridan, Johnson,  and this author have employed versions of 
Ziebolz '  controller as a human operator model. Adoptive and optimizing features 
of such models a re  examined. 
The application to the human operator of the techniques of mathematical description that 
were developed as models of mechanical elements in a control system can be a dangerous 
procedure. The danger depends on how the descriptions are used, and how well their user is 
aware of the severe limitations of such descriptions when they are applied to man. The 
greatest dangers lie in attempts to apply such models to design problems in mqnual control. 
This is due in part to differences between the real-world situation in which the manual control 
system must function and the laboratory conditions under which data for the model were 
gathered. It is also due, however, to fundamental inadequacies of the mathematical tools 
drawn from control engineering as means of representing a human operator. 
"This paper includes material from several chapters of the author's forthcoming book, 
Man and the Control System, reprinted here by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
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Some of the limitations in the applicability of human operator modeling data are a nec- 
essary consequence of the simplifications imposed in laboratory work in order to reduce to a 
manageable number the sources of variation in data obtained. Many (although by no means 
all) of the investigators gathering data for human operator models have been well aware of 
the limitations in the application of their data to situations outside the laboratory. However, 
even more serious limitations are  inherent in the modeling techniques themselves, rather 
than in their application. These are  a different and more fundamental class of limitation, 
They are also more serious because they are  not generally recognized. Three major criti- 
cisms of mathematical models of the kind that have been described for human operator 
representations are the following: 
duction function. 
(1) By their form they cannot represent the operator's highly important input data re- 
(2) They fail to incorporate any explicit representation of the task performed. 
(3) The most serious criticism is that they imply that an operator's response at a point 
in time is a function of input at a particular point in time, failing to represent human memory, 
planning, and prediction processes. 
Each of these is the natural consequence of the implicit assumption that descriptive 
techniques that were developed for automatic control mechanisms can also be applied to the 
human operator. Each criticism will be elaborated in turn. 
THREE CRITICISMS OF TRADITIONAL HUMAN OPERATOR MODELS 
INPUT NARROWNESS .-Automatic control devices are supplied with closely specified 
input signals and one or a few input channels. It is typical of the human operator, however, 
to view a rich environment, synthesizing data from many different sources received via 
several channels to form the basis for his response. Human operator models which by their 
structure require a simple input signal varying along a single dimension for each dimension 
of the output are more suitable to mechanisms than to men. It is this aspect of models which 
is associated with unrealistic impoverished displays. 
The simplest sort  of changes in display format can result in large changes in operator 
response to a given input signal content, and can easily mean the difference between stable, 
effective control and no control. 
s2(1 +Ts) 
input changes - Employing a compensatory display, stable control with such a controlled 
element is extremely difficult. Early in training subjects lose control repeatedly, and even 
highly practiced subjects have a slow, highly inaccurate oscillatory response, with frequent 
large errors .  Make this single change, however: continuously record and display the e r ror  
signal so that the operator has a visible history of his e r ror ,  and the system much more 
quickly becomes stable. Figure 1 illustrates typical step-function responses to the two dis- 
plays. With practice, quite precise corrective responses are made to the step-function input 
changes with the recording display. Yet note that, considered one-dimensionally, the system 
and the information reaching him are precisely the same; if his input were ei(t) it is still 
Qi(t), for no new information has been added by the changed display format. Obviously, the 
operator's transfer function has made a remarkable change for the better. 
Transfer or describing function models are unable to represent the dramatic differences 
in manual tracking performance that added display dimensions and different display formats 
can bring about. Such models only define the relation between an input signal that varies with 
time along a single dimension and an output signal that does the same. But most manual con- 
trol systems have more dimensions of variation in the operator's input than in his output, for 
Consider a simple example involving a three-integral 
controlled element in which the operator is required to correct for step-function 
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example, dimensions of position, shape, motion, and color. These dimensions allow for a 
multiplicity of display formats having very different effects on system performance. 
- With time-hirfory display 
Without time-history display 
INTERNAL TASK REPRESENTATION.-Human operators typically know a great deal 
about the nature of the task they are performing, and this knowledge reflects in their per- 
formance. The vehicle driver knows his vehicle, and 
somehow the characteristics of the vehicle are repre- 
sented within him and condition the way he operates. In 
the same way, the operator knows something of the en- 
vironmental factors which affect his task. The river 
pilot knows the river currents, the driver knows the 
sharp curves in a familiar road. The kinds of mathe- 
matical models of the operator that are usually em- 
ployed, however, incorporate no explicit representation 
of the task whatsoever. True, the parameters of the 
model may bear a well defined relation to the task, but 
this is not the same as an explicit representation of it. 
This omission is most important in understanding oper- 
ator adaptation to changes in a task. Adaptive changes 
assume a highly arbitrary character in models in 
which this adaptation is no more than the adjustment 
of describing function parameters. It is appropriate 
to say that adaptive automatic controllers increase 
lead, crank down their gain, etc., but such expres- 
sions represent poorly the time-varying behavior of a 
human operator modifying control on the basis of 
changes he has perceived in his vehicle or  its environment. 
Figure 1.-Correction of a step- 
function e r ror  with and without 
a time-history display. The 
same controlled element, dis- 
play gain, and skilled subject 
were employed for both curves. 
POINT-IN-TIME LIMITATION.-Control mechanisms typically have no memory, nor 
are they able to predict. Mathematical descriptions which relate the output of such mecha- 
nisms to their inputs as of a single instant of time thus are veridical. To assume the same 
limitation, that i s ,  to apply the same form of descriptive tool to man, is a serious error.  
After all, one of the most obvious and the one most important characteristic of man as a con- 
troller is his relative freedom from present time, due to his ability to remember the past and 
anticipate the future, and to  employ this capacity in control. 
The operator is able to look ahead, to predict, to plan, and models of the operator 
which leave this out grossly misrepresent him. While it is not possible to represent con- 
scious thought per se in a model, it is possible to incorporate limited forms of ''looking 
ahead" ("preview") and prediction in an engineering model, as will be shown. The describing 
function model is incapable of even representing the form of planning involved in the driver 
seeing the road ahead o r  the boat captain watching the river he is steering along, as Sheridan 
(ref. 1) has pointed out. Much less is the describing function model capable of representing 
memory o r  prediction of the output. 
In this connection it should be emphasized that time integrals, lags, and delays cannot 
be considered memory for they do not fully represent the past course of events. A function 
cannot be reconstituted from the value of its integral at a point in time. Similarly, a deriva- 
tive or lead term is not equivalent to a prediction for the same reason that a rate indicator is 
not a predictor display and is not equivalent to the preview of the input. 
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(1) Input typically has more dimensions than 
(2) Multiple displays 
output; operator reduces data 
' (3) May use highly sophisticated multidimen- 
sional displays (contact analog, predictor 
display, or direct view of environment) 
The foregoing are three of the more crucial of the inadequacies of the describing func- 
tion and certain other models of the human operator. There are other corollary points as 
well. Table 1 summarizes the principal points made. 
(1) Restricted to present instant of time 
(2) Cannot remember; can only summarize 
signals via integration (lag) 
( 3 )  Cannot predict input or  output; response 
is an arbitrary weighting of e r ro r ,  lead, 
and lag terms 
TABLE 1.-COMPARISON OF DESCRIBING FUNCTION MODEL 
WITH ACTUAL HUMAN OPERATOR 
(1) Response based on remembered past and 
predicted future 
(2) Can remember, modify response o r  
change internal task representation in 
consequence of past experience 
( 3 )  Can predict; response can be formed and 
modified to minimize future (predicted) 
er ror .  Can preview or  anticipate input 
as well as predict output, and plan re- 
sponse based on both of these "excursions 
from present time" 
Describing function model Human operator I 
(1) Cannot predict; instead responds only 
to derivative(s) of output (lead) 
(2) Cannot adapt to changes in task save 
through arbitrary parameter adjust- 
ments 
Inpui )narrowness 
(1) Can extrapolate present conditions into 
future through internal model of task, 
going beyond derivatives or lead terms in 
response 
(2) Veridical changes in internal representa- 
tion of task result in changed predictions, 
and hence, a different nonarbitrary form 
of adaptation 
I 
(1) Input has same number of dimensions 
as output 
(2) One display 
( 3 )  Assumes impoverished display format 
(compensatory or pursuit tracking) 
I 
PREDICTIVE AND PREVIEW MODELS 
Most engineering models of the human operator include neither an explicit representa- 
tion of the task (i. e., of the controlled element and the input to it from the environment) nor 
an explicit prediction of system output, although both of these are characteristic of human 
operation. However, a form of model which did was proposed more than fifteen years ago, 
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not by an engineer studying manual control, but by one interested in developing more effective 
techniques of automatic control. His device can be referred to as the "Ziebolz controller.rt 
The term "Ziebolz controller" is used here as a generic term to describe all automatic 
control systems built around a fast-time predictive analog or model of the system under con- 
trol.' As such, it is not limited to the particular forms described in the original Ziebolz 
patent2 and the subsequent Ziebolz and Paynter article (ref. 2). 
Ziebolz and Paynter contrasted automatic and manual control, stating: 
. . .If we compare this somewhat restricted control operation, [of an automatic 
controller] however , with that applied by an intelligent and untiring operator , we 
note a basic difference. The operator tends to make his observatibn intermit- 
tently, then-through a conscious or subconscious process of computation-he 
decides on direction, magnitude and method of corrective action. Observing the 
results, he repeats his computation process and often discounts his previous 
(perhaps erroneous) action. 
. . . However , a significant point should be observed-the method of control just 
outlined is not based on present e r ror  but on future e r ror  and the process of 
computation is not a continuous one but a repetitive one, starting with a clean 
slate in intervals of t ime, .  . . 
The authors go on to present the concept of two time-scale predictive controllers that in- 
stitute corrections as a consequence of the predicted future, not merely of the present and 
past. In this respect, these controllers resemble the human operator more closely than any 
of the usual forms of human operator models (e. g. , describing function models). 
DAN'S PREVIEW 
One investigator in the field of human operator models who has been keenly aware of 
the inadequacies of the describing function approach, especially its inability to represent 
human ability to predict and to plan ahead, is T. B. Sheridan of M. I. T. Sheridan and his 
colleagues have, for several years, been concerned with problems of "looking ahead" in 
manual control, of precognition and input preview, and with developing human operator mod- 
els that incorporate the ability to look ahead (ref. 1). His work has gradually expanded to 
incorporate, in addition to input preview, a concern with the prediction of output, including 
the use of a simple Ziebolz controller type of circuit to develop the output prediction (refs. 3 
and 4). The Sheridan models are thus in accord with the view of the human operator that has 
been developed in these pages. They have the feature , unusual for such models , of attempting 
to represent the crucially important prediction and planning aspects of manual control. 
operator to represent control situations involving preview. The "instantaneous error"  model 
cannot respond to a step-function input change until after the step-function arrives, for 
example, while a preview model can anticipate and begin responding in advance. Sheridan 
adds to his concern with preview the constraint that error  is unequally important at different 
times in most tasks, and a good model will weight e r ror  according to its importance. Thus 
Sheridan demonstrates the inadequacy of "instantaneous e r ro r  tracking" models of the 
*The Ziebolz controller includes a "fast-time model" of the system under control, while 
the entire Ziebolz controller can be considered as a "model" of the human operator. To 
avoid confusing the two uses of the term 'tmodel,lf the fast-time portion of the Ziebolz con- 
troller will sometimes be referred to as a fast-time flanaloglf of the system under control. 
2Ziebolz, H. U. S. Patent 2,712,414, filed November 18, 1950. 
d 
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Sheridan's models incorporate preview, error-weighting by "importance function" and, in one 
case, output prediction. 
OTHER PREDICTIVE MODELS 
The Sheridan models of the operator have focussed on the problem of preview and look- 
ing ahead, employing the Ziebolz controller approach as an adjunct to one of three preview 
models. The predictive approach based on the Ziebolz model and the preview and planning 
approach of Sheridan's are fully compatible, representing, as they do, attention to future 
output and future input, respectively. This author's work on models, conducted concurrently 
with Sheridan's studies, has focussed primarily on the Ziebolz controller itself as an operator 
model, with only slight attention to the problem of preview (ref. 5). It has, however, dealt 
with some more complex applications of the fast-time predictive approach, including both the 
original double-loop Ziebolz controller, and a newer single-loop version. 
DOUBLE-LOOP ZIEBOLZ CONTROLLER.-Figure 2 is a double-loop version of a 
Ziebolz controller that forms an interesting human operator model. The controller is much 
Pertarmonce 
loop, (adjust model) ------ 
Figure 2 .-Double-loop Ziebolz type controller 
as a human operator model. Prediction af- 
fects outer loop only. 
as described in the original Ziebolz patent 
and in the Ziebolz and Paynter article 
(ref. 2). The compensation here repre- 
sents a learned and automatic response 
set of the operator, which is adjusted by 
an "evaluator" on the basis of fast-time 
analog-generated predictions. This model 
can thus be satisfied by an "automatic" 
controller as an inner loop, the param- 
eters of which are adjustable on the 
basis of predictions generated repetitively 
by a fast-time analog in an outer loop. 
This arrangement resembles, in a general 
way, that of many adaptive control sys- 
tems in which an outer adaptive loop 
changes the parameters in an inner loop. 
However, the outer loop is here referred 
to as 'loptimizingll rather than "adaptive . I '  
The term "adaptive1' is reserved for the 
dotted line, which varies, not the compensation parameters , but the characteristics of the 
fast-time analog. This human operator model is of a mixed type in terms of intermittency, 
since the inner loop would function continuously, the outer periodically. 
The model becomes more specific when the characteristics of the various blocks are 
defined. The inner loop characteristics are critical. One approach is to assume that the 
operator's response set, or %ompensation" takes a form such as that described by the 
familiar Laplace equation 
(1+T s)  
I 
-0.2s 
L 
Ke 
(l+O.ls)(l+T s) H(s) = 
where H(s) is the transfer function of the operator's response set in the inner loop, and in 
which K, TL, and TI are  adjustable gain, lead, and lag coefficients, respectively. 
J 
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In such a formulation, much of the control function is carried on in the inner loop, and 
the outer loop need only produce occasional adaptive or optimizing adjustments in the com- 
pensation terms based on predicted criterion functions. However , much more of the control 
function can be absorbed into the outer loop if a simpler inner loop expression is assumed. 
For example, if the inner loop is assumed to contain only delay and gain terms, then stability 
as well as adaptation becomes dependent on the outer predictive loop. The predictive process 
rather than the response set then provides the operator's "compensation" for controlled ele- 
ment and forcing function dynamics. This reduction of the function performed by the inner 
loop causes the model to resemble the single-loop Ziebolz controller in which the focus is 
entirely on the predictive process, the inner loop having been eliminated entirely. 
A SINGLE-LOOP FORM OF ZIEBOLZ CONTROLLER MODEL OF THE 0PERATOR.- 
There is no evidence that a process of control system "compensation" described by an equa- 
tion such as 
Ke-" (1 +TL) 
(1 +TNs)(l +Tis) H(s) = 
actually goes on within the human operator, even though the operator's performance can be 
matched closely in many tracking systems by a device based on such an equation. Time de- 
lay T and neuromuscular lag TN do seem to represent real boundaries of human performance 
in tracking a random signal, and thus a rationale is provided for including something corre- 
sponding to them in a human operator model. However, a process different from gain, lead, 
and lag adjustments might better account for adaptive human operator performance. 
was not a direct part of the inner control loop. It appears typical of the human operator in 
many control tasks that his immediate. (inner loop) response is predicated on its predicted 
effect. This is only to say, for instance, that the driver turns the wheel so that his car will 
miss an obstacle ahead. A variation of the Ziebolz controller in which predictions are formed 
and employed in the inner control loop appears to be needed. 
One such system has been reported in another context (ref. 6). In it, fast-time predic- 
tions formed by an automatic predictive controller were made repetitively at a high rate, 
based on the assumption that existing control action was reduced to zero. These "zero- 
correction" predictions were sampled, and the sample values were used directly for control. 
The predicted "zero-correction" e r ror  at a point in the future was employed directly as a 
control signal by scaling it and inverting its sign. The control signal was thus kept inversely 
proportional to the predicted er ror  that would occur T seconds in the future were no further 
corrective action taken. By appropriate choice of prediction span T and of gain, stable diving 
control of a simulated submarine was achieved. Figure 3 is a diagram of such a system. 
Because future e r ro r  is sampled in such a system, it may be desirable to smootk it by means 
of a filter. 
The diagram of figure 3 shows how it is possible to incorporate the fast-time analog and 
its predictions into the inner control loop. Instead of two processes, a control process (inner 
loop) and a prediction process (outer loop) to adjust the control process, the prediction 
process itself is used for control. The control signal is thus synthesized from predictions. 
Because prediction is intermittent, frequency response might be reduced in comparison with 
the previous double-loop structure, since the control signal is formed through the sampling 
circuit. This incorporation of the predictive circuit in the inner loop may, nonetheless, 
provide a more veridical representation of the operator, including his poor frequency response 
Prediction in the model of figure 2 had an "evaluative" and an "adaptiveff function, but 
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Figure 3.-Ziebolz type controller in 
which predictive control is exercised 
in inner loop. 
characteristics. The rationale of the device is 
that it represents an operator who predicts 
"unless I do something, I'm going to  be this 
much in e r ror  in T secondsYf1-and who intro- 
duces a correction proportional to this predicted 
error .  
The operator model of figure 3 is (like any 
device employed as a human operator repre- 
sentation) an oversimplification. A major 
weakness is basing the response on predicted 
error  at a single future point. The operator 
seems more typically to develop and refine 
iteratively a longer segment of his response 
derived from a corresponding longer segment 
of a predicted output trajectory. A human op- 
erator model that might better represent the 
typical way of forming control movements 
would (1) anticipate future e r ror ,  ( 2 )  form a 
response designed to reduce it ,  (3) try the re-  
sponse out via the.fast-time model, (4) assess the future e r ro r  trajectory that results, and 
(5) form a corrected response, which might again be tried and assessed (steps 3 to 5), re- 
peating as needed until the response is executed. 
To mechanize a model which operates on this iterative basis, a control response pro- 
gramer is needed to store trial programs in the process of development. Experience doubt- 
less provides a learned repertory of responses which may at least be the starting points for 
many programed responses. These responses , initially approximate , would become suc- 
cessively refined as prediction and plan move from future to present. The rationale for such 
an iterative model would be the operator who plans a control action , predicts I f i f  I do this , 
then my predicted path will be-?!! who then corrects the planned control action as a function 
of the deviation of predicted and desired path, and then tests the corrected control action, etc. 
Ziebolz controller technology is not yet advanced to the point of providing a working 
technique for refining controller response via successive iteration in a way resembling that 
of the human operator, although such a development is well within the state of the art in 
engineering. Perhaps it will not be long before such a development is made. 
ADAPTIVE HUMAN QPERATQR MODELS 
Most human operator models have been developed to represent human control response 
in stationary tasks. In recent years with the growth of interest in adaptive automatic and 
manual control systems, there has been a mushrooming of interest in adaptive human opera- 
tor models. 
The appropriate place to begin a comparison of adaptive human operator models is by a 
careful description in observational and psychological terms of the process of adaptation by a 
human operator. Then it will be possible to compare the process of human operator adapta- 
tion with the adaptive process as it occurs in various humm operator models. 
HOW THE HUMAN OPERATOR ADAPTS.-The basic predictive theory of manual control 
has been developed and presented elsewhere (ref. 7). It can be summarized as follows : the 
human operator exercises control by foreseeing alternative possible future states and the 
actions on his part that are required to bring them about , and selecting the future state of his 
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choice, invoking whatever criterion or criteria for choosing that he may deem appropriate; 
he is able to foresee possible future states by virtue of a dynamic internal model of the situa- 
tion, created in consciousness, by means of which he can anticipate what will happen as a 
consequence of various actions he can take. 
Learning on the part of the human operator then consists largely of building and refining 
the internal model by means of which prediction is made. Adaptation is the appropriate modi- 
fication of the model in the face of objective changes in the control situation. This may in- 
clude changes in the controlled element or in the environment. To adapt, the operator must 
become aware of a change in the situation which calls for an adaptive response. There are 
two categories of information that he can employ: 
via his unaided senses or through sensing instruments. 
output * 
He may employ both types of information, of course, and the combination can be thought of as 
a third type of adaptation. Whether the information bringing about adaptive changes is "direct" 
or %ferred,"  or a combination, the end result of the adaptive process is the same, that is, 
an appropriate change in the operator's internal model of the control situation. The adaptive 
process , however , may be quite different in the three cases , as will be seen. 
Implicit in all adaptive changes is a criterion or criteria of performance to be met. 
However, when the criterion of performance rather than the controlled element or the en- 
vironment changes, the resulting modifications in control can be considered to be due to 
"optimization" rather than tfadaptation,lf and will be discussed in a later section. 
in which the controlled element responds to actions he takes. Changes in the controlled ele- 
ment or its environment that affect control may be registered on sensing elements and con- 
veyed to the operator. The sensing elements may be the sense organs of the operator or 
another observer, or they may be mechanical sensing devices. The only requirement is that 
the appropriate information be conveyed to the operator to enable him to make the changes 
called for in his internal model. When the sensing elements are external to the operator, the 
display or other communication of information to the operator is an important aspect of the 
adaptive process. 
road ahead is icy; a sailor observes that a squall is coming up; a transport pilot is told how 
much added load he has taken on at a stop. Each operator incorporates the information into 
the internal model on which his control behavior is based. Predictions from the model then 
reflect these changes, and control is modified appropriately. Thus, learning that his airplane 
is heavily loaded revises the pilot's internal model of the control response of his aircraft; his 
model-based prediction of the airspeed at which lift will equal weight is changed appropriately. 
In this way the human operator adapts his control behavior in response to direct information. 
When adaptive information is directly obtained, it may bring about adaptation before 
control has been affected by the change. In this respect, adaptation via direct information 
may be predictive, that i s ,  the operator may learn about changes to be adapted to before they 
affect control. In the above examples, the driver may see that the road ahead is icy before 
he reaches it; the sailor may note the squall coming up and trim his sails before it hits; and 
the pilot may learn of the change in the weight of his aircraft before he takes off. Initial 
adaptive adjustments are ,  in such cases, made in advance. Prediction is possible because 
adaptation is independent of the behavior of the controlled element. Because no feedback of 
information from the system output is required, adaptation via direct information is "open 
loop" and may (often) be preprogrammed. 
(1) He may receive direct information about such changes, informeation gathered either 
(2) He may infer such changes by observing departures from expectancy in the system 
Adaptation via "Direct" Information.-The operator's internal model represents the way 
Consider a few examples of adaptation via "direct'' information. A driver sees that the 
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Adaptation via Inferred Changes.-The second major class of adaptive changes in 
manual control is one in which the operator has no direct information about changes in the 
control situation, but must learn of them through changes in the response of the controlled 
element. In this case, adaptation can never occur ahead of the change adapted to, as the 
need for change cannot be known in advance, and cannot be preprogrammed. 
changes are closed-loop adjustments. 
revisable. 
The key source of information in adapting to inferred changes is a departure of the be- 
havior of the controlled element from expectancy. The operator expects (predicts) a certain 
desired response in consequence of his internal model of the controlled element and its en- 
vironment. When the response that obtains is different from that which was predicted, it in- 
dicates that the model is in e r ror ,  and that adaptive change in the model is necessary. The 
most important single item of information for human operator adaptation is the difference 
between what is predicted to occur as a consequence of the operator's control actions and 
what actually does occur. 
To illustrate, the difference between the response a driver expects and what he ex- 
periences may tell him that a tire is soft, a road surface loose, or  that an unfamiliar vehicle 
oversteers, has brakes that fade, etc . Adaptation is likely to be tentative at first, since there 
may be other possible explanations for the vehicle's response. Additional feedback may con- 
firm or deny an operator's "adaptive hypothesis .If 
lag the changes adapted to. It is only as a result of e r ror  in prediction that the need for such 
adaptation can become known. The er ror  must therefore have existed prior to adaptation. 
The success of adaptation is then dependent entirely on how well the e r ro r  is diagnosed. 
The diagnostic problem in adaptation via inferred changes may be severe. The problem 
for the operator is that his information is negative. He knows that his internal model failed 
to give him accurate predictive information, but does not know why, or what the true situation 
i s ,  unless he is able to infer it correctly. He tries to revise his model in a direction that 
would have produced the correct prediction, and is at the same time reasonable in terms of 
the operator's overall knowledge of the situation. Depending upon the confidence of the opera- 
tor that the model revision is correct and upon the consequences he anticipates if he is wrong, 
he may accept the changed model only tentatively, and he may initiate tests to see if it is 
correct. 
Testing his internal model is often an important part of adaptation through inferred 
changes in the control situation. The pilot sometimes 'IdithersTl the stick of an aircraft to see 
if the plane is responding in the way he expects. The driver may test the brakes of his car  
after going through a deep puddle for similar reasons. Have his brakes washed out ? If so, 
he must adapt to the change, and modify his driving to conform to the changed situation, or, 
more accurately, to his changed internal model of the situation. It is interesting to note that 
test signals also play an important role in many automatic adaptive systems. 
Adaptation via Combinations of Direct Information and Inferred Changes. -The operator 
owes his excellence as an adaptive controller to his ability to obtain and employ a wide variety 
of information in the adaptive process. He can observe, infer, and correlate information 
from diverse sources. He can form hypotheses and test them via direct observations o r  via 
test signals, o r  via combinations of the two. 
More often than not, the need for adaptive change is inferred from the behavior of the 
controlled element. Once the need for change is recognized, the operator goes into an active 
search for information. He is likely first to check all available direct information, for ex- 
ample, observing the environment and controlled element directly, and via indicators 
These inferred 
They are generally made on a trial basis and so are 
Unlike adaptation to direct information, adaptation to inferred changes must of necessity 
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attempting to find clues that would explain the change from expectancy in the behavior of the 
controlled element. 
If the operator discovers with some certainty what has changed, the adaptive process 
proceeds smoothly. The operator changes his internal model of the situation to conform to 
the change, and his model-based control behavior is modified accordingly. However, if  the 
operator is uncertain about the change he is dealing with, diagnosis and testing become im- 
portant. The operator may employ deliberate test signals, or he may simply observe the 
response of the controlled element to no input or to normal inputs. In either case, he is 
intent on observing departures of the controlled element from the response his model would 
predict. It is these departures that make possible adaptive change in the absence of other 
evidence of changes in the control situation. 
The flprograming" of adaptive changes in response to observed or -inferred changes in 
the control situation is greatly influenced by past experience. Is the changed situation one 
with which the operator is familiar, and knows how to cope with effectively? If it is, then it 
is only necessary that the operator be able to bring his experience to bear; the primary prob- 
lem is one of diagnosing the change properly. If the change is outside the operator's ex- 
perience, diagnosis is not enough; the operator must also learn to cope with the change. Such 
a case should not be treated as simple adaptation, as it is, in reality, a matter of adaptation 
plus learning. Learning is likely to be a much slower, more difficult process than adapting 
from one already-learned mode of control response to another. However, adaptation fre- 
quently, perhaps usually, incorporates some degree of learning. If learning consists in 
building an appropriate internal model of the control situation, and adaptation consists in 
modifying the model appropriately to reflect changes in the situation, then closely related 
internal processes must be involved. 
Criteria Governing Human Operator Adaptation.-Control is always governed implicitly 
or explicitly by performance criteria. It is such criteria that determine whether or not con- 
trol is being exerted at all, let alone whether it is being exerted well or  badly. In adaptive 
control, criteria take on a special significance. How is it to be determined whether or not 
the operator has adapted successfully ? The answer to such a question requires that criteria 
of system performance be examined. 
criteria and to modify his control behavior appropriately as a result. He may not control 
"optimally" in the sense of finding the solution to a mathematically defined criterion functions 
manual control that is "optimal" in this sense is seldom called for. What the operator is able 
to do is exercise judgment with respect to the many different criteria relevant to human 
action. Consider the criteria governing the automobile driver with these different goals : 
(1) To get a woman in advanced stages of labor to the maternity hospital 
( 2 )  To conserve gasoline, because he may otherwise run out before reaching a service 
(3) To drive a visitor from out of town on a sightseeing trip 
(4) To drive to the garage with brakes that are severely defective 
(5) To test the performance of a used car  he is considering for purchase 
A primary virtue of the human operator is his ability to understand and evaluate complex 
station 
These situations embody the types of criteria human operators are able to cope with effec- 
tively. It is evident that driving performance in the above five instances would be appropri- 
ately different, even though it involved the same operator driving the same vehicle over the 
same route. 
Human Operator Optimization.-The discussion of how the human operator adapts has 
assumed up to now that the criteria governing operator performance remained the same while 
the operator adapted to changes in the controlled element or the environment. When the 
operator faces a change in criterion, the problem is somewhat different and may be termed 
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"optimization" rather than "adaptation." To optimize, the operator must first know what the 
change in criterion is. In practical terms, this will usually have occurred as a result of 
some change in the goals of the control process that becomes known to the operator. Manual 
control is governed by criteria such as speed, accuracy, reliability, economy, safety, and 
enjoyability in performing a task or  function which in turn reflects the mission or  goals of 
the control activity in progress. Changed situations often revise the order of importance of 
such criteria, as the above driving examples indicate. The operator's source of information 
is his understanding of the entire contro1,situation and its context. It is only occasionally 
that this can be reduced to a quantifiable criterion function or  figure of merit. Optimization 
is thus much harder to represent adequately in a human operator model than is adaptation. 
ADAPTIVE DESCRIBING FUNCTION MODELS.-When the human operator is repre- 
sented in a model in terms of parameters of a describing function, e. g., gain, lead, and lag 
coefficients , operator adaptation is represented by a means of changing such parameters. 
Gradual changes usually involve an outer control loop which varies parameters so  as to 
optimize some criterion or weighted combination of criteria (figure of merit). An alternative 
suggested for very fast adaptation involves two o r  more preestablished sets of parameters/ 
and switching rules for changing among them. 
Criticisms of adaptive models which represent human operator behavior in terms of 
describing function parameters can begin with the criticisms which apply to stationary de- 
scribing function models, that is- 
reduction function, including the reduction of adaptive information. 
particular point in time, failing to represent human memory, planning, and prediction pro- 
cesses. 
As a consequence of the last two limitations, adaptation takes on a highly arbitrary character 
in describing-function models. The model can neither store how the controlled element be- 
haved in the past, nor predict how it is expected to behave in the future. The describing 
function has no 'fexpectancy," that is ,  no predicted output with which to compare the output 
with and judge whether or not adaptation is called for. It has no model of the control situation 
and possible changes in it to enable it to recognize the nature of a deviation in expectancy and 
to adapt appropriately to the change. Adaptation is thus nothing more than the blind shifting 
of parameters according to arbitrary adjustment rules. This is true whether the change to 
be adapted to is in the controlled element, the environment, o r  the criterion or  "figure of 
meritff being met. 
the operator in stationary tasks have introduced such elements in order to explain how the 
operator adapts. Elkind, Young, and their colleagues, for example, have posited an internal 
predictive model to enable the operator to detect and identify changes which require modifica- 
tion of describing function parameters of the model (refs. 8 to 10). 
This introduction by Elkind, Young, and their colleagues of a predictive element into 
their descriptions of the operator's adaptive behavior is a large step in the right direction. 
However, if the human operator has an internal predictive model that he employs in adapting, 
is it not likely that he employs the predictive model for control as well as for adaptation? 
This is to say, is not the Ziebolz controller the appropriate model of the human operator to 
begin with, whether in adaptive or  stationary tasks ? 
(1) By their form these models cannot represent the operator's highly important data 
(2) They imply that an operator's response at a point in time is a function of input at a 
(3) They fail to incorporate any explicit representation of the task performed. 
/ 
Investigators who have never employed predictive models to represent the behavior of 
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ADAPTIVE ZIEBOLZ CONTROLLER MODELS.-Consider some of the adaptive features 
of the Ziebolz controller, as illustrated in figures 2 and 3. Adaptation in the Ziebolz con- 
troller consists in changing the characteristics of the fast-time model to correspond to 
changes in the controlled element or the environment. The mechanization of such changes 
requires that changes be either sensed directly o r  inferred from the behavior of the con- 
trolled element, or  both. This is precisely what the human operator must do. 
To infer the need for adaptive changes, the human operator compares actual system 
response with what he has predicted, based on his understanding (model) of the control situa- 
tion. Since predictions are  based on the operator's internal model of the situation, errors  in 
prediction are evidence of e r rors  in the model. Adaptation to inferred changes is the process 
of detecting er rors  in prediction, and of adjusting the internal model so+as to eliminate them. 
This same process of manual adaptation could be employed on an adaptive Ziebolz controller 
model of the human operator. Ziebolz controller adaptation would be effected by adjusting 
the Ziebolz controller fast-time model so as to minimize errors  in prediction. To mechanize 
this adjustment, an automatic model-matching technique could be employed, changing the 
parameters of the fast-time model according to the steepest descent or  gradient techniques, 
for instance, to reduce the discrepancy between model-based predictions and behavior of the 
real controlled element (ref. 11). To compare the responses of the model and that of the real 
controlled element, they must, of course, both be responding to the same control action. 
This requires either the application of test signals to the real controlled element, or the 
storage of control actions used with the real controller for application, in fast time, to the 
model. The human operator seems to do the latter almost continuously, and the former at 
times. 
Since the fast-time model is employed for control as it is being tested for adaptation, 
it must be time-shared. For example, the model could be alternated, every other cycle 
being employed for adaptation rather than control. 
models are significant: 
parameters. 
correspond to veridical changes in the controlled element or the environment. 
tions to eliminate e r rors  in predictions can be made off-line, iteratively, at high speeds. 
model off-line without affecting control. 
However, the most satisfying feature of the Ziebolz controller model is that it resembles, to 
quite a reasonable approximation, the process of human operator adaptation, as this was pre- 
vious ly described . 
The differences between Ziebolz controller adaptation and that of describing-function 
(1) Adaptive changes are not made in controller parameters, but instead in simulation 
(2) These changes are not arbitrary, but represent changes in the fast-time model that 
(3) Adaptive changes are based on errors  in accelerated time predictions, and correc- 
(4) The control actions being applied to the real controlled element can be applied to the 
OPTIMIZATION.-The human operator infers the need for adaptive change in his in- 
ternal model of the control situation on the basis of errors  in prediction. This inference 
implies a standard for judging what is and what is not a rcgoodrl prediction, that i s ,  a criterion 
o r  criteria of performance. All adaptive control systems are governed by one or more 
criteria of system performance. In most automatic adaptive systems, criteria are repre- 
sented by a "figure of merit , * I  reflecting the goodness o r  badness of control over an interval 
of time in the past according to a weighted combinaiion of criterion signals. 
basis, reflecting many different goals served by the system, plus the subgoals of the human 
operator. The human "figure of merit" may be highly flexible and subjective, provided only 
In the case of the human operator, performance assessment may be on a very broad 
x 
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that overall system goals are reached. However , mechanizable adaptive systems , including 
the Ziebolz controller, require some defined and measured figure of merit that can be built 
into the controller. Thus it is typical of automatic controllers , in comparison with the human 
operator, that they function on the basis of much more narrowly defined criteria of perform- 
ance. Sinee all control systems , manual and automatic, function in the pursuit of human 
goals, ultimately only man can exercise judgment as to what it is that the control system is 
to achieve and when this goal o r  criterion has changed. 
terion of performance, rather than the controlled element o r  the environment, is changed. In 
such a case, a change in controller response may be called for even though instantaneous input 
and output, input and output time histories, the controlled element; and the environment are 
precisely the same. Such changes are routine in human operation. The control of a sub- 
marine in wartime will differ considerably according to whether the consideration of (1) time 
to intercept a target, (2) quietness in the presence of enemy listening devices, (3) precision 
in holding attitude during weapon delivery, or (4) safe movement through uncharted waters is 
the predominant criterion governing steering, speed, and depth control. 
An important distinction between the Ziebolz controller and other human operator mod- 
els is reflected in how optimizing changes are made in response to changes in the figure of 
merit. In describing-function models , model changes in response to all three different 
classes of change (that is ,  in the controlled element, environment, o r  in the criterion o r  
figure of merit) are accomplished in the same basic way, namely, by changing the coefficients 
of gain, lead, and lag signals o r  related terms in a controller equation. In the case of the 
Ziebolz controller , however , entirely different changes are necessary for optimization 
(adaptation to criterion changes) as opposed to controlled element or environmental changes. 
Only the latter two can be adapted to by changes in the fast-time analog as described above. 
Optimization takes place in the Ziebolz controller by a process in which the fast-time analog 
of the controlled element and its environment stays the same, and, hence, the predicted value 
of the controlled variable with any given initial conditions and controller response is the same 
before and after adaptation. What must be adjusted, then, is not the fast-time analog and its 
prediction, but the way in which the prediction is utilized for control. 
troller, consider the automatic control of a space rendezvous via such a controller. Suppose 
a trial control mode is in effect, with the controller testing possible rendezvous programs 
on the basis of a predicted fuel consumption criterion and selecting that program tested which 
accomplished the rendezvous with minimum fuel. Such a controller would adapt by changes 
in the fast-time model that improve prediction. For example, predictions might be in e r ror  
because the model had the mass of the spacecraft represented erroneously because less fuel 
had been consumed than allowed for in the mission profile. Detection of this er ror  and cor- 
rection of the model would constitute the process of Ziebolz controller adaptation. 
Suppose, then, that because of the added fuel, it was no longer necessary to conserve 
fuel in the rendezvous. The criterion by means of which trials were judged could therefore 
be switched from minimum fuel to a more appropriate one, for example, minimum time. 
Then, from the programs tested via trial control, that one which accomplished the rendezvous 
most quickly could be selected. The change in the criterion employed to evaluate trial con- 
trol activities would constitute the process of Ziebolz controller optimization. 
If the rendezvous were governed by a weighted figure of merit , incorporating time to 
dock, fuel consumed, and perhaps other factors, any changes in the relative weights would 
result in different assessment of tested alternatives and would also change Ziebolz control 
action by "optimizingT1 rather than by "adaptation." 
An optimizing as opposed to an adaptive system can be defined as one in which the cri- 
To illustrate these differences between adaptation and optimization via Ziebolz con- 
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In the predictive human operator model of figure 2, predictive control is exercized in 
the outer loop. Changes in "response set" o r  %ompensation" which reduce predicted e r ror  
according to criteria that are weighted and entered into the evaluator are ever in progress, 
These ongoing changes are not optimizing per se, but rather are the predictive component of 
this form of predictive control. Optimizing changes occur when the weighting of criteria 
(Iffigure of merit") is changed. The predictive control system will then function to minimize 
predicted error ,  now evaluated according to the changed figure of merit. 
In figure 3, where predictive control is exercised in the inner loop, adaptation again 
consists of veridical changes in the fast-time model. Optimization in this case consists in 
adjustments in how the predictions produced by the model are sampled and processed to form 
control signals. These adjustments may be made on the basis of fast-time predictions of 
criterion information. They might consist of changes in prediction span, the gain of the 
sampled prediction, or other aspects of the sampling and processing of the predictive cir- 
cuits. In the diagram as shown in figure 3, adjustments in gain and prediction span are 
entered from an external source. Obviously, these adjustments could be mechanized so they 
were automatically varied as a function of changes in a figure of merit. 
THE HUMAN OPERATOR FUNCTION THAT CANNOT BE MECHANIZED.-The goals of 
automatic and manual control are ,  in the final analysis, always human goals. Criteria for 
evaluating control activity (which are a form of goal) a re  of necessity ultimately human cri- 
teria. The process of adjusting a control system in accord with stated quantifiable criteria is 
a trivial one compared with the problem of properly selecting and weighting the goals and cri-  
teria in the first place, and of changing them as appropriate to changed circumstances. 
It is this aspect of optimization, the choosing, weighting, and the appropriate revision 
of goals or criteria, that can never be adequately represented by a mechanizable human oper- 
ator model. The mechanism, after all, has no goals of its own; it functions only in the pur- 
suit of human goals. Thus the mechanism cannot be expected to decide what the goals of its 
human users are, o r  when and how they have changed. The conception of and choice among 
goals is the human function that cannot, in principle, be accomplished mechanically. 
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IV. COMPUTER PROCESSING OF 
MANUAL CONTROL RECORDS 

12. Relationships Between Fourier 
and Spectral Analyses e 
- 4  
Lawrence W .  Taylor,  Jr .  1 
Flight Research Center, NASA 
About 2-1/2 years ago the Flight aesearch Center was preparing to analyze human re- 
sponse data for a joint NASA-USAF-Cornel1 program using a ground based simulator and the 
variable-stability T-33 airplane. A decision to use expressions of the cross- and power- 
spectral density functions involving Fourier transforms instead of the cross- and auto- 
correlation functions led to certain simplifications which raised some questions. These 
questions in brief were: 
(3) Does p2 = -- I +icl2 - l ?  
miiikcc 
where 
Fk(t)] = /le-jwtx(t)dt - 
-T 
These questions were discussed in a paper (ref. l), entitled "Discussion of Spectral 
Human-Response Analysis , I 1  presented at the Second Annual NASA-University Conference on 
Manual Control at Cambridge, Mass., on Feb. 28-March 2, 1966. Discussion of the paper 
from the floor indicated that many persons were of the opinion that Fourier transforms could 
be used and the simplifications could be made only if the input was the sum of sine waves. 
In addition, the specific suggestion was made to analyze two samples of a random variable 
using two measures of the cross-correlation function 
and 
to show that the two are not equivalent. 
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In response to this suggestion, two independent random signals were produced by using - 
a Ifrandom signal generator." Portions of the time histories of these signals are presented in 
figure 1. The cross-correlation function of the two signals was computed. The results are  
shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 1.-Time histories of two in- 
dependent random signals. 
Figure 2.-Cross-correlation func- 
tion of two random variables. 
Finally, the cross-spectral density function was computed using both expressions with 
identical results (fig. 3). In order to obtain identical results, however, it is necessary (1) 
not to limit the number of rrlagsrr o r  the arguments of the cross-correlation function and (2) to 
use the same "smoothing" operation (if one is used) in both cases. If this is not done, dif- 
ferences will result which can be misinterpreted as differences caused by the lack of equiva- 
lence between the two expressions of cross-spectral density. The effects of limiting the 
number of lags and of smoothing a r e  shown in figures 4 and 5. 
This is not to say that some form of smoothing 
should not be used in the case involving random sig- 
nals. 
raw estimates of the cross spectra were used. The 
point is that the cross-spectral density function ex- 
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In paper 9 of this volume the point was made 
that erroneous results would be obtained if only the 
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pressed in terms of Fourier transforms can be 
smoothed just as easily as that expressed in terms 
D CROSS CORRELATION 
FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
.so I o?, IADfSEC 10 Is 20 0 5 RAD/SEC 10 I5 20 of the cross-correlation function. The key question 
is which computer algorithm is more efficient, since 
both can be made to do identical operations. The 
Fourier method often has the advantage of higher 
la) Ib) 
Figure 3.-Comparison of cross 
spectra computed two different 
ways. (a) Real parts. (b) Imagi- speeds and the ability of processing a greater mass 
nary parts. of data. 
Another factor that , unfortunately, has caused 
confusion concerning the equivalance of the cross-spectral density expressions was an error  
in the llproof" presented in reference 1. The limits of integration in taking the Fourier trans- 
form of the cross-correlation function were indicated to be fT instead of the correct values of 
f 2T. This correction has been made in the more detailed proof of equivalence in appendix B 
of paper 9. Similar proofs can be found in many references, including those listed in refer- 
ence 1. 
tracking task and some form of smoothing o r  averaging is required it is no longer possible to 
It should be noted that when random signals are used as inputs to the compensatory 
d 
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make simplifications that could otherwise be made. 
This fact is treated in paper 9, especially for the 
linear-correlation coefficient p . 
waves)) 
When smoothing is not required (i = C (sine 
F(c) y =-
P Ne) 
But when smoothing is required (i is random) 
where wk  is the weighting function, and 
The expected value of p2 is a function not 
only of the true linear coherence of i and c but also 
depends on the bandwidth or ensemble over which it 
is averaged. Figure 6 shows an approximate ex- 
pression for its expected value as a function of the 
bandwidth times the record length, or degrees of 
freedom. The true value of p2 in the example 
shown is 0.5. Shown in the same figure a re  a few 
points that were calculated using experimental 
data. The experimental points, presumably be- 
cause of a lack of independence in the data, indi- 
cate that a greater number of degrees of freedom 
would be required than indicated by the theoretical 
curve to obtain the same accuracy. Since it is not 
unusual that only a few degrees of freedom be used 
in computing p2 at low frequencies, the accuracy 
of such values would be questionable. 
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Figure 4.-Effect of number of rrlagsfl 
on the estimate of cross spectra. 
(a) Real parts. (b) Imaginary 
parts. 
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Figure 5.-Effect of smoothing on 
cross-spectra estimates. (a) Rea! 
parts. (b) Imaginary parts. 
RECORD LENGlH x B A N D  WIDTH = DEGREES OF FREEDOM B() 
Figure 6.-Bias in linear corre- 
lation coefficient estimates. 
It is hoped that the questions concerning the use of Fourier transforms in the analysis 
of random signals have been resolved and that computational efficiency will become the cri- 
terion for selecting which method should be used for a specific application. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the preceding discussion, the following conclusions may be drawn: 
(1) It is correct to express the cross-spectral density as either (1) the Fourier trans- 
form of the cross-correlation function or (2) as the product of Fourier transforms. 
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(2) In order to obtain precisely the same results from the two expressions of cross- 
spectral density, it is necessary (1) not to limit the number of lags of the cross-correlation 
function and (2) to use identical smoothing operations in both cases. 
(3) When smoothing is not necessary, such as  when a sum of sine waves is used as  the 
input, the expressions of Yp and p can be simplified. When smoothing is necessary, such as  
when a randomsignal is used as the input, the expressions for Yp and p cannot be simplified 
but can still be expressed in terms of Fourier transforms. 
used in computing the linear-correlation coefficient , especially at low frequencies. 
(4) Care must be taken to assure that an adequate number of degrees of freedom are 
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V. CONTROLLED ELEMENTS 

1.3. Manual Control System 
Performance With Quickened 
Display, State Variable 
Display, and Display Gains * 
Twelve college subjects performed compensatory tracking wi th acceleration 
control dynamics (0.552) and a low-frequency forcing function composed of the 
sum of six sinusoidal components. 
quickened display and the second group of s ix subjects performed with a state 
variable display. The state variable display presented system error and system 
rate error on separate display indices, while the quickened display presented th is 
information combined as the deviations of a single index. A l l  subjects were pre- 
sented a l l  combinations of two levels of display error gain and three levels of 
display rate-error gain. Quadratic performance measures were collected to  pro- 
vide information for synthesis of optimal manual control systems under different 
performance indices. Further, results of a multiple regression analysis, ampli- 
tude ratiolphase data, and amplitude distributions are discussed to reflect on 
display-man-controller performance. 
One group of s ix subjects performed with a 
Over the past decade, a change in the conceptual framework of control system theory 
has been taking place. Rather than design toward a stereotyped concept of a clgoodll system, 
the newer approaches deal with optimal system tradeoffs within general performance criteria. 
This study is an attempt to exercise the philosophy of modern optimal control theory in the 
synthesis of a manual control system (cf., ref. 1). 
Fundamental to modern control theory is the concept of state. The state of a dynamic 
system may be taken as that set of measurements on the system, which together with a com- 
plete description of the forces acting on the system suffice to predict the future behavior of 
the system. For a system which can be described as a set of linear differential equations, 
there are as many state variables as the order of the differential equations, and the position, 
rate, acceleration, and higher order derivatives can constitute a set of state variables. 
Also fundamental to optimal control theory is the requirement for the specification of a 
performance index. While optimal system performance may be in terms of a tradeoff be- 
tween a number of factors, the theory requires that all performance considerations be col- 
lapsed to a mathematical expression defining a single metric. The optimal system, then, is 
one which maximizes or minimizes this metric. 
*This research was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
under Contract NAS2-3113. 
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An example of optimal control theory which is pertinent to the current study is Kalman's 
solution for optimal linear systems (ref. 2). Kalman's solution applies to linear systems of 
any order where the performance index is expressed in quadratic form. 
In matrix form the system equations and the performance index take the following form: 
X=AX+GU 
J=1/2 X T (tf)S X'tf) +1/2 5 tf [XTQX+UTRU] dt 
Here ,  X is the state vector, U the control vector, and J the performance index. The problem 
is to find a control vector U, which causes a desired change in the time history of the system 
state , and which minimizes the performance index. 
The performance index is composed of the weighting of the state at terminal time X(tf), 
the time history of the state variables during the intermediate trajectory, and the time history 
of the use of control. With a quadratic form, the terms are weighted cross products and 
squares of the state variables; for example, 
Thus, for example, a term in the quadratic performance index could correspond to the mean- 
squared-error accumulated while attempting to maintain a given flight trajectory. 
is proportional to each state variable , that is , a linear feedback of the state vector. The 
optimal gains are given in terms of the solution of a matrix Riccati differential equation 
(ref. 2); this solution, however, is specific to the regulator control problem and may not 
yield optimal gains for the servomechanism control problem. 
This is a study in the synthesis of manual control systems with acceleration control 
dynamics. The controlled element, then, is a second-order system which is described with 
two state variables. The state variables may be taken to be system er ror  e and system rate 
er ror  6 .  If we exclude considerations of reaching a specific terminal state , the quadratic 
performance index takes the following form: 
For any system of this quite general form, Kalman asserts that the optimal control U 
J=1/2 1 (Qlle2 +2QI2e&. +Q22&2 +RU2) dt 
- _ . - -  
=Kle2 +K2e& +K3k2 +K4U2 
- 
The performance index is a given weighting of the mean-squared er ror  e2, the mean error-  
rate-error produce s, and the mean-squared control action U2. 
If a linear control action is proportional to each state variable, for example, 
U =Gle +G26 
for a given weighting of terms in the performance index, a specific combination of control 
gains is required to minimize the performance index. For a manual control system, these 
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gains depend on the response of the human operator. Unless  the human operator fortuitously 
adopts the proper response, some means must be found to produce the proper human response 
in order to effect an optimal solution. Fortunately, a model of human response for these 
controlled element dynamics which usually is a good approximation (ref. 3) contains a term 
proportional to e r ror  and error  rate in addition to a reaction-time delay. But some means 
must be found to alter human response gains if a given optimal solution is to be obtained. 
In the current study, an attempt was made to alter human response gains by means of 
changes in display gain or magnification. Two state variables must be displayed to the human 
operator, but usually there is some latitude in the manner in which the information is dis- 
played. In particular, system er ror  information may be displayed to the operator so that it 
appears quite large or quite small. In the case of the second-order controlled element, a 
display er ror  gain and a display rate-error gain may be selected, corresponding to the state 
variables of system error  and system-rate error .  If the human operator responds in some 
measure proportionately to these changes in display magnification, the mapual control sys- 
tem may be tailored to an optimal configuration. 
These two items of information may be displayed in different ways. One mode is 
termed the quickened display. With this display, both e r ror  and rate-error signals are 
added, and displayed as the deviation D of a single bar, 
D=Kle +K26 
Another alternative is to display er ror  and rate-error signals separately as the devia- 
tions of two display bars, 
Dl=Kle D2=K26 
We have termed this the state variable display. Suspecting that there may be differences in 
the effectiveness of influencing human response both displays were included in the current 
study. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN.-In short, the current study is a comparison of quickened 
and state variable displays, with different display er ror  gains k,, and display rate-error 
gains k,. Two levels of display er ror  gain (kl=O. 5 and 1.0)  and three levels of display rate- 
er ror  gain (k2=0. 5, l. 0, and 2.0) were used. Several performance measures were collected, 
but interest centered on the quadratic performance measures. No changes were made in the 
controlled element, forcing function, o r  points of measurement. 
Twelve male college students served as subjects in this experiment. All were' right- 
handed and had 20/20 vision, and none had served in a similar study before. Half the sub- 
jects tracked with each display, but all subjects received all six combinations of two display 
er ror  gains, and three display ,rate-error gains. Order of presentation of the experimental 
conditions was counterbalanced. Since an equal number of subject-order combinations were 
administered to each experimental display (nested in each display type), but otherwise all 
subjects received all combinations of the remaining two factors, the data collection procedure 
satisfied the requirements presented by Winer (ref. 4; p. 319) for a three-factor experiment 
with repeated measures (case 1). 
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APPARATUS 
Subject's Station.-A CRT display was located directly in front of the subject at a view- 
ing distance of approximately 28 inches. The display face was inclined 5' from the vertical. 
When the subject was seated with his forearm resting on the incline surface, the spring- 
centered pencil-type control stick was located at his hand position. The controller was 4 
inches long and movable through an arc  of 57'. A neon lamp was located directly above the 
display to warn the subject to get ready for the tracking trial. 
The ambient incident illumination was maintained at approximately 4 ft-c through the 
use of controlled intensity fluorescent lighting. Curtains and partitions were used to screen 
the subject from distractions, and all of this was contained within another larger closed 
room. Medium-gray color tones were used throughout in an attempt to produce a restful 
environment. 
CRT Display.-A dual-beam CRT oscilloscope was used as the display device. The 5- 
inch display face was provided with a standard graticule of centimeter-line etching; a small 
diamond-shaped symbol was placed in the center of the screen as a standard point of visual 
fixation. The display could be provided with either one or two moving display elements. 
f I- Moving bright line 
D, = K ,  e 
Dz = K, 6 Moving bright line 
(b ) 
Figure 1 .-CRT displays (a) State 
variable display; (b) Quickened 
display. 
When used as a two-element display (state variable 
display), a bright bluish-white line was displayed across 
the left and right sides of the display screen as shown in 
figure l(a). Each line extended from a vertical line, 
dividing left and right sides, to the edge of the screen. 
When used as a one-element display (quickened 
display), the moving element was a centered horizontal 
line 4-centimeters long; in this case a bright stationary 
line was provided as a reference, as shown in figure 
l(b). In all cases, motion of the display lines was re- 
stricted to only up and down dire,ctions. 
Forcing Function.-If the subjects were to make no 
response, the only movement on the CRT display face 
would be due to the input forcing function. The forcing 
function was identical to that reported by McRuer et al. 
(ref. 3),  constructed from the sum of six sinusoidal 
components of equal amplitudes, random phase relation- 
ships, and with the angular frequencies in rad/sec: 
(1) 0.157, (2) 0.262, (3) 0.393, (4) 0.602, (5) 0.969, 
and (6) 1.490. This forcing function has the property that its amplitude is approximately 
normally distributed; in terms of deviations from the center of the screen, the mean and 
standard deviation of the forcing function were 0.0 and 1/2 inch. 
trolled element (0 .  5/s2), to generate the quadratic performance scores, and to scale and 
provide marker signals for magnetic tape recording. The scaling for the control stick (2.5 
voltshnch displacement measured along the a rc  of the top of the control stick) was equal to 
the display-screen scaling (2.5 voltshnch on the display face). The rate-error signal was 
compatibly scaled to 2.5 volts/inch/second. 
Program Control.-A motor-gear-cam microswitch unit was used to program experi- 
mental events. The subjects rested for 14.4 seconds and tracked 105.6 seconds; however, 
only the last 96 seconds of the tracking time period was scored. Prior to the tracking trial, 
a warning light was illuminated for approximately 2.4 seconds. The gear system, therefore, 
Analog Computer.-An EA1 TR-20 analog computer was utilized to simulate the con- 
d 
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provided a total cam revolution time of 120 seconds. The program was stopped manually for 
longer rest periods, and a hand-set bell-timer was used to time these break period. 
MEASUREMENT 
Measurement Equipment .-All measurements other than the quadratic performance 
measures were derived from signals recorded on a Sanborn seven-channel FM instrumenta- 
tion magnetic tape recorder. From these tapes the display signals and the subject's control 
stick response were converted to digital punched tape using a DYMEC 2010B data acquisition 
system. The analog-digital conversion sampled all signals each 1/2-second, but it sampled 
the control signal 0.1 second after the display signals. Subsequent measurement and data 
analysis were performed on the Bunker-Ram0 130 digital computer. 
Experimental Measures .-Four classes of experimental measures were collected: 
(1) Fourier analysis for each of the forcing function frequencies. Due to the 0 . 1  second 
sampling delay, a reaction time delay must be accounted for in these data. 
(2) Amplitude distributions of e r ror ,  rate e r ror ,  and control signals. Computer counts 
were made of these signal amplitudes for intervals of 0.1 inch, 0.05 inch, and 0.025 inch. 
(3) Multiple regression analysis. During each trial 181 digital samples were collected 
of error ,  rate er ror ,  and control signals. A multiple regression analysis was performed 
with the e r ror  and rate-error samples used as predictors and the control score as the cri- 
ter ion. 
were computed on the analog computer and were available at the end of each trial: 
(4) Quadratic performance measures. The following quadratic performance measures 
Display score (mean-squared error) ,  where e is system er ror  
Rate score (mean-squared rate error) ,  where 6 is system rate error  
Error-rate-error score 
T - 
e&=% T O  e6 dt 
Control score (mean-squared control deflection), 
where T is the measurement interval time; Ci, C2, C3, 
measurement convenience. 
where U is control stick deflection 
and C4 are scaling coefficients for 
PROCEDURE .-Each subject performed for two experimental sessions of approximately 
2 hours each, one session per day, for a total of 2 days. The inter-session time was approx- 
imately 48 hours. On the first day the subjects performed 20 training trials and two experi- 
mental sessions of 8 trials each.. On the second day, the subjects completed the remaining 
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4 experimental conditions, tracking for a total of 8 trials on each. At the beginning of each 
day a standard set of instructions was given to the subjects. 
was about to start;  the subject then grasped the control stick and was prepared to control 
when the display started to move. Each trial lasted for 96 seconds, and each trial was 
separated by an inactive period of 24 seconds. After each fourth trial, the subjects were 
allowed additional rest periods. The rest periods were administered in a sequence of 3, 5, 
3, and 10 minutes, with the sequence then repeating. 
A warning light was illuminated for a brief period to indicate that an experimental trial 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
QUADRATIC PER-FORMANCE SCORES.-For each of the six experimental sessions, 
eight tracking trials were administered; of these, data from only the last four trials were 
retained. The first four trials of each experimental session were discarded because these 
data might be affected by warm-up and transfer effects. Quadratic performance scores were 
collected for the retained trials and were averaged to provide an estimate of performance 
with greater stability. 
in table 1. A significantly less display score results with the quickened display (1.15) than 
with the state variable display (3.03). The increase in display er ror  gain (0.5 to 1.0) pro- 
duced a significant decrease in the display scores (2.42 to 1.77). While increases in the 
display rate-error gain produce increases in the mean display scores for the quickened 
display and decreases for the state variable display, these differences were not statistically 
significant. 
Display Score.-The results of the analysis of variance for the display scores are given 
TABLE 1.-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY FOR 
QUADRATIC PERFORMANCE SCORES 
Source of variation 
(a) 
Between subjects 
A 
Error  A 
Within subjects 
B 
AB 
Error  B 
C 
AC 
Error  C 
BC 
ABC 
Er ro r  BC 
Display 
b12. 48 
c9. 42 
0.07 
0. 63 
2.10 
0.34 
0.01 
aKey: 
A = displays 
B = display er ror  gain 
C = display rate-error gain 
bsignificant at 1-percent level 
Osignificant at 5-percent level 
Rate 
'18.74 
2. 52 
0.47 
b24. 53 
c4.94 
0.  85 
0.45 
ratio scores 
Error-error rate 
1 .66 
0.64 
0.47 
0.62 
3.99 
1.50 
1.55 
Control 
c6. 22 
bll. 25 
0.33 
b36. 1 0  
1.93 
2.26 
0.06 
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Rate Score.-The analysis of variance summary for the rate score is shown.in table 1. 
Increases in display e r ro r  gain produce an increase in the rate score, but this effect is not 
statistically significant. The interaction between displays and display rate-error gains is 
statistically significant. Increases in the display rate-error gain result in decreases in the 
rate score for both displays, but less with quickened display; that is ,  the quickened display 
produces lower scores than the state variable display. 
Error-Rate-Error Product Score.-The analysis of variance summary for the error-  
rate-error product score is shown in table 1. None of these results is significant at the 5- 
percent level; however, it might be noted that the interaction of displays and display rate- 
er ror  gains closely approaches significance at the 6-percent level. Smaller error-Fate-error 
product scores result with the state variable display, and, while score8 decrease with in- 
creases in the display rate gain for the state variable display, the corresponding scores with 
the quickened display show an increase. 
Control Score.-The analysis of variance summary for the control score is given in 
table 1. The effects of displays, display er ror  gain, and display rate-error gain are sta- 
tistically significant at the 5-percent level, but none of the interactions is significant: 
the state variable display (3.40). 
than for the higher display er ror  gain (3.24). 
e r ror  gain, a significant decrease in the control score resulted (at the 5-percent level). 
(1) Significantly less control score resulted with the quickened display (2.72) than for 
(2) Significantly less control score resulted with the lower display er ror  gain (2.88) 
(3) A Newman-Keuls multiple range test showed that for each increase in display rate- 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS_.-The sixth and seventh trial of each experimental 
condition were converted to digital form by sampling the e r ror ,  rate-error , and control sig- 
nals in 1/2-second intervals. Due to the method of sampling and the computer analyses used, 
the control signal was sampled at approximately 0.1 second after the corresponding er ror  and 
rate-error samples. With the sampled data (181 of each s ignalh ia l ) ,  a multiple regression 
analysis (ref. 5) was performed using the error  and rate-error samples as predictors and the 
control samples as the criterion. Thus, a linear regression model was fitted to the data 
which takes the following form: 
U=Ble +Bz& +C 
While the describing function data (e. g., ref. 3) would lead one to suspect that a linear 
relationship between control (U) and er ror  (e) could only be approximate, these data allow 
comparison of the coefficients B, and B, as to the degree of human-operator dependence on 
the e r ror  and rate-error information as a function of the experimental conditions. In as- 
sessing the applicability of this model, it should be noted that overall the data showed a 
multiple regression coefficient of R = 0.68 which suggests that the model accounted for about 
46 percent of the variance in the experimental data and that in all the multiple regression 
analyses (a total of 144) the multiple regression coefficient was significant well beyond the 
5-percent level. 
Multiple Regression Bi Weight.-The summary of the analysis of variance for the 
multiple regression B, weight is given in table 2. It will be noted in the variance summary - 
table that the interaction of displays and display er ror  gain and the interaction of displays 
and display rate-error gain, as well as the respective main effects, are significant at the 
1-percent level. 
The B, weight, the degree of proportionality between the control and er ror  signals, 
increases with increases in the display error  gain. When the display er ror  gain doubles , 
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TABLE 2.-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY FOR 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
Source of variation 
(a) 
Between subjects 
A 
Er ro r  A 
Within subjects 
B 
AB 
Error B 
C 
AC 
Error C 
BC 
ABC 
Error  BC 
"Key: 
A = displays 
B = display e r ror  gain 
C =display rate-error gain 
bsignificant at 1 percent 
eSignificant at 5 percent 
F ratio 
Bl weight 
b l O .  69 
b68. 35 
b13. 52 
b17.46 
b17. 08 
0.49 
0.40 
zores 
B2 weight 
b l l .  79 
b13. 37 
0.69 
b16. 72 
c5. 49 
'4.83 
c3.79 
the Bl weight nearly doubles for the quickened display, but the effect is less with the state 
variable display. 
with the quickened display, but the decreases are  not statistically significant with the state 
variable display. 
multiple regression B2 weight is sGwn also in table 2. Here ,  the highest order interaction 
of displays, display e r ror  gain, and display rate-error gain is significant at the 5-percent 
level. The B2 weight; which is a measure of the linear dependence of the control on the rate 
e r ror  signal, increases with increases in display rate-error gain but decreases with in- 
creases in display e r ro r  gain. The B2 weight is generally greater with the quickened display 
than with the state variable display. 
The Bl weight is significantly decreased with increases in the display rate-error gain 
Multiple Regression B2 Weight.-The summary analysis of variance results for the 
FOURIER ANALYSIS.-The digital sampled data used for the multiple regression anal- 
ysis were also subjected to a Fourier analysis. The Fourier analysis was performed by 
deriving the amplitude and phase of the e r ror  signal and the subject's control signal at each 
of the forcing function frequencies and then computing the amplitude ratio and phase between 
these two signals. The relationship thus derived would be a describing function of the human 
operator's response only if he were displayed solely the e r ror  signal at unity display e r ror  
gain. However, this relationship allows assessment of display-operator performance in 
terms of simple compensatory display performance, that is, when no special attempt is made 
to display rate-error information to the operator. 
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Amplitude Ratio.-The amplitude ratio in decibels plots as a nearly linear relation to 
frequency on a logarithmic scale. The slope is approximately 20 dB/decade, but it is slightly 
steeper for the lower display er ror  gains-in particular with the state variable display. While 
a 6 dB difference might be expected between plots with display er ror  gains of 0 . 5  and 1.0, 
the only suggestion of this effect is at the intermediate frequencies with the quickened dis- 
play. Unfortunately, it is difficult to infer the zero-frequency gain, since the break fre- 
quencies a re  apparently below the range of frequencies in the forcing function. 
Phase.-With the quickened display, the only noticeable differences in phase occur at 
the high and low frequencies of the forcing-function range. Greater lead at the higher fre- 
quencies and greater lag at the lower frequencies accompany increases in the display rate- 
er ror  gain. Increasing display rate-error gain also corresponds to greater lag at the lower 
frequencies for the state variable display at the low display er ror  gain, but little difference 
exists for the higher frequencies. For the high display er ror  gain, very erratic phase per- 
formance results with the state variable display. The cross-over frequency for these con- 
ditions occurs at approximately 0.4 to 0.6 rad/sec. 
tude ratio and phase data for the quickened display and the state variable display are  shown 
Quickened versus State Variable Display .-To allow convenient comparison, the ampli- 
- 
0 -  
- 
- 
in figures 2 and 3 averaged over all other condi- 
tions. The amplitude ratio is between 2 and 5 dB 
greater for the quickened display than for the state 
variable display. Greater phase lead also results 
with the quickened display. For much of the fre- 
quency range, the phase difference between the two 
displays could be reduced if one of the phase curves 
were shifted by approximately 0 . 1  rad/sec, sug- 
gesting a lower break-frequency for the quickened 
display. 
data are for these two displays as collected with 
two different groups of six subjects. It is not pos- 
sible to discriminate clearly whether the observed 
. effects are due to display differences or group dif- 
ferences. 
Amplitude Distributions .-Based on the digital 
sampled data, amplitude distributions of the e r ror  , 
rate er ror ,  and control signals were computed by 
counting the number of occurrences within small 
intervals (as measured along the arc  of the top of 
the control stick, o r  as displayed on the CRT with 
unity display er ror  gain, or display rate-error 
gain). Distributions were computed for each 
It should be remembered, however, that 
-30 I I I I I I 
0 State voriable 
combination of experimental conditions ; however , except for different variances as reflected 
in the display score, rate score, or  control score, no striking differences were noted. While 
normal-shaped distributions resulted with the e r ro r  and rate-error signals , the control 
distributions are very flat. This is in contrast with the peaked and tri-modal appearing, 
distributions found elsewhere, but with a rate control task (ref. 6). 
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Computed Quadratice Performance Scores. -If for computational convenience we assume 
that the human operator responds proportionately to both displayed system er ror  and system 
0 Quickened 
0 State variable 
I I I I I I 
1.0 
Frequency, md/sec 
Figure 3 .-Phase for quickened versus 
state variable displays. 
rate er ror  and is invariant in his response as 
display gains are changed, the results shown in 
figure 4 may be computed. This figure shows 
the quadratic performance scores which would 
result as display er ror  gain and display rate- 
er ror  gain a re  varied. Under the assumption, 
doubling the deviations seen on the display re- 
sults in doubled human response, and, hence, 
doubled open-loop gain. The curves in figure 4 
are based on the specific controlled element and 
forcing function used in this study. 
It may be seen from figure 4 that with 
such a mechanism, for loop gains greater than 
unity: (1) increasing either display er ror  gain 
o r  display rate-error gain causes reduced 
mean-squared er ror ;  (2) similarly, increasing 
either display er ror  gain or  display rate-error 
gain causes reduced mean-squared-rate-error ; 
and (3) increasing display rate er ror  gain re- 
duces the amount of control (mean-squared- 
control-deflection) , but increases in display 
error  gain increase the amount of control. The 
results for loop gains less than unity are also 
shown. 
These are the results which would be ob- 
tained with a linear feedback of the state vari- 
ables (e,  6 )  , as required by the Kalman solution for optimal linear systems, if display gain 
were effective in changing the feedback gain to each of the state variables. If these results 
would hold with a human operator in the control loop, the manual control system could be ad- 
justed to optimal performance using display gain to produce the feedback required by the 
Kalman solution. 
scores, averaged over both information displays, are shown in figure 5. A number of dif- 
ferences were noted in comparison with the computed scores: 
squared-error does not monotonically decrease with display rate-error gain as with the com- 
puted scores. High display rate er ror  gain causes a deterioration in mean-squared-error 
performance (these differences do not reach statistical significance , however). 
(2) Mean-squared-rate-error decreases with increases in display rate gain, but de- 
teriorates with increases in display er ror  gain (again, while the effect is consistent, these 
differences are not statistically significant at the 5-percent level). 
(3) The amount of control used, mean-squared-control-deflection , increases with dis- 
play error gain and decreases with increases in display rate error gain, as do the computed 
scores. 
Experimental Quadratic Performance Scores .-The experimental quadratic performance 
(1) While mean-squared-error decreases with increases in display er ror  gain, mean- 
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Figure 5.-Experimental quadratic per- 
formance measures. 
It may be seen that display gain for a specific state variable apparently directly affects 
the system gain for that state variable-increased gain decreases system error  for that state 
variable-but further has the effect of deteriorating performance on the other state variable. 
The effect on the amount of control is as  if changes in display gain have a corresponding ef- 
fect on the open-loop gain. 
Optimal Manual Control System Performance .- For optimal quadratic performance, a 
number of tradeoffs must be made in selecting display gains for a second-order manual con- 
trol system. Increases in display error  gain improve mean squared error  but increase 
mean-squared-rate error  and vice versa. Both display gains affect the amount of control 
action used-one increasing the amount, the other decreasing the amount of control. 
relative importance of control action. The approach of optimal control theory is to define a 
performance-index weighting each system attribute. The theory assumes that these weights 
are given, and it is up to the design engineer to determine them. The specific definition of 
The proper tradeoff depends on the relative importance of each system er ror  and the 
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optimality is provided by the definition of the performance index, and, of course, the optimal 
tradeoff is critically dependent on this criteria1 definition. 
To demonstrate the optimal tradeoff as a function of the performance index, table 3 
shows the performance index for the experimental data of this study. The quantities indicated 
by a superscript trarc are optimal table values. Three different results occur with each of 
three different weightings in the performance index. The weighting of mean-squared-error- 
rate-error product is arbitrarily taken as zero. When mean-squared-error is weighted 
heavily, the optimal combination is display er ror  = 1 . 0 ,  and display rate e r ro r  = 1.0.  When 
the quadratic performance scores are weighted equally, the highest display gains are optimal. 
When control is weighted heavily, the optimal combination is display er ror  gain = 0 . 5  and 
display rate-error gain = 2.0. 
TABLE 3 .-PERFORMANCE INDEX WITH DIFFERENT WEIGHTING 
Different weighting 
%ptimal table values 
Optimal Quickening Coefficient.-It is clear then that the manual control system is not 
best for any given combination of display gains, but that the optimal manual control system is 
a function of the definotion of the performance index. In the literature on quickened displays 
(cf., refs. 7 and 8) some speculation is given on the best combinations of derivative informa- - 
tion, the quickening coefficient. It is clear in the context of the preceding discussion that the 
optimal amount and proportions of display derivative information depend on the nature of de- 
sired system performance. 
DISPLAY -MAN- CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE 
Effect of Display Gain.-Based on the quadratic performance measures , the multiple 
regression coefficients, and the Fourier Analysis , varying display gain has a corresponding 
effect on the gain of the display-man-controller combination. As display gain is increased, 
the appropriate system performance improvement occurs , the average linear dependence of 
control deflection on display deviation (multiple regression coefficient) increases, and gen- 
erally the appropriate changes in the Bode plots result. In short, over the range of gains in 
this study, increased display gain resulted in higher gain for the display-man-controller 
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combination. However, while no data are presented here on human response to display devia- 
tions (only to system error) since increases in display gain resulted in less than proportional 
increases in the gain of the display-man-controller combination, it can be inferred that in- 
creased display gain resulted in decreased human response gain. 
Quickened versus State Variable Display.--Two types of display were  used in this study 
which ostensibly provide the same information: the algebraic sum of what is presented with 
two display bars in one case is displayed as the deviation of one display bar in the other case. 
However, on most counts there is a striking difference in favor of the quickened display: 
(1) Lower display scores, rate scores, and control scores result with the quickened 
display. 
(2) The multiple regression Bi and B2 weights are nearly proportional to the display 
error  gain and display rate-error gain, respectively, with the quickened display, while only 
a fraction of the same change is noted with the state variable display. 
Low phase margin resulted with the state variable display and the high-display error condi- 
tion. 
Nevertheless, given specific system requirements , the state variable display could be 
preferred to the quickened display. While the quickened display does provide a consolidated 
display with no required division of operator attention, the state variable display allows the 
human operator separate assessment of performance with each state variable and does not 
allow the motions of one state variable to mask the motions of the other. In this study, the 
effects of display er ror  gain and display rate-error gain were relatively less cross-coupled 
with the state variable display than with the quickened display. Further, the state variable 
display elicited a smaller mean-error-rate-error product than the quickened display. Had 
that been the prime system measure requirement, the state variable display would have been 
superior. 
precise meaning only in terms of a specific performance criterion. No matter how simple 
or complex the control system, the optimal performance criterion must be stated before a 
valid design decision can be made for human operator performance and his associated display 
and control devices. 
(3) Greater amplitude ratio and greater phase lead result with the quickened display. 
Under the approach of modern control, the phrase "optimal system performance" has 
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14. Sensory-Motor Aspects of Manual Control 
of High-Inertia Tracking Systems 
Russell L.  Smith and John Lyman c -  . 
- University of California, Los Angeles 
A series of experiments were conducted on a high-inertia manual-tracking 
device (converted 40-mm gun mount) that simulated closely the characteristics of 
f ield tracking systems. The principle goals of the studies were to  deteimine the 
extent to  which results derived from research using low- and negligble-inertia 
tracking simulators could be generalized to high-inertia simulators, and to derive 
optimum display and control configurations for tracking real ist ic target trajec- 
tories. Important theoretical and practical implications were suggested by the 
experimental results. It was found that tracking performance was facil itated by 
increasing display magnification, optical magnification (reducing subject-to-display 
distance), and proprioceptive cues derived from azimuth and elevation movements 
of the simulator. Reduction i n  the display f ield of view and/or addition of dis- 
placement aiding velocity control dynamics also significantly improved perform- 
ance. Contrary to  previous research, no differences were observed in performance 
with pressure and with movable-type controllers for experienced trackers, although 
the former controller appeared superior during early learning trials. 
Certain manual control tasks such as tracking surface-to-air and air-to-air missiles , 
require the use of high-inertia systems. Such systems are high in mass because they carry 
heavy photographic and optical equipment as well as the operator. Typically, there has been 
a paucity of experimental studies of high-inertia systems; usually a cathode ray tube or simi- 
lar device with low or negligible inertia is employed. These latter devices characteristically 
present operators with the task of tracking a dot undergoing periodic changes through a zero- 
er ror  position. The forcing functions used differ from missile trajectories in that they may 
be periodic or  random appearing rather than simulating the flight of a preprogramed or con- 
tinuously programed object y and permanent target losses a re  usually impossible regardless 
of how poor an operator may be performing. 
A major problem confronting the designer of missile tracking systems is the determina- 
tion of the extent to which he can apply contemporary findings to his particular needs. A pri- 
mary objective of the experiments reported here was to provide data relevant to that problem. 
A second objective was to gain further knowledge concerning more precise explanations of the 
effects on performance of magnification, field of view, and various unique controller con- 
figurations. 
APPROACH 
Heavy-inertia tracking systems have a number of inherent characteristics which cannot 
be adequately simulated in low-inertia devices. In order to generalize experimental findings 
to the field situation with a high degree of confidence, it therefore seemed essential to employ 
a simulator which resembled the field system as ciosely as possible. The NOTS-UCLA track- 
ing simulator was developed to fulfill that requirement. It consists of a converted 40-mm 
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Naval gun mount placed at t nter of a white quartersphere screen having a 1O-foot radius. 
With the aid of binoculars mount or closed-circuit TV in a remote isolation booth, an 
operator tracks a moving point of light projected onto the quartersphere surface. Controller 
movements produce dc voltage variations that provide an input signal for an analog computer 
that controls the type and proportion of aiding used to drive the mount. Integrated er ror  
scores are derived from a sensitive photo-cell on the mount which samples tracking er ror  
24 times per second. 
The two trajectories (T-1 and T-2) used in all experiments are shown in figure 1. Al- 
though both are ballistic in nature , T-2 provides considerable variation in velocity, accelera- 
tion, and course from a true ballistic path. These trajectories were selected to contain 
representative characteristics of simple and more complex trajectory types found at the Naval 
Ordnance Test Station. 
60 
Mean velocity 
Peak Velocity 
Mean Acceleration 
Peak Acceleration \ '. 
AZIMUTH (DEGREES) 
Figure 1 .-Spatial and dynamic characteristics of trajectories T- 
Six and four highly trained college students were used in the first and second ekperi- 
ments, respectively, while four experienced and fow naive students were employed in the 
third. Ten data points were obtained from each subject on each condition. 
A more detailed account of the following three studies is presented in references 1 to 4. 
EXPERIMENT I 
PROBLEM .-To identify important interactions among major variables , the initial ex- 
periment was designed to include several variables known to have significant effects on per- 
formance. . .It was planned that if  the interactions found had little o r  no practical ihport 
equent studies could concentrate on determining 
Previous .studies have shown that tracking perf e is facilitated by magnifying 
tracking e r ro r  (refs.' 5 to 9) by the addition of an aiding component to rate control dynamics 
(refs. 9 to 12) , and by the addition of proprioceptive cues derived from a moving tracking 
d 
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mount (ref. 12). These and one other variable, trajectory complexity, were included in a 
single experiment. Specific levels of each variable were the following: 
(1) Proprioception 
(a) Azimuth and elevation cues (AEP)-The operator rotated in azimuth and tilted 
his head with the motion of the elevation carriage containing the binoculars. 
(b) Azimuth only (AP)-Elevation cues were eliminated by replacing the binocular 
with a TV display fixed to the azimuth carriage. 
(c) No proprioception (NP)-The simulator was remotely controlled via the TV dis- 
play. 
(2) Display magnification 
(a) No magnification, 13' field of view ( l x  -13') 
(b) 5 ~ - 5 "  
(3) Trajectory 
(a) Smooth (T-1) 
(b) Irregular (T-2) 
(a) Velocity (time constant=O. 0 sec) 
(b) Velocity plus displacement aiding (0.1 sec) 
(4) Control dynamics 
Levels of each of those variables represented relatively extreme points in our system and 
were selected on the basis of preliminary studies. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.-Figure 2 summarizes the major results of this study. An 
analysis of variance indicated that all main effects and one first-order interaction, propriocep- 
tion by trajectory, were significant sources of variation. The single interaction suggests that 
proprioception facilitated performance more on the irregular trajectory than on the simple 
trajectory. It can be seen in figure 2 that for each proprioceptive condition, e r ror  magnifica- 
tion and displacement aiding independently reduced er ror  scores substantially, although their 
effects were greater on T-2 than T-1. 
The condition employing whole body proprioceptive cues (AEP) , magnification, and dis- 
placement aiding resulted in outstanding performance on both trajectories. The effect of that 
condition on T-2 is particularly dramatic in that performance was not significantly different 
from five of the 12 conditions on T-1 (circled dots). 
of previous studies, there is at least one point of departure and another left unresolved. The 
classic study of Chernikoff and Taylor (ref. 11) demonstrated a significant interaction between 
control dynamics and trajectory complexity. Velocity control alone and displacement control 
alone were found best for simple and complex trajectories , respectively, while velocity plus 
displacement control (time constant = 0 .5  sec) was found best for intermediate types of 
trajectories. Although those findings are generally regarded as valid for low-inertia track- 
ing systems, the results presented herein suggest that for highTinertia systems , the combi- 
nation of velocity plus displacement dynamics will facilitate performance on most, if not all, 
realistic missile trajectories. 
A confounding variable in this and previous experiments investigating performance ef- 
fects of e r ror  magnification is the visual field of view, i. e. , for most lens systems an in- 
crease in magnification results in a reduction in field of view. Such was the case in the 
present study and it cannot be assumed on intuitive grounds that field of view plays an in- 
significant role in determining performance level. Experiment I1 was therefore designed in 
part to investigate this problem empirically. 
Although the results of this experiment generally confirmed .and extended the findings 
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Figure 2.-Tracking e r ro r  as a function of viewing mode, trajec- 
tory, optical system, and control dynamics. 
EXPERIMENT 11 
PROBLEM.-As noted, it apparently has been assumed that magnification per se ,  rather 
than the concomitant reduction in fieldof view, improves tracking performance. It has been 
suggested that the r im of the visual display acts as a frame of reference for subjectivelymeas- 
uring target movements (refs. 8 and 13). This implies that target movements can be better 
estimated and thus tracked with magnification since they more closely approach the frame o€ 
reference. However, magnification not only results in higher display-target velocities, it also 
results in a decrease in field of view. Lockard (ref. 14) theorized that field reduction ought to 
be detrimental to performance since position and velocity of the target cannot be adequately 
perceived. Evidence supporting that view was presented by Gottsdanker (ref. 15). If the 
above explanations are correct it would appear that the detrimental effects of a smaller field 
are outweighed by the facilitative effects of magnification. 
A third line of reasoning was given by the authors (ref. 16) and a pilot study provided 
empirical support. It was suggested that performance is facilitated by magnification not be- 
cause target motions are more clearly discriminated but because the smaller field of view 
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forces the operator to react faster. We thus hypothesized that magnification per se has little 
effect on performance, providing the target is easily observable. 
The effect of "forcing the operator to react fastertf should be obtainable by yet another 
method of increasing magnification. Reducing the distance between the operator and display 
(0-D distance) has been termed 'foptical magnification" which, although producing the identical 
effect as display magnification in terms of the retinal angles subtended, does not alter target 
dynamics as does display magnification. The psychological effect may be similar ,. however, 
since increases in retinal magnifications result in apparent increases in target velocities and 
accelerations. These apparent increases may again result in a reduction in operator reaction 
time. 
For this experiment three interrelated variables were investigated using the off-the- 
mount TV tracking mode. A zoom lens attached to the simulator provided display magnifica- 
tion variations while masks of different diameters were used to vary the size of the field of 
view. The third variable, optical magnification, was varied simply by changing the 0-D dis- 
tance. Levels of each variable were the following: 
(1) Field of view (0-D = 72 in.) 
(a) lx-15' (1x1 
(b) 1x-10' ( l x )  
(c) l x  -7. 5' ( l x )  
(e) 1x-3' (IX) 
(a) 2x-7. 5' (2x) 
(b) 3x-5' (3x) 
(d) 1X-5' (1X) 
(2) Display magnification (0-D = 72 in.) 
(c) 3.75x -4" (3.75x) 
(a) IX-12' (2x) 
(b) 2x-6' (4x) 
(d) 4 . 1 X  -3.670 (4.1X) 
(3) Optical magnification (0-D = 30 in.) 
(c) 2.5X-4.8' (5X) 
(d) 3.4X -3.53' (6.8X) 
(e) 4. l x  -2.92' (8.2x) 
The values given in parentheses are the retinal magnifications, reflecting the 0-D variations. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.-The performance curves of the three sets of conditions on 
T-1 and T-2 as a function of field of view and magnification are shown in figure 3. The dis- 
play and retinal (parenthetical values) magnifications presented by the means of T-2 curves 
have been omitted on T-1 for clarity. 
A multiple comparisons test of the means indicated no significant differences between 
the performances of operators subjected to display magnification or simple field reductions 
although there is an apparent superiority of the display magnification performance curve on 
T-1. In both sets of conditions reduction in field of view, down to 3' to 4', resulted in a 
significant improvement in performance. These data suggest that the facilitative effect of 
display magnification is totally due to the concomitant field reduction. 
the above modes when no display magnification was used. However, subsequent display mag- 
nification had no effect on performance regardless of trajectory. It thus appears that opera- 
tors were reacting maximally under the initial optical magnification so that additional adjust- 
ments in display characteristics could not result in further tracking improvement. 
' 
Doubling the optical magnification resulted in better performance than that obtained in 
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Figure 3.-Tracking er ror  on trajectories T-1 and T-2 as a func- 
tion of type of magnification and field of view. 
Although asymptotes were not yet achieved on the simple trajectory, it is interesting to 
note that optimum performance on T-2 occurred with a field of view of 4' to 5" and the type or 
degree of magnification was of negligible importance. 
The results of this study generally confirmed our predictions, but we did not anticipate 
the optical magnification performance curve to deviate significantly from the other curves. 
It is our present belief that this finding may be explainable in terms of the diffeTences in task 
difficulty. As the field of view is reduced, the requirement to  maintain the target within the 
remaining display area becomes more and more stringent. Increases in display magnifica- 
tion result in the additional factor, augmented target dynamics. On the other hand, optical 
magnification only appears to contain these constraints. lt therefore seems reasonable to 
expect higher performance on a task which is inherently easier but appears to be equally 
difficult. 
manipulated in typical tracking situations where optical systems consist of binoculars and it 
is unlikely that 0-D distances would ordinarily be much greater than 30 inches when remote 
TV tracking is employed. Findings regarding the independent effects of display magnification 
For all practical purposes optical magnification has little or  no utility. It cannot be 
a 
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Controller Mobility 
HM-SC Highly movable 
HM-WC Highly movable 
SM-SC S1 ightly movable 
NM-sc Not movable 
and field of view, however, are of both theoretical and practical importance and, if verified, 
should be considered in the design of optimum field tracking optical systems. 
Centering Transducer 
Strong centering Resistance 
Weak centering Resistance 
Strong centering Res is tance 
Strong centering Capacitance 
EXPERIMENT I11 
PROBLEM.-The literature shows considerable differences of opinion about the relative 
merits of contemporary manual controllers. Principal issues are  related to control mobility, 
pressure versus displacement, and null centering force. A number of studies suggest that if 
the tracking task is discrete or continuous, and pursuit or  compensatory, relatively large 
control movements may be more favorable than small movements (for example, refs. 8, 17, 
and 18). The cited experiments used position, rather than velocity dynamics, however, and 
opposite conclusions were reached in reference 19 when velocity dynamks were used. 
In reference 20, it was theorized that the movable controller ought to be superior to the 
pressure controller on the grounds that the operator receives kinesthetic information of limb 
movement as well as a certain amount of pressure information from the former while only 
pressure cues are obtained from the latter. On the other hand, available empirical evidence 
appears contradictory (refs. 12,  2 1 ,  and 22). Unfortunately, this evidence is somewhat in- 
conclusive since in reference 21  a true pressure controller, was not used (that is, it had a 
"slight" movement capability), and the operators in reference 12 had had years of prior 
practice with a movable control, but only 2 days to adjust to the pressure control. 
While the importance of having a strong null centering force on a controller is fairly 
well established (ref. 23),  its importance relative to the variables previously discussed is 
uncertain. 
Our experiment I11 was designed to assess the merits of the three control variables with 
inexperienced operators and operators having had considerable experience with a movable, 
strong centering controller. All operators were given preliminary training on each controller 
(about 120 runs per controller) followed by eight trials in which data were acquired. The 
tracking mode was on-the-mount with the binocular display. Table 1 lists the characteristics 
of the four controllers employed in this study. 
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Figure 5.-Learning curves of experienced and naive 
subjects all controllers and trajectory T-2. 
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Clearly the finding of most significance was the poor showing of the weak centering con- 
trol (HM-WC). Based on our results, we can only conclude that strength of centering is the 
only variable of those investigated which was of importance. The initial advantage of the 
pressure controller with naive operators (fig. 5) was at most short lived. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Experiments on the high-inertia tracking system suggest that results obtained on low- 
inertia systems probably may be only partially generalized to field tracking situations. The 
implication from the results is that the manual tracking situation may involve several specific 
variables which have not been fully exploited in formal models of tracking behavior. 
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5. pensation: A 
mproved Manual Control 
System rformance . - 
In a previous study Notterman and Page (ref. 1) compared tracking performance be- 
tween two equivalent dynamic systems. In one case the dynamics were represented in me- 
chanical form on the control stick, but in the other case the dynamics were simulated on an 
analog computer. They found that system performance was uniformly better in the case of 
on-stick dynamics that the operator could feel. We believe that this principle may be gen- 
eralized to the case in which the plant dynamics are  not directly represented in mechanical 
terms by utilizing a force feedback compensation system that restores the correspondence 
between the mechanical feel of the control stick and the actual plant dynamics. In order to 
accomplish this , a mechanical analog of the differential equation describing the plant is im- 
plemented on the control stick. Then instead of using the control stick output position as the 
control variable applied to the plant, a signal proportional to the operator's output torque is 
employed. This effectively provides the appropriate mechanical feel characteristics without 
adding additional dynamic filtering in the foreward loop. 
This technique of force feedback compensation has been evaluated for the case of control 
of a lightly-damped second-order system. When the performance with the compensated sys- 
tem was compared with that of an isometric stick with analog plant dynamics , the compensated 
system was better by a factor of two to three. The difference was not reduced by extended 
practice with the two systems. It is believed that this concept has applicability in a number of 
areas of manual control. The technique seems especially suitable for complex plants where 
the benefit of supplementary sensory information can greatly improve performance. 
a 
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16. Effect of Some Control System 
Nonlinearities on Single-Loop 
Compensatory Tracking* - -d 
I 
w.. 
Dunstan Graham 
Systems Technology, lnc. 
The last several years have seen a marked increase in detailed understanding of the 
effects on human-operator performance of changes in the task variables involved in single- 
loop compensatory tracking of random-appearing inputs. (See refs. 1 to 5.) This understand- 
ing has developed to the point where, with substantially linear manipulators and controlled 
element dynamics, the overall performance of the operatpr-machine system can be suc- 
cessfully modelled, and predictions of performance can be made. 
with one or more nonlinearities in the control loop (in addition to those possibly inherent in 
the operator). Any bases, however, for the generalization and extrapolation of the results 
of these studies are  certainly not apparent (ref. 6). The main reason for the lack of well- 
defined, generalized knowledge of human-operator tracking capabilities in control systems 
with significant nonlinearities is related to the fundamental fact that in nonlinear systems the 
principle of superposition does not hold. Both the quantitative and even qualitative charac- 
teristics of systems which cannot be described as approximately linear are likely to be strong 
functions of inputs, specific conditions, characterizing parameters of the nonlinearities , and 
the location or ordering of the linear and nonlinear elements of the system. The large number 
of possible variables makes the experimental study of nonlinear feedback systems an extra- 
ordinarily onerous task. 
continues to command research attention. Aircraft control systems, in particular, are  
characterized by a large number and variety of nonlinearities and it is important to delineate 
acceptable levels of typical aircraft control system nonlinearities (refs. 7 to 10). Figure 1 
illustrates schematically some of the more significant nonlinearities which manifest them- 
selves in the operation of a fully-powered aircraft longitudinal control system. 
undesirable behavior atypical of a linear system (ref. 11): 
At the same time there have been a number of ad hoc studies of compensatory tracking 
Nevertheless, the investigation of manual control systems with significant nonlinearities 
Incorporation of nonlinearities in a control loop may lead to at least three types of 
(1) Multiple equilibrium points (loss of static accuracy) 
(2) Stable limit cycle 
(3) Divergent instability for certain inputs o r  initial conditions 
One might suppose that when nonlinearities are introduced into the system, the human opera- 
tor would, if possible, adapt in such a way that the overall system does not exhibit these 
The research reported here was sponsored by the Behavioral Sciences Laboratory, # 
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, under U.  S .  A i r  Force Contract A F  33( 615)-1782. 
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8" system block diagram 
showing common non- 
linearities . Valve Stops 
tlpathologicaltl forms of behavior. The "linearization" which the operator applies or supplies 
can, in principle, take at least three forms: 
(1) Enclosing the nonlinearity in a high-gain feedback loop (ref. 12) 
(2) Inverting the nonlinearity in the operator's "effective controllert1 
(3) U s e  of the general linearizing method, that i s ,  dither (ref. 11) 
Of course there might be situations in which these linearizations are impossible or  ineffective 
and the performance of the system would then be expected to deteriorate. Data from an ex- 
perimental series carried out to investigate the influence of nonlinearities on tracking per- 
formance can be adduced to illustrate both the linearization and the deterioration of perform- 
ance when linearization is impossible. 
XPE F ~ R C ~ N ~  F ~ ~ C ~ I Q ~  
The principal item of equipment peculiar to this experimental series was the variable 
nonlinearity manipulator. It consisted of an aircraft-type seat and a light, center stick which 
could be moved side to side and fore and aft. Side-to-side motion was restrained only by a 
centering spring. Fore and aft motion of the stick was restrained by a variable gradient feel - 
spring and otherwise by a miniature aircraft control system in which a variety of typical non- 
linearities could be introduced and varied. Among these were control-system friction, pre- 
load, and hydraulic servo velocity limiting. The manipulator is described in more detail in 
reference 13. 
element dynamics and for the accumulation of error  scores, as well as other measures of 
performance, such as average absolute force and average absolute stick deflection. 
An FM magnetic tape recorder was used to make a permanent record of selected sig- 
nals so that power spectral densities and the cross spectra from which describing functions 
are derived could be computed on a digital computer. 
The forcing function spectrum used throughout the experimental series was a so-called 
B-6 type (refs. 1 to 3) with a cutoff frequency of the main power components at 1 .5  rad/sec 
and a root mean squared value of 0.5 inch as measured on the face of the operator's display. 
Standard analog computer components were employed for the simulation of controlled 
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A sum of 10 sinusoidal waves comprised the input forcing function. Five large amplitude 
waves were spaced approximately geometrically between 0.27 rad/sec and 1 .5  rad/sec. 
Five additional waves, attenuated 20 dB, were spaced between 2.7 rad/sec and 20.0 rad/sec. 
The difference between this input and the output of the controlled element , that is , the 
error ,  was displayed as the vertical displacement from center of a horizontal line segment 
on the face of a standard CRT. Gain of the controlled element had been set to a value which 
the operators agreed was %omfortable." 
§ELECTED RESULTS 
Some results of the experiments are presented in figures 2 to 5. Additional results with 
other nonlinearities and controlled elements a re  reported in reference 13. 
Three measures of performance averaged over a 2-minute run are plotted in figures 2 
and 3. First there is mean squared tracking error ,  normalized with respect to mean squared 
input c2/o?. Data points represent the mean value for each operator for four to eight runs at 
each condition. In the next lower part of each figure there is plotted the average absolute 
force, normalized with respect to average absolute error  IFs I /I c I . This is a measure of 
the operator's llforce gain." Finally, the average absolute control deflection, normalized 
with respect to the average absolute e r ror  161 , is also shown. This is a measure of the 
operator 's "positioning gain." 
these experiments, the introduction of com- 
paratively large amounts of control stick fric- 
tion did not significantly alter tracking per- 
formance. Mean squared er ror  and average 
control deflection were unaltered by the ad- 
dition of friction to the system; while, as one 
might perhaps expect, the average absolute 
force employed by the operator in performing 
the tracking task rose roughly in proportion to 
the increment in friction. Analogous results 
were obtained when 2 pounds of preload were 
combined with 2 pounds of friction and when 1 I I I I I 
pounds of friction as figure 2 shows. Similar 
results were also obtained as the feel spring. 
gradient was varied from 0.6 lb/deg to 2.4 
lb/deg with and without friction. Naturally, 
however, the average absolute force in- 
creased markedly with increases in the 
(linear) feel spring gradient. 
controlled element comprising an integrator , 
that is, with what is sometimes called rate 
control. Other investigators , using either a 
pure gain controlled element o r  the simu- 
Iated longitudinal dynamics of an airplane 
have reported a variety of results , such as 
- 
1 
- -  
It is clearly evident in figure 2 that , in 
0 2 6- 8 IO Ibs 4 
0 IO 20 30 40 50 N e w t o n s  3 pounds of preload were combined with 4 Control  S t i c k  F r i c t ion  
N Ibs dep d 3  
in crn ern in 
- 
' 
These results were obtained with a 
Figure 2 .-Average performance with 
friction and preload; Yc=O. 2/s; spring 
gradient = 0.6  lb/deg. 
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that friction made no significant difference, that low levels of friction improved tracking per- 
formance (in a moving cockpit or operator's station), that increased friction degraded track- 
ing performance, or that differences existed but that a consistent trend was not discernible. 
(See ref. 6 for a summary of research on tracking with nonlinearities and ref. 14 for per- 
tinent results not covered in ref. 6.) On the basis of the tests reported here, as well as tests 
in the same series made with simulated aircraft longitudinal dynamics and a very "difficult" 
controlled element comprising a first-order divergent instability, the evidence favors the 
conclusion that, in a fixed-base environment, neither friction nor preload has any significant 
effect on tracking performance. One suspects that in similar experiments, where a degrada- 
tion in performance with increasing friction level was shown, it was because of a lack of 
motivation and /or training. 
levels are in any sense "acceptable." Quite the opposite is true. Italic numerals adjacent to 
the mean squared er ror  points on figures 2 and 3 correspond to the operator's opinion of the 
task. The scale runs from 1 "extremely pleasant" to 10 f "absolutely uncontrollable." At 
the high friction levels represented in figure 2, the operators' comments were unprintable, 
and they did not correspond to any of the preassigned adjective descriptors. 
nonlinearity in a high-gain feedback loop. Both the constant "positioning gain" 181 /IC1 and 
the increasing "force gain" IFs I / \ < I  are what one would expect in a control loop adjusted to 
overcome the effect of the friction nonlinearity. There is further direct evidence of a wide 
band of dither frequencies between 4 rad/sec and 10 rad/sec in typical plots of the power 
spectral density of the operator's stick displacement output (ref. 13). One would not, how- 
ever, expect that the operator could invert the friction nonlinearity in any effective way, and 
there is no indication that he does so. Hi s  characteristics as a high-gain positioning s'ervo 
and dither generator are sufficient to overcome the friction nonlinearity. 
Figure 3 illustrates the effect on tracking performance of a nonlinearity not amenable 
to linearization.. This is control velocity limiting which typically arises because of flow 
saturation in hydraulic control surface actuators. It has been identified as the probable cause 
of pilot-induced oscillations in both longitudinal and lateral control (refs. 15 and 16). Pilot- 
induced oscillations are most often limit cycles of the nonlinear pilot-vehicle system. 
operators. Operator JAT used much larger control forces, on the average, and achieved 
very significantly lower mean squared errors .  In conducting the tests it was observed that 
operator JDM used a technique in which he simply did the best he could with the limited con- 
trol velocity available. On the other hand, when operator JAT encountered the velocity 
limiting characteristic, he exerted himself to overpower the hydraulic servo. It is evident 
that he was successful with the model servo used in the experiments, although this tracking 
technique would not be useful in connection with the hydraulic actuators of actual aircraft.. 
velocity limit, expressed in degrees per second of stick motion, was made lower. Note also 
the operator's. rapidly deteriorating opinion of the task. 
Comparable results were obtained with simulated aircraft longitudinal dynamics and 
the divergent instability as controlled elements (ref. 13). In these fixed-base experiments 
with an input, however, there was no evidence of self-sustained oscillations (limit cycles). 
This result corroborates the conclusions arrived at in reference 14. Control of the divergent 
instability with a time constant of 0 . 5  second was impossible for more than a few seconds at 
a time with the lowest value of control velocity limiting (15.1 deg/sec). These more l'dif- 
ficult" controlled elements further illustrated the practical impossibility of the operators 
adapting in an effective way to the velocity limiting nonlinearity. 
The data shown here, however, should not be interpreted to signify that high friction 
Figure 2 presents strong circumstantial evidence for linearization by enclosing the 
The striking thing about figure 3 is the large difference in performance between the two 
In both cases, figure 3 shows a marked deterioration in performance as the control 
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It is interesting to compare the maximum 
acceleration capability in control of the integra- 
tor controlled element with control velocity 
limiting to the somewhat similar tests made by 
Bergeron, Kincaid, and Adams involving po- 
sition limiting in control of a double integrator 
controlled element (ref. 17). At a value of con- 
trol velocity limiting of 15.1 deg/sec, the re- 
sults of figure 3 correspond to a maximum 
acceleration of (15.1 deg/sec) x (0.2 in./sec/ 
deg) = 3.02 in. /sec2 which is shown in reference 
17 to result in deteriorated 'performance. It 
would seem, however, that the effect of control 
velocity limiting is a more gradual reduction in 
capability than is the case with control position 
limiting. 
The fact that control stick friction does 
not alter tracking performance, while control 
velocity limiting does, is also revealed in op- 
erator describing function measurements. 
Figure 4 shows the average of two meas- 
urements of an operator's describing function 
for the case of tracking with an integrator con- 
trolled element and with 4 pounds of control 
stick friction. The data are actually plotted as 
the total open loop describing function YpYc and 
are fitted with the ttcross-over modeltt repre- 
sented by the solid curves (ref. 3). Parameters 
0.4 - 
0 Operotor JAT 
0 Operotor JDM 
N _  
0 3  
B z 
I I I I h  I 
10 20 30 40 v -(noltmtri 0 0 
Control Veloclty Llmlt, (deg/sec) 
Control Velocity Limit , (deglsecl 
Control Velocity Limit , (deqlsec) 
Figure 3.-Average performance with 
control velocity limiting; Y,=o. 2/s. 
of the cross-over model are in very close agreement with the definitive, linear results re- 
ported in reference 3, as well as with a linear, base test in the series of experiments de- 
scribed here. Similar results were obtained with the combination of friction and preload 
(ref. 13). 
In Figure 5, on the other hand, the results are quite different. Here are plotted the 
describing function measurements for a single run while tracking with an integrator con- 
trolled element and with control velocity limiting at 15.1 deg/sec. Again, the data points 
represent the total open loop describing function YpYc although the transfer function of the 
controlled element itself is shown as dashed lines so  that the contribution of the operator and 
control system is made evident. Clearly there is here a reduction in the gain cross-over 
frequency wc corresponding to the increase ii  tracking error .  More noticeable, however, is 
the phase dip with respect to the phase characteristic of a pure time delay. It appears at 
intermediate frequencies. This is not unlike the phase characteristic associated with the 
sinusoidal describing function for a velocity limited servo-motor (ref. 11). A direct com- 
parison of the sinusoidal and random input describing functions is not, however, feasible. In 
any event the data points in figure 5 cannot reasonably be fitted with a cross-over model. 
Thus, the average performance in the frequency domain may be seen to be distinct from cases 
in which either the system is approximately linear or in which the operator is able to line- 
arize the performance. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of the data presented here, it can be concluded that the human operator in 
single-loop compensatory tracking of random appearing inputs will tend to linearize the per- 
formance of the system when this is possible. Both an adjustment as a high gain positioning 
servo and the use of dither are effective against friction and the combination of friction and 
preload. With the control velocity limiting nonlinearity, ,no linearization is possible and per- 
formance is degraded. 
oscillations because of the nonlinearities. The same thing was true of other experiments in 
the series made with controlled elements thought to be very likely to produce this pathological 
behavior. 
In the experiments described in this paper there was no evidence of s 
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17. An Asynchronous Pulse-Amplitude 
Pulse-Width Model 
of the Human Operator - 
ill. J. Merritt and G .  A. Bekey 
University of Southern California 
In order to develop a model for the behavior of a human operator performing a manual 
control task, it is necessary to  make some assumptions concerning the operator's inputs and 
outputs. If it is assumed that the operator utilizes the input continuously and produces con- 
tinuous outputs, there is a wide variety of techniques which can be used to develop complete 
human-operator models. These techniques include spectral analysis (refs. 1 and 2), multiple 
linear regression (ref. 3),  and gradient search model identification (ref. 4). Another as- 
sumption which has been studied is that the human operator samples the inputs periodically 
and produces continuous outputs. The physiology of the optical, neuromuscular, and cerebral 
systems (ref. 5) supports this assumption. Sampling human operator models are difficult to 
identify due to the interactions between the sampling rate and time constants in the continuous 
portion of the model. For simple controlled elements (refs. 6 and 7) and step inputs (ref. 8) 
complete human operator models have been identified. 
Although the physiology supports the use of sampled data models for human operators, 
many studies have produced no evidence of periodic sampling behavior. In a recent study 
(ref. 1) the power spectrum of the model remnant was examined for periodicities corre- 
sponding to  sampling phenomena. No evidence of periodic sampling was found. However, 
experiments conducted at the University of Southern California have shown that small random 
perturbations about a nominal sampling interval tend to mask periodicities in the spectrum of 
the model remnant. The sampling behavior of human operators is certainly aperiodic and 
possibly controlled by a supervisory input monitor. This results in aperiodic input dependent 
sampling, which may also contain random variations in the sampling interval. If this is in- 
deed the case, the model remnant would not contain strong periodicities. 
When the dynamics of the controlled element contain two or  more integrations, the per- 
formance of the human operator approaches that of a bang-bang system. In particular, the 
double integrator plant l/s2 usually elicits pulse responses from human operators (refs. 9 to 
11). A mathematical model to represent this output behavior could contain sampled inputs 
with continuous supervisory control of the sampling. This supervised sampling extends the 
periodic sampling of previous models (refs. 6 and 7) to aperiodic input-dependent sampling. 
The pulse nature of the output makes it possible to relate pulse events to decision surfaces in 
the error-phase space (refs. 5 and 12). 
The object of this paper is to describe the development of a human-operator model 
which produces discrete outputs in response to continuously presented gaussian random in- 
puts. Computer procedures for the complete identification of all model parameters are 
described. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
A block diagram of the compensatory tracking situation used in this study is shown in 
figure 1, and a portion of a typical tracking record is found in figure 2. An examination of 
the human-operator output (stick position) reveals a sequence of pulses which are roughly 
triangular in shape. For the purposes of this study, the actual human-operator output was 
converted to the idealized human-operator output, as seen in figure 3. The selection of 
symmetric triangular pulses as ideal human-operator pulses is arbitrary, and other pulse 
shapes can be used. Further it was decided to treat each pulse as a seperate event, un- 
correlated with previous pulses, in order to keep the structure of the pulse model as simple 
as  possible. The use of preprogramed pulse sequences (refs. 13 to 15) presents an oppor- 
tunity for future extensions of the work. 
Figure 1 .-Compensatory tracking system. 
The idealized human-operator output can be represented by the following sequence: 
time of the pulse initiation, pulse amplitude, and pulse width. If a causal relationship exists 
between the transient human-operator inputs and the pulse outputs, the input record can be 
reduced to samples of the input in the vicinity of the pulse initiation. The objective of the 
present study is the determination of the relationships between these input samples and the 
pulse output. 
Since each event is treated independently, short-term human-operator variations are 
easily computed. These variations are the difference between the model outputs and the 
actual human-operator outputs. The distribution functions of these variations can be obtained 
and, if desired, can be reinserted as model perturbations t o  produce a human-operator model 
statistically indistinguishable from the actual human operator. The distribution functions and 
their associated parameters (mean and moments) can be used as  measures of performance 
and state of training. 
THE EXPERIMENT 
The compensatory tracking task shown in figure 1 was mechanized using a Beckman 
2132 analog computer, an X-Y oscilloscope and side arm control stick. Operator distraction 
was minimized by placing the manual-control station inside a sound-proof enclosure with ap- 
proximately 40 dB of audio attentuation. The operator wore an aircraft-type headset with a 
lip microphone for communication purposes. The operator sat in a chair without armrests 
facing the display oscilloscope. The control stick was adjustable in position and contained an 
integral arm rest. The operator adjusted the control stick and arm rest into a comfortable 
position. The oscilloscope was placed at eye level. 
elevator position and the output is altitude. In order to preserve this resemblance, the e r ror  
display was a rotating needle corresponding to a glide-path indicator in an aircraft naviga- 
tional/ILS display. A horizontal needle position represented zero error .  The frequency 
The double-integrator plant closely resembles an aircraft pitch axis. The input is 
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Figure 2.-Typical tracking record. 
response problems associated with actual instruments were avoided by simulating the glide- 
slope needle with an oscilloscope containing a specially prepared edge-lighted reticle. 
The control stick and oscilloscope were connected to the analog computer which con- 
verted the stick output to a voltage, computed the plant response, and generated the necessary 
X- and Y-axis signals for the e r ror  display. By solving some of the equations explicitly it 
was possible to obtain the e r ror  and its exact derivative. The inputs to the system were ob- 
tained by filtering the output of a low-frequency gaussian noise source. The filter transfer 
function was : 
K 
(lOs+l) (s+l)s F(s) = 
x 
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Figure 3 .-General form of proposed human-operator model. 
An FM magnetic tape recorder was used to record tracking data, which was later dig- 
itized and stored on a disk file for digital processing. 
A single subject received approximately 20 hours of training over a period of 1 month. 
The training sessions consisted of 10 minutes of tracking with 10-minute rest  periods. One 
of the last sessions was recorded on magnetic tape. From the 10-minute session approxi- 
mately 3 minutes of data were subsequently digitized. The sampling interval utilized was 25 
milliseconds or  40 samples per second. 
for permanent storage. The following data were punched on IBM cards: 
The digitized data stored on the 1311 disk file were printed out and punched on IBM cards 
(1) The time of the pulse initiation 
(2) The time of the pulse termination 
(3) The peak amplitude of the pulse 
(4) The values of e and e at the following times: 
(a) One sample after the initiation of the pulse 
(b) At the start of the pulse 
(c) The five samples prior to the start of the pulse 
HUMAN OPERATOR MODEL 
In order to carry out modeling efforts, a basic hodel structure must be hypothesized. 
Intuitive concepts of human-operator behavior and an examination of the tracking record in 
figure 2 led to the model shown in figure 3. This model is based on the assumption that the 
operator generates an output consisting of a series of modulated pulses. The width and 
amplitude of these pulses are dependent on the error  and e r ror  rate at some time prior to 
pulse initiation. Consequently, the next phase of the modeling effort consisted of investi- 
gating possible quantitative relationships between the input quantities (error and e r ror  rate) 
and the output pulse events. 
PULSE AMPLITUDE RELATIONSHIPS.-The amount of pulse-amplitude modulation 
utilized by the human operator is evidenced in the distributi ction of the pulse ampli- 
tudes shown in figure 4. Evidently the operator does not be n a bang-bang mod'e. In 
fact, he utilizes a width range of amplitudes. Further work is needed to evaluate the sig- 
nificance of the asymmetry which appears in the data. Consider the idealized triangular 
pulse output record shown in figure 2. The relationship between the inputs and the pulse 
amplitude was postulated to be: 
cie(ti-7$ +c2e(t.- 1 73 +c3=pi 
PULSE- AMPLITUDE PULSE- WIDTH MODEL 229 
NUMBER O F  
EVENTS 
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Figure 4.-Distribution of pulse amplitudes. 
where ci, c2, and c3 are constants, T~ is the time delay shown in figure 3, ti are the times of 
pulse initiatioh as shown in figure 2, and e and e are the human operator inputs. 
The constants ci, c2, and c3 are easily determined for fixed values of T ~ .  This pro- 
cedure is natural since the digitizing of the tracking record with a sampling interval of T=25 
milliseconds allows T~ to take on only discrete valaes which are multiples of T. Let T ~ *  be 
one of these fixed values of T ~ .  If there are N events (human-operator pulses) then there are 
N equations in three unknowns: 
pl=cie (ti-Ti*) +c26 (ti- 
p2=cie (t2-Ti*) +c26 (t2- 
(3 )  
PN'cle (tN-71 *) +c$ * (  tN-71 *) +c3 
or ,  in vector form 
p-Ac (4) 
where A is an N x 3 matrix of values of e and 6.  A least-squares e r ror  criterion is: 
@=(p-Ac) '(p-Ac) ( 5) 
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which is a positive definite quadratic function of the parameter vector, c. In expanded form, 
@=p'p-2c'Afp +c'A'Ac ( 6) 
The gradient of the criterion function is 
Vc@=-ZA'p +2A'Ac ( 7) 
A stationary point of the criterion function is found by setting 
which yields 
Finally 
Vc@=0 
A'Ac=A'p 
c = [ A 'A] -'A'p 
The parameter vector c which results from this computation represents those values of 
ci, c2, and c3 which produce the best least-squares fi t  between the pulse amplitude predicted 
by the model 
PMi=cle (ti-~T) +c2& (ti-~l*) +c3 
and the pulse amplitudes pi for a given value of T ~ ,  for instance, T ~ *  and i = l ,  2, . . . N. 
The criterion function @ is a measure of the correlation between the model relationship 
and the experimental data. In order to gain more insight into the problem, the values of PMi 
may be plotted against the actual pulse amplitude pi for each of the N pulse events. If the 
human operator were invariant with time and the model were an exact representation, the 
plotted points would lie on a straight line with a slope of 1, corresponding to a criterion 
function of zero. There are two ways in which the optimal value for 'rl can be selected from 
the set of values T ~ *  used in the linear regression routine above. The first is to examine the 
point plots just described for various values of  and to select the plot which produced the 
best visual approximation to a perfect straight line. The second method is to select that value 
of T ~ *  which produces the minimum criterion function @. Both methods will be used below in 
analyzing and interpreting the results from the least-squares linear-regression analysis. 
COMPUTER RESULTS. -A least-squares linear-regression routine mechanizing the 
procedure described above was written. In order to make possible the investigation of 
asymmetry in the human operator's response, the positive and negative pulses of the tracking 
record were analyzed separately. The results of these computations are tabulated in table 1 
and plotted in figures 5 and 6. 
can be seen that the minimums are well defined. The scatter plot of model-pulse amplitude 
PMi versus the actual pulse amplitude pi is found in figure 5. The groupings are quite close to 
the ideal unity slope line. The optimum values for positive and negative pulses, respectively 
are ci=-O. 062 and -0.066; c2=-0. 125 and -0.143; c3=2. 16 and -1.99; and T ~ = O .  050 and 0.100. 
The symmetry observed in these values contrasts with the large differences in optimum 
A plot of the criterion function @ versus T ~ *  is found in figure 6. From this figure it 
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TABLE l.-POSl”NE AND NEGATIVE PULSES OF TRACKING RECORD 
-0.025 -0.057 -0.060 -0.106 -0.108 2.25 -2.20 0.509 0.263 
criterion function, I$+ =0.492 and @-=0.217. In other words, the positive pulses produced 
poorer correlation than the negative pulses. This may be a result of one or more of the fol- 
lowing factors: a rm motion asymmetry associated with the side arm control stick, incomplete 
training, or the tendency of the operator to prefer certain portions of the e r ror  phase plane 
(also a well-known result of incomplete training). 
An analysis of the differences be- 
tween human operator amplitude and the 
corresponding model pulse amplitude 
serves two purposes. The accuracy of the 
model may be measured, and the distribu- 
tion function of the human operator varia- 
tions may be determined. The mean and 
standard deviation of these functions are 
presented in table 2. 
The amplitudes of human operator 
pulses range from 0.5 to 6.0 volts, with a 
distribution function as shown in figure 4. 
One standard deviation represents about a 
40-percent error .  Alternatively, noise of 
the same mean and standard deviation or 
the same distribution function could be 
added to the pulse-amplitude model output. 
I 1 
- 5.4 0 5.4 
PULSE AMPLITUDE (VOLTS) 
Figure 5.-cie +cq& +c3 versus pulse amplitude 
with positive and negative pulses optimized 
separately. 
PULSE WIDTH RE LATIONSHIPS .-Preliminary analysis of the tracking records led to 
the hypothesis that the pulse width was proportional to the pulse amplitude. The results 
presented subsequently indicate that this is not necessarily the best model structure. A 
future study might consider the pulse width as another degree of freedom which is determined 
independently of pulse amplitude. A plot of pulse width versus pulse amplitude for each of 
the 150 events is found in figure 7. The pulse width appears to be independent of pulse ampli- 
tude. Least-squares linear regression was used to determine the optimal parameter values 
in the following equation: 
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I 
human operator and the model outputs were computed. The mean and standard deviation of 
these differences are presented in table 3. 
The values of pwi range from 0.3 to 0.9 second. One standard deviation represents a 
maximum er ror  of 16 percent. As with the pulse amplitude model, the output of the pulse 
width model could be perturbed by random noise possessing the same distribution functions. 
PULSE INITIATION.-The results of the pulse-amplitude model clearly demonstrate the 
ability of the human operator to estimate the derivative of displayed signals. The pulse- 
initiation decision model is based on this ability and the intuitive feeling that the human oper- 
ator utilized a control policy which results 
Pulse polarity 
I - + 
the error-phase space. Inspection of the PULSE 
error-phase-plane trajectories imme- WIDTH 
(SECONDS) diately preceding pulse initiation led to the 
the favorable e r ror  rate in the second and 
fourth quadrants by allowing the system to  
coast until the magnitude of the e r ror  is 
sufficiently small. If at that time the 
e r ror  rate is still large, a new pulse event 
occurs. A further observation is that an 
error/error-rate dead zone exists inside of 
which no pulse events are generated. This 
observation that the human operator utilizes 0 
Mean, sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Standard deviation, sec . . . . . 
- 6.0  0 6 .0  
PULSE AMPLITUDE (VOLTS) 
0 0 
0.05 0.04 
is consistent with other human-operator 
tracking experiments (refs. 6 and 12). 
Figure 7.-Pulse width versus pulse amplitude. 
TABLE 3.-MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF DIFFERENCES 
BETWEEN HUMAN OPERATOR AND MODEL OUTPUTS 
Based on the above observations, it was hypothesized that the initiation of an output 
pulse by the human operator is a complex process which consists of several phases as fol- 
lows : 
decision element starts. 
to produce a pulse is made. 
(1) At some time near the completion of an output pulse, monitoring of e and 6 by a 
(2) When the e r ror  trajectory enters preselected regions of the phase plane, a decision 
(3) Some time later a pulse is generated. 
The treatment of each pulse as an individual event places restrictions on the decision 
element. A number of investigators (refs. 5 to 7, 12 ,  and 14) have determined human- 
operator reaction times to be between 150 and 300 milliseconds. In figure 8 is found the 
distribution function of the times between pulses. There are a large number of pulses spaced 
less than 200 milliseconds apart. These pulses probably correspond to preprogramed pulse 
sequences (refs. 13 and 15). The human operator generates single pulses (rate corrections) 
k 
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Figure $.-Distribution function of magnitude of time interval between pulse events (from the 
termination of the ith event to the start of the i + 1st event). 
and pulse sequences (position corrections). A continuation of this study would include a pulse 
program decision element as described by Bekey and Angel (ref. 13). With this limitation in 
mind, the identification of the decision element was undertaken. 
Inspection of the e r ro r  phase plane trajectories led to the pulse initiation model shown 
below in figure 9. 
e 
k 
Figure 9.-Pulse initiation decision element. 
A criterion function selected in accordance with the verbal description above is 
150 
@(R, e)=&jC p- (ti-tim)] 
i=l  
Puis  E-AM PL i TUDE PULSE- W I DTH MOD EL 235 
where : 
R 
8 
ti 
tim 
T~ 
the radius of a circular threshold region in the e r ro r  phase plane (see fig. 9)' 
an angle defined in figure 9 
the time of initiation of the ith pulse 
the time at which the region of the e r ror  phase plane defined by R and 8 in figure 9 is 
entered (i. e. ,  a decision to generate the ith pulse is made by the model) 
the time delay between decision and initiation as defined by 
150 
1 im 
i=l 
The criterion function, equation (13), is the variance of the delay time. 
A systematic study of the R ,  0 parameter plane was conducted. The optimum parameter 
values were found to be R=4.0 volts, 8=35", and 1-2=0.200 second. The distribution of dif- 
ferences between model pluse initiation and human-operator pulse initiation times is found in 
figure 10. The peak at 100 milliseconds late is probably due to preprogramed pulse se- 
quences. The use of more cpmplex decision elements is clearly indicated. However, these 
results demonstrate the appllcability of discrete decision elements to the development of 
input-dependent -sampling human-operator models. 
NUMBER O F  OCCURRENCES 
MODEL DECISION MODEL DECISION 
AFTER ACTUAL PULSE BEFORE ACTUAL PULSE 
25  
ACTUAL PULSE INITIATION TIME - MODEL PULSE INITIATION TlME (SECONDS) 
Figure 10.-Distribution function of pulse initiation model error .  
COMPLETE HUMAN OPERATOR MODEL 
The complete human-operator model is shown in figure 11. The parameters of this 
model have been identified as described above. The completely identified human-operator 
model for one well-trained subject is found in figure 12. 
d 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The parameters of the human-operator model shown in figure 11 were identified from 
experimental data taken from one subject in an advanced state of training. No records were 
made of the er ror  or measures of the e r ro r  as a function of training. The computational re- 
sults brought to light a number of interesting results: 
(1) The delay time 72 between the model's decision to pulse and the actual event was, 200 
milliseconds. The value is within the range of reaction times reported in the literature (refs. 
1 ,  5 to 7, 12, and 14). 
quence: (1) A decision is made to generate a pulse, followed by ( 2 ) a  pause of 100 to 150 
milliseconds, (3) e (t) and 6 (t); we sampled (4) during the next 50 to 100 milliseconds; the 
amplitude and width of the pulse are computed; (5) the pulse is generated. 
correlations with the experimental data than the models for positive pulses. This is clearly 
apparent in the scatter plot, figure 5, and in the values of the criterion function @, in figure 
6. This may be the result of incomplete training, the design of the side-arm controller used, 
the position of the subject's a rm relative to the controller, or a characteristic of the particu- 
lar human operator in this experiment. 
(4) The pulse amplitude models for positive and negative pulses are quite similar, de- 
spite considerable asymmetry in pulse amplitude distributions (fig. 4). 
(5) The results presented in figure 8 strongly indicate that human operators utilize 
some preprogramed pulse sequences. 
(6) If the differences between model results and experimental tracking data are viewed 
as the result of short term human operator variations, then the statistics of the human oper- 
ator variations are easily determined (tables 2 and 3).  
served are random or functionally dependent on the human-operator inputs and input-output 
history. Further studies should include preprogramed pulse elements , more complex error-  
phase-plane decision surfaces, and the effects of training on the model parameters and their 
associated distribution functions. 
(2) The numerical values for the time delays in figure 12 lead to the following se- 
(3) The pulse-amplitude and pulse-width models for negative pulses produce better 
From the present study it is not feasible to determine whether the model er rors  ob- 
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I am groping for a computer program which actually mimics the human in tracking in- 
puts whose frequencies extend up to at least 30 cycles per minute. Suppose a person were 
handed 10 pairs of paper records, one of each pair produced by a man and the other produced 
from the same input by the program, and were asked to sort the members of each pair into 
one of two piles, according to whether it was produced by the man or by the program (ref. 1). 
With a program which mimics the man really well, it should be impossible to do this better 
than by chance. 
This is a fairly strict criterion. A program could produce a similar output spectrum 
to the man, and also match his rms e r ror ,  and yet look quite different from the man's output. 
While there may be human-operator models which can pass this test with high-frequency in- 
puts, I have yet todiscover them. 
Figure 1 is an original 
figure from Tustin's 1947 
paper (ref. 2). It represents 
two attempts by the same man 
to track the same piece of 
forc ing-funct ion input shown 
at the top of the figure. In 
my hypothetical test, the out- 
put of the program would have 
to match these two records as 
well as they match each other. 
Perhaps more difficult, the 
output of the program would 
have to contain no idiosyncrasy 
which would label it at once as 
nonhuman. 
Figure 1.-Attempts to track a piece of forcing-function 
information (from ref. 2). 
DISCRETE DECISIONS 
Probably no program can mimic the human really well with high-frequency inputs unless 
it embodies discrete decisions two to three times per second. Craik (refs. 3 and 4) hit on 
this point by examining tracking records like those in figure 1, which are probably from an 
unpracticed man. With practice the signs of intermittency tend to disappear from the track- 
ing records of low-frequency inputs like figure 1. 
possible. He may be able to tap for short periods at a rate of 7 to 9 taps per second. He can 
To explain what I mean by discrete decisions, consider someone tapping as quickly as 
24 1 
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achieve this fast rate because his tapping is preprogrammed. Each tap is not preceded by a 
decision to tap. He simply makes one decision to start tapping, decisions perhaps two to 
three times per second to continue tapping, and a final decision to stop tapping. If one sud- 
denly tells him to stop or suddenly pulls away the piece of paper his pencil is tapping on, he 
will make one or two more taps before he can stop. Behavior of this kind has been reported 
by Noble, Fitts, and Warren (ref. 5) and by Poulton (ref. 6 )  in tracking simple sine waves 
with frequencies of 60 cycles per minute and above. Similar preprogrammed behavior has 
recently been reported by Pew (ref. 7) in two-state tracking with an acceleration control sys- 
tem. 
When each response has to be preceded by a decision, a man cannot achieve response 
rates above 2 to 3 responses per second. To insure that a decision precedes each response, 
the required response has to be changed upon a proportion of occasions. Leonard and New- 
man (ref. 8) required a single response on 68 percent of occasions, and four other responses 
each on 8 percent of occasions in random order. After 2 weeks of practice at this task, 
groups of young naval enlisted men averaged only 2.5 responses per second. I believe that 
behavior of this kind is analogous to tracking an irregular input containing high frequencies. 
decisions every half a second. The aim of each decision is to bring the e r ror  in position and 
rate to zero half a second later. The exact value of the time interval between decisions, like 
the exact values of the various weighting functions introduced subsequently, has to be de- 
termined by trial and er ror  while using the program to match a particular piece of tracking 
output. Here the experimenter is faced with much the same problem as the processman in a 
chemical or petrochemical plant, who has to adjust his parameters to optimize the plant out- 
put. In this paper I shall be concerned only with the formal nature of the model, not with 
exact numerical values. 
In order to present the model, I will assume that the human tracker makes discrete 
PURSUIT AND COMPENSATORY TRACKING 
The task which faces the man in tracking a high-frequency forcing function with a 
pursuit display is quite different from the task which he faces with a compensatory display 
Display Block diagmm 
_o 2.; 
Track input 
display' system 
Man-machine output I 
(4 
- 
Control 
system - display Man Control 
(b) 
Figure 2.-Pursuit and compensatory tracking. {a) 
Pursuit; (b) Compensatory. 
(fig. 2). It is also much easier. 
Models which mimic the man's be- 
havior really well must therefore 
be different for the two displays. 
The pursuit display shows 
separately the forcing function input 
and the man's control system output. 
The man can see the present posi- 
tion and rate of the input. And as 
he watches the input, he can learn 
its statistical properties, such as 
its mean frequency and amplitude. 
The man can also see the position 
and rate of his control system out- 
put. Thus, he can have a visual 
model of his task in terms of move- 
ments in the display. 
In contrast, the compensatory 
display shows the man only his 
e r ror ,  the difference between the 
forcing-function input and his control 
J 
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system output. If he wants to know the present position and rate of the input, he has to com- 
pute it by considering the present position and rate of movement of his control in relation to 
the present position and rate of the e r ror  pointer. This computation involves combining 
kinesthetic and visual information. In order to perform it, one kind of information or the 
other must be recoded. 
statistical properties of the forcing function; but they will be in terms of the control positions 
and movements which he adopts, not in terms of movements of the display, since they will be 
minimal. The man's only knowledge of his control system output is also in terms of control 
positions and movements. Thus if the man can obtain a model of his task, it is likely to be in 
terms of control positions and movements. 
So with a pursuit display the man is likely to have a visual model of his task, while with 
a compensatory display his model is likely to be kinesthetic. This distinction is important, 
since it determines the medium in which the modeller can most easily build the model which 
is intended to mimic the man. I shall begin with the model for pursuit tracking. It is simpler 
and easier to present since it employs the visual medium. 
If the man is able to track with the e r ror  held more or less at zero, he can learn the 
PERCEIVED POSITION AND RATE INFORMATION 
As I pointed out in 1952 (refs. 9 and lo), the man has two sources of information which 
he can use in attempting to predict the position and rate of the forcing function input half a 
second ahead. The first source of information is the present position and rate of the input, 
which a pursuit display shows him directly. Following Gottsdanker (refs. 11 and 12), I do not 
believe that people can perceive acceleration very well. A brief isolated accelerating or de- 
celerating input appears to be apprehended as a constant-velocity input of intermediate rate. 
Thus in terms of Bekey's sampled data models (ref. 12) I assume that the rate informa- 
tion used by the man in making a decision is that of Bekey's conventional first-order hold 
(fig. 3) : the average rate since the last decision. From Gottsdanker's results, I believe that 
the man does not perceive the actual rate at the time of his decision. Thus Bekey's modified 
first-order h o z i s  probably not appropriate here. 
STORED FORCING-FUNCTION INFORMATION 
The second source of information which the man can use in prediction is his knowledge 
of the statistical properties of the forcing-function input. For my present purpose it is 
enough if I assume that the man learns only the mean frequency and mean amplitude of the 
input. From the position and direction of movement of the input marker on the pursuit dis- 
play, the man can predict where the marker will be and the rate it will then have if it moves 
on the hypothetical forcing function with the mean frequency and amplitude of the actual 
forcing function. 
The man thus has two predictions of the position and rate of the input marker 0.5 second 
ahead in time. One is based upon position and rate information given directly by the pursuit 
display. The other is based upon his knowledge of the statistical properties of the forcing- 
function input. These two predictions are combined in the model by a weighting function. 
As far as I can see, all of Bekey's sampled data models except his zero-order hold 
overshoot whenever the input function reverses its direction of movement. My model also 
produces overshooting when the input marker reverses direction on an excursion of small 
amplitude. But my model undershoots a large-amplitude excursion, just as the practiced 
man tends to undershoot a large-amplitude excursion when the input contains high frequencies. 
With excursions of intermediate amplitude, the model should f i t  the forcing-function input 
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fairly well. The model may then give the impression that it is responding to the present ac- 
celeration of the forcing function, just as a practiced man's output may give the impression 
that he is responding to perceived acceleration. 
RESPONSE SELECTION 
Gmventionol first-order hold 
Modified first-order hold 
I I I I I I I 
0 T 27 3T 4T 5T 6T 
(b ) 
Figure 3 .-Modified first-order hold 
circuit {from ref. 13). (a) Block 
diagram; (b) Data reconstruction 
between samples. 
Having computed the position and rate of 
the input marker 0.5 second ahead, the man faces 
the problem of how to get his response marker to 
this position and moving at this rate in 0 .5  sec- 
ond. He cannot change his present response 
during his reaction time, which we can take as 
about 0 . 2  second. His problem is thus to move 
his response marker from where it will be and 
the rate at which it will be moving in 0 . 2  second, 
to where it has to  be and to the rate at which it 
should then be moving 0 . 3  second later. Clearly, 
there is a maximum acceleration set by the mass 
of the part of the limb used in tracking. If the 
required changes fall inside this limit, there are 
an infinite number of ways in which the response 
could be made. The skilled man appears to se- 
lect the movement which requires the minimum 
of acceleration and deceleration. This is prob- 
ably a reasonable assumption to build into the 
model. 
MODEL FOR COMPENSATORY TRACKING 
The corresponding model for compensatory tracking uses the movements of the man's 
control as its basis, not the movements of the display. The role of the hypothetical forcing 
function with the mean frequency and amplitude of the actual forcing function increases in 
importance, since the man cannot see the present position and rate of the actual forcing func- 
tion. I assume that the man makes control movements which he predicts will keep the output 
of the control system on the hypothetical forcing function and simply modifies these every 
0.5  second according to the direction, size, and rate of the error .  Because of the disad- 
vantage of the compensatory display, the model involves more computations than a re  required 
for the model with the pursuit display. 
tion time ahead. Secondly, he has to decide, from its position and direction of movement, 
where the control will then be in the sequence of to and fro control movements which would 
generate the hypothetical forcing function with the mean amplitude and frequency of the actual 
forcing function. Thirdly, he has to compute where the control should move and the rate at 
which it should be travelling 0.3  second later if it were to continue the to and fro movements 
which generate the hypothetical forcing function. 
So far, I have dealt only with prediction from the stored information about the forcing 
function. The man also has information from the compensatory display about the direction, 
size, and rate of his e r ror  function. The fourth step is to compute the position and rate of 
the error marker a reaction time ahead. For this it can be assumed that the marker has a 
constant rate of movement. The fifth step is to compute where the control should move and 
First, the man has to compute the position and rate of movement of his control a reac- 
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the rate at which it should be travelling in order to bring the e r ror  and e r ror  rate to zero at 
the end of the 0.5-second epoch. 
A s  in the pursuit model, a weighting function has to be used to combine the two predic- 
tions , one from the stored information about the forcing-function and the other from the dis- 
played position and rate information. The final response selection is similar to that for the 
pursuit model. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The main differences between these two models and models based upon servo theory are 
the following: 
(1) It is aimed to produce data with high-frequency inputs which actually mimics the 
man, so  that human and programed data are  indistinguishable. 
(2) Following Bekey (ref. 13) and Sheridan (refs. 14 and 15) the models are sequential 
in time rather than continuous. 
(3) The models use statistical information about the forcing function which the man has 
learned, as well as displayed position and rate information. 
(4) Separate models a re  given for pursuit and for compensatory tracking, according to 
the different tasks which the man faces in the two quite distinct situations. 
Bekey's sampled data models restrict themselves to using only the position and rate in- 
formation. Yet they seem to be fairly successful at fitting some aspects of the man's per- 
formance with high-frequency inputs, such as the peaks in the e r ror  spectral density function 
in the region of 50 to 100 cycles per minute. I have great hopes that the full models, which 
use also stored information about the forcing-function input, will f i t  the man's performance 
still better. 
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There are a number of proposed mathematical models of the human operator in a com- 
pensatory tracking function. Some features of a human operator, such as time delay, have 
been relatively easy to incorporate in most of these models. However, the remnant, or those 
frequencies in the human operator's output which are not linearly correlated with the input, 
has never been easy to include in a satisfying, organic fashion in many of the models. In 
recent years, sampled-data models have been advanced for a number of reasons, one of which 
is that such models will produce naturally frequencies not present in the input due to the 
presence of the sampler. 
Historically, sampled-data models of the human operator have assumed a periodic 
sampler. The behavior of such samplers has been studied extensively and certain charac- 
teristic features have been well described. For instance, if the model contains such a 
sampler , the output spectra will have tthumpstt containing direct and reversed images of the 
input spectra centered about integral values of the sampling frequency. In addition, there is 
a null point in the output spectra at each integral value of sampling frequency rather like a 
deep valley between two hills. 
puts failed to show the humped spectra characteristic of a periodic sampler. In that report, 
the authors theorized that the remnant is due to time-varying parameters, such as gains, 
time constants , and time delays within the human-operator transfer function. If these param- 
eters may vary, how would the behavior of a human operator model be affected if, assuming 
it contained a sampler , the sampling interval were allowed to vary in some fashion ? Our 
experiment is an investigation of a sampled-data human-operator model in which the sampling 
interval varies randomly about some mean value. 
In reference 1 it is stated that carefully analyzed records of actual human-operator out- 
EXPERIMENTAL PLAN 
We designed the experiment based on a simple analog computer simulation of a sampled- 
data model of the human operator in a one-dimensional compensatory tracking loop with a 
constant gain. Two types of data hold, a zero order and a first order, were investigated, and 
different amounts of randomness were used for a parametric study. Starting with the zero- 
order hold and a purely periodic sampler, the sampling interval was made to vary in a 
*This work was supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
under Grant NASA-NGR 05-018-022. 
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Gaussian fashion about the mean interval. The amount of randomness was increased in three 
steps to a maximum variation of 1 ~ 1 7  percent of a mean 0.33-second sampling interval. 
The experiment was then repeated with a first order hold, and with two successive amounts 
of randomness with a maximum l o  variation of 12.5 percent of a mean 0.3-second sampling 
interval. All other model parameters were held fixed for a given case. The model input 
consisted of the sum of five essentially nonharmonic sine waves. A linear, continuous human- 
operator model was also constructed and run simultaneously with the sampled-data model. 
This model was an approximate one, including a gain and lag terms, but without a time delay. 
This simplification is justifiable in view of the use to which the model was put, as explained 
subsequently. 
Output data were recorded and used as follows. The continuous-model output was re- 
corded and power spectral analyses were performed on the two purely periodic runs. Al- 
though useful for comparison, this signal was not of major interest. The sampled model output 
also was recorded and power spectral analyses were performed mainly for comparison pur- 
poses. Although the behavior of this model as the randomness is increased was the primary 
objective, another signal was used for the reasons given subsequently. This signal was the 
difference of continuous and sampled model outputs, as shown in figure 1. The time constant 
and gain (K" and K') of the continuous model were adjusted so  that its frequency response 
matched that of the sampled model as closely as possible in the low-frequency or  input region. 
This difference signal , when compared with the sampled model output, enhances the higher 
frequency remnant area and allows scaling in the data reduction to decrease the effect of data 
channel noise. Due to this fact, our results are  based on spectral analysis of this signal. 
Finally, the sampling-interval statistics were collected to confirm the experimental distribu- 
tion used and were checked by a chi-squared test to show that they were closely Gaussian. 
I 
m - 
generotors model 
K "  I +  1 
Figure 1.-Block diagram. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The block diagram (fig. 1) shows the general arrangement of the analog simulation. 
The models and the input sine-wave generators are self-explanatory. The hold on the sampled 
model, however, must be supplied with a random pulse train, and the remaining blocks in the 
diagram represent the hardware that generated it. The interval between pulses was required 
to vary in a Gaussian fashion about a fixed mean. Our method for accomplishing this afforded 
us the capability of conveniently and independently adjusting both the mean and the variation 
of the interval between samples. 
with a linear slope and equal positive and negative voltage excursions. At each positive and 
A triangle wave oscillator was used to provide a stable and symmetrical wave form 
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negative peak of the triangle wave a sample of the signal from the Gaussian noise generator 
was taken and held. The running slope of the triangle wave was then compared with this 
sample of the noise in a comparator. The output of this comparator was operated on by a 
pulse forming network to give a train of clean rectangular samples with a fixed fTon'f time and 
a random variation about a mean sampling interval of one half the period of the triangle wave. 
The statistics of the interval variation were Gaussian and their variance was controlled by the 
relative amplitude of the rms noise voltage to the peak-to-peak voltage of the triangle wave. 
The noise voltage was limited to a value no greater than the peak-to-peak voltage to prevent 
any embarrassing extraneous pulses. The ratio of the limit voltage to rms  noise voltage was 
chosen sufficiently large to have little effect on the interval statistics. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 2 shows the power spectrum of the output of the sampled-data model using a 
zero-order hold. Note the input frequencies and the "humpedf' spectra on either side of the 
3-cps sampling frequency. This graph, with its strong rTvalleyT' trend at 3-cps clearly dis- 
plays the expected characteristics of a sampled data model. In figure 3 the spectra of the 
difference signal is shown for the same set of experimental conditions. There is an approxi- 
mately 10-dB enhancement of the sampling-frequency area over figure 2,  the sampled model 
output. Again, the null at 3 cps is evident. One can easily pick out the peaks which corre- 
spond to the direct and reversed images of the input frequencies. Note also the relatively 
quiet region between the input and sampling frequency regions. 
The next three figures (figs. 4 to 6) show the same output, zero-order hold and dif- 
ference signal for increasing amounts of sampling interval randomness. Histograms of the 
sampling-interval (AT) statistics are  plotted for each case on the corresponding spectrograph. 
Chi-squared tests on these histograms substantiated the claim that the distributions are 
Gaussian. These figures show the diminution of the peaks in the sampling region as the 
randomness increases. The average sampling frequency and the points where spectral peaks 
would be in the periodic case a re  marked on each figure. With a AT (lo) of only 7 percent 
we can see a definite decrease. More significant, however, is the "filling in" of the valley 
at the sampling frequency and also of the normally quiet region between the input frequencies 
and the sampling area. For the AT (lo) = 12-percent case (fig. 5) we note a 5- to 10-dB de- 
crease in the peaks, an approximately 7-dB increase in average power level at the valley and 
a considerable increase in the noise in the formerly quiet region. This trend continues with 
increasing randomness, and in figure 6 (AT, (lo) = 1 7  percent) it is hard to find any resem- 
blance to the spectrum of a sampler, even with the general area marked. Similar results 
were obtained for the case of model containing a first-order hold (figs. 7 to 9). In these 
cases the sampling frequency is 3.3 cps , and two degrees of sampling interval randomness, 
AT (lo) = 6.5 percent and 12.5 percent, are presented in terms of the difference signal. 
1 
CONCLUSIONS 
Our experimental results show that: 
(1) It might be impossible to determine the presence of an internal sampler by examin- 
ing the human operator's output spectra if a random sampler is assumed. Noteworthy is the 
fact that this assumption does not require an unreasonable amount of randomness in the 
sampling interval. 
presented in reference 1 and those obtained from earlier sampled-data models. 
(2) Assuming a randomly varying sampler our results are compatible with both those 
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(3) This then demonstrates the feasibility of using sampled-data models for the human 
operator, provided only that the sampling interval includes a reasonable amount of random- 
ness. 
(4) Finally, our results suggest that attempts at enhancing the remnant portion of the 
human operator's output and improvement of the signal processing and power spectral anal- 
ysis will be important in further determination of the validity of sampled-data models for the 
human operator. 
AREAS OF POSSIBLE EXTENSION 
We have worked with a random variation in the sampling interval. Furthermore, we 
used noise with a Gaussian probability distribution to control the randomness. It is not par- 
ticularly evident that this would be the "best" distribution to use if one were specifically try- 
ing to match the model output spectrum to actual human-operator output spectra. In fact, it 
does not seem unlikely that some sort  of deterministic "criterion function" could be used to 
determine the sampling intervals (in conjunction with some degree of randomness). All these 
possibilities are in the realm of model matching and form the basis for possible future work. 
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20. Peripheral Versus 
Central Adaptation: 
b -# - 
- 
Some Preliminary Results" 
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Presbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital and College of Engineering ' 
University of Illinois 
This paper i s  devoted to exploring possible decomposition of adaptive mech- 
anisms into those ut i l iz ing a variable state of gain or dynamic of the peripheral 
control system, and those relying upon prefiltering of the preprogrammed, bal l is- 
tic, intermittent commands which dominate the signal pathways during voluntary 
rapid movements. 
The mechanical-impulse technique is put forward as an experimental means 
of testing the state of the peripheral control system during various types of adap- 
t ive changes. Adaptation that takes place via the peripheral system should be 
reflected in changes in the mechanical constraints of the hand. The experimental 
results indicate that in  the normal mode the peripheral system remains unchanged 
for positive and negative mechanical impulses. 
The human operator in a control situation is a very versatile, adaptive controller, one 
that can adapt to many different kinds of changes in operating conditions. Russell (ref. 1) , 
Krendel and McRuer (ref. 2), and Hall (ref. 3) have shown that in the steady state the human 
operator adjusts his own characteristics. Elkind (ref. 4) has studied the manner in which 
human-operator control characteristics depend upon the statistical properties of the input 
forcing function. Sheridan (ref. 5) has examined the response of the process of human ad- 
aptation to sudden and gradual changes in controlled element dynamics. Young, Green, 
Elkind and Kelly (ref. 6) have investigated in some detail the fine structure of the human 
operator's process of adaptation to  sudden changes in system dynamics and input forcing 
function. 
MODEL 
A tentative model of the motor coordination system, particularized to the motion of the 
supinator and pronator muscles of the forearm, is shown in figure 1. The visual loop and 
the external input are not included. A distinction is made between the postural and voluntary 
system: a lower level diffuse reflex postural system whose dynamic behavior is controlled 
via the muscle spindle, and a higher level specific control system which is open-loop with 
* This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under Contract 
N 00014-67-H-0185. 
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adaptive alteration of control system compensation. The alternative method of computing 
control signals in order to provide for compensation of subsequent distortion by the plant 
seems more complex. In fact, evidence indicating that only a restricted range of compensa- 
tion can occur suggests indeed that the first scheme, naturally limited by the range of com- 
pensatory alterations, is most likely. 
We now may make an explicit hypothesis: adaptation to stick dynamics is via the pos- 
tural loop; adaptation to input waveform is via the direct proprioceptive open-loop path. 
,, 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
To test this hypothesis experimentally a method of measuring gain and dynamic charac- 
teristics of the peripheral spindle feedback system is needed. The mechanical impulse is 
such a test, since it results in a response waveform which defines the system transfer func- 
tion or the mechanical constants of the hand. Adaptation that takes place via the peripheral 
system should be reflected in changes in these parameters. Conversely, adaption entirely in 
the form of changed input signals should leave the peripheral system unchanged. 
Subjects for the experimental test of the hypothesis will be trained or adapted to three 
sets of conditions: (1) normal mode, (2) altered load or  stick dynamics, and (3) predictable 
waveform. These conditions must be matched for other parameters of the experimental 
situation. The hypothesis predicts that when the activity of the spindle feedback is now meas- 
ured by testing as above, only condition (2) will be accompanied by a change in the postural 
feedback system parameters from their values in the normal mode. 
EXPERIMENT 
To control the initial conditions of position and velocity, the onset of the torque pulse 
input, and the mental set of the subject, the subject was instructed to track a specially 
synthesized triangular waveform displayed on a screen. The triangular waveform synthesized 
by on-line GE 225 digital computer consisted of a preassigned number of cycles of triangular 
wave with random slopes after each cycle of a triangular wave of known slopes. The mechani- 
cal torque pulse was generated by a torque motor attached to the shaft of the handle which the 
subject grasped. Positive and negative mechanical pulses were applied at some fixed point 
on the known triangular wave. The handle position and the torque motor current were re- 
corded and also fed to the digital computer for data processing. The load dynamics was not 
altered in this experiment. 
onset of pulse and the direction of the mechanical pulse input are shown in table 1. 
The four possible cases of the direction of rotation of the forearm at the time of the 
RESULTS 
It was found that the hand motor coordination system can be described by a second 
order differential equation with the parameters moment of inertia (J in Kg m2), coefficient 
of viscous damping (B in n.m. sechad) ,  and torsional spring constant (K in n.m./rad). The 
values of these parameters for typical responses for the above mentioned cases are given in 
table 2. 
indicates that the moment of inertia depends on the direction of forearm rotation at the time 
of onset of the torque pulse and that the moment is independent of the direction in which the 
torque pulse is applied. This calculated moment of inertia represents that component of the 
muscular activity which varies with acceleration, in addition to the moment of inertia of the 
anatomical structures of the forearm. 
Comparison of the values obtained for moment of inertia under these four conditions 
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TABLE 1. -DIRECTIONS OF FOREARM ROTATION AND MECHANICAL PULSE INPUT 
Form of signal 
Triangular wave 
1 looms ,-1.02nm 
I I I 
0 500 1800 2500ms 
Torque pulse 
A 
8 8 I 
0 700 1200 2500 ms 
~ 
Rotation 
Supination 
Supination 
Pronation 
Pronation 
Pulse direction 
Supination 
Pronation 
Supination 
Pronation 
PERIPHERAL VERSUS CENTRAL ADAPTATION 
Case J, Kgm2 B, n.m. sec/rad K, n.m./rad 
- 
1 I. 0x1 0-3 1. 7X10-2 2.2 
3 0 . 3 ~ 1 0 - ~  0. 7X10-2 2.0 
2 i . 1 ~ 1 0 - ~  0. 9x10-2 2.9 
4 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 - ~  0. 3X10-2 2.6 
1. * . ’* 
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DISCUSSION 
The experimental results indicate that in the normal mode the peripheral system re- 
mains unchanged for positive and negative pulses. A decomposition of the adaptive mechanism 
suggests the interaction of a variable gain peripheral system responding to stick dynamics 
and an open-loop system programed by the mental set required for the performance criteria. 
Further experiments are  being planned with altered stick dynamics and task criteria. 
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21. State of the Art 
in Developing Models 
of Skilled Movement . - - e  
- 5  C .  B .  Gibbs “W 
National Research Council, 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Following the Be l l  (1811) and Magendie (1822) discovery of the propriocep- 
Two main theories have emerged in  physiological psychology. The ‘‘outflow’’ 
t ive pathways, opinion divided sharply on their functions and importance. 
or “motor” theory of Helmholtz (1867) and his followers asserts that the only 
factors effective in control are learned patterns of motor volleys t o  muscles; a 
released pattern runs i ts  course without proprioceptive influence at high level i n  
the brain. The modern version of the alternative “inflow” or “feedback” theory 
attributes continuous central functions t o  proprioception in  controlling movement 
and maintaining perceptual constancy. 
Ten young men were tested for their accuracy in  making horizontal eye move- 
ments toward a visible target and toward the recalled position of a masked target. 
The latter movements were accurate, and secondary adjustments, made without 
visual cues, usually reduced the residual errors i n  primary movements. The 
subjects were tested both before and after drinking alcohol. 
visual cues, to effect alinement with their stationary left forearm. Primary 
movements and their residual errors were highly variable, but the latter were 
usually reduced by “blind” secondary adiustments. The subjects were tested for 
the effects of alcohol consumption and sleep deprivation for 36 hours. 
model for the control of movement, based on proprioceptive feedback, i s  outlined. 
Eight different men moved their right forearm in the vertical plane, without 
It is argued that the results cannot be reconciled wi th outflow theory. A 
In this paper, the term ttmodel” does not connote the mathematical relations between 
the input and output of a biological black box but rather, the physiological and psychological 
mechanisms that are the content of the box. Analogies can be drawn between these mecha- 
nisms and mechanical devices which can then serve as models for the biological processes. 
Ruch (ref. 1) questioned the value of such models when devoid of mathematical treatment, 
but, in fact, models must usually be developed and refined before appropriate mathematical 
descriptions can be applied to biological phenomena. In the present state of the art, there 
has been little advance on Craik’s (refs. 2 and 3) model of an intermittent correction servo- 
mechanism for tracking behavior. In fact, there is no agreement on the best model for even 
simple, point-to-point movements of limbs or of eyes; controversy on this issue has per- 
sisted for over a century. 
asserts that the only factors effective in rapid movements are learned patterns of neural 
impulses in the motor nerves from brain to muscle. A released pattern runs its course 
without proprioceptive influence at high level in the brain. 
The “outflowTt or “motortf theory of Helmholtz (ref. 4) and his followers in 1867 
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The alternative r7inflow" or "feedbackf1 theory of control has persisted in one form or 
another since the discovery of the proprioceptive, feedback pathways by Bell (ref. 5) in 1811 
and Magendie (ref. 6) in 1822. In the modern version of the theory, important functions are 
attributed to proprioception at high level in the brain, in maintaining perceptual constancy 
(ref. 7), and in the continuous monitoring of rapid movements (ref. 8). There are difficulties 
for this view, as pointed out by Ruch (ref. 1): "Its protagonists have been unable to envisage 
the precise manner in which proprioception is used in the control of movement." 
Craik (refs. 2 and 3) and Vince (ref. 9) confirmed Woodworth's (ref. 10) observation 
that rapid movements of limbs are not under continuous control by vision, and they found that 
proprioceptive reaction time was little shorter than visual reaction time. Together with most 
other workers in the field, Craik supposed that this long latency precluded continuous propri- 
oceptive control of rapid movements. 
Other objections that are often made to inflow theory are based on the alleged, gross 
inaccuracy of proprioceptive information and low awareness of these sensory data. Ludvigh 
(ref. 11) showed that subjects tested in darkness may not be aware that they have made eye 
movements as large as 10'. 
The requirements for establishing inflow theory are: 
(1) To envisage a control method or model that permits continuous proprioceptive in- 
volvement at high level in the brain in the control of rapid movements , despite known trans- 
mission latencies in the motor-proprioceptor circle bf nerves. 
(2) To use the model to predict the outcome of experiments that are crucial to the two 
control theories. 
(3) The experiments should show that the accuracy of proprioception is much higher 
than is suggested by the data of Ludvigh (ref. 11) and others. 
In respect to the first requirement, it has been pointed out (ref. 12),  that there are 
lawful relations between the direction of movement and the discharge of specific groups of 
proprioceptors (ref. 13). The speed of movement is closely related to the rate of change of 
frequency in the discharge of primary, proprioceptive nerve endings (ref. 14), and this dis- 
charge is conducted very rapidly to the cerebellum. The speed and direction of movement 
could therefore be controlled directly by proprioceptive feedback, once the relevant relations 
were learned. The extent of movement could be determined by integrating the speed signals 
from proprioceptors over time to provide integral-error control (ref. 8). 
Integral-error control would be based upon judgments of the speed of movement 
(kinaesthesis) and of the duration of a primary adjustment of about 0.25 second, which is the 
period of integration. Two sources of e r ror  therefore exist, but subsequent adjustments 
based on the resting, proprioceptive discharge (statothesis) have only one source of e r ror  
and should therefore reduce any residual overshoot or undershoot in the primary adjustment. 
Outflow theory makes no provision for sensing the amplitude and direction of residual 
e r ror  in a primary movement, and in this view, there could be no adaptive, secondary cor- 
rections to errors  in these movements. 
EXPERIMENT 1: THE ACCURACY OF EYE MOVEMENTS OF 
ACQUISITION AND RECALL, WITH AND WITHOUT ALCOHOLIC STRESS 
METHOD.-Electro-oculographic records were  made , using an Offner Dynograph 
recorder, of eye movements of acquisition and recan, spanning lo, 2' , 4' , or 8" in the 
horizontal plane. White cards , with black target crosses , were placed 2 8.7 inches from 
subjects' eyes and 5 feet from a 25-watt lamp bulb. The seated subject used a dental bite 
to steady his head and first fixated the left cross until the experimenter ordered an eye 
i 
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movement to the right cross. The left cross was covered by a white, irregular mask and 
subject was then told to direct his gaze toward the recalled, left position. Following the 
primary movement of recall and subsequent "blind" adjustments, the mask was removed from 
the left target and the subject was told to fixate this cross precisely to  remove any e r ror  in 
the previous adjustments. The subjects were immediately given detailed information on their 
final error  before the mask was removed. 
Ten men between the ages of 21 and 36 years, were given 10 of these cyclic runs on 
each of the four angles presented in irregular order, on each of 3 days. On the fourth day, 
the subjects had 1 0  runs on each angle before consuming alcohol. The subjects then drank 
whiskey, rum, or  gin, diluted to their taste. Breathalyzer readings were taken as required, 
and the subjects had 1 0  more runs on each of four angles when their breathalyzer readings 
were about 0 . 0 5  percent and again when further drinking raised their breathalyzer readings 
to nearly 0 .1  percent. 
The above procedure had the advantage that an opthalmograph could be used to check 
the relatively new electro-oculographic method of recording, and 400 runs were recorded 
simultaneously by the two methods. Care was taken to eliminate visual reference points, 
that is !'background anchors" of the left, recalled position. Target positions were varied 
every 10 runs within a 2' zone, centered about a point 3' left of the zero position directly 
ahead of subject. A s  a further check, 400 control movements of both acquisition and recall 
were made in a darkened room. Two small lights were switched on or off, to provide a 
target o r  recall position, in cyclic runs of the type described above. 
RESULTS.-The data were similar from the opthalmograph, the electro-oculographic 
control runs using small lights in a darkened room, and the electro-oculographic runs in 
light. The latter data, from fourth day are presented and discussed. 
as the smallest residual e r ror  in primary movements of recall that evoked a "blind," direc- 
tionally correct amendment on 50 percent of the occasions when the e r ror  appeared. This 
limit lay between 0.25' and 0.50' for four subjects, between 0. 5' and 1' for five subjects, 
and above 1' for one subject. The attempted 1' movements of the last subject were often 
obscured on the electro-oculographic chart by drifts and tremor in the records. The eye 
movements of recall made by seven subjects were accurate and consistent from the beginning 
of practice, but three subjects made variable and inaccurate recall movements at first. They 
showed considerable improvement from practice with immediate knowledge of results. 
Drift and tremor in the records set limits to the measurement of a subject's "proprio- 
ceptive sensitivity'' after he WBS trained. In 7 of the 10 subjects, oscillations of the recording 
pen increased greatly after drinking had raised their breathalyzer level to about 0 .1  percent. 
Eye movements between the crosses separated by 1' could not be distinguished from the 
background noise in the records of these subjects, and the results at this angle are not pre- 
sented in detail. 
The best available estimate of an accurate eye movement was the mean of each sub- 
ject's 1 0  movements toward a visible target after fine, secondary movements of fixation 
were completed. This mean was taken as a standard and compared in turn with the mean 
amplitude in the other three phases of movement. The differences from the standard were 
the mean errors  of subjects, and these were the data treated in the analysis of variance 
shown in table 1. The errors  of all subjects were totalled irrespective of sign (undershoot 
or overshoot) and used to compute the group, arithmetic means given below. 
from standard) was 0.54', and it was 0.69' in primary movements toward the recalled posi- 
tion of the masked target. The difference was not statistically significant and could have 
There were large individual differences in "proprioceptive sensitivity , I t  which is defined 
In rapid, primary movements toward a visible target, the mean group e r ror  (difference 
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a Significant at the p < 0.01 level. 
bSignificant at the p < 0 .05  level. 
arisen by chance. Secondary, %lindIf corrections, with the left target masked, reduced the 
primary, recall e r ror  from 0.69' to 0. 40°, and this reduction was statistically significant 
(p < 0.01). At breathalyzer levels of 0, 0.05 percent and 0.1 percent, group mean errors  
were 0.38', 0.52', and 0.74', respectively; with one exception, subjects produced their 
largest e r rors  at the highest breathalyzer level. 
The mean, group errors  were 0. ZS', 0.53', and 0.83' at angles of 2', 4', and So, re- 
spectively, or 14, 12, and 1 0  percent expressed as a percentage of the actual target angle. 
Table 1 shows that some interaction effects were significant. An increase of breath- 
alyzer level did not have equal effects at all angles; e r rors  in the three phases of movement 
were in different ranking with different subjects, and at different angles. Interaction effects 
were therefore tested by X2 tests, based upon the number of subjects who produced conflicting 
results in different conditions. For example, the "blindfT secondary corrections to recall 
movements reduced mean residual errors  in nine subjects but the other subject increased 
errors (X2=6. 4; p,* 0.01). The interactions do not invalidate the significant differences 
(p < 0.01) between main factors. 
1 
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Breathalyzer= 0 percent: 
Number 
Ratio 
X2 
Following primary recall movements, subsequent "blind" adjustments were classified 
as correct or incorrect, depending on whether they had decreased or increased the residual 
e r ror  at a time 1.25 seconds after the primary recall movement began. Table 2 shows the 
numbers of correct and incorrect ffblindff adjustments at three angles and breathalyzer levels, 
and also their ratios and X2 values. 
2O 4" Bo 
C I  C I  C I  
51 16 59 21  75 1 0  
3 .2 :  1 2.8:  1 7.5 :  1 
21 24 50 
Breathalyzer= 0.05 percent: 
Number 
Ratio 
X2 
Breathalyzer= 0.10 percent: 
Number 
Ratio 
X2 
On nondrinking runs, the ratio of correct to incorrect adjustments was highest with 
the 8" target, because the absolute size of residual e r ror  varied directly with the target 
angle. As dosage increased, there was an increase in the size of absolute e r rors ,  but a 
sharp decline in the ratio of correct to incorrect adjustments. The ratio was not significant 
at the 20 angle, with a breathalyzer reading of 0.1 percent, but a13 other X2 values were 
significant (p < 0.01). 
43 15 60 19 73 16 
2 .9 :  1 3 .2 :  1 4.6:  1 
13.4 21 36 
- 
24 13 58 23 52 27 
1.85: 1 2.5:  1 1 . 9 :  1 
3.2 15 8 
EXPERIMENT 2: THE ACCURACY OF AL1:NING THE TWO 
ARMS WITHOUT VISUAL CUES 
METHOD.-A seat was provided with a lever on both the left and right sides. The seat 
and lever pivots were made adjustable so that the pivots could be closely dined with the elbow 
joints of the subjects, who were seated with their upper arms vertical and forearms pointing 
directly ahead. The levers could also be adjusted to the length of a subject's forearm when 
he grasped a handgrip provided at the far end of the lever. The levers lay beneath the sub- 
ject's forearms and short channels on the levers supported the subject's elbows. Vertical 
movements of the forearm, pivoting about the elbow joint, imparted almost identical, rotary 
movements to the lever because of the close similarity in lengths and the positions of the 
pivots of lever and forearm. The left lever could be fixed in any one of three positions by 
the use of a spring-loaded plunger. In the "middle" position, the subject's left upper a rm 
was vertical, with the forearm horizontal, pointing ahead. In the ftupTf position, the left 
forearm and lever were pivoted upward to form an angle 30' above the horizontal, middle 
3 
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position. The "down" position was formed by rotating the forearm and lever downward to 
form an angle 30' below the horizontal, middle position. Movements of the right lever 
rotated a potentiometer which imparted movements to the pen of a moving-chart recorder. 
The equipment was calibrated to permit analysis of the extent of rotary movements of the 
right forearm, differences o r  errors  between the positions of the right and left forearms and 
the time taken for movements. 
ment with their stationary left forearm. The right forearm made rotary movements, pivot- 
ing about the elbow joint in the vertical plane. In each test session, the subject had one trial 
in each of the three positions, presented in different order in the various sessions. The 
subjects started each run in the up and the down positions with the right forearm below and 
above the left forearm respectively, to form an initial angle of about 70' between the fore- 
arms. In the middle position the right forearm started above and below the left forearm with 
similar frequency. At an order from the experimenter, the subject made a primary move- 
ment of the right forearm, with his eyes closed, in an attempt to  aline the forearms. The 
subject was allowed to make any desired number of subsequent adjustments until he was 
satisfied that the two forearms were alined. He was given immediate knowledge of his final 
error .  
e r rors  in rapid, primary movements would be reduced by subsequent adjustments, but the 
second experiment had a further purpose in studying the interaction between moderate sleep 
deprivation and consumption of alcohol. The subjects were kept awake for 36 hours, starting 
at 8 : O O  a.m. on the first day and ending at 8:OO p. m. on the second day. During this period, 
each subject had eight nondrinking practice sessions, comprising one trial at each of the 
three positions for the stationary left forearm. On the first day, each subject had run 1 be- 
tween 8 : O O  and 1 O : O O  a.m., run 2 between 1:00 and 3:OO p. m., run 3 between 5 : O O  and 8:OO 
p. m., run 4 between 1O:OO and 12:OO p. m. On the second day, run 5 was taken between 1:60 
and 3 : O O  a.m., run 6 between 6:OO and 8 : O O  a.m., run 7 between 1O:OO and 12:OO a.m., run 8 
between 1:00 and 3:OO p. m. 
whiskey or  rum. The average breathalyzer reading was 0 . 6  percent for the group during the 
final run. 
Eight young men were tested for their ability to move their right forearm into aline- 
As  in the previous study of eye movements a major question was whether residual 
The subjects had their ninth and final run between 4:OO and 6:OO p. m. after drinking 
RESULTS.-Comparisons were made between the size of the residual e r ror  at the end 
of primary movements and the e r ror  that remained when subject had completed subsequent 
adjustments. The adjustment was marked as correct or incorrect when it reduced or in- 
creased the initial e r ror  in the primary movement. The numbers of correct and incorrect 
movements are shown in table 3 for the three positions of the left forearm and for the dif- 
ferent breathalyzer levels. 
TABLE 3.-NUMBER OF CORRECT (C) AND INCORRECT (I) SECONDARY 
ADJUSTMENTS AND ARITHMETIC MEAN ERRORS (E) AT END OF RUN 
, I 
I Total 
a 
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The errors  of undershoot and overshoot that remained after subject stopped making ad- 
justments were totalled regardless of sign (positive for overshoot and negative for undershoot) 
and arithmetic means were computed for each position and breathalyzer level. These arith- 
metic means are also shown in table 3 .  The standard deviations of errors  were 3.51" and 
3.34' on nondrinking and drinking trials,  respectively. 
25 increased such er ror  (x2^77, p < 0.01).  
arithmetic e r ror  for the group was 4.5". On run 5,  taken between 1:00 and 3:OO a. m. on the 
second day, the mean group er ror  was 4', a slight reduction of error ,  contrary to the usual 
finding of reduced efficiency at night. Five subjects had smaller mean er ror  on run 5 than 
than on run 1 ,  and three subjects showed the opposite result. Run 8 was taken between 1:OO 
and 3:OO p. m. on the second day when the subjects had been without sleep for about 30 hours, 
but the group mean er ror  remained the same as on run 1, at 4.5". Comparison of each sub- 
ject's e r rors  on run 1 and run 8 showed that four subjects were better and four subjects were 
worse on the former than the latter run. It appeared that 30 hours of sleep deprivation had 
not significantly reduced the accuracy in the group as a whole. 
There were only 3 hours difference in sleep deprivation on runs 8 and 9; the main dif- 
ference between runs was that the subjects had consumed alcohol before run 9. Nevertheless, 
the mean group er ror  was 4" for run 9, compared with 4.5" for run 8. On an individual 
basis, the e r rors  of five subjects were lower on the drinking run 9,  than on the nondrinking 
run 8; three subjects showed the opposite result. 
In run 1, the subjects were sober and fully rested but the group mean er ror  was 4.5", 
as compared with a mean er ror  of 4" on run 9, when the subjects had been deprived of sleep 
for 33 hours and alcohol consumption had produced an average breathalyzer reading of 0 .06  
percent. Individual comparisons showed that the errors  of four subjects were lower on run 9 
than on run 1, two subjects had equal scores on both runs, and only two subjects performed 
better on run 1 than on run 9. 
On each run, each of the eight subjects had one trial in each of three different positions, 
so that 24 matched comparisons could be made between the e r rors  made on two different 
runs. Chi-square tests showed no significant difference in accuracy when comparisons were 
made between the following runs: run 1 and run 8, run 1 and run 9, and run 8 and run 9. 
There was no significant change in accuracy as a result of sleep deprivation and/or alcohol 
consumption either singly or alone, in the experimental conditions. 
satisfied that his secondary adjustments were accurate. In comparing run 1 with run 8 and 
run 1 with run 9, 18 trials took longer on the later runs, 8 and 9, than on run 1 and the op- 
posite result appeared in only 6 trials. The value of x2 was 6 ,  near the 6.64 value needed 
for significance at the p=O. 01 level. In comparing the last nondrinking run 8 with the drink- 
ing run 9, there was no significant difference in times. The group mean times and standard 
deviations were, respectively, 8.34 seconds and 3 .91  seconds, on nondrinking runs, and 
9 .48  seconds and 4 .62  seconds on the drinking run. The range of times in the nondrinking 
runs was from 1.7 to 2 0 . 9  seconds and in the drinking run was 3 . 5  to 2 3 . 1  seconds. 
It may be concluded with a high degree of probability that sleep deprivation for 30 hours 
produced a significant increase in the time taken to reach a decision, but not in the precision 
of executing a movement. Alcohol consumption that produced a breathalyzer reading of about 
0.06 percent, plus a further 3 hours without sleep, caused no significant change in perform- 
ance between runs 8 and 9. 
Arithmetic means give a better estimate than algebraic means of absolute e r rors  be- 
cru;zse an equal number of large errors  of overshoot (+) and undershoot (-) can cancel each 
A total of 140 adjustments reduced the residual e r ror  in primary movements and only 
Run 1 on the first day was taken between the hours of 8:OO and 1O:OO a. m., and the mean 
Comparisons were made between the times taken in each trial before each subject was 
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other in computing the algebraic mean which will then suggest a high, but spurious, level of 
accuracy and consistency. However, the arithmetic mean does not indicate whether or not 
movement and errors  are centered on the target, and algebraic means were also computed 
to determine the central tendency. When e r rors  are either predominantly positive or nega- 
tive, there is little difference between arithmetic and algebraic means, but a mixture of 
overshooting and undershooting will reduce the algebraic mean as compared with the arith- 
metic mean. 
mean errors  were from 3' to 6' arithmetic mean and from + O .  5' to -6' in the algebraic 
mean. The errors  of six subjects were predominantly due to undershoot; two subjects had 
the opposite tendency and these had the lowest arithmetic mean erllors of 3.0" and 3.5" as  
compared with 4.4" for the other six subjects. 
4.2' and 1 .  Bo, respectively. The extent and residual e r rors  of primary movement were highly 
variable; about 20 percent of these movements had errors  of 20" or more, but in 32 percent 
of cases the residual errors  were 4' or less. There was similar variation in the number of 
adjustments that were made following a primary movement; no adjustment or only one adjust- 
ment was made in 41 percent of cases, whereas seven or  more adjustments were made to 15 
percent of primary movements. 
There was considerable variation in individual performance; the ranges of subject's 
In the group as a whole, on nondrinking runs, the arithmetic and algebraic means were 
DISCUSSION 
A previous study of eye-movements (ref. 14) produced a mean eye error  and standard 
deviation of 0.28' and 1.4', respectively. These figures are close to the 0.38' eye e r ror  and 
1.170 standard deviation of the present experiments although the studies differed widely in 
conditions and techniques of measurement. In the present study, the small errors  that re- 
mained after "blind ," recall adjustments were completed might not be functionally important 
in seeing the target clearly. When fixation is attempted, there are frequent flicks to correct 
drift of the eyes, so that a target image travels around a central area of the fovea approxi- 
mately 0.36' in diameter (ref. 15). The zone of clear, foveal vision is approximately 3', and 
relatively gross, saccadic movements of the eyes achieve adequate acuity for reading. In the 
nondrinking runs of this study, few corrections were made to recall movements when the 
target mask was removed and the target was seen. Well-practiced subjects made adjustments 
of 0.5" or more on only 3 . 5  percent of the trials. In 15  percent of the trials, smaller cor- 
rections could be detected in the records. 
The above data are compatible with the hypotheses that proprioception is used to control 
primary eye movements and fine, secondary adjustments toward either a visible target or the 
recalled position of a target. The alleged inaccuracy of proprioception has often been cited 
as a crucial objection to any important central role of this modality in movement control. 
The precision now shown provides a factual basis for dismissing this venerable objection. 
The underlying fallacies in experiments and interpretations must also be disposed of because 
they have been repeated, in one form or another, for more than a century. In a typical case, 
Ludvigh (ref. 11) states that proprioceptors in extraocular muscles cannot position the eye 
with higher precision than 10'. His subjects fixated a small light in a darkened room. This 
light was extinguished but soon replaced by another, which was displaced from the first by 
varying amounts. The subjects fixated the second light and reported whether it was displaced 
to the left or the right of the first. Their judgments were not reliable for displacements less 
than lo", in contrast to the present study where most subjects could reliably detect and cor- 
rect an e r ror  of 1' or less. In the Ludvigh study, the subjects made verbal reports.of the 
minimum sensation which reached the level of consciousness. The present study determined 
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the minimum data that are effective in control, regardless of the irrelevant issue of the sub- 
ject's awareness of the information. Relatively few of the proprioceptive pathways project 
to the cerebral cortex, the neural center of consciousness. It has been pointed out previously 
(ref. 12) that a major advantage of delegating control to proprioception is to release the 
limited span of conscious attention for its primary function of detecting environmental changes 
of biological importance. In common experience, a long established skill is often disrupted 
when attention is paid to detailed execution. Despite the weight of scientific and experimental 
observations, many have discounted feedback theory, mainly because low awareness of propri- 
oceptive data often leads to inaccurate verbal reports on actual or attempted movements 
(refs. 4, 11, and 16 to 19). 
Allegations of gross inaccuracy have also been directed at proprioceptors in skeletal 
muscles and joints. For example, Crawford (ref. 20) concluded that proprioception is too 
inaccurate for use in positioning the head. In his test conditions, subjects were required to 
turn their heads to angles that were named, but not displayed as target stimuli; there was a 
mean e r ro r  of about 10" in these conditions. These data are irrelevant to the issue of whether 
proprioception is used in control. The findings merely show that there are no accurate as- 
sociations between the names of angles and the specific state of the proprioceptive discharge 
when the head is held at those angles. This is scarcely surprising, because it is difficult to 
conceive of situations where such learning could possibly occur. 
A previous study (ref. 14) determined the accuracy of pointing an outstretched, hidden 
arm in the direction of gaze, in the horizontal plane. The mean error  and standard deviation 
were 0. 20" and 1.4", respectively, and the results also indicated that accuracy varied with 
the frequency of using various coordinated actions. In the present study of vertical forearm 
movements, the standard deviation of e r ror  was 3. 51", centered about a point 1.8" short of 
the target. The considerable increase of e r ror  as compared with the previous experiment 
may stem in part from the relative infrequency of alining the forearms, as compared with 
pointing the arm. Goldscheider (ref. 21) showed that the proprioceptors in proximal joints 
a re  more sensitive than those in distal joints. Both findings could help to account for the 
relatively low accuracy of movements of the forearm, as compared with the whole arm. 
However, a major function of a rm movements is to bring the hand or a held object into the 
zone of clear, foveal vision, and the accuracy of forearm movement is adequate for the pur- 
pose. 
with feedback theory although the level of accuracy does not, as is often supposed, provide a 
basis for deciding between theories. Accuracy or inaccuracy could equally well be attributed 
to motor volleys or  to feedback impulses. 
In the absence of a visible target, the accuracy of eye and-limb movements is compatible 
OUTFLOW THEORY .-According to outflow theory, learned patterns of motor impulses 
a re  the only factors effective in control. Limitations of practice time and the storage ca- 
pacity of the brain preclude the possibility that an indefinite number of patterns could be es- 
tablished for each discriminable movement of each body member. At most, there would be 
a limited repertoire of stereotyped responses. This type of open-chain control cannot be 
reconciled with extreme variability in primary movements, the extent and direction of resid- 
ual e r rors ,  and the number of subsequent adjustments. 
of residual e r rors  in primary movements. Subsequent adjustments were often numerous and 
complex, but tables 2 and 3 show that they reduced the initial e r ror  in the vast majority of 
cases. 
highly variable errors. Outflow theory cannot remotely account for the results, and it is 
decisively rejected. 
In both experiment 1 and 2 there was considerable variation in the direction and extent 
The results provide clear evidence for an error-sensing device which is used to correct 
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THE EFFECTS OF STRESS.--In experiment 1 ,  alcohol consumption that produced a 
breathalyzer reading of 0 . 1  percent had a significant (p < 0.01) effect of the accuracy of eye- 
movements. The large reduction in the ratio of correct to  incorrect secondary adjustments 
in recall movements, probably reflected a sharp rise in proprioceptive thresholds. 
The subjects in experiment 2 showed surprisingly high resistance to the effects of 
stress. At the time of taking run 8, the subjects had been without sleep for about 30 hours, 
but there was no loss of accuracy in alining the forearms in run 8 as compared with the 
beginning of practice. The subjects took longer, however, to make adjustments in run 8 than 
in run 1. There was a further loss of about 3 hours sleep between runs 8 and 9 but the main 
change was that alcohol consumption produced a breathalyzer level of about 0.06 percent in 
the latter run. The addition of alcohol stress did not produce a deterioration in performance. 
Apparently, the alcohol compensated for the extra 3 hours lack of sleep because there was no 
deterioration in performance between runs 8 and 9. Stresses from several sources a re  often 
additive but they may also cancel, as in the interaction of loud noise and sleep deprivation. 
INFLOW THEORY 
The duration of kinaesthetic reaction time, about 0 . 2  second in the simple case, has 
seemed a crucial objection to many writers in precluding continuous proprioceptive control 
of rapid movements (refs. 3 and 22 to 26). It has seemed impossible to explain how a sensory 
indication of limb position could be transmitted to high centers and return in time to monitor 
and terminate movements of shorter duration than kinaesthetic reaction time. The rapid 
finger strokes of musicians apparently preclude control by a modality in which reaction time 
plus movement time would limit movement rates to about two per second. 
have a delayed effect, following a movement of incorrect extent , in altering the amplitude of 
successive movements. Similarly, latency would not rule out the use of proprioception for 
fine, secondary adjustments. 
sitional control system that is usually postulated as a model. Latency presents no problem 
if an integral-error control system is used as a model. The rapid component of the proprio- 
ceptive discharge is related to the rate of movement. The duration of primary movements is 
relatively constant at about 0 .25  second. The extent of movement could be determined by 
generating and monitoring an average speed of movement that is appropriate for the distance 
to be travelled. There would be two main sources of e r ro r  in controlling primary movements, 
that is, estimates of the duration of movement and the speed of movement, as defined by the 
proprioceptive discharge. There is only one main source of e r ror  in estimating position 
from the proprioceptive discharge when making small, secondary adjustments. A clear pre- 
diction from the hypothesis of integral e r ror  control is that the vast majority of secondary 
adjustments will reduce the residual e r rors  in primary movements. The present results are 
in complete agreement with the hypothesis of integral e r ro r  control, and the model is also 
compatible with relevant physiological data. 
The latency problem has another artificial basis in the persistent confusion between 
different classes of activity. For example, Lashley (ref. 24) discounted inflow theory be- 
cause of the apparent impossibility of reconciling kinaesthetic reaction time of about 0 .2  
second with the rapid finger strokes of musicians at about 12 per second. Reaction times 
are measured in conditions where the timing and nature of an appropriate response cannot 
be predicted. In contrast, musicians learn to read ahead, and they memorize sequences of 
notes s o  that responses can be prepared before they are needed and reaction delays do not 
occur. 
The latency would not preclude parametric feedback, however ; proprioception could 
The problem of latency is largely artificial, stemming in part from the simple, po- 
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THE USE OF MODELS.-Ruch (ref. 1) questions the value of mechanical analogies or 
models of biological processes when the former are devoid of mathematical treatment , but, 
in fact, mathematical description does not necessarily add anything of value to understanding 
of the functions and mechanisms of organisms. The major use of models still lies in the pri- 
mary task of science, which is to classify phenomena. 
reduce such confusion. When appropriate responses and their timing cannot be predicted, in- 
formation theory often provides an appropriate model. A suitable model for the highly prac- 
ticed activity of musicians is a phonograph. As a result of practice, the appropriate model 
may change. For example, Hick (ref. 27) found, like others before him, that choice reaction 
time lengthened with increased number of choices. Hick's unique and invaluable contribution 
lay in developing an elegant model of the mechanism of decision from the information theory 
approach. A contrasting approach is provided by Mowbray and Rhoades (ref. 28), who showed 
that a subject who was very highly trained on a few choices did not show the usual lengthening 
of reaction time with increased number of choices. They deprecated the use of models on the 
unfounded and irrelevant grounds that machines, unlike organisms, cannot exhibit adaptability. 
It is important to note that in discarding relevant models, Mowbray and Rhoades were im- 
mediately limited to merely naming phenomena rather than explaining function and mechanism. 
They "explained" differences in results by contrasting the Tack of practice" of the subject in 
Hick's study with the "overlearning" of the subject in their experiment. The real problem is 
of course, to explain the reorganization that must underlie improvements in control, rather 
than to bury the crucial issue in the vast necropolis of learning theory. Failing agreement on 
the functions of proprioception there must necessarily be disagreement on the elementary 
issue of whether patterns of motor impulses, or of sensory stimuli, are the basic content of 
learning. It has been shown (ref. 12) , that in step-input tracking, reaction t i d e  lengthens 
considerably with increased uncertainty of the required direction of response but little, if at 
all, with an increase in the number of movements of different extent that may be demanded. 
It can scarcely be supposed that subjects had "overlearnedr1 the control of extent but not of 
direction; the real difference is best illustrated by the use of models. 
would provide the essential basis for understanding related aspects of behavior. Related 
problems include hand dominance , motor generalization, psychological refractoriness, mirror 
reversal and transfer effects, and the basic problem of learning, that is , "what is learned ? I r  
Twenty additional years of research have produced no discernable advance on Craik's 
model of an intermittent correction servo-mechanism for tracking behavior , but he had not 
solved the general problem of proprioceptive function before his untimely death. It now 
seems probable that there is continuous monitoring of the speed and direction of movement 
by negative feedback from the proprioceptors ; intermittent corrections are usually based on 
visual cues. Proprioception probably determines the extent of discrete movements by the use 
of integral e r ror  control and provides the basis for fine, secondary adjustments that do not 
demand visual attention. In serial movements, proprioception may well provide parametric 
feedback . 
Many besides Lashley have confused different classes of activity, and models can greatly 
The problem of movement control is important in its own right and because a solution 
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22. A Neuromuscular Actuation System Model" 
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Recently both high-quai i t y  physiological data and human-operator describing- 
function data of low variabi l i ty and large dynamic range have become available. 
These data lead to control engineering descriptions for neuromuscular actuation 
systems which are compatible wi th the ovailable data and which provide insight 
into the overall human control structure (e.g., the types of feedback systems 
used for various inputs). In this paper, some of these physiological and human- 
operator data are briefly reviewed, and a simple neuromuscular actuation system 
model i s  presented. 
The physiological data of interest include recent anatomical and physiolog- 
ical  data for the muscle spindle and input-output studies of the muscle. These 
data indicate that simple linear models can describe the basic behavior of these 
two elements i n  tracking tasks. Developed further here i s  the variation i n  sys- 
tem parameters as a function of average muscle tension and the role of the mus- 
c le spindle both as an equalization element and i n  i t s  effects on muscle tone. 
The pertinent human-operator describing-function data include the covaria- 
t ion of high- and low-frequency phase data and the describing-function variation 
of high-frequency phase with tension. 
The simplest neuromuscular model suggested by and compatible with these 
data i s  one i n  which muscle spindles provide both a feedback function, an oper- 
ating point or bias adjustment, and a t  least one command path. 
The neuromuscular system is a composite of neural and muscular components situated 
in the spinal cord and the periphery-typically a limb and its neural connections-operating on 
commands sent from higher centers. We are interested in engineering descriptions of such 
systems in three respects: 
cision of manual control are critically limited by the properties of the neuromuscular system. 
An understanding of this system has important practical ramifications in determining the ef- 
fects of control system nonlinearities and sensitivities on manual control. 
Control Theoretic-The neuromuscular system is an archetypical adaptive actuation sys- 
tem which, if understood operationally, might serve as the inspiration for analogous inanimate 
systems with similarly useful properties. 
servomechanism provides a framework for the interpretation and elaboration of neurophysio- 
logical data. 
Manual Control Engineering-The basic dynamics of the human operator and the pre- 
i 
Physiological System Description-The study of the neuromuscular system as a biological 
This paper includes research efforts supported by the Ames Research Center of the 
National Aeronautics and §pace Administration under Contract NAS 2-2824 and by the Air  
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Research and Technology Division, under Contract A F  
%- 
33(6 57) - 10 83 5. 
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In this paper we first summarize some experimental data which have motivated our 
present model of the neuromuscular system. Then the components of the neuromuscular sys- 
tem are described, and simplified mathematical models for them are developed. These com- 
ponents are connected into a system structure, and its operations for typical control situations 
are explored. Finally, the ability of the model to account for the experimental data is dis- 
cussed. 
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small signal equivalent spring (under y control) 
human pilot gain 
small signal equivalent spring for the nuclear bag region of a muscle spindle 
spindle gain 
muscle sensitivity to alpha motorneuron firing 
actual length of muscle 
operating point length of muscle 
length of muscle shortening 
limb + manipulator inertia 
integer 
tension 
operating point tension 
tetanic tension 
particular operating point tensions 
d 
complex variable, s =o + jw; Laplace transform variable 
time constant 
general lag time constant of human pilot describing function 
lead and lag time constants in precision model of human pilot describing 
function 
closed-loop pole for tension Pi or P2 
open-loop spindle model pole 
closed-loop spindle model pole 
general lag and lead time constants 
general lead time constant of human pilot describing function 
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first-order lag time constant approximation of the neuromuscular system 
first-order lag time constant of the neuromuscular system 
velocity of contraction 
operating point velocity 
differential velocity of contraction 
controlled element (machine and display) transfer function 
pilot describing function 
low frequency phase approximation parameter 
alpha motorneuron command 
low-frequency phase approximation parameter for tension Pi 
low-frequency phase approximation parameter for tension P2 
gamma command following gamma motorneuron delay 
d gamma bias input due to y 
steady-state value of y 
gamma command input due to y 
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steady-state value of y 
gamma input due to dynamic gamma motorneuron 
total gamma bias 
gamma input due to static gamma motorneuron 
damping ratio of limb/manipulator system 
minimum damping ratio of limb/manipulator system 
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damping ratio of second-order component of the neuromuscular system 
limb rotation 
real axis of complex plane 
pure time delay 
effective time delay 
effective time delay for tension Pi 
effective time delay for tension P2 
net time delay in the alpha motorneuron pathway 
net time delay in the gamma motorneuron pathways 
incremental low-frequency phase angle A'Plow 
w angular frequency, rad/sec 
w. forcing function bandwidth 
1 
undamped natural frequency of limb/manipulator system, d* 
undamped natural frequency of second-order part of the neuromuscular 
system 
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Mathematical conventions : 
approximately equal to 
* angle of 
1 1  magnitude 
increase 
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For a power quantity (e. g., spectrum) decibels (dB) are expressed as 1 0  loglo( ); for an 
amplitude quantity (e.g., yp) decibels are expressed as 20 logio( ). 
HUMAN OPERATOR DATA INDICATING 
NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEM EFFECTS 
There is a large body of describing function data available for the overall human opera- 
tor (e. g., refs. 1 to 4) as well as for the neuromuscular system (e.g., refs. 5 to 7). In this 
paper we are interested in data that relate the effects of average muscle tension o r  tone on the 
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neuromuscular-system describing-function data. These effects occur at very high and very 
low frequencies , and so  with measurements limited to midfrequencies they show up primarily 
in the phase data. 
HIGH- AND LOW-FREQUENCY PHASE CONVARIATION. -To describe some recent opera- 
tor dynamics data, several levels of approximation have been used (refs. 2, 4, and 7). Two 
of these are shown in figure 1. These "describing function modelst' are descriptive of the 
Precision Model 
Approximate Model 
Figure 1.-Describing function models. 
transfer dynamics for the complete human 
operator including manipulator character- 
istics.' The so-called precision model is a 
minimum form compatible with all the fine 
detail, low variability data for random- 
appearing forcing functions and also com- 
patible with such things as the dynamics of 
the movement component in step responses. 
The approximate model is a much simpler 
form in which the number of parameters is 
reduced without too serious a degradation 
in the analytical description of the data. 
Both models exhibit the same gain, equali- 
zation, and basic delay elements. They dif- 
fer in their neuromuscular system aspects. 
For these the high-frequency terms are 
third-order in the precision model. In the 
approximate model , the lower frequency effects of these third-order terms a re  approximated 
by either a first-order lag (so-called neuromuscular lag) or a pure time delay. The latter 
can be summed with the basic latencies to give an overall time delay T ~ .  
In the precision model these characteristics are represented by the lead divided by lag, 
(TKjw+l)/(T&jw+l) , which is a minimum form suitable to characterize both amplitude ratio 
and phase data completely for the limited data of extremely high precision (i. e., those data 
for controlled element forms Kc, Kc/s, and Kc/(s -l/T)). For many systems these low- 
frequency effects can be further approximated, as derived below, by the single-parameter 
form e- 
m lags and leads, the incremental phase shift due to these will be 
The very low frequency characteristics appear in the data primarily as a phase lag. 
If the low-frequency effects are modeled by transfer characteristics containing 
At frequencies well above the break frequencies of these lags and leads, that is, w>l/T 
1/T 
lead.' 
1 , this can be approximated by 
lagi 
'The describing function is written in terms of the frequency operator, jw, to emphasize 
that this kind of describing function is valid only in the frequency domain and exists only under 
essentially stationary conditions. For instance, it does not describe the system response to 
a discrete input, such as a step input (although some of the terms in the model may be corn- 
patible with portions of the step-response time history). 
f 
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i 
W 
o! 
- ja/w 
We will use this e 
low frequency leads and lags. 
and equivalent time-delay qum-tities contained in the 
- j(wTe W/W) approximate models exponential phase descriptor term , e 
the nature of typical pilot describing-function data and the application of the previously given 
precision and approximate model forms as descriptors of these data. The typical data shown 
are from a so-called subcritical task involving the control of a controlled element Yc con- 
sisting of a first-order divergence. The Q, and Te aspects do not affect the amplitude ratio at 
all, although they are clearly shown in the phase. The W T ~  phase due to time delay dominates 
the high frequencies, whereas the o!/w phase lag is the major low-frequency effect. Their 
joint action tends to make the phase look like an umbrella, with a controlling the left side and 
T e  the right side; that is ,  changes in T~ shift the right side of the umbrella, while changes in 
o! shift the left. Simultaneous increases in both Q, and 1 / ~ ~  shift the umbrella to the right, 
whereas decreases shift it to the left. 
Figure 3,  which is taken from reference 7, indicates that o! and 1 / T e  vary together for the ex- 
periments considered there. In terms of the describing-€unction phase curve shown in figure 
2, both ends of the umbrella are shifted together in an adaptive response to forcing-function 
bandwidth wi changes (for Yc =&/(s)~)  or controlled-element divergent time constant T changes 
(for Yc=Kc/s(s -l/T)) 
phase characteristic to approximate the midfrequency effects of very 
Our emphasis here is on the 
. Figure 2 illustrates 
Some idea of the variation of Q, and T~ and their connections is provided in reference 7. 
HIGH-FREQUENCY PHASE VARIATION WITH TENSION. -The effect of average volun- 
tary muscle tension on the supination-pronation response to mechanical impulse inputs has 
been investigated in reference 5. The relative amount of muscle tension was inferred from 
a sphygmomanometer cuff attached around the forearm. This was displayed to the subject 
who then could readily set the reading to any one of five levels. These experiments were 
carried out using irregularly spaced mechanical impulses delivered , without warning, by a 
pendulum. The manipulator restraint consisted of an inertia several times larger than that 
of the arm,  and the subject was asked to resist the perturbing influence of the pendulum- 
produced disturbance on the load. 
damping. Figure 4,  taken from reference 5,  shows the upper pole position of a complex 
pair fitted to the transient response for the five tension values (apparently for only one sub- 
ject). In general, increasing mean tension increases the natural frequency of these roots 
but leaves the damping ratio relatively unchanged. We are interested in the effect of this 
trend on the high-frequency phase which can be found by noting that, as in figure 1 ,  
The transient response resembled that of a dominant second-order system with light 
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delay and low-frequency phase lag. data and models (Yc=K,/(s-2); wi=4.0 rad/ 
see). 
Figure 4.-Root locus of the positive 
pole of a complex pair fitted to the 
transient response (ref. 5). 
Figure 5.-Effective time constant as a function of in- 
ferred tension. 
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for frequencies below WN. Since all values of WN are at the extreme upper end of the meas- 
urement bandwidth (see fig. 2), then the approximate phase of these complex roots behaves 
as a simple lag with an effective time constant given by 2cN/WN' In the approximate model 
this is lumped into the overall time delay T ~ .  
Reference 5 also contains averaged data for three subjects which we can use to calcu- 
late the effective time constant for the five tension values (see fig. 5). The decrease in time 
constant as tension increases will move the high-frequency phase to the right. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPONENTS 
To describe the physiology of the neuromuscular system is very d i fhul t  because of the 
enormous complexities of the system and the many unknowns still present despite recent ad- 
vances (refs. 8 to 10). In spite of these difficulties, we shall attempt here a broad and super- 
ficial coverage of some workings of the neuromuscular system elements , expressed in engi- 
neering terms. The components that shall be described are  , in sequence motor units, sensory 
units , and interconnection and amplification elements. Only those elements which are believed 
to be important in the manipulation of spring-restrained low-inertia manipulators with negli- 
gible nonlinearities are considered. 
MOTOR UNITS.-The smallest functional entity in a motor system is a motor unit, which 
is illustrated schematically in figure 6. It consists of a motorneuron cell body, located in the 
ventral horn of the spinal cord; its axon2, which is a single-fiber signal-transmission line 
from the cell body to the muscle; and the group of muscle fibers connected to the terminal 
branches of the axon. Motor units differ primarily in the number of muscle fibers (innervation 
ratio) served by one motorneuron. The innervation ratio is a limiting factor in the attainable 
precision of muscle control. For muscles involved in very precise and finely graded move- 
ments, such as those of the eye, the innervation ratio can be as low as about five. In con- 
trast y large muscles which are used primarily in gross movements , such as the biceps, may 
have hundreds o r  thousands of muscle fibers per motorneuron. The individual fibers of 
muscles are grouped into bundles which, in turn, are  assembled to make up the complete 
muscle. There may be as many as several million fibers in a muscle. The fibers of a motor 
unit are widely dispersed in several bundles, so  the action of a single motor unit is spread 
throughout the muscle. 
are transmitted along the axon as brief (-1 msec) electrical pulses of essentially invariant 
shape and duration, which travel at rates of up to 100 m/sec. Arriving at the axon muscle 
interface (%euromuscular junction") they trigger the release of a chemical agent which in- 
duces the generation of a similar pulse in the muscle fiber; the pulse spreads over the fiber, 
triggering a sequence of events leading ultimately to contraction of the muscle fiber. 
called a 
that the muscle system is of essentially constant length) is shown in figure 7. This amounts 
to the impulse response of the muscle-fiber portion of a motor unit. It is also the weakest 
possible natural movement involving that muscle. The twitch shown is typical of a fast 
muscle, with a contraction time of about 40 msec and a far longer decay. 
The muscle responds to the commands carried by the motorneuron. These responses 
The net result of all this activity is a brief contractile response of the muscle fiber, 
A typical twitch time history for isometric conditions (limb constrained s o  
2These axons to skeletal muscle fibers are the largest of the motor fibers and have 
diameters which are in the "alpha" range (12 to 2OpJ. Hence these motorneurons are some- 
times called "alpha motorneurons 
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M 
Fi 
Section from 
Figure 6.-Diagram of a motor unit. 
In a single motor unit a low repetition 
rate of action potentials arriving at the 
motor endplate causes a train of essentially 
independent twitches. In each of these, the 
mechanical response lasts far longer than 
the action potential stimulus. As the fre- 
quency of excitation increases, a second 
action potential will arrive while the me- 
chanical effect of the prior stimulus still 
persists, causing a mechanical summation 
or  fusion of contractions. Up to a point the 
degree of summation increases as the 
stimulus interval becomes shorter although 
the summation effect decreases as the in- 
terval between the stimuli approaches the 
refractory period of the muscle. Maximum 
tension occurs when the excitation frequency 
is so  high that the degree of summation ap- 
proaches zero. This limiting response is 
called a tetanus and the tension developed 
is about four times that of a single twitch. 
In an actual muscle system there are 
many motor units energized by many co- 
ordinated motorneurons . Thus, when more 
force is needed, not only can a single motor 
unit be fired more rapidly, but other motor 
units can be activated and their motorneurons 
made to discharge more frequently. By this 
means, the degree of tension in a muscle is 
directly related to the number of active motorneurons and to the rate of spike discharge in 
these motorneurons. This provides for an enormous dynamic range in a given muscle. 
Although deficient in detail, the pre- 
ceding summary provides a broad qualita- 
tive picture of the major electrical and 
chemical events invdved in the translation 
of a motorneuron command to a muscle 
response. The picture can be put into 
analytical form by treating existing data on 
muscles as if they were force/speed char- 
acteristics of an actuator. This can be 
0 0.1 0.2 done using actual data or ,  alternatively, by 
Time (sed  using equations fitted to actual data. The 
venient. The most popular data summary 
Figure 7.-Impulse response of a muscle fiber. second scheme is by far the more con- 
in equation form for muscles is Hill's equation. It has been found suitable for a wide range of 
muscle types, including arm muscles in man (ref. 11). Hill's "characteristic equation" (refs. 
11 and 12) is 
f ,
(F +a)V=b(PT -F) (4) 
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where F is the force exerted by the muscle during a contraction with a velocity V, PT is the 
isometric (V=O) or maximum (tetanic) tension in the muscle, and a and b are constants. Note 
that PT depends upon muscle length-this is taken into account in a later paragraph. In this 
equation F V  is the power required to do mechanical work and aV may be considered to be 
the power dissipated in heat within the muscle. 
Hill's equation is often presented in terms of a force/velocity relationship, 
(F+a)(V+b)=b P +a 
( T  ) 5) 
In this connection a and b become so-called force and velocity constants. In terms of the 
modified force and velocity variables , (F +a) and (V+b) , the relationship is hyperbolic (see 
fig. 8), implying constant "power" in these coordinates for a constant isometric tension. 
Referring to figure 8, Hill's equation has been found to be most accurate for shortening con- 
ditions and to depart from the hyperbolic relationship for lengthening velocities. The rela- 
tionship tends to be more linear and somewhat steeper than an extrapolation from Hill's 
equation would show. This results in a change in slope in the region of most interest (small 
positive and negative velocities). However, in the context of an agonist-antagonist muscle 
pair one muscle is lengthening while the other is shortening. Thus, the overall force/ 
velocity relationship is continuous. 
number of different levels of average electrical activity measured from surface electrodes. 
Also shown in figure 8 are curves (ref. 13) for the force/velocity relationship for a 
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These indicate that Hill's equation also applies if PT is replaced by P, the isometric tension 
in the muscle due to  the average firing rate f of the motor unit ensemble. Note also that the 
slope of the force/velocity curves increases for increasing average firing rate; that i s ,  the 
effective damping varies with muscle activity. 
When written in the form desired for our purposes, Hill's equation is 
bP a V  
b+V b+V 
F=- -- 
We are interested primarily in situations where the muscles involved execute small perturba- 
tions about the operating point P=Po, Vo=O. For these circumstances, the velocity V can be 
considered small and equation (6) can be expanded in a Taylor series. Assuming that terms 
of the second-order or higher in perturbation quantities are negligible yields 
F =F(P, +AP, V, +AV) A F(P,, vo) + a F ~ ~  +- AV [s aa; ] P=P, 
v=vo=o 
Evaluating the partial derivatives and setting dV=V yields 
P 
The general tension P in equation (8) is a function of both length and average firing rate as 
shown in figure 9. The zero and maximum lines on this figure are from reference 14, 
whereas the dashed lines for other average firing rates represent an interpretation of the 
data in reference 15. For a control task in which the muscle will have an average tension 
PO, average firing rate fo, and average o r  rest length Lo, we can describe small deviations 
about the operating point with a Taylor series expanded about f=fo and L=Lo. Keeping only 
terms of first order in the perturbation quantities yields (for the tension P near Po) 
P=P(fo+Af, L-AL); Po(f,, Lo)+ 
f =fo 
L=L, 
5 Po +Cf Af - - AL 
aL (9) 
where AL has been defined as positive in the direction of muscle shortening so that d(AL)/dt 
will equal shortening velocity. Thus the muscle output force contains a steady component, a 
component sensitive to changes in firing frequency, and an effective spring element. Sub- 
stitution of equation (9) into equation (8) gives the result 
FLPo+C f Af - (y) V - E A L  
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MUSCLE ACTIVE AND 
PASSIVE CHARACTERISTICS 
loo - In terms of an analogous physical 
system the linearized equation for a mus- c 
cle given previously corresponds to a force 
source, P,+CfAf, coupled to a parallel 
spring/viscous -damper combination. Such a 
a model is generally sufficient when the 
muscle is operating near or below the 
natural muscle length in the body. When 
the muscle is substantially greater in 
length, the elastic element may become 
negative. Except for this consideration, 
the equivalent elastic element has ap- 
proximately constant gradient. The damper (from refs. 14 and 15). 
element, on the other hand, has a damping 
coefficient which is linearly relaied to the operating point tension. Consequently, the effective 
damping is also directly proportional to f,, the steady-state firing rate, since Po=Cffo. 
such as tracking, generally require coordinated groups of muscles. The simplest of these is 
an agonist/antagonist pair connected at opposite ends of a first-class lever to provide rotary 
motion. For rotation to occur one muscle must contract while the other extends. If the op- 
posing muscles each have a steady-state tension in the static situation caused by some steady- 
state or average firing rate, fo, rotation can be accomplished by increasing the firing rate for 
the contracting muscle by the increment Af while simultaneously decreasing the firing rate in 
the antagonist by about the same increment. 
ever, as simple as that described above. However, the same principles hold for each 
agonist/antagonist pair involved and a grand summation can be made of all the pairs con- 
tributing to the actual limb motion of interest. 
In tracking actions the muscle system operates in conjunction with a manipulator, which 
is ordinarily restrained by both linear and nonlinear mechanical elements. If lhearity is as- 
sumed here, the load dynamics of a wide 
variety of practical manipulators can be 
characterized adequately by spring, 
10 85 100 115 130 145 
L (Percent- of Rest Length) 
Figure 9.-Presumed tension-length curve 
Skeletal muscles can only contract actively, so  movements involving high-grade skill, 
The actual muscle system involved in almost any complex limb motions is seldom, if 
MANIPULATOR 
CHARACTERISTICS 
manipulator load dynamics for the e&) 
d 
294 
For a particular limb/manipulator 
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system the undamped natural frequency 
will be constant as  long as the motions do not require muscle lengths which depart too far from 
Lo. The damping characteristics, on the other hand, will vary directly with the average ten- 
sion Po ,  which is subject to enormous variation. Consequently, the damping ratio - 
can vary greatly. With a normal subject the minimum average tension in movements having 
zero mean is Po=O, so the minimum limb/manipulator system damping ratio will be 
C 
B 
s 0 = 2  {(Ep-Ji- 
For precision movements in tracking there is always some average tension acting, and ordi- 
narily this is sufficient to make the damping ratio considerably greater than unity. For this 
case the appropriate forms for equation (11) are, therefore, either 
or, when 5 >1, M 
The dynamics of this equivalent system are illustrated for two cases of tension by the 
jw-Bode diagram of figure 11. From this figure it is apparent that the effect of changing the 
viscous characteristic of the muscle group is to decrease the high-frequency time constant, 
T 
-20 dB/decade portion on the limb/manipulator system Bode diagram is increased. As will 
be seen later these changes, due to an increase in steady-state tension, have most important 
consequences on the neuromuscular system dynamics. 
, and increase the low-frequency time constant, T . In the process the width of the 
M2 MI 
d 
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Figure 11 .- jw-Bode diagram for limb/manipulator dynamics. 
MUSCLE SPINDLES 
Spindle Anatomy.-Much of the control of neuromuscular behavior in the periphery is 
dependent on a complex organ located in most muscles of the body, the muscle spindle. It is 
in itself a complex neuromuscular integrative system receiving a continuous set of motor con- 
trol and command signals from the central nervous system, and sending a constant stream of 
sensory information signals via its several paths back to the central nervous system. 
A typical muscle may have 50 to 80 of these organs, embedded at various points among 
the tension-producing (ffextrafusalff) muscle fibers of the main muscle mass (ref. 16). A 
typical spindle is elongated in shape, may be several millimeters in length, and has an ori- 
entation parallel to that of the extrafusal muscle fibers. They may be arranged in isolation, 
in tandem with each other, or may be found in conjunction with other specialized receptor 
structures of the muscle. 
previously suspected, it is important to review some of its basic anatomical and physiological 
features. These have been documented in several recent journals and symposia (refs. 1 7  to 
19) and in the following discussion we shall present a summary of this work in which the com- 
plexities of spindle structure and function not relevant to the present discussion are either 
simplified or omitted, 
A highly simplified diagrammatic view of a muscle spindle is shown in figure 12. This 
shows the central axis of the spindle which consists of a globular nuclear bag region connected 
to either pole of the spindle by means of a pair of nuclear bag fibers, which are  themselves 
typical striated muscle fibers ( ~ 2 5  pm in diameter) ? These nuclear bag fibers are known as 
ffintrafusal fibers ,?( and are never observed to contribute directly to the development of tension 
in the muscle. Rather, they appear to be motor fibers related solely to control within the 
spindle itself. From their microscopic appearance the bag fibers appear to be normal striated 
muscle fibers and hence would be expected to have dynamic and mechanical properties similar 
to those of the extrafusal fibers discussed previously. 
Since the influence of the spindle in neuromuscular control is more far-reaching than 
~~ 
'Chain fibers, which lack the nuclear bag region, have been observed and discussed 
(ref. 17). They have smaller diameters and are connected in series and in parallel with the 
nuclear bag fibers. All spindles have at least one nuclear bag fiber, but may not have any 
chain fibers. Thus we shall assume that the chain fibers are not vital to the spindle's basic 
behavior. 
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The nerves supply the intrafusal fi- 
bers have their cell bodies situated in the 
spinal cord and are  connected to them by 
mons which have a diameter somewhat 
smaller than that of the axons connected to 
extrafusal muscle fibers. To distinguish 
these tW0 Classes Of motor C e l l s ,  axOnS and 
muscle fibers, the terms ffgammalT (re- 
ferring to the spindle motor system) and 
"alphaff (referring to the main muscle motor 
system) are used. 
or command paths, however, are  the sensory 
fibers which originate at the spindle and 
which generate pulse trains carrying infor- 
mation back to the spinal cord. In a typical 
spindle, there will usually arise one large 
axon whose principal termination winds 
around the nuclear bag region (a region of 
the spindle without muscle or contractile 
elements). These are the primary or an- 
serving these have large diameters (12 to 
20 pm) and do not have terminations with 
other spindles. A second type of sensory 
ending is the flower-spray or secondary 
ending (not shown in fig. 12). Each axon 
can terminate in several endings along the 
intrafusal fiber. These type I1 axons are 
about half the diameter of the type Ia af- 
ferents. They never appear to terminate in 
the nuclear region of the bag fiber, but the 
same type I1 axon can have terminations in 
more than one spindle. 
In the present paper we are concerned 
only with the behavior of the larger diameter 
primary endings-how they respond to 
changes in muscle length and gamma activity. 
Extrafusal Muscle Fiber 
lntrafusal Muscle Fiber 
(Nuclear Bag Fiber) 
Of equal importance to these effector 
Ex+rafusal Fiber nulospiral endings. The type Ia mons 
Figure 12 .-Idealized nuclear bag muscle 
spindle. 
Before summarizing the physiological behavior of the primary ending, we must first in- 
dicate something about the relation between mechanical events at the nuclear bag region and 
the electrical events in the sensory annulospiral nerve ending. Much evidence has been ac- 
cumulated which indicates that mechanical deformations of sensory terminals lead to the de- 
velopment of electrical potential fields at the terminals which are directly proportional to the 
strength of the deformation (ref. 20) .  These generator potentials in fact are very accurate 
mappings of the forces operating on the terminals and can follow rather high frequencies of 
change in the deforming stimulus. The fields are an inherent property of the receptor mem- 
brane itself, and the fields are utilized by the sensory axon in the production of nerve im- 
pulses in specialized triggering regions near the receptor endings. Nerve impulses, in fact, 
are generated at a rate directly proportional to the magnitude of the generator potential; hence 
there is a continuous transmission of impulses at a frequency which is a linear function of that 
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potential and hence of the strength of the deformation. The system exhibits a high degree of 
sensitivity to length changes; a significant shift in firing frequency can result from length 
changes of only a few microns (ref. 21). We can use this relationship to reconstruct the time 
course of tension changes at the nuclear bag region from observed trains of nerve impulses. 
d . - I n  this section we briefly consider some of 
the data concerned with input/output relations in the primary (annulospiral) ending of the 
spindle. Firs t ,  we consider the steady-state relations between the firing frequency in the 
spindle Ia axon as a function of muscle length and how this is influenced by gamma activity. 
Next we present data regarding the response of the primary ending to transient changes in 
muscle length and how such responses are modified by gamma activity. Finally, we consider 
the response of the primary ending to gamma stimulation alone. 
mechanical model of the spindle whose parameters are  under gamma control. 
the extrafusal muscle fibers are at their normal resting body length. This is presumably due 
to  a small amount of residual tension in the spindle. Even in the absence of any motor signals 
from the cord, this spontaneous rate of firing in the spindle will increase monotonically as a 
function of increasing muscle length (from a few pulses per second to a hundred or more pulses 
per second). This arises because the disposition of the spindle within the muscle serves to trans- 
mit length changes in the muscle to the bag region where the change is reflected as an increase 
in bag tension. Conversely, shortening of the muscle (either passively or in response to an 
alpha motor command signal) will reduce the tension on the bag and hence reduce the spindle 
Ia sensory fiber firing frequency. 
function of muscle length. Over a considerable range this relation is linear. 
On the basis of these data we present a small-signal equivalent lumped-parameter 
The primary ending of a spindle usually shows some spontaneous discharge even when 
Figure 13 shows some typical plots of spindle sensory receptor firing frequency as a 
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Figure 13 .-Relationship between steady-state length and Ia firing rate for 
various gamma fiber stimulation rates (reproduced from ref. 23). 
Recent studies of single gamma fibers ending on spindles whose primary endings were 
being monitored have shown that repetitive stimulation of certain gamma fibers will produce a 
response which consists of a general increase in the firing rate of the primary ending (relative 
to its control rate) as a function of muscle length. This may result in (1) a simple translation 
of the length-frequency curve upward (fig. 13(a)), or (2) a family of curves of increasing slope 
whose relations are still essentially linear (fig. 13(b)), or (3) in a combination of both (refs. 
22 and 23). Each family of curves is a function of the stimulation frequency of the gamma fiber. 
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The shift in length-frequency relation is usually unaccompanied by any significant in- 
crease in the velocity sensitivity of the fiber (see below) ; that is, the gamma fiber has in- 
fluenced only the static gain of the primary ending; such a gamma fiber is designated as a 
static fusimotor fiber. 
Thus, figure 13 shows that the discharge frequency of the primary fiber as a function of 
muscle length remains linear under static gamma stimulation. The base firing frequency at 
zero extension increases as gamma firing rate increases; hence the steady-state behavior can 
be described by an equivalent variable-slope spring element plus a bias level, both under 
static gamma control. 
a strong velocity sensitivity to stretch or release in which its fi'ring frequency, with rapid 
lengthening, can increase to several hundred pulses per second, regardless of length, and 
characteristically drops abruptly to zero for many seconds when the muscle is allowed to 
shorten. 
This velocity-sensitive property can also be influenced by gamma stimulation, but the 
population of gamma fibers with this capacity is digtinctly different from that which influences 
the static relation. Gamma fibers which increase the velocity-sensitive or dynamic part of 
the response to changes in muscle length with only a small effect on the static gain are thus 
called dynamic fusimotor fibers. The effect of stimulating these is also dependent on the 
stimulating frequency. Thus, the primary ending exhibits an inherent relation between firing 
rate, length, and velocity; the static gamma fiber increases its discharge for a given length 
(but in fact may decrease its relative sensitivity to stretch). Conversely, the dynamic fiber 
greatly increases the firing frequency of the primary ending during stretch, but leaves its 
initial and final frequencies essentially unchanged. 
ending can be summarized by the simplified mechanical network in figure 14. Here we 
confine our attention to the nuclear bag fiber. The intrafusal fibers are represented as typical 
skeletal muscle fibers, that is, as an elastic element KF in series with a parallel elastic- 
viscous unit, KN and BN. The nuclear bag region is represented as a simple elastic element 
Since the steady-state firing rate and the slope of the length-frequency curves are under 
In addition to this static length-firing frequency relation, the primary ending also shows 
Our interpretation of the present knowledge of the behavior of the primary sensory 
KS * 
static gamma control, a static gamma ys driven force generator and a variable KF are indi- 
cated conjecturally in the diagram. Similarly, BN and KN are indicated as variable under 
dynamic gamma control, and are  in parallel with a dynamic gamma (yd) driven force genera- 
tor. KS is assumed fixed. Referring to this figure, we see that a step change in muscle 
length o r  a step change in static gamma activity will change the primary ending firing rate as 
in a typical lead/lag network step response (ref. 8). Step changes in dynamic gamma activity 
may produce some changes in sensory fiber firing rate, but these will show a smooth rise 
without overshoot. The principal effect, however, will be to alter markedly subsequent re- 
sponses to static gamma stimulation or muscle length changes. The force generator ys (shown 
dotted) can be replaced by the effective length input yc at least as far as the response at XS 
(stretch of the nuclear bag ending spring, Ks) is concerned. 
A step change in the effective-length input signal (via a step in yc or L) will initially be 
taken up across KF and Ks, since the damper will not allow sudden position changes. Subse- 
quently, the length change across Q and KF will be redistributed between the three springs 
(KF, KN, and Q), thus reducing the displacement across Q. The primary ending firing rate 
then will respond in proportion to  deformatim of Xs, which will have the form 
(17) 
A f  =C X = Ksp(TKs+l) 8 'dYd 
s f S aTKS+l ('c-~) + a T  s + l  
S K 
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CENTRAL CLOSED-LOOP NEUROMUSCULAR REFLEX CONNECTIONS.-The sensory 
fibers leaving the muscle spindle enter the spinal cord and form direct synaptic connections 
with the motorneurons supplying the muscle 
in which the spindle is imbedded (fig. 15). 
The nature of this monosynaptic coupling 
is such that increases in spindle firing 
frequency generate increases in the cor- 
responding motorneuron firing frequency, 
and hence produce increasing motor unit 
contractile forces or resistance to stretch. 
The spindle axon also makes.more com- 
plex connections which effectively inhibit 
the antagonist pool of motorneurons (fig. 
15). This reveals the underlying im- 
portance of the spindle /motorneuron feed- 
back loop in stabilizing the length of the 
muscle. Influences tending, 'for example, 
to increase the length of the ?puscle, such 
as sudden increases in load, augment 
spindle activity which reflexively gen- 
erates motor-command signals tending 
Of course, the entire network of 
regulating mechanisms in the spinal cord 
is vastly more complex than the single 
mechanism we have presented, but in the 
development of our simplified model these 
more complicated aspects need not be in- 
cluded. 
We now turn to the basic problem of 
actuating the feedback systems. Funda- 
mentally, for the agonist to contract and 
the antagonist to relax, their alpha motor- 
neurons must have firing rates which in- 
crease and decrease, respectively. This 
can be accomplished most directly by con- 
nections from higher centers to the alpha 
motorneurons. An alternative means to 
excite the alpha motorneurons is via the 
spindles by virtue of their contraction by 
gamma motorneuron excitation. Here, 
higher centers excite the gamma motor- 
neuron, which contracts the intrafusal 
fiber, which leads to an increase in spin- 
dle discharge and thence to subsequent 
excitation of the alpha motorneuron and, 
finally, to muscular contraction. It ap- 
pears that in some movements this is the 
route taken; in particular , in any steady 
voluntary effort the muscle tension and 
length may be determined by the rate of 
to resist changes in length. - 
Primary 
Ending Primary (I,) 
/ / Afferent 
--* 
lntrafusal Fiber " ~ @ ~ l ~  -- 
(a)  Spindle and Equivalent Lumped Parameter 
Mechanical Network 
Primary Ending 
XM XN 
lntrafusal Fiber Characteristics 
16) Simplified Mechanical Network 
Figure 14.-Effective spindle characteristics. 
Figure 15.-Reflex arcs of muscle spindle. 
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discharge from the gamma motor system. For example, the steady-state signals in gamma 
motorneurons which serve both agonist and antagonist muscles via their spindle systems may 
introduce tension preloads into the opposing muscles, which, as discussed previously, can 
exert profound changes on the neuromuscular actuation system time constants. In addition, 
such biases increase the spindle sensitivity by increasing the mean spindle discharge rate per 
unit deflection and by reducing any rectification effects caused as the spindle tends to become 
slack. 
SIMPLIFIED NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEM 
AND CLOSED-LOOP DYNAMICS 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION.-Although the microscopic details of the human operator's 
actuation system for even the simplest of motions are enormously complicated from a com- 
ponent standpoint, the actions of the overall system can still be modeled simply if com- 
ponent ensembles are used. The connections between these ensembles will depend greatly 
on the type of neuromuscular system motions involved. In this paper we are concerned pri- 
marily with neuromuscular system operations in which the command inputs are random and 
the motion outputs are exerted on spring-restrained low-inertia manipulators. For this situ- 
ation an appropriate neuromuscular system can be made up by connecting ensembles of the 
components described in the previous section into the equivalent system shown in figure 16. 
For other physical situations different neuromuscular system block diagrams will apply (e.g., 
see refs. 3 and 10). 
Figure 16 .-Elementary neuromuscular system model. 
The block diagram of figure 16 shows perturbation operations about steady-state oper- 
ating points. Consequently, all the signals indicated can be either positive or negative and 
the agonist/antagonist relationships are subsumed in the composite diagram (a block diagram 
of an agonist/antagonist operation with absolute level signals can be constructed by simply 
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duplicating the figure 16 diagram and then connecting the two back to back with the limb rota- 
tion 8 being a sum of the two outputs). 
The spindle ensemble provides in one entity the feedback of 8; some series equalization, 
Ksp(T~s+l)/(aTKS+l);  the source of one command to the system y,; and a means of spindle 
equalization and bias adjustment n. The spindle output differential firing rate Afs is summed 
with an alpha motorneuron command ac with the result , after conduction and synaptic delays, 
being an incremental alpha motorneuron firing rate Afa. This in turn operates the muscles 
and manipulators, giving rise to the limb rotation which is then sensed by the spindle ensemble. 
The effective damping in the muscle and manipulator dynamics transfer function, cn/r, is 
an operating point adjustment set by the total gamma bias yo. The bias can derive from either 
the steady-state values y and yco, or both, from which the 4 and y motorneuron signals 
represent perturbations. This dependence of muscle manipulator damping on steady-state 
gamma motorneuron activity is indicated in the block diagram by the 4, input into the GM 
block. Here we are presuming that the alpha motorneuron command is not involved. 
bo b C 
CLOSED-LOOP DYNAMICS-EFFECTS OF AVERAGE TENSION.-The closed-loop dy- 
namic characteristics of the neuromuscular system for yc inputs are indicated in figure 17 
for  two levels of tension. For a given steady-state tension setting, the closed-loop roots are 
indicated on the conventional root locus and the closed-loop real loops on the Bode root locus 
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(ref. 24 and appendix D of ref. 25). In both diagrams the small pure time delay, T ~ ,  within 
the loop is neglected. These plots show that as gain is increased the low frequency muscle/ 
manipulator root 1/T 
muscle root 1/T 
into a second-order pair. For a particular loop gain, for instance, that shown by the zero-dB 
line on the amplitude-ratio portion of figure 17, the closed-loop dynamics for a gamma com- 
mand input have the form 
approaches the lead zero 1/T of the spindle, while the high-frequency 
MI K 
and the spindle lag l/aT approach one another, rendezvous, and break 
M2 K 
-7 S ( T ~ s + I )  e Y 
T ' s + l  ( K ) [(aTK)ls+l] 
Here qc is the dc gain of the open-loop system, T~ is the net delay in the gamma motorneuron 
pathways from the presumed point of command insertion in higher centers to the spindles, and 
the primes over the denominator time constants indicate that the constants are closed-loop 
quantities. Asymptotic plots of the open-loop I e / ( @ )  I and closed-loop 10/y I are also given 
on the amplitude-ratio plots of figure 17. On these the open-loop poles and zeros coincide 
with breakpoints of the solid-line asymptotes, whereas the closed-loop poles and zeros are 
indicated by breakpoints on the dashed or dotted asymptotes. 
dicated in the plot. For a typical low-tension condition (see the top amplitude ratio and re- 
lated phase plot), defined by the steady-state tension P4 the muscle poles are located at 
Consider now the effect of tension variation on the neuromuscular system dynamics in- 
- 1 /TM1 and -1/T . The closed-loop system will-be given by - 
Pi M2Pl 
or,  in the midfrequency range, 
This last expression corresponds to the phase description used in the approximate model de- 
scribed in the section entitled "Human Operator Data Indicating Neuromuscular System Ef- 
fects .I1 
Presume now that the steady-state tension is changed by modifying yo;  then the open- 
loop plot changes to the amplitude ratio and phase labeled "high tension." On these, the low- 
and high-frequency muscle factors are decreased to 1/T -and increased to 1/T , re- 
MI p2 M2P, 
spectively (for simplicity, the spindle lead l /TK and lag l/aTK are assumed to be unmodified 
by the tension change). With the midfrequency gain unchanged, the closed-loop dynamics are 
modified significantly. The low-frequency laghead is more widely spaced, giving rise to a 
larger low frequency phase lag (i. e., a2>cyI) as seen in midfrequencies; and the high frequency 
phase lag is substantially reduced (i. e., 7 <T ). This demonstrates that the extremely 
e2 el 
1 
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simple neuromuscular system model described in figure 17 is qualitatively compatible with 
the data summarized in the section entitled "Human Operator Data Indicating Neuromuscular 
System Effects" and the physiological "component" characteristics of the section entitled 
"Description of the Components ." These results lend strong support to the neuromuscular 
system structure and connections presumed in figure 17. They also provide detailed func- 
tional roles within this system for the behavioral characteristics manifested by the muscle/ 
manipulator and muscle spindle components when operated as separate entities, 
While the behavior of the model closely approximates the original experimental data, it 
is essential to note some caveats. These are of two kinds-quantitative difficulties and over- 
simplified descriptions. For the first, suffice it to say that no data currently exist on spindle 
and muscle/manipulator ensembles for the motions for which the basic ct and T~ data are 
derived. Consequently, data on component ensembles cannot yet be shown to yield the closed- 
loop results already observed. Data of this nature for the muscle groups should be fairly 
simple to obtain, although those for the spindle ensembles are not presently within the pos- 
sibility of direct experimental validation. If, however, the neuromuscular system structure 
presented here is assumed a priori, then in situ spindle implicit "measurements" can be ob- 
tained by suitable operations with the overall system and muscle subsystem data. The sec- 
ond point, that of oversimplification, is by no means as difficult to alleviate * For example, 
the muscle contains a series elastic component which makes the muscle/manipulator combi- 
nation a third-order system. For spring-restrained low-inertia manipulators this component 
is much larger than the other elements and thus has been neglected in this discussion. How- 
ever, for other restraints it can be important; this is currently being investigated. In addi- 
tion, we are working on alternative hookups of 'the neuromuscular system components. 
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23. Pupil Dilation as a Measure of Workload 
R. 0. Anderson and P .  E .  Pietrzak 
.4ir Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
In April 1965 Eckhard Hess (ref. 1) of the University of Chicago presented some very in- 
teresting pupilometric (puy)il diameter) measurements of subject interest, emotion, attitude, 
and thought processes. Hess referred to the eye as an extension of the brain that is in plain 
sight for the psychologist or engineer to observe. It was speculated+that the implementation 
of this measurement for pilot workload is similar and perhaps superior to such measures as  
electroencephalogram (EEG) and galvanic skin response (GSR) . 
Supported by this somewhat questionable speculation, an experiment was performed to 
determine the feasibility of pupilometrics as  a measure of workload. With expediency the 
prime factor, equipment was assembled, experiments performed, data reduced and analyzed, 
and results written up in approximately 4 weeks. 
The basic equipment is seen in figure 1. From right to left there is an 8-channel strip- 
chart recorder, an overgrown desk-top analog computer, cathode ray tubes (CRT) for task 
display, a side-stick controller, a 16-mm electric drive camera, and a subject. The second 
scope was set up for a side task to which the subject responded with a thumb switch in the left 
hand. 
computer. The compensatory task e r ror  display was a horizontally moving dot on the CRT 
which the subject controlled with lateral movements of the control stick. The subject, a 
military pilot in the Canadian Air  Force, was told to keep the dot centered on the scope with 
a minimum of error.  There was no disturbance input, and therefore the system output was a 
result of pilot actions only. 
The experiment design consisted of implementing the STI "critical task" on the analog 
Four specific experiments were performed: 
(1) Time varying A tracking 
(2) Fixed h tracking (various h values) 
(3) Fixed h tracking with side task 
(4) Error observation only, no other tasks 
In these experiments A is the value of the controlled element pole in the right half plane, and 
increasing A represents an increasingly more "difficultff task. 
The data, covsisting of film strips recorded at about 10 frames per second, were re- 
duced by displaying the strips on a microfilm reader and measuring the pupil diameter with 
an optical micrometer. The results of this preliminary investigation can be seen in figure 2. 
showing the two ramp rates. The second rate was initiated when the display e r ror  exceeded 
an error  magnitude criterion. The bottom trace is R ,  the ratio of pupil diameter to iris 
diameter. This ratio was taken to account for head motion. In addition, ratio values for 
constant values of A are superimposed at the time point corresponding to the ramp A. 
The top trace is the e r ror  seen by the subject. The second record is the value of A 
The main points that we can draw from this data run are: 
(1) A large variation in R (about 36 percent) over the 46-second run 
(2) A steady increase in R with increased h and increased e r ror  activity 
(3) A rapid change in pupil dilation with large e r ror  excursions 
(4) A steady increase in constant h values 
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Figure 1.-Basic equipment. 
The fluctuations in the R trace may be due to measurement e r rors  or due to the "unrest" 
(noise) fluctuations reported by Stark. 
In an attempt to determine if the pupil variations observed were the direct results of 
observing the display only and not unique to the combined observation-control task, a limited 
amount of data were collected where the subject viewed his e r ror  trace from a previous run 
and applied no control input. Figure 3 shows the last 20 seconds of a time varying A run and 
the same 20-second portion where the subject merely observed. 
The film records indicated much more eye blinking and some eye tracking in the moni- 
toring record. The tracking record showed a steady "stare." Although some correlation is 
apparent, a grainy film in the monitored run caused some data-reduction problems. 
A short series of runs with a more conventional side task indicated a direct correlation 
of increased workload, measured in this manner, with pupil dilation. However the data popu- 
lation was very small. 
were met, and the following tentative conclusions can be drawn: 
Although the experiments reported here are certainly preliminary, the main objectives 
(1) Pupil dilation is evident in certain manual tracking tasks of increasing "difficulty." 
(2) This dilation is correlated with the results of at least one, more or less conven- 
tional, workload measurement technique, and is also correlated with task "difficulty." 
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Figure 3.-Pupil variations in tracking versus e r ror  observations. 
(3) The exact cause of this effect is unknown, but it does not appear to be the sole re- 
sult of e r ror  observation. That is, the phenomenon appears to be a result of stresses from 
the combined observation-control task. 
Much remains to be done before pupil size variations can be used with confidence as a 
measurement technique for manual control workload, but the preliminary results reported 
a 
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here are encouraging. Furthermore, the advantages of the method, if verified by further 
work, over side-task methods are clear with respect to rapid response, the degree of subject 
distraction from the main task, and the possibility of electronic on-line data reduction. A 
more detailed summary of the experiment and a general discussion of pilot workload can be 
found in reference 2. 
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VIII. DECISION PROCESSES I11 

2 4. ‘“Inhibitory” Control: 
Concept for a First Model* 
John Lyman and Amos Freedy 
University of California, Los Angeles x 
Human-operator control of a multi-dimensional manipulative device i s  nor- 
mally accomplished by a sequence of decisions which are based on the instan- 
taneous state of the device. When devices such as remote manipulators and the 
human hand are controlled through multiple information channels, the state of 
the device i s  determined by the logical interconnection of the linked channels. 
The required information rate for minimal time control i s  a function of the in i t ia l  
and the desired final state of the device modulated by the interconnection 
among the information channels. 
The optimum coordinated control of a given device depends on establishing 
the best control input-state relationship. This i s  normally accomplished by the 
operator. 
If the statistics of the required movement pattern are available, an n-space 
probability function which i s  a function of the ini t ial  state may be generated. 
This probability function would contain the information for predicting the most 
probable next movement. A relationship can be established between the instan- 
taneous logical interconnection of the information channels and the probability of 
a future state. When +he interconnection can be preset continuously, the informa- 
tion rate required for changing o state would be inversely proportional to the 
probability of this state being the future state. Under such conditions the opera- 
tor’s decision load would be reduced, since he would only have to “inhibit” un- 
wanted motions. A preliminary approach to the theory and implementation for 
such a control system i s  discussed. 
In human-control loops for the operation of multidimensional manipulative devices, 
such as artificial arms and remote manipulators, the operator acts as an er ror  generator. 
To direct a particular end result the operator generates an e r ro r  signal for sach dimensional 
movement, and vectorially adds their components continuously until the desired spatial state 
is achieved. Such an operative procedure places a decision load on the operator in proportion 
to the level of skill required for success. Attempts have been made in the past to free the 
operator from his decision load by mechanizing all or part of the decision process. Aiding 
and quickening are classic examples. Preprograming a repertory of tasks, as in the computer- 
operated Case Institute arm-aid, has been another approach. 
Although these approaches have proven useful, they have the major disadvantage of not 
being adaptive. In this paper, we present the concept of an adaptive system which makes use 
of the observed high autocorrelation of manipulator movement states during general task 
%his research was supported in part by the Veterans Administration under Contract 
V 1005P- 9779. 
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performance. In other words, there seems to be favored paths of movement in manipulator 
control , so that with the manipulator in a given state , certain future states are more likely 
than others. If the manipulatory control system could adapt to these favored paths and could 
drive the manipulator along them unless corrected, the decision load associated with the cor- 
rections might be less than that normally encountered by the operator. 
Direct control by the operator plus control by an intervening adaptive device has led us 
to the concept which we have called "inhibitory control." In this kind of control system the 
driving er ror  signal would be continuously generated by an adaptive processor as a function 
of the history of the movement pattern. The operator would be able to override the e r ror  
signal given by the processor and correct any unwanted movement; 
THE SYSTEM 
A block diagram of a model of the "inhibitory" control system is shown in figure 1. If 
we assume that when the operator applies no input to the logic unit, the system H(s) is driven 
by the output of the processor. The expected output En of the processor is given as: 
where p is the state vector of the output device, cp is the autocorrelation of the velocity vec- 
tors, and the function fk is variable over the boundary space of movement. 
Operator's 
input 
rocessor 
Figure 1.-Block diagram of a model of the inhibitory control system. 
When the operator applies a correction input, the function fk will readjust itself for a 
new value based on the input correction signal and the last value of fk. For example, if  En is 
given as a polynomial 
E = s + L  p+M cp +N p2+Qkyw2 + .  , . n k k w  k 
where Kk=l, 2, 3 , . . marks the position in space. 
If the initial Values of Kk, Lk, Mk, and Nk are not specified, the vectorial driving-input 
signal En will generate a random path. In order to direct the output device to a desired posi- 
tion the operator will have to add a correction signal Dn. On future trials for movements 
through the same state p, the processor will readjust the values of its constants to give a 
vector input consisting of a statistical average between its present value and past values. 
With repeated trials the values of the constants will converge to an optimum value in such a 
Initially, the system is free running, at a state p and with velocity autocorrelation wv. 
c 
f , 
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way that En will approach an expected value desired by the operator. Correspondingly, the 
number of corrections required by the operator will be reduced with repeated trials. Thus 
the machine will reduce the operator's decision burden. 
The inhibitory system can be realized as shown in figure 2. The forward loop consists 
of an input coder, the manipulator transfer function, and a gate control. 
I I 
Figure 2 .-The inhibitory control system. 
The gate control sets the operation mode as rfgorr or "stop." The operator has binary 
control over each motion element of the system. The input coding unit integrates his binary 
input over time and produces negative or  positive increments of input vector. When the sys- 
tem is set at the rrgolf mode by means of a particular signal of the multi-unit controller con- 
figuration, a control-input vector is given by the memory of the subsystem. The operator is 
able to change the memory control vector by introducing the vector Dn. 
one of k-vector memory maps. Each spatial point of the memory map contains a mean value 
of all "experienced" past position vectors that were initiated on this point, when certain values 
of the velocity autocorrelation, position, and corrected operator input were accumulated. 
Thus, the selection of a particular memory map is identified by a configuration of the ex- 
perienced past position vectors and operator corrections. 
device, and the operator's corrections are fed into the memory selector. The memory 
selector assigns a certain memory map for each condition. Given the necessary three con- 
ditions, the memory map which contains the required mean position vector for the future 
Each point in the bounded space of movement of the output device is mapped into each 
The autocorrelation of the velocity vector fro-m the most recent path, the state of the 
3 
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state is selected with an increasingly biased probability. The probability that the proper 
memory map will be chosen can be generalized as: 
P(E)=P(E/Dn) +P(E/%) +P(E/p) 
where p is the state vector. 
which is the function of all previous paths when the same initiating conditions were given. 
Deviation from this path would require an additional input by the operator, which would add 
to the statistical average of the previously stored pattern of movement. A low correlation 
between the pattern of movement selected and the required path dll result in a search for a 
memory map of a higher. correlation. 
It is assumed that the dynamics of the system will be predetermined for man-machine 
stability in terms of rise times, motion rates, and damping characteristics. We believe that 
this approach to manipulator control in which a once-initiated, ongoing system movement is a 
function both of probability bias based on experienced system function and voluntary operator 
correction is similar in principle to the learning of skilled movements by living systems. By 
providing a means to externalize partially the detailed decisions required for skilled move- 
ments, the operator can achieve more refined control of the output system. Through con- 
tinued experience with his particular performance goals, the operator will, in effect, shape 
the plant function, combined with himself, into an integral unit. 
Upon selection of the proper memory the output device will follow a pattern of movement 
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25. Supervis Control of Manipulations 
ute of Technology 
Several types of remote ma 
Energy Commission (e. g., by Goertz (r 
programs have been demonst 
visual scanners and touch sensors, can carry out relat 
as stacking blocks (e. g. Erns 
cation). While the arbitrary extension in space of man's combined visual, tactile, 
capabilities promises much, our present understanding of human control capability in this 
context-not the hardware-poses severe constraints. 
Earlier studies by the authors (refs. 4 and 5) indicated that the human can operate 
through a long transmission delay, provided he moves in a succession of open-loop moves 
and waits for feedback. Long delays necessitate long task-completion times if man remains 
in the loop. Consequently, it is evident that it would be better if man could remove himself 
from the immediate control loop and serve as a supervisor by intermittently setting subgoals 
for an otherwise autonomous remote system of servos, hands, and a small computer. This 
is illustrated in figure 1. The approach described in this paper treats the human operator as 
a strategic planner and is in contrast to the "inhibitory control" approach described by Lyman 
and Freedy in paper 24 of this volume. In that study the manipulator is conditioned by ex- 
perience to move in certain patterns, and the human operator's task is to override manually 
and correct its errant moves. 
local. (model) remote sensors 
supervisory controls  local  remote ef fec tors  
and local. computer computer 
.loops 
Figure 1 .-Schematic diagram of supervisor-controlled remote manipulation system. 
"This work was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under 
Grant NsG 107-61. 
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EXPERIMENTS 
Recent investigation of human capability in the context of the present paper has in- 
cluded both empirical and theoretical approaches. These approaches have included the fol- 
lowing type of experiments: 
(1) Human controls computer-simulated three-degree-of-freedom manipulator and 
observes computer display 
(2) Human controls actual seven-agree-of-freedom mechanical manipulator with 
typewriter controls 
(3) Human controls actual mechanical manipulator with seven-degree-of-freedom 
joystick control plus several push buttons 
(43 Human controls the modified carriage of an X-Y plotter through a joystick and 
K/s dynamics in order to push a nickel around on a plane. 
Some analyses have also been made involving the application of dynamic programing 
and graph theory to the formal description and automation of aspects of the supervisory ma- 
nipulation task. 
McCandlish (ref. 6) performed an experiment in which the human operator adjusted 
knobs to make a pair of jaws move in two dimensions (scope display) in order to grasp an 
object, remove it from one hole, and place it in another hole (friction and gravity were in- 
cluded). In one case he performed the task with continuous rate control between knob position 
and jaw position. In a second case he could at several points command computer subroutines 
to take over certain segments of the task (see fig. 2). Figure 3 shows that under time delay 
this results in an improvement in number of commands used (an index of both time and signal 
transmission energy used) even for this simple task. 
o n  
Figure 2 .-Computer-generated display of simple manipulation task used in McCandlish 
experiment. In each of the three views of the jaws, manipulated object, and two-hole 
environment, the dotted lines represent the start and the solid lines the end of an 
available subroutine. 
Rarich (ref. 7) and J. D. Barber of M. I. T. (unpublished results) have equipped a 
standard AMF- 8 master-slave manipulator with stepping motors and interfaced this with a 
PDP-8 computer. In their system, the human operator types his commands as shown in fig- 
ure 4. The manipulator hand is equipped with simple touch sensors (fig. 5) in order to pro- 
vide feedback within the lower-level automatic-control loop of figure 1. Rarich and Barber 
have developed several kinds of programs by which the human operator may issue commands 
to the manipulator. Their command modes are listed in order of sophistication as follows: 
closed. 
closed. 
manipulator resume that position merely by calling that name. Can also erase names. 
(1) Rate control-YLZO (motor Y, direction L, speed 20) plus stop, jaw open, jaw 
(2) Increment control-YL20 (motor Y, direction L, distance 20) plus jaw open, jaw 
(3) Configuration name-User can name position configuration and at later time have 
a 
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Commands 
A D.B. A D.B. A D.B. 
’ 
4 0  
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
.i 
I I 
Manual A1 1 Number 2 & 3 
subroutines subroutines 
0 K.C. K.C. K.C. 
1 
T. 
l o 1  
I 
0 .0  12.H 
Delay (secs) 
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Figure 3.-Effect of automatic subroutine use on commands used. The fig- 
ures at the end of a standard deviation bar indicate the number of e r rors  
made per 10 completed ms .  
(4) Touch sensor satisfy-User can specify one of a combination of touch sensors and 
indicate on or off. Computer will decide direction to move and will stop only when that 
combination of touch sensors is turned on or off. 
(5) Emergency instructions, calibration instructions, etc. 
An advantage of a teletypewriter controller is that it easily permits the specification 
DISPLACE HAND LEFT UNTIL 40 OR TOUCH 2 OR 3 
of conditional or  branching commands such as 
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Figure 4.-Human subject controlling mechan- 
ical hand to pick up coffee cup through use 
of symbolic commands. 
Figure 5.-Detailed view of manipulator hand 
showing wrist articulation and touch sen- 
sors on distal and palmer surfaces of two 
jaws. 
IF 40 STOP, OTHERWISE ROTATE HAND RIGHT UNTIL 90 OR TOUCH ANY. 
IF 90 STOP, OTHERWISE 527. 
Note that while in a sense the above is a computer program, it is also a direct command from 
a human to a mechanical device to move in three dimensional space. Some other types of 
branching commands are  illustrated in figure 6. 
controller (fig. 7) ; the degrees of freedom of the controller are geometrically isomorphic with 
Some experiments have been conducted by Verplank (ref. 8) using a shoulder-mounted 
left j a w  continues right j a w  stops 
(b) 
Figure 6.-Command subroutines. (a) Test Figure 7.-Analogic controller devices. In 
each of seven degrees of freedom (which 
correspond to manipulator) operator can 
operate a three-positional (plus , zero, 
minus) switch. Knobs on the shoulder piece 
are used for switching computer modes 
(increment, rate , etc .) . 
surface in given direction for corner; (b) 
grasp object without displacing it. 
x 
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-' - 
-%andle 
human tool 
the manipulator, but the controller offers only on-off-reverse control in each degree of free- 
dom. For the increment and rate command modes, this device permits more speed and 
greater dexterity than the typewriter controller. 
~' 
0 
object 
TOWARD A THEORY 
We have felt obliged to explore the differences and similarities between conventional 
tracking and vehicle control and what we call remote manipulation or tool-object control. One 
rather important distinction appears in the latter when the controlled tool at times becomes 
disengaged entirely from the manipulated object, the position of which is the final output of the 
system. 
Figure 8 illustrates several varieties of manipulation. At the top, for contrast, is 
vehicle control. This and the other three control systems we assume to be "self-paced." 
Self-pacing means that the "input" is a desired position or time-ordered set of positions which 
the object must assume, but the desired positions do not necessarily have unique times as- 
sociated with them. Direct manipulation (b) is different in that the handle (tool) is now 
tool pos. t 
object pos. Y 
I object pos. 5 I t > 
Figure 8.-Comparison of vehicle control and several varieties of manipulator systems. (a) 
Vehicle control; (b) direct manipulation; (e) remote manipulation; (d) supervisory manipu- 
lation. 
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observed by the human directly but in relation to the object position. When the tool approaches 
a fixed distance from the (center of the) object, force is applied to the object. This very im- 
portant nonlinearity is fundamental to all tool-ob ject manipulation and is represented sche- 
matically in (b) , (c) , and (d) . Remote manipulation (c) is similar to direct manipulation ex- 
cept that some kind of a barrier (zig-zag line) is imposed between the handle and the tool; the 
barrier may take the form of time , space, noise, etc. in either forward or feedback loops. 
For convenience we now regard the tool as a separate dynamic element from the human- 
handle combination. Note the presence of what, in vehicle control parlance, is an "inner 
loop": the tool must be controlled in order that subsequent control of the object may be ef- 
fected. Finally, at (d) the human is uncoupled from the tool-object continuous-control loop. 
The human gives commands to a computer on his side of the barrier which encodes and trans- 
mits the commands to a computer on the remote side of the barrier,  where the continuous 
control loop is closed and lower level decisions are made. For any of the three manipulation 
systems when the object is rigidly grasped by the tool or  remote manipulator, tool and object 
become one body and the contact nonlinearity vanishes. 
has no counterpart in conventional tracking (tugboat-barge operations , rendezvous and docking 
are examples of the former, not the latter) , a simple experiment was set up with an X-Y 
plotter (fig. 9). The subject controlled the carriage using a joystick and simple K/s dynamics 
in both X and Y degrees of freedom. The task was repetitively to push and position a nickel 
from within one circle (slightly larger than the nickel) across the XY table to a position within 
a second circle, and then back. The XY carriage was equipped with three different pusher 
To investigate the nature of the nonlinearity which separates tool and object but which 
'riA I 
rigid attachment two point two point one point 
no nickel swivel 
Figure 9 .--Simple experimental demonstration of manipulation performance 
with different types of tool-object contact. Task was to position object 
(nickel) between dotted circles repetitively using various tool configura- 
tions. 
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mechanisms representative of three levels of security of grasp in manipulator hands (or pros- 
thetic devices, etc .) : 
(1) Single-point contact 
(2) Two-point contact with a swivel, that is, limited ability to support moments 
(3) Two-point contact with rotational constraints 
It is our tentative hypothesis that grasping an object usually involves a progression from (1) 
to (3). As an experimental control a fourth condition was to position a pointer with no nickel. 
Results for four subjects for each of the four conditions above at each of two integration 
rates K are shown in figure 10. Points represent total completion times for five complete 
/ 
/ 
0 
% 
I I I I 
rigid two two one 
attachment point point point 
no nickel swivel 
K =  1 5 
0 0 HC 
A JK 
TS 
DB 
Figure 10.-Comparative results of nickel-pushing experiment. 
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cycles between points, and lines are corresponding averages across subjects. The consistent 
ordering of difficulty of the three types of pushers or contact elements (plus control) is ob- 
vious, as is the fact that high gain makes a big difference for simple tasks but is of no use 
when the more complex strategies are  required. In fact, if the times for the control are sub- 
tracted out, leaving essentially the times for manipulation in and around the circles, it is seen 
that the high gain has a distinctly deleterious effect. Results suggest that the subjects would 
have done better had they simply eased up on the joystick in and around the target circles 
(which they could have done without adding undue noise). Training in particular strategies 
would probably improve performance, since intersubject variability in time is large for the 
one-point task where a variety of strategies was observed as compared with the two-point 
(nonswivel) task in which all subjects used the same strategy. 
even a quasi-linear post-hoc description is unthinkable at this stage, some promising be- 
ginnings have been made to describe formally what occurs. For example, D. E. Whitney of 
. 
While a direct attack on the general problem of manipulation using optimal control or 
star t  
X- block position 
1 
block 
I 
jaws 
shown 
open 
in 
wall 
Jaws and block are  shown i n  s t a t e  
(x, Y ,  2) - (2, 2 ,  open) 
p o s s i b l e  r e v e r s i b l e  t r a n s i t i o n s  
+ p o s s i b l e  i r r e v e r s i b l e  t r a n s i t i o n s  
optimal path 
___._._ suboptimal path 
Figure 11.-State-space representation of simple task of placing block in hole. 
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M. I. T. has investigated a "manipulation state space,I1 in which a point represents a particular 
combination of jaws and object positions. Because of the tool-object nonlinearity referred to 
above, transition between some adjacent states (edges between nodes of the state space graph, 
see fig. 11) are either impossible or irreversible. For example, the reader may observe 
from figure 11 that moving open jaws to 4 is impossible for any block position, indicated by 
the lack of any edges to y=4. Closed-jaw motion from x=2 and y = l  to poke the block into the 
hole at x=4 and y=3 is an irreversible diagonal motion. On the other hand motion from (1, 1, 
closed) toward (3 , 3 , closed) can only traverse the diagonal x=y, but nevertheless it is reversi- 
ble. Considering the simple task of removing the jaws from a hole and placing an object in 
that same hole, one trajectory through state space (dashed line in fig. 11) can be shown to be 
better (shorter or otherwise less costly) than another trajectory (dash-dot line) for a given 
performance criterion (number of edges traversed in this case). Whitney has shown that, 
given a state space graph and knowing which edges can be traversed in which direction, it is 
possible , through a relaxation algorithm similar to dynamic programing (but possessing no 
monotonically advancing "stage" dimension), to find an optimal trajectory in a number of trials 
no greater than the number of states but usually much smaller. He has exercised this algo- 
rithm on the PDP-8 in several simple manipulation tasks. 
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26. Stochastic Modeling of Human 
Learning Behavior 
- ,  
Albert E .  Preyss  and Jacob L .  Meiry 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
A stochastic model of human-learning behavior in  a manual control task i s  
described. Regulation of the state of a double integral plant to minimize the in- 
tegrated absolute error i s  the operator’s task. Subjects given th is task were 
instructed to drive the process from an in i t ia l  state to the null  state using a two- 
position relay controller and a visual display. 
A subject i s  conceptualized in the model as a sequential data-processing 
system. A sensor, a decision maker, and an effector are the three serial ly con- 
nected components making up the system. Each element requires a f in i te time 
either to process or transmit information, and thus a delay i s  incurred between 
the reception of the visual stimulus and the execution of a motor response. In 
agreement with known experimental evidence, th is  delay or reaction time i s  treat- 
ed as a sum of random variables. A time delay of random duration thus complete- 
l y  describes the sensor and effector dynamics. 
Decisions are made on the basis of an a priori estimate of the probability 
that the control polarity should be switched, given the current state of the plant. 
Patterns in the subsequent phase trajectory are used as evidence by the decision 
maker to revise a prior estimate. Bayes’ theorem i s  the algorithm employed for 
the determination of the posteriori probability. 
Behavior of this model i s  compared wi th subiect behavior i n  the motor-skill 
experiment. The extent of the model’s characterization of the time-varying ran- 
dom nature of human learning i s  brought out by this comparison. 
manual control tasks. 
Also discussed are the applications of the concept of th is model to other 
Human learning behavior in a manual control task is the topic of this paper. A theory 
and model of motor skills learning are  presented. Motor skills learning is given a stochastic 
interpretation by the theory. According to this interpretation, motor skills learning is a 
statistical revision-making process by which the human operator identifies a policy for the 
manual control of a dynamic process. This policy determines the limb movement he will 
make in response to a given sensory stimulus. Before this policy is identified, the human 
operator is uncertain as to which limb movement of a possible set of alternatives is the cor- 
rect response to a given sensory stimulus. He must, nevertheless, respond to stimuli (no 
limb movement is also considered to be a response) while the manual control task is occurring. 
When he does, the theory postulates that his selection of a response alternative is based on his 
preferences for the alternatives in ranking them at the moment of choice, with these prefer- 
ences being expressed as probabilities. 
A control policy is identified, and therefore a manual control task is learned when the 
human operator resolves his uncertainty. That i s ,  by this statistical revision-making process, 
he changes his preferences until all but one alternative response to a given sensory stimulus 
becomes improbable. Bayes’ theorem is the proposed analog of man’s algorithm for 
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revising his opinions, that is, for changing his preferences for alternatives. Using probabili- 
ties for the orderly expression of human opinion and representing statistical revision making 
by Bayes' theorem are concepts which characterize an application of Bayesian statistics for 
the probabilistic description of human-information processing. These ideas have been in- 
corporated in the present theory to permit a complete mathematical treatment of a psychologi- 
cal phenomenon, the explanation of which is enhanced through quantification. 
The theory postulates that the selection of response alternatives and the revision of 
preferences for response alternatives are functions of what is called the decision center of 
the human mind and that this decision center is one component of a single-channel information- 
processing system. Also included in this information-processing system are a sensor, which 
perceives the information upon which the decision center acts, and an effector, which executes 
the response decisions made by the center. An explanation of the operation of the sensor and 
the effector completes the description of human learning behavior provided by the theory. 
A model of human learning behavior in a manual control task is readily constructed 
once the theory has been developed. The model is, in fact, a digital computer program which 
is obtained from a translation of the theory into machine language. There are a set of read-in 
parameters which govern the learning behavior of the program. These parameters correspond 
to human psychophysiological characteristics and can be adjusted to vary the individuality of 
the program. It is quite apparent that intersubject, intertrial response variability is present 
in any experiment involving the testing of humans. To ignore the factors which cause one in- 
dividual's behavior to differ from another's or to differ from one time to another is to ignore 
what are frequently the major sources of variance in experimental data. Recourse to a 
stochastic model with randomly distributed parameters represents an attempt to account for 
these sources of variance. 
THEORY AND MODEL OF LEARNING 
Human operators in performing manual control tasks respond to sensory stimuli with 
limb movements. The development of our theory begins with the conceptualization of this 
psychophysiological phenomenon of response generation as a single-channel information- 
processing system. Following the presentation of this concept, we proceed to elaborate upon 
a description for each of the serially connected components comprising this information- 
processing system. There are three components to be considered: a sensor, a decision 
center, and an effector, and it is natural to treat them in this order, since it corresponds to 
the sequence in which we assume information is processed as it flows through the system. 
The operation of each component on the information transmitted to it is interpreted stochasti- 
cally. 
THEORY .-Before we begin the detailed development of the theory, we briefly outline 
our concept of how the human operator functions as a stochastic information-processing sys- 
tem. In our view, information, related to the state of the dynamic process being controlled 
and displayed to the human operator, is perceived by the sensor, quantized, and transmitted 
to the decision center. When the center is free to process new data, it accepts the most 
recently received sample of state information and decides upon a response to this stimulus. 
A decision is required because alternative responses to the same stimulus are possible. 
Stored in the memory of the decision center are the operator's preferences for the possible 
alternatives, and we express these as probabilities. Selection of a response is governed by 
a rule which takes the operator's preferences into consideration. Response decisions are 
then passed on to the effector for execution. Time elapses between the acceptance of a sample 
and the completion of the selection and between this moment and the execution of the response. 
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These intervals are treated as statistically independent random variables. During each of 
these cycles, the decision center may also take time out to revise the stored preferences 
before initiating the selection process, if  it is deemed necessary. Revisions are based on 
the outcomes of previous response selections, a procedure which we refer to as the weighting 
of evidence and which we describe by an application of a set of ideas collectively called 
Bayesian statistics. Thus, the learning behavior of the system is characterized by a weight- 
ing procedure which revises preferences for possible response alternatives. Processing a 
revision adds to the delay between stimulus reception and response execution, and this incre- 
ment is also treated as a random variable. 
In this work we are concerned with the behavior of human operators who are learning 
how to regulate the state of a dynamic process by actuating a two-position relay controller. 
We assume that the process dynamics are second order and that the output of the process x is 
displayed to the operator. Further, the objective is to keep x nulled, and operator perform- 
ance is scored on the basis of the integrated absolute value of x over the duration of a trial. 
In this task, the complete finger movement necessary to actuate the switch once is defined as 
an operator's response. 
THE SENSOR.-In a manual control task, man's sensory apparatus provide him with the 
state information necessary to effect the closed loop control of a dynamic process. His per- 
ception of the displayed output, x, and of its rate of change, v,  is subject to certain limita- 
tions. We know, for example, that angles can be resolved by the eye only to fractions of a 
degree and that the estimation of rates of change in stimulus dimensions is less certain than 
the estimation of the dimension itself. It is also known that sensory information is delayed in 
its transmission to the higher mental centers, so that the human operator's knowledge of the 
process' state is never current. Then, there is the question of how this information is coded 
for mental processing. Our description of the operation of man's sensory apparatus is an 
attempt to consider all of these factors in the simplest manner. Figure 1 shows a finite grid 
overlaying the state space of the dynamic process. It is assumed that sensory stimuli are 
categorized by the coordinates (m,i) of the mesh in which the process's state actually lies. 
We are saying, in effect, that the decision center, due to measurement e r rors  and transmis- 
sion delays, is certain of the current state of the dynamic process only to within the dimen- 
sions of a mesh and, furthermore, that even if the data could be resolved further, it would not 
be desirable to do so since processing times would be lengthened. We are, therefore, coding 
by quantizing. 
THE DECISION CENTER 
Subjective Probabilities .-When the decision center samples the state information trans- 
mitted by the sensor, it must use these data to decide upon a response. For the task in ques- 
tion this means choosing between the alternatives: to switch control polarity or not to switch. 
During the learning phase, the human operator does not know which of these two alternatives 
is correct. It may be said, therefore, that a state of uncertainty exists in his mind. Thus, 
before he can make a response, the human operator is forced to weigh each of the alternatives 
and, on the basis of some expression of preference, to select one. We propose the use of a 
probability as an expression of preference in the weighting of an alternative. 
Hypothesized Control Policies .-A control policy for the regulation of a second-order 
dynamic process may be defined by specifying the switch curve. We will assume that stored 
in the memory of the decision center is a set of probabilities, p [ H. Fm)] , for each of the 
MxN hypotheses, 
(Hi Xm) : The switch curve passes through the mesh, (Xm,Vi) 
d 
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and that these probabilities are distributed so the conditions, 
N 
(m=l ,  ..., M) (1) 
i=l 
are satisfied. A subset of these hypotheses such as the joint hypothesis, 
may be interpreted as the definition of a control policy, since it specifies the mesh, for every 
xm, in which the control polarity should be switched. Although it is possible to base switch- 
Figure 1.-Finite grid overlaying the state 
space of the dynamic process. 
ing decisions on these joint hypotheses and 
their probabilities, we propose a much 
simpler scheme. Before we do, though, 
recall the labelling in figure 1. The reason 
for drawing no distinction between the states 
(x,-v) and (-x,v) is that we are assuming 
that the switch curve is antisymmetric and, 
therefore, the same decision can apply to 
either state. 
A Selection Rule.-The probabilities 
assigned to the hypotheses, Hi(xm), may be 
used in several ways to decide whether or 
not to  switch control polarity when the sam- 
pled state is (xm,vj). It is not likely that a 
single one of these methods will charac- 
terize the decision making of all human op- 
erators. Rather, one would expect the rule 
for the selection of an alternative to differ 
among individuals. Nevertheless, we will 
postulate a unique representation of the 
selection process in order to make the de- 
velopment of theory and model more tract- 
able. The selection rule we propose depends 
on the probability, 
N 
that the switch curve at xm passes through 
a mesh whose velocity coordinate lies in the 
closed interval v.,v . We refer to  this 
as a switching probability and assume that 
( 1  N) 
the selection of an alternative is a Bernoulli trial with probability Q (xm) of success, i.e., 
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of switching. When we speak of switching with probability, Q. x 
trol polarity is opposite to  the sign of xm at the time of decision and that the switch will make 
the signs the same. In this case, 1 - Q. x 
posite, i.e., no switch occurs. If at the time of decision the signs are already the same, the 
1 - Q. (xm) is the probability that the center decides to switch control polarity to make it the 
opposite of sign x and in this case, Q. x , is the probability of not switching. 
periment. A subject has been briefed on the task he is to perform. On what does the human 
operator base his first response ? If no clues have been provided by the briefing, any prefer- 
ence for a particular response must reflect a personal bias stemming from his past experience 
with similar or related tasks. Or,  a subject might make a guess at what the dynamics of the 
process are and thereby be favorably disposed toward one control policy. Another subject may 
have very little experience with manual control tasks and may be initially inclined to treat the 
possible alternatives as equally likely candidates. Whatever his background, a subject's 
initial beliefs, those which he "brings with him," are expressed by the probabilities stored in 
the decision center's memory at the beginning of the experiment. These are called prior 
probabilities, and a decision to respond for the first time is based on them. 
Revising the Prior Probabilities.-In order to learn a psychomotor task, the human op- 
erator must resolve his uncertainty as to the location in phase space of the switch curve. He 
may wish, therefore, to revise his opinions and express some other preference for the pos- 
sible alternatives. A revision of opinion can be treated as a change in the prior probabilities 
, we imply that the con- 
J (  m> 
is the probability that the signs are kept op- 
J (  m) 
J 
( m) J ( 4  
Prior Probabilities.-Consider now what occurs on the first trial of a motor skill ex- 
p H. xm . In the terminology of statistics the revised opinion is commonly referred to as 
a posterior probability. Information used for the purpose of revising an opinion shall be called 
evidence E. Whatever the form of this evidence, the subject's use of it can be thought of as a 
weighting of the prior probability. Such a weighting may be represented symbolically in the 
following way: 
II 4 )I 
where the prime denotes a posterior probability and the term wi(E) is the weighting applied by 
the evidence. 
ship known as Bayes' theorem, 
A Revision Rule.-A trivial consequence of the product axiom of probability is a relation- 
(4) 
An analogy can be drawn between equations (3) and (4) if a posterior probability is taken to 
mean the conditional probability p(H./E) that the ith hypothesis is true given the evidence, 
and if the weighting term is identified with the term p (E/".) /p(E). There have been recent 
investigations (ref. 1) to determine whether or not, in his estimation of posterior probabili- 
ties, man is a Bayesian (i. e., he applies a revision rule approximating Bayes' theorem which 
is the formally optimal rule). A dominant finding is that man is conservative: he is inefficient 
in resolving his uncertainty, as he is unable to make maximum use of the available evidence. 
1 
1 
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Selection of an algorithm to characterize man's revision rule is complicated not only by the 
question of efficiency, but also by the question of uniqueness. It again seems reasonable to 
expect that rules for the revision of opinion differ among individuals. Thus, the analogy which 
has been suggested is certainly but one of many possible. However, we will, nevertheless, 
accept the analogy for the unique characterization of man's revision making process. 
We have assumed there are N hypotheses for every m. Thus the substitution 
is valid. Making use of the postulated analogy and of equation (5) permits the following defi- 
nition of the weights : 
N 
w i ( E ) = X  P P (Hj) 
j =1 
(i=l, . . . , N) (6) 
In this expression the denominator term on the right-hand side can be thought of as a normali- 
zation factor which is required in order that the condition, 
N 
P'(Hi) =I 
i=l 
be satisfied. Therefore, the formal evaluation of the weights w.(E) can be accomplished once 
the priors p H 
When a prior is revised, the resulting posterior probability becomes the prior for the next 
revision and so on. 
An answer to this question depends on the task itself. In the present work we are dealing with 
a state regulator task in which the human operator actuates a relay to null the output of a 
second-order dynamic process. At any instant of time during the course of a trial in this 
task, the signs of the state variables (x,v) and the polarity of the control can be used to dis- 
tinguish which of four possible situations prevails. Each case is depicted in figure 2 with 
sketches of segments of the corresponding phase trajectory, and with the controller output 
called u. A decision to reverse control polarity in each of these four situations presents 
evidence to the operator which he can use to resolve his uncertainty as to the location of the 
switch curve. 
In the first situation, a decision to switch might result in the outcome illustrated by the 
first sketch of figure 3. The position at which the trajectory crosses the x-axis is designated 
as xk. The theory postulates that the evidence, 
1 
are known and the N conditional probabilities p E/H have been determined. ( i) ( i) 
Weighting the Evidence.-If a revision is made, what evidence is used and in what way? 
(x ) : Switching in the mesh (x  , v.) , when u and x are 
of opposite sign, results in the phase trajectory 
crossing the x-axis between xk and xk+AX, 
Ejk m m 1  
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x and v opposite sign 
before switching 
---- after switching 
Car0 1 
Ix Core 2 
Figure 2.-Four possible cases is state reg- 
ulat or  task. 
Figure 3.-Results of switching polarity in the 
four cases. 
is used by the operator to test the hypotheses H. x 
in order to revise his estimate of p H ( i) 
the N conditional probabilities, p E. /H ( Jk i) 
what we call the human operator's "subjective model of the physical world." A subjective 
model of the physical world summarizes man's beliefs concerning the likelihood of obtaining 
various outcomes from an experiment when the true state of the world is known. Because 
they are subjective, models of the physical world will differ among individuals. As was true 
of revision and selection rules, we again find it expedient to propose a unique characteriza- 
tion. As part of this characterization, we now derive an expression for the conditional 
, where i=l,  . . . , N. This implies that 4 m) 
, the human operator must assign a value to each of 
. Collectively, these N conditionals are part of 
probability, p E /H . ( ik i) 
The Condi&onals , p (E .k/Hi) .-Assume for the moment that the dynamic process is 
defined by the differential equation, 
If the hypothesis Hi xm that the switch curve passes through the mesh ( x m , ~ i )  is true and 0 
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l<i<n (refer to fig. l), the output of the controller u must have a value somewhere in the 
range , 
2x a 2x 
where the plus and minus signs denote the largest and smallest absolute value of the super- 
scripted state variable in the ( x m , ~ i )  mesh. For case 1 (figs. 2 and 31, if the control polarity 
is switched when in mesh x and the above hypothesis is true, it is possible for the 
phase trajectory to cross the x-axis at a point, xk, somewhere in the interval bounded by 
( 
d =xm + -  -xm (vj+/vi-) 2 max 
and 
See the top sketch in figure 4. Equations (10) and (11) are obtained from the first two integrals 
of equation (8) and the appropriate boundary conditions, 
other differential equation of the second-order, first-degree type we are considering. If the 
hypothesis H. 
in the mesh x 
of the unknown process being controlled, we believe it more likely for a crossover to occur 
within (dmin, dmax) than for it to occur outside this interval. We express this preference by 
assuming a normal distribution f 
Assume now that the dynamics of the process are not given by equation (€9, but by some 
is true and if in a case 1 situation the control polarity is again switched 
, what values are possible for x ? We assert that whatever the dynamics 
1 (Xm) 
( m 9  k 
for the probability that % occurs between x and x + dx 
"k 
given Hi (xm) , and taking 
d +d 
max min 
2 
- 
x(m,i, j )= 
for the mean of the distribution and 
for the standard deviation. See the bottom sketch of figure 4. By definition of a switch 
curve, an undershoot Xk<O is not possible for the example portrayed in this figure. There- 
fore, a truncated distribution is necessary. However, since the weighting o€ the priors is 
not seriously affected by ignoring this detail, the truncation is not, performed, and the 
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#- 
#- 
jth row 
ith row 
distribution, therefore , is always defined on (-my 4. The conditional probability, p E /H 
is obtained by integrating f 
( jk i) ' 
between the appropriate limits, that is, 
k X 
Switching somewhere in this regoon, 
given thot the switch curve of o 
double integrol plant posses 
,somewhere through this region, results 
in on overshoot somewhere in this 
c x  
d mox 
: 'n'eYol ! 
drnin 
It has been assumed, so  far, that 
- 
lgi<n. When i=n, v. = O  and equation (10) 
is no longer valid. In this limiting case, 
p (E jk/Hn) approaches zero, because the 
magnitude of d approaches infinity. 
What this means is simply that we are al- 
lowing for the possibility, however unlikely, 
of a switch curve coincident with the x- 
axis. When n<ilN, the hypothesis, H. xm , 
allows for the possibility that the switch 
curve lies in the first or third quadrants of 
phase space, i. e., where x and v have the 
same sign. For the phase space we have 
defined (v=jI), the switch curve can not lie 
in these quadrants, since this would imply 
v f k  It is hard to imagine what physical 
reasoning, if any, would lead a human op- 
erator to make such a hypothesis. But 
whatever their rationale, some of them 
behave (Le., they switch in these quad- 
1 
max 
4 ) 
- 
X X 
Figure 4.-Weighting of case 1 evidence. 
rants) as though they temporarily held this belief. Since , by equation (5) ,  we must sum over 
all hypotheses, we are  compelled to assign values to  the conditionals, p (Ejk/Hi) where 
i=n+ l ,  . . . , N, even though there is no physical basis for such an assignment. Our judgment 
of how to make this assignment in some logically consistent manner is to let 
( i=n+l,  ... , N) (15) 
At this juncture, we should point out that, as part of man's subjective model of the 
physical world, the conditional probabilities just introduced represent a conceptualization of 
momentum. In other words, when these conditionals are used to  revise the prior probabili- 
ties in a case 1 situation, the posterior probabilities will reflect the belief that if an object is 
moving with speed 1vjl stops in a distance Ixk-x,I after switching control polarity, it can be 
made to stop in a shorter (longer) distance by switching polarity when the speed is less (more) 
than lvj I. We are assuming, therefore, that the human operator comes to  the task with this 
x 
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belief and that the distributions of the probabilities p Ejk/Hi which we have just derived are 
a suitable characterization of how this belief is conceptualized in the decision center of the 
human mind. In passing, we note that if the human operator comes to the task with the prior 
probabilities set to zero in the first and third quadrants, that is , he does not think it probable 
that the switch curve lies in these regions, he can learn how to control any dynamic process 
of the class considered simply on the evidence of where the phase trajectory crosses the 
x-axis after the control polarity is switched in a case 1 situation, provided the evidence is 
used as we have indicated. Even when the priors are not zero in these quadrants, it is still 
true that the conditionals, p (Ejk/Hi) , will enable a subject to  resolve his uncertainty as to  
the location of the switch curve. However, situations such as cases 2 and 3 do provide some 
additional information which the human operator can use to expedite this resolution and which 
we now discuss. 
Cases 2 and 3.-In a situation similar to the one illustrated by case 2 in figures 2 and 
3 , reversing the polarity of the control will , in general , cause the phase trajectory to "open 
up." It is assumed that the sensor can perceive such a pattern; in other words, the human 
operator recognizes an improper control action. If this is true, it is reasonable to expect 
that he can also conclude that i f  the speed, v at the time of switching had been greater, the 
i r m )  9 
trajectory would have opened even more than it did and therefore , the hypotheses , H 
for j<isN are  incorrect and should be rejected. If this evidence is called E. it can be weighted 
by revising the priors with the conditional probabilities, 
0
j '  
3 
( i = j + l ,  ..., N; j>n) (16) p (Ej/Hi) = O  
As for the remaining hypotheses, we assume that the human operator does not change their 
relative ranking on the basis of this evidence, that i s ,  
H =1 (i=l, ... , j ;  j>n) (17) p( E j /  i) 
Case 3 is similar to case 2 except that the operator now recognizes he had been using 
the wrong control polarity, because when he switches, the phase trajectory %loses up." For 
weighting the evidence , we propose the same conditional probabilities as those given by equa- 
tions (16) and (17). 
The Final Case.-If the operator switches in a case 4 situation, he loses the opportunity 
to obtain the evidence Ejk necessary to evaluate his last switching decision. Persistence in 
this behavior lengthens the learning time, since the evidence, Ejk, is essential to revision 
making. How the human operator learns that he should wait for a crossover after switching 
in case 1 will be described using a reinforcement model of the form, 
p =1-cr 1 p 
n ( - n-1) 
where pn is the probability that the human operator will wait for a crossover after failing to 
wait n times and cr is a learning-rate parameter which determines the strength of each rein- 
forcement. 
This completes our discussion of the evidence which is available to the human operator 
manually controlling a dynamic process. We have postulated how the human operator weights 
this evidence in resolving his uncertainty as to  the location of the switch curve in phase space. 
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THE EFFECTOR 
Response Time.-Executing a response, in the manual control problem we are consider- 
ing, is a simple task for the human operator's motor system. All that the effector (a finger 
in this case) must do is depress or release a key which actuates the relay controller. In the 
present work, it is not essential to provide a description of the time history of the limb move- 
ment, since it is only the time the switch actually occurs which matters in our explanation of 
human learning behavior. We consider the response time to be a unifor.mly distributed random 
variable. 
Decision Time.-In the decision center, a selection process and a+revision process take 
place. On the basis of the experimental evidence , we have inferred that the times for revision 
and selection are random variables statistically independent of each other and of the response 
time. We call the sum of the selection time and the revision time, the decision time. If no 
revisions are made during a decision cycle, the decision time is determined by the selection 
time only. The probability density for each component time of decision time is assumed 
uniform. 
THE MODEL.-Our model of human learning behavior in a manual control task is a 
digital computer program which produces a machine language translation of the theory pre- 
sented. As Newell, Shaw and Simon (ref. 2) have expressed it, !'An explanation of an observed 
behavior of the organism is provided by a program of primitive information processes that 
generates this behavior . I t  Herein, these primitive information processes are the selection 
process, the revision process, etc., which have been set forth by the theory as elements of 
man's technique for the identification of an unknown control policy. Since the theory has also 
postulated the rules for combining these processes, the computer program can be written once 
some final details of the theory have been considered. 
For one thing, we have not yet indicated in what order revisions and selections take 
place. How the human operator establishes priorities in attending to several matters requir- 
ing his immediate attention is a difficult question. The order may not be fixed, and it is quite 
possible that the decision center can interrupt, for instance, the revision process, store the 
unfinished computations, and attend to a response. Other combinations can also be conjec- 
tured. In the model, we assume that revisions come first ,  selections second, and no inter- 
ruptions of either a re  permitted. 
human operator to identify the pattern in the phase trajectory used for evidence in cases 2 
and 3. Pattern recognition capabilities vary from one individual to another, and so the num- 
ber of cycles is not fixed. In the model, we assume that the human operator is capable of 
detecting the pattern within one decision cycle after the switch occurs. 
Finally, we must provide some "numbers" for the parameters which have been left free 
in the theoretical development. A specification of these parameters corresponds to a specifi- 
cation of the psycho-physiological characteristics of some human operator. As the behavior 
of the model is governed by the set of numbers chosen, it should be possible to match in- 
dividual programs with individual human operators. What we mean by ttmatchingtl and how 
this has been accomplished are now discussed. 
We have conducted a parametric study of the model on a digital computer. From these 
results we first found out how these parameters influence the behavior of the model. Then we 
inferred sets of parameters to provide what we believe to be a representative sample of human 
operator behavioral simulations. Next we performed a motor-skill experiment and made 
measurements on the response behavior of human operators. The two samples were then 
compared statistically to determine whether or  not they came from the same parent population, 
For another, we have not specified how many decision cycles are  required for the 
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i. e., whether or not they matched. Figure 5 is a flow chart illustrating the logical steps per- 
formed by the computer program. The source program itself may be found in reference 3. 
EXPERIMENT 
A description follows of a psychomotor experiment performed at M. I. T.'s Man Vehicle 
Laboratory. Over a 4-month period 50 paid subjects were given the opportunity to learn a 
manual control task. They were briefed on the task and familiarized with the apparatus, but 
were not allowed to practice prior to the first trial. 
The subject, by actuating a two-position switch, is required to null the initial misaline- 
ment between two line segments displayed on an oscilloscope in front of him (see fig. 6). One 
segment, the left, remains stationary and the displacement of the other relative to it, x, 
satisfies the differential equation, 
where u is the switch output and may either be +U or -U. As the switch has no off position, 
once the segment is alined, rapid polarity changes may be used to simulate an off position 
and thereby to maintain close alinement. Each subject is given fifty 5-second trials spaced 
10 seconds apart. Subject performance on each trial is measured by computing the integral 
of the absolute value of x over the 5 seconds. This score is reported to the subject imme- 
diately after each trial. Every trial starts with the same initial conditions. 
RESULTS 
THEORETICAL RESULTS.-We have conducted a parametric study of the behavior of the 
model (i.e., the computer program) to establish how behavior is altered by changes in the 
psycho-physiological parameters of the model and if the alternations are consistent with our 
intuitive idea of what should happen. We found that, on the average, the performance of the 
program in controlling the dynamic process deteriorates whenever the following occur: 
(1) The sensor perceives the state of the dynamic process with greater uncertainty, 
that is, the mesh size is increased 
(2) The decision center is initially more uncertain of the control policy, that i s ,  the 
priors are, for example, distributed uniformly or are nonzero in the first and third quadrants 
(3) The decision center requires more time to process information, that is, decision 
time is increased 
(4) The decision center is slow to recognize that it must wait on the outcome of a re- 
sponse in order to access whether or not it selected the correct choice, that is, 01 is increased 
(5) The effector requires more time to execute a response, that i s ,  response time is 
increased. 
These findings are consistent with the behavior one would expect to observe in the response 
performance of any information processing system, these expectations being based, in part, 
on the predictions of conventional control systems theory. Not to be overlooked, either, is 
the fact that the program does learn how to control a dynamic process and that the learning 
process is convergent in all cases. Closed-loop performance of the system, when it is 
learned , is nearly optimal. 
A sequence of five sketches, presented collectively as figure 7, provide a most striking 
portrayal of learning. One can witness in this sequence the program's progress in resolving 
its uncertainty as to the location of the switch curve. Each sketch shows a surface, the height 
( xm 3 "i) of which above the reference plane at the coordinates represents the posterior 
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probability p' [ H (Xm)] at the end of the indicated trial. To give a clearer visual impression, 
each surface, which is actually formed by a finite set of points, has been filled in and smoothed 
over. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.-A complete picture of human-operator learning behavior 
in the psychomotor experiment discussed earlier can be developed from the measurements 
which were taken of the intervals between 
successive switches in control polarity. 
This interval will be referred to as  an 
interresponse time (IRT). From the inter- 
response time data, the state, (x,v), of the 
dynamic process at each switch time has 
been calculstted. To provide a portrayal of 
learning comparable to figure 7, which 
depicts the program resolving its uncer- 
tainty, we have, for the human operator, 
taken the statistics on the state variables 
and computed the ellipsoids of concentration 
for the first six responses of trials 1, 2,  10, 
20, and 50. These appear as a sequence of 
computer-drawn sketches, collectively 
ment , called figure 8. An ellipsoid of concentra- 
tion bounds a two-dimensional region over 
which probability is distributed uniformly such that the first- and second-order moments of 
the uniform distribution are the same as the actual distribution (see ref. 4, pp. 283-285). A 
liberal interpretation of this definition, in our case, is to say that the nth region shows where, 
in state space, "most" subjects made the nth response. The shrinking and reorientation of the 
ellipses are  a vivid illustration of the ensemble's progress in identifying a control policy. In 
addition to this portrayal of learning, average transient responses for some of the same trials 
have been calculated from the state data and are presented collectively as  figure 9. 
Figure 6.-Equipment for psychomotor experi- 
THEORY AND EXPERIMENT COMPARED.-From the figures presented in the previous 
sections, one can easily develop a qualitative appreciation for the individual differences ex- 
hibited in the learning behavior of both subjects and programs. For example, initial score, 
level of asymptotic performance, and rate of score change are some of the readily discernible 
indicators provided by the integrated squared e r ror  which are useful in comparing the motor- 
skill behavior of the programs with that of the subjects. What is important now is to answer 
the question of whether or  not the theory developed herein is a credible explanation of human 
learning behavior, particularly of intersubject, intrasubject variability. For this purpose, it 
is desirable to  make a comparison of the subject ensemble and the test sample of programs on 
some quantitative basis. This has been done and is discussed next. 
To establish the "similarity" between the behavior of the fifty subjects and ten programs 
of a test sample, the Mann-Whitney U test was applied to each of the first four interresponse 
times of each twelve trials. On a given trial for a given response, the sample of subject 
"9 IRT's IRT. where i=l, 2,  . . . , and the sstmple of model IRT's IRT.where j=1, 2 , .  . . , ( 1  "1) ( 3  
are arranged in order; the statistic, U, counts the number of times a member of the first 
sample exceeds a member of the second sample. If 
z= (U-5) l ~ l  (19) 
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TRIAL 2 
Figure 7.-Model learning behavior. 
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TRIAL 5 
~- 
TRIAL IO 
Figure 7 .--Continued. 
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TRIAL 50 
Figure 7.-Concluded. 
is greater than 2.58 under the null hypothesis (f=g), the test is considered significant at the 
1 percent level, and the hypothesis of identical distributions is rejected. Table 1 lists the 
values of z calculated for the 48 test cases. 
At the 1-percent level, the table shows that 81 percent of the cases pass the test, that 
is , the hypothesis of identical distributions is acceptable. Those cases which fail the test 
are confined to the third and fourth responses on trials after the fifth. The reason for these 
failures is that subjects develop an open-loop technique for responding when the dynapic 
process' state is close to the origin. This mode of behavior is an attempt by a subject to 
simulate an off position (as he was instructed) with the controller by rapidly alternating con- 
trol polarity. In this mode, the subject effectively ignores state information until such a time 
as the e r ro r  exceeds some tolerance level, and then he reverts back to a closed-loop mode of 
responding. Clearly, the theory does not account for this, since the program makes but one 
response per decision cycle and does not set off preprogramed sequences of responses. 
Aside from this discrepancy, the results of the "U" tests are quite favorable and offer no 
cause to reject the hypothesized identity of the two population distributions. Note: at the 
1-percent level of significance, the probability of obtaining a Z-value greater than 2.58 when 
comparing two samples i s ,  by definition, 0.01, given that the hypothesis f=g is true. 
We have also applied the Mann-Whitney U test to samples of the integrated squared 
e r ro r  scores on the same trials as before. The results , which are presented in table 2, 
show that only one case is significant at either the 1-percent or  5-percent ( Z r  1.96) level: 
For the human operator sample, we selected the first 1 0  subjects instead of using the entire 
ensemble. Performing this test on the scores is a less sensitive measure of the credibility 
of our theory than performing it on the IRT's, since the integration to obtain a score masks 
a 
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EL LIPSO!DS OF COhCENTSqT!Dh the detailed structure of the response be- 
havior , and, therefore, discrepancies in 
this structure can be obscured from de- 
AErnCt"SE5 1-5 tection. Testing the IRT's, on the other 
hand, subjects the finest grain measure- 
ment we have available on the response 
behavior to the scrutiny of a powerful 
ia!iiL 50 
e- - VELOiilY 
1 tcn ~ C . I  nonparametric statistical test. 
I 
,J 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. -In the 
preceding section, we made a statistical 
comparison of a sample of human opera- 
tor behavioral simulations obtained from 
computer program executions and a Sam; 
ple of human operator behavioral data 
obtained from a psychomotor experiment. 
Through this comparison we have sought 
to determine whether or not the samples 
came from the same parent population, 
that is, whether they are  statistical images 
of one another. The results of the com- 
parison show that, with the exceptions 
noted, there is no statistical reason for 
rejecting the hypothesis of identical 
parent population distributions. Although 
this is a favorable outcome and offers us 
a quantitative basis for having confidence 
in the proposed theory, we hesitate to 
conclude that this result, by itself, is 
sufficient evidence upon which to argue 
for the credibility of the theory. We 
hesitate because of the inherent. limita- 
tions of any statistical test, namely, the 
possibility that a false hypothesis can be accepted and the possibility that other theories can 
pass the same test. However, if this result is weighed together with the results of the para- 
metric study and the experimental findings referenced in support of assumptions made in the 
theoretical development, the case for credibility is strengthened considerably 3 therefore, 
there is a rational basis for accepting the theory's explanation of human learning behavior in  
the type of manual-control task considered. 
Figure 8. -Concluded. Ellipsoids of 
concentration. 
CONCLUSION 
SUMMARY .-We have developed a theory for the explanation of human learning behavior 
in a manual-control task. In explaining how the human operator acquires a motor skill, we 
have endeavored to account for the intersubject, intrasubject variability which is observable 
in psychomotor experiments. This variability has been attributed to the stochastic nature of 
human information processing, which we have assumed to be a sequential operation involving 
three subsystems: the sensor, the decision center, and the effector. Each of these com- 
ponents has beentreated as a probabilistic system, and stochastic descriptions of how they 
function have been provided. Our interpretation of Bayesian statistics for the characterization 
a 
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TRIRL 3 
VI ,l/ 
TRIRL 15 
Figure 9.-Average transient responses. 
of the decision center's decision making has been, perhaps , our most important contribution 
to the understanding and conceptualization of human learning behavior. From the theory we 
have derived a model of human learning behavior in a manual-control task. This has been 
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Trial 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
25 
50 
TABLE l.-Z-VALUES FOR 
MANN-WHITNEY U TEST OF 
INTERRESPONSE TIMES 
Response 
1 I 2 
1.74 
.63 
1.92 
.95 
1.48 
1.86 
. 73  
1.11 
2.12 
.40 
.71 
.75 
0.77 
1.11 
.14 
.52 
1.33 
.50 
1.07 
.89 
.12 
.85 
.93 
1.62 
3 
2.17 
2.16 
1.25 
1.70 
.89 
3.34 
3.17 
2.34 
2.40 
2.87 
3.14 
4.10 
4 
0.96 
.07 
.74 
.40 
.43 
3.06 
2.48 
1.88 
2.91 
2.80 
3.22 
2.50 
TABLE ~.-z-VALUES 
FOR MANN-WHITNEY U 
TEST ON INTEGRATED 
SQUARED ERRORS 
Trial 
1 
2 
3 
- 4  
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
25 
50 
Z 
0.903 
.376 
.827 
.526 
.300 
.376 
.450 
.266 
2.630 
1.352 
1.276 
1.051 
accomplished by a translation of the theory into the machine language of a digital computer. A 
set of read-in parameters, corresponding to human psycho-physiological characteristics, 
gives the model an individuality. Consequently, we have been able to execute a number of 
computer programs, which, on the basis of a hypothesis test, have been shown to be a statis- 
tical image of an ensemble of human operators. The number of parameters required to es- 
tablish the identity of the model is relatively small considering the complexity of the process 
being simulated and the detailed similarity it offers. 
GENERALIZATIONS .-We now explore the possibility of generalizing the approach of 
the theory developed herein, for the purpose of explaining human learning behavior in other 
manual-control task contexts. 
controller output can be varied continuously over a bounded range by the operator, but where 
there is otherwise no difference from the task we have already treated. In the task we have 
treated, we assumed that in the decision center there are stored probabilities for the MxN 
hypotheses, 
Continuous Controller.-The first extension we wish to consider is a task where the 
: the switch curve passes through the mesh x 
Hi e m )  ( mPvi) 
Let us reword these hypotheses so that they read, 
: the controller output, u, in the mesh, (Xm,Vi) , equals uo, Hi ( xm) 
where uo may either be +U or -U. Written in this form, it is clear that the control alterna- 
tives are i.U and that the probability distribution for Hi xm is discrete. To make a transi- 
tion to a continuous controller, we write, 
0
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H. xm : the controller output u in the mesh x vi equals or is less than q-,, 4 1 ( m , )  
where uo is now a continuous variable defined on the interval (-U,+U), and the distribution of 
u is also continuous. With this definition one can trace through the steps of the derivation an( 
see that basically the only change necessary in the development is to replace summation signr 
by integrals and discrete distributions by continuous ones, where appropriate. 
Pursuit Tasks.-In the state-regulator problem we have considered, the terminal state 
to which the dynamic process is being forced, is fixed. In a pursuit task, the terminal state 
may change with time, and so, control decisions must be based on an estimate of the antici- 
pated terminal state at the expected time of convergence. In other words, the decision centei 
must make predictions of the future course of events. Therefore, in the information pro- 
cessing sequence, we must insert a prediction operation. In addition, the center's memory 
must store not only the probabilities of response alternatives for reaching the null state, but 
also the probabilities for reaching all other meshes in state space which are possible location 
of the terminus. 
tracking problems and controlling dynamic processes not in the class to which we have re- 
stricted the present development, are also conceivable. However , in such task contexts it is 
doubtful that our interpretation of the evidence, E ,  is still applicable. Since we have not, as 
yet, studied these situations in any detail, we will not speculate on how the theory may be 
generalized to handle them. 
APPLICATIONS 
Other Tasks.-Extensions of the theory to other task contests, including compensatory 
Adaptive Control.-One application of this work, which we would like to discuss, is in 
the field of adaptive control systems. If the computer program presented in this work is 
examined carefully, it can be seen that without the input-output statements and the superfluou 
subroutines for keeping score, simulating the dynamic process, etc., the logic of the progran 
requires relatively few FORTRAN statements. In fact, if the priors are set to 0 in the first 
and third quadrants, thereby eliminating the need for weighting case 2 and 3 evidence; if po is 
set to 1, if the sensor function is deleted, and if a few other nonessentials are removed, the 
program reduces to a very few statements. In such a form, it does not appear that there 
would be any great difficulty in constructing a special-purpose digital computer to execute the 
control logic. If provision is made not to allow the probabilities to go to zero, the program 
will learn, unlearn, and relearn control policies. A modified version of our model of human 
learning behavior we believe, therefore, has the potential to perform as the logic element of 
an adaptive control system. 
Psychomotor Testing.-A second application, for which the theory holds promise, is in 
the selection of pilot trainees. The introduction in World War  I1 af psychomotor testing, by 
the military to select flight crews, marked the beginning of a continuing search for improved 
techniques to determine the aircrew potential of individual applicants. In the development of 
our theory, we have indentified explicitly the determinants of human behavior in a manual- 
control task. These included the selection rule, revision rule, prior probabilities, decision 
and response times, etc. Reflected in these determinants of behavior are the operator's past 
experience in manual-control tasks, the efficiency of his information processing, his physio- 
logical limitations, and the like. While it is true that these qualities alone are not sufficient 
to judge the aircrew potential of an individual, they are, nevertheless , important aptitude in- 
dicators. It may be possible, therefore, to devise a method, based on the theory, for statis- 
tically inferring the characteristics of an individual's information processing system from his 
performance in a single manual-control task. We have, in fact, already done something 
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similar to this in determining the model parameters for generating our sample of behavioral 
simulations. 
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27. Manual Time-Optimal Control 
for High-Order Plants - 
- 
Syozo Yasu i  and Laurence R.  Young 
Massachusetts Znstitute of Technology 
The concept of a switching surface i s  applied to closed-loop, manual, time- 
optimal, bang-bang control of high-order systems by visually displaying-the 
instantaneous position-velocity error spot and the switching locus simultaneously 
on the phase plane. Switching locus i s  a curve describing the intersection 
between the switching surface and the plane parallel to the phase plane, for exam- 
ple, representing the locus i n  the instantaneous acceleration plane for third-order 
plants. The operator's task i s  to achieve minimum time response by reversing 
control polarity when the moving state point intersects the moving switching 
locus. 
technique suitable for an anolog computer to generate the exact or approximate 
switching locus i s  proposed. The second-order plants, l/s2 and l/s(s+u), are 
presented as preliminary examples, for which the switching loci  do not move. 
The third-order plant, l / s 3 ,  i s  studied in  detai l  as an example o f  higher order 
plants. Satisfactory experimental results have been obtained for al I examples 
given. 
The general procedure i s  outlined for nth order plants with real poles, and a 
The phase plane is both a useful tool for studying human behavior 'in bang-bang control 
and a potential aid for human operators involved in difficult manual control systems (refs. 1 
and 2). Figure 1 shows a manual control system utilizing the e - 6 display. The human op- 
erator's task is to drive the dot to the origin (plant equilibrium) from some initially disturbed 
state as rapidly as  possible. A human operator can accomplish this fairly well for stable 
second-order plants, including critically stable plants, l/s2 and l/s(s +CY), and he requires 
no more than four times the theoretical minimum time for each trial. Although response 
times are  less satisfactory, a human operator can control critically stable third-order plants 
by using the "chatter modet' when approaching the origin in the second or fourth quadrant of 
the e - 6 plane (ref. 3). The human operator is incapable of stabilizing any undamped plant of 
higher order without additional information. 
optimal control theory has been applied to a plant of nth order with real poles and maximum 
magnitude of control force being m. Under these conditions the theory states (refs. 4 and 5) 
the following: 
In an effort to provide additional information in the form of a switching line, time- 
(1) The time optimal control force must be f m  
(2) T.he control switching may occur at most n-1 times 
(3) The switching criteria are successively determined by the switching hypersurface 
Sn,l and its partitioned subsets, Sn-2, Sn-3, . . . , Si. In the e - 6 plane, the switching 
criterion is the curve representing the intersection of the switching subspaces with another 
subspace determined by the instantaneous higher derivatives of the plant. This curve is 
called the switching locus. 
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1 e 1 
Figure 1.-Manual control system with e - i! display. 
The switching locus moves according to higher e r ro r  derivatives for greater than 
second-order plants , dividing the e - i! plane into a +m control region and a -m control region. 
The initial choice of control force should be made in such a way that the state point and the 
switching locus approach each other. A control polarity reversal must take place when they 
meet. From the moment the n-dimensional state point intersects the switching hypersurface , 
it describes an optimum trajectory along the hypersurface Sn-l until the switching subset Sn-2 
is reached. As  soon as Sn-2 is reached, a second switching must be made. Thereafter, the 
state point will proceed along the subset Sn-2 until Sn-3 is reached. In this manner the state 
point will reach the subset Si, which is an n-dimensional curve passing through the origin, 
and thus finally arrive at its destination. 
The entire state space Sn is divided by Sn-l into Sn'and Sn- corresponding to control 
regions +m and -my respectively. Sn-l is again divided by Sn-2 into Sn-l and Sn-l ; in this 
manner, each subset is divided by the succeeding subset until the final one, So, is degraded 
to the origin. 
Let us now return to the e - 6 plane and interpret the above statements in terms of the 
switching locus for n=3. If the first switching reversal is at approximately the correct time, 
the dot (e,&) will automatically follow the switching locus until the subset k - 2  is reached in 
the state space. That is, the next switching time might be at the moment when the dot (e,&) 
begins to leave the switching locus. For the third-order plant, us3, this second switching 
criterion is simply given by a corner of the switching locus, since Si divides S,. After the 
second switching, the dot (e,&) stays at the moving corner point of the switching locus, 
eventually reaching the origin. 
- + 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM REALIZATION 
I 
Figure 2 is a block diagram for a manual time optimal control system for nth order 
plants. The switching hypersurface Sn,l can be expressed as 
sn-l(xl. x2, * Y xn)=o (1) 
where xi, x2, . . . , xn represent e,  6 ,  . . . , e(n) , respectively. 
E&2, Sn-3, . . , Si are contained in this equation, since Sn-13 Sn-23.. .I Si. The switching- 
locus generator measures the instantaneous higher derivative outputs x3, x4, . . . , xn, sub- 
stitutes the measured values in equation (1) , and solves for a locus of xi and x2. 
cases. The expressions for Sn-l for third-order plants which have been investigated are too 
Note that all subsets 
An exact closed-form expression of this type is difficult to obtain for higher order 
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OPE R A T O R  
S W I  T C H l  NG 
I L O C U S  GENE R A T O R  ( i ) s  
Figure 2.-Proposed manual time optimum control system using optimum 
switching locus. 
complicated to be applied in this system (refs. 6 and 7), so  a set of parametric equations de- 
rived by the reversed time technique (ref. 4) is used to express s,-~. 
time 7 ,  with null initial conditions and the control-force backward time history u(7) such that 
Let us solve the differential equation characterizing the plant dynamics backward in 
' i m  
f m  
Then, the solution will be expressed as 
xI=xI (Ti, 7 2 ,  . . . , 7 n-1' 
im> X2=X2 (T1,T2, . . . , 7 n-1' 
.................... 
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This set of equations is the parametric representation of the switching hypersurface Sn-l. 
Note that substituting T ~ - ~ = O  in equation (2) yields the subset Sn-2; substituting ~ ~ - 1 = ~ ~ - 2 = 0  
yields Sn-3, and so  on. 
Eliminating all TIS except one, Tk, from equation (2) yields 
The choice of Tk depends on x3, x4, . . . , 
part of the switching locus. Further discussion of the above situation appears in the section 
on the plant 1 /s3. 
The set of parametric equations (3) is the switching locus generating equation suitable 
for an analog computer capable of repetitive operation, since Tk may be treated as an inde- 
pendent time variable running from zero to a certain value repeatedly. Furthermore, each 
function of equations (3) might represent a solution to some differential equation. If this is 
the case , the switching locus can be more conveniently generated by repetitive solutions to 
such differential equations with initial conditions being functions of x3, x4, 
simple differential equations can be obtained for plants without any time constant such as l/s2 
and l/s3, since equations (2) and (3) for such plants a re  polynomial functions. 
some exponential functions, and therefore equations (3) will also involve certain exponential 
functions and perhaps a logarithmic function as well. For this reason, the appropriate simple 
differential equations may not be obtainable. However, let us assume that the time constant 
is large enough to permit 
and the control polarity, and each Tk  will define a 
. . , xn. In fact, 
For plants involving some time constants, on the other hand, equations (2) will contain 
(Time to go) /(Time constant)<< 1 
or  that we are only interested in a region in which the origin can be reached in much less than 
one time constant. Then equations (2) and (3) can be approximated by polynomial functions by 
taking finite Maclaurin series expansions for the exponential functions and/or the logarithmic 
functions. The appropriate differential equations for generating the approximate switching 
locus could be thus obtained. Figure 3 shows the experimental site for the test system. 
Figure 3 .-Photograph of experimental site. 
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EXAMPLES 
1 
EXAlllPLE 1: 3 
The differential equation for the plant dynamics is 
The backward equation then becomes 
It is easy to conclude that the backward equation directly leads to the swithcing-locus gen- 
erating equation with null initial conditions for second-order plants. Substituting (e), =(x), =x 
and *) s = - ( x ~ ) ~  = -y, we can decompose the backward equation: dt 
=f m d2x 
dT2 
-
with null initial conditions. It can be seen that the solution 
leads to the familiar form of the switching locus 
Figure 4 shows the analog computer realization of this solution. Figure 5 shows the results 
of a typical human operator's trial with no switching locus for l/s2. The initial condition was 
(e=2.0, 6=0.5  sec'l) and m=0.125 secm2. Figure 6 shows the results when the exact switch- 
ing locus display was added. The control reversal occurred once, precisely as predicted by 
the theory, and the time consumed was reduced by approximately 60 percent. Figure 7 shows 
the manually controlled, time-optimum trajectory and the exact switching locus on the e - 6 
display. 
1 
EXAMPLE2: s(s) 
As in example 1, the generating equations are obtained 
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Figure 4.-Analog computer realization of manual time Figure 5.-A typical control force u 
and e r ror  e versus time obtained optimum control for l/s2. Integrators labeled RO 
perform repetitive operation. 
u (sec-') 
by experienced human operator 
stabilizing l/s2 with initial condi- 
tion (e=2.0, 6=0.5 sec-I), when 
state dot (e, 6)  is displayed but no 
switching locus is displayed. 
I 
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Figure 6.-A manual time optimum 
control result for l/s2 with initial 
condition (e=2. 0 ,  6=0.5  sec-I), 
when both state dot (e, 6 )  and exact 
optimum switching locus are dis- 
played. 
Figure 7.-Photograph of a time optimum trajectory 
and exact switching locus in e -6 display for l/s2 
with initial conditions (e=2.0, 6=0.5 sec-I). 
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with null initial conditions. Figure 8 shows the analog computer realization. Figure 9 shows 
an experienced operator's response for the plant l/s(s+0.16) with no switching locus. The 
initial conditions were the same as in example 1. Figure 1 0  shows the results when the exact 
switching locus was displayed in addition to the state dot. The optimum response was again 
achieved manually by just. one control reversal, and the time consumed was reduced by ap- 
proximately one-half. Figure 11 shows the above results on the e -6 display. In spite of the 
presence of time constants, the exact generating differential equations were easily obtained, 
but only because the plant is of second order. It may be instructive to  develop the approxi- 
mate generating equations according to our earlier suggestion. 
The exact generating equations a re  
.=*--(e m CYT -1) 
CY 
Expanding eo/' in a Maclaurin series gives 
CY7 (CYT)' 
e = l + a ~ + -  +- +- +. .. 2 6 24 
If we assume a7<<1 and take the first five terms of the ser ies ,  the resulting approximate ex- 
pression is 
Note that substituting a = O  in the above equations yields the exact locus-generating equations 
for the plant l/s'. The differential equations for the approximate Switching locus are such 
that 
d k  -=*mcu2 
d~~ 
with initial conditions: 
x(o)=o, ~ ( o ) = o ,  ii(O)=Itm, x=fma! 
a 
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and e r ror  e versus time obtained 
by experienced human operator 
stabilizing 1 / (s(s  +0.16)) with initial 
condition (e=2.0, i!=0.5 sec-I), when 
state dot (e, 6 )  is displayed but no 
switching locus is displayed. 
Figure &-Analog computer realization of manual time 
optimum control for  l/(s(s +0.16)). 
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Figure 10.-A manual time optimum 
control result for l/(s(s +0.16)) with 
initial condition (e = 2.0, Q = 0.5 sec-I) 
when both state dot (e, 6 )  and exact 
optimum switching locus are displayed. 
Figure 11.-Photograph of a time optimum trajec- 
tory and exact switching locus in e -6 display for 
l/(s(s +0.16)) with initial condition (e=2.0, 
6=0.5 sec-I). 
x 
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The analog computer realization of this approximate switching locus is shown in figure 12. 
Figure 13 shows the result of substituting the approximate switching locus for the exact 
switching locus in the same plant as in figure 10,  with the same initial conditions. The cor- 
responding trajectory and the approximate switching locus on the e -& display are shown in 
figure 14. The state dot hit the approximate Sl+at 21 seconds, and the control reversal was 
made instantly. The state dot did not precisely follow SI+ after the reversal, since Sl+is  ap- 
proximate, but it traversed SI+ and then slightly deviated toward the negative e r r o r  direction 
from the locus and hit SI- at 31 seconds. The second reversal was made, and the state dot 
followed SI- to the origin. The equilibrium state was reached at 33 seconds, 5 seconds later 
than with the exact switching locus. 
1 
EXAMPLES: 2 
The differential equation for the plant dynamics is: 
The backxard equation is then 
dx - =-Y dT 
GZ. =-z 
dr  
dz - F m  
dr  
-- 
d3e 
dT3 = 4 m  o r  -
Integrating the above equation with respect to T with null initial conditions yields: 
This set of parametric equations describes, in three-dimensional state space, a curve 
which was earlier defined as the switching subset, SI. By definition, u= +m along Sl'and 
u=-m along SI-. Therefore Sl+must correspond to the upper sign and Sl- to the lower sign. 
As seen in figure 15,  Sl+exists in the octant where xs 0, y2 0, and 25 0; Si- exists in the 
octant where x2 0, yS 0, and z2 0. 
equation after this reversal is 
Next assume that the polarity of the control force is reversed at T = T ~ .  The backward 
dx 
d r  
a 
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Figure 12.-Approximate switching locus generator for l/(s(s +0.16)). 
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Figure 13.-A manual time optimum 
control result for l/(s(s+O.16)) 
with initial condition (e =2 .O 
f?=0.5 sec-I), when both state dot 
(e, 8) and approximate optimum 
switching locus are displayed. 
Figure 14.-Photograph of a quasi-time optimum 
trajectory and approximate switching locus in 
e -6 display for l/(s(s+0.16)) with initial condi- 
tion (e=2.0, e=0.5 sec-I). 
Integrating these equations with respect to T from 0 to T ~ ,  and taking the x ( T ~ ) ,  Y ( T ~ ) ,  and 
~ ( 7 ~ )  describing SI as initial conditions yields: 
z =-i m ( -r2 -TI) 
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Figure 15.-Construction of optimum switching surface for l/s3. 
This set of parametric equations describes the switching surface S2, with S2 corresponding 
to  the upper sign, and Sz- to the lower sign. Sz+ and S2- are continuously connected, with S, 
as a boundary. This boundary gives the surface a corner. Note that the whole switching sur- 
face S2 divides the entire state space into +m control region S3+and -m control region S3-. 
In figure 15  the visible space corresponds to S3+, while the space behind the switching surface 
corresponds to S3-. Any time-optimum trajectory of the state reaches the origin either via 
S3++S2-+SI++0, or via 5$-+S2++S1-40. The trajectory AIBICIO represents the former case 
and AzB2C20 the latter. In order to  derive the switching locus generating equation, T~ or  T~ 
must be eliminated from the parametric equations representing the switching surface S,, and 
the remaining T must be able to take values from 0. If 
f 
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z =f m(-r2-rr1), and ~~2 0 
7-22 0 
and 712 0 and 7-22 0, then for the upper sign (S2+): 
if z2 0, T~ is the independent variable 
if  z10, 72 is the independent variable 
For the lower sign (S2-): 
if z2 0, 72 is the independent variable 
if zc  0, T~ is the independent variable 
It may be shown that such a choice is reasonable by examining the nature of a typical switch- 
ing locus, PIQIRl for z>O, P2Q2R2 for z<O, and PoQoRo for z=O. The generating equations are 
now: 
For the upper sign (S' ) :  
For the lower sign (S-): 
if z r  0 
if z10 
x=m 
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Upper sign 
The corresponding differential equations and associated initial conditions are obtained as 
shown in table 1. Figure 16 shows the computer realization of the exact switching locus for 
a manual-control experiment with this l/s3 plant. The control force chosen was m=0.1 
secondm3. Two initial conditions were used: 
A: (0.025e=1.0, 0.256=0.5 sec-I, 6=0.5 sec-2) 
Lower sign 
B: (0.025e=0.5, 0.25&= -1.0 sec’l, E =  -0.5 sec2) 
d3x -- dt3 - -6m 
3! -zm 
dt2 - 
TABLE l.-OPTIMUM SWITCHING LOCUS GENERATING EQUATION 
WITH CORRESPONDING INITIAL CONDITIONS 
d3x - -6m dt3 - 
+ - -2m 
dt2 - 
If zsro: 
x(0) =x3/6m2 
k( 0) =o 
j i (  0) = -22 
y(0) =-z2/2m 
? ( O ) = O  
If zso: 
x(0) =z3/6m2 
i ( 0 )  =-z2/m 
2( 0) =4z 
y(0) =z2/2m 
?( 0) = -22 
If 22 0: 
x( 0) =z3 /6m2 
i(0) =z2/m 
j i (  0) =4z 
y(0) =-z2/2m 
$0) =-22 
If zso: 
x( 0) =z3/6m2 
i ( 0 )  =o 
ii(0) = -22 
y(0) =z2/2m 
A 
i ( 0 )  =o 
a 
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X+ 
6m 
X- 
Y+ 
2m 
Y- 
Figure 16a.-Analog computer realization of exact optimum switching locus 
generator for us3. 
Figure 17 and figure 18 show typical results obtained by an experienced operator with no 
switching locus for initial conditions A and B, respectively. The chatter mode is clearly 
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. 
U 
x+ 
I U 
Figure 16b.-Initial condition setting circuit. 
observed to approach the equilibrium state in both figures. Figures 19 and 20 show "time- 
optimum manual control" results for A and B, respectively, when the exact switching locus 
was displayed. The time necessary to reach the equilibrium state for each case was reduced 
to less than half the time required when no switching locus was displayed. The number of 
reversal times is seen to be three for A and four for By both of which are more than the 
minimum of two switchings that the theory would predict. The reasons for this are human 
timing er rors  and instrumentation inaccuracy of the switching locus generator mainly due to 
the diode multipliers used in the analog computer. Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the sequential 
events on the e -6 display for A and By respectively. Tables 2 and 3 interpret the photographs 
in figures 21 and 22, respectively. 
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Figure 17.-A typical control force u and Figure 18.-A typical control force u and 
er ror  e versus time obtained by experi- 
enced human operator stabilizing l/s3 with 
initial condition (0.025e =1 .O ,  0.256 = 0.5 
s e d ,  g=0.5 sec-2), when state dot is dis- 
played but no switching locus is displayed. 
e r ro r  e versus time obtained by experi- 
enced human operator stabilizing l/s3 with 
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played but no switching locus is displayed. 
0.025e 
2 
0 4 ~ 1  
I 
1 
-41 
0 30 50 90 120 t ( sed  
Figure 19.-A manual time optimum control 
result for l/s3 with initial condition 
(0.025e=1.0, 0.256=0.5 sec-', 8=0.5 sec-') 
when both state dot (e, 6 )  and exact opti- 
mum switching locus are displayed. 
a 
-2  
I - .  
-4 
0 30 60 90 120 t ( s ed  
Figure 20.-A manual time optimum control 
result for l/s3 with initial condition 
(0.025e=0.5, 0.25&= -1.0 see-', 8= -0.5 
sec-') , when both state dot (e, 6 )  and exact 
optimum switching locus are displayed. 
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5 6 
7 8 
10 11 12 
Figure 21.-Sequential photographs of e -6 display with exact switching locus 
for l/s3 with initial condition (0.025e=1.0, 0.256=0.5 sec, 6=0.5 sec). 
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1 2 3 
4 6 
B -4 t 
12 
Figure 22.-Sequention photographs of e -6 display with exact switching 
locus for l/s3 with initial condition (0.025e=0.5, 0.25&= -1.0 s e d ,  
8= -0.5 seC2). 
c u 
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TABLE 2.-INTERPRETATION OF SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
IN FIGURE 21 
C ont r ol 
polarity 
Region of 
state dot 
Event 
Initial state 
Encounter with 
switching surface 
Switching 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
s2 + 
s2 + 
s2 + 
s2 + 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Encounter with 
corner curve 
Switching 
I 12 Origin 1 Equilibrium state 
TABLE 3 .-INTERPRETATION OF SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
IN FIGURE 22 
Photograph r Control polarity Region of state dot Event 
Initial state s3 + 
s3 + 
s3 + 
Encounter with 
switching surface 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
+ Encounter with 
corner curve 
Equilibrium state 0 Origin 
i 'r r - 
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CONCLUSION 
A visual display permitting manual, time-optimal bang-bang control is possible with the 
familiar e -6 plane, on which the instantaneous e -6 dot and the "switching locus" are simulta- 
neously displayed. Error  and error- rate information are constantly availab€e to  the human 
operator in this closed-loop control system. 
implementation of such a system is not difficult. For an arbitrary higher order plant, how- 
ever, the analytical description of the switching surface is usually difficult to obtain and too 
complicated to instrument even if obtained. Some approximation for the switching subspace 
of such plants may thus be required for its realization. Either a Maclaurin expansion of 
exponential terms involved in the analytical expression of the switching subspace , or the least 
squared e r ror  fitting of an assumed expression as against the exact one may be used for the 
approximation. The display works reasonably well with either approximation in a certain 
limited region of the state space. 
For any second-order plant with real poles and for one third-order plant, l/s3, the 
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28. Adaptive Finite-State Models of 
the Human Operator" 
E .  S .  Angel 
University of Southern California 
While most of the mathematical models of human operators are based on the 
operator acting in a continuous manner upon continuous data, this model i s  based 
upon the human operator seeing only quantized input data and possessing a small 
number of internal states. The basic model i s  shown here, and a scheme by 
which the threshold levels might be adjusted to make the basic model adaptive is  
presented. Some preliminary results and suggestions for further research are also 
pres e nt ed . 
Most of the present mathematical models of human operators are based on the operator 
acting in a continuous manner upon continuous input data. The model presented here is based 
on the assumption that the human operator possesses only a small number of internal states 
and changes states on the basis of quantized observations of error  and e r ror  rate. 
The basic model is that previously proposed by Bekey and Angel (ref. 1). The model 
uses the concept of "force programs" (refs. 2 and 3) (prestored error  correction patterns) to 
give specific responses of the model based on its inputs and internal state. Continuous out- 
puts are obtained by the use of "hybrid actuators'' (ref. 4). 
The original model, while only part of a feasibility study and not intended to match 
closely real human operators, possessed some of the important characteristics of human 
operators. Specifically, the responses were of finite duration and could not be interrupted 
until an action in progress had run to completion. Furthermore, the model was able to track 
precisely nonaccelerating inputs. However, the model was not adaptive; it could not improve 
its performance over longer time of observing the same input curve. 
BASIC MODEL 
The basic model was designed to simulate a human operator in a compensatory tracking 
task with a pure inertia plant. The system is as shown in figure 1. The operator sees only 
e r ror  and e r ror  rate. He quantizes these quantities, and on the basis of these threshold levels 
and his present state he generates a force program. 
can make a decision, that is, not already in the middle of a force program: he can do nothing, 
he can attempt to change his position, or he can attempt to change his velocity. In this model 
In this simple model the operator can do one of three things if he is in a state where he 
"This research was sponsored in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
tration under Grant NGR-05-018-022 and in part by the U. S. A i r  Force Office of Scientific 
Research under Grant AF-AFOSR-1018-67. 
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Legend - Continuous Signals --- Discrete  Signals 
Figure 1.-Block diagram of basic model. 
no memory was used so  the decision was made on the basis of combinations as shown in table 
1. Thus for the two e r ror  thresholds and one rate threshold model, decisions are made on 
the basis of this table. In this model, only two position and one velocity correction (and their 
negatives) were allowed. The structure of this process is shown in figure 2. The time actua- 
tors insure that the force program has the proper duration. The model can be simulated with 
only a very small number of logical gates, actuators , threshold gates , and €lip flops. 
TABLE 1 .-COMBINATIONS 'USED FOR DECISION-MAKING 
0 
0 
- e  
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Position Force  
Program Actuator I 
Table 
I Program Actuator 
Plant 
- Continuous Signal 
Discrete Signal 
D Threshold Gate 
w - 0  
"And" Gate 
Figure 2 .-Block diagram of asynchronous network. 
REQUIREMENTS OF AN ADAPTIVE MODEL 
An attempt was made to alter the basic model s o  that it would be able to improve its 
performance over time. We want to achieve this not by adding many more threshold levels 
but by having the ability to adjust the few levels used in the basic model. 
Some of the necessary features are: 
(1) Ability to reduce e r ro r  and-error rate to zero for a ffsimple" input curve 
(2) Ability to adjust to a change in input curve 
(3) Ability to get "close" to  zero e r rors  after three or four corrections 
ADJUSTMENT OF THE THRESHOLDS 
We desire a device which, on the basis or e r ro r  and e r ro r  rate thresholds, will decide 
by use of a finite state machine to make one of a finite number of position or velocity correc- 
tions and/or to adjust its threshold levels in such a way as to reduce the e r ror  and e r ro r  rate 
to  zero. The thresholds are to be placed s o  that if the e r ro r  e and the e r ro r  rate 6 remain 
constant for the duration of the correction, the e r ro r  (error rate) if it was corrected will be 
smaller than the smallest e r ror  (error rate) threshold. 
Let 
n 
m 
number of positive velocity thresholds 
number of positive position thresholds 
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e 
6 
> I e 1 > ei fi i +1 
i. correction for 6 > l e l > ~  
Consider first the velocity thresholds. We have 2n+l levels to consider: 
level of ith position threshold 
level of jth position threshold 
correction for e 
i 
j 
J j +1 j 
6 >6 > >6,>o>-61 >-6  
n n-1 n -  
We wish to map all points of the velocity e r ror  6 into the region (GI, -6 Thus we seek 
the set Ifl} such that: 
This is illustrated in figure 3 for a number of possible corrections. In particular, consider the 
point i! The corrections I.. and i must be chosen so that i+l' 1 i +1 
-f >-hi and b1>& -f 2-6 
i+l  i+l i+l  i+l  
since 6 is a boundary point. i +l 
Figure 3 .-Velocity threshold levels. 
If every point in (GI, -hi) is to be used since we want the most efficient scheme, the only solu- 
tions to the above equations are: 
x 
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B -f.=&, 
i+l i 
& -f =+ 
i+l i+l 
i? -f.=&, 
i i  
f.  =Bl +&.=e 
1 1 i+1+ 
i? =&,+2&, 
i i-1 
The solution to this set of equations is 
Consider now the position correlations. The problem is the same as above except for the fact 
that the e r ro r  in velocity may cause an additional position e r ro r  of ?b: &,At, where A t  is the 
duration of a position correction (fig. 4). Thus we obtain for this case 
(j=2, ... n) 
e =(2j-l)(eI-6,At) 
f .  =2( j-l)(el-b1At) 
j 
3 
I 
Figure 4.-Position threshold levels. 
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Thus with this correction scheme all errors  are mapped into the region determined by 
the smallest thresholds. At this point the threshold levels are changed. Since the e r ror  is 
located in the innermost region, we just break up this region as before. 
Let 
k number of threshold adjustments 
ev(k) after kth adjustment 
ex(k) el after kth adjustment 
position thresholds 
Thus, we obtain the following set of equations if we allow n velocity thresholds and m 
e (k-1) 
e (k)=- V 
V n 
e (k-1) 
e (k)=- X +ev(k)At 
X m 
Solving these two equations we obtain 
e (0) e (0)At 
+- V ("k --- 'k) (m'n) X e (k)=-- X k n 
m 1- - n m  m 
e (O)+k e (0)At 
k n 
X V (m=n) e (k)= 
X 
In order that the model operates correctly, we must have e1<e2. This is not always 
guaranteed because of the b1At term. For the case that m =n, the following condition will in- 
sure that this is true for all k: 
e (0)>3/2 e (0)At 
X V 
It should be pointed out that the index k only denotes the kth adjustment but does not in- 
dicate at what time this adjustment occurs. This makes the adjustment scheme different from 
a sampled data or  synchronous adjustment scheme. 
THE ADAPTIVE MODEL 
of figure 5. Let T(k) be the set of all threshold levels after the kth adjustment. The model 
then works as follows: 
The adaptive model is obtained by using the basic model with the adjustment procedure 
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Figure 5.-Level adjustment scheme. 
(1) On the basis of the original threshold levels, T( 0) , and an initial table of combina- 
tions, table A, the model tries to reduce errors  to zero. This corresponds to some initial 
rough corrections. When the e r rors  reach the zero region, the rough correction stage is 
concluded. 
(2) The threshold levels are adjusted to their next level, T( l ) ,  knd the same table of 
combinations or a new one, table B, is used. Here one of three things can happen. First ,  
the errors  can be so small that we are  already in the zero region of table B. In this case we 
adjust the thresholds again, T(k)+T(k+l), and go back to table B. On the other hand, the 
errors  might be so large that on the basis of some determined criteria, we assume that the 
input has changed; In this case, we change the thresholds to their original levels T(0) and 
start  again with table A. Finally, if neither of these things have happened, we make a cor- 
rection on the basis of table B. 
(3) After the correction is made, we check to see the result of it by table C. Remem- 
bering that the threshold levels and corrections were chosen so that for simple inputs the 
right correction would put the errors  into the zero region, we have three possibilities to 
check for in table C. First ,  the correction could have done what it was intended to do; in 
this case the thresholds are  again adjusted, T(k)+T(k+l), and we return to  table B. Second, 
the input could have changed during the correction in which case we return to table A and the 
original threshold levels. Third, the correction has not reduced the errors  into the zero 
region which means that the input is accelerating. In this case we assume that it will con- 
tinue to accelerate and we use a correction which predicts where the input will be at the end 
of the correction time. Here ,  the amount of the correction is changed by a constant which is 
dependent upon the duration of the correction. 
RESULTS 
Some typical results of the adaptive model are shown in figures 6 and 7. The points at 
For the case of simple inputs , for example, ramps and steps, the rate of convergence 
which corrections are begun are denoted by arrows. 
is almost entirely dependent upon the number of thresholds allowed. The specific table of 
combinations makes almost no difference at all. 
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position 
t ime I.) 
Figure 6.-Response to ramp. 
position 
/ 
# 
time I, 
Figure ?.-Response to sine wave. 
However, for the time-varying input, the situation is very much different. Here the 
particular table of combinations chosen is of prime importance. The problem is one of de- 
fining a suitable criterion function between error  and e r ror  rate. For ideal tracking we would 
like to match velocities but since the corrections are of finite duration, for the time varying 
input, the time spent trying to match velocities might easily lead to large position errors.  
results but also desensitizes the thresholds for poor results was found to be very unstable. 
An adjustqent system which not only makes the thresholds more sensitive for improving 
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This, however, is probably due to the fact that a very small number of thresholds were used, 
two for e r ro r  and one for e r ro r  rate. 
CONCLUSIONS 
As pointed out previously, this project was only a feasibility study. No comparisons 
were made with actual human-operator data. The res ts are very encouraging. The sample 
model has many of the characteristics displayed by h B man operators. 
small amount of memory. This would enable the model to respond much better to time- 
varying inputs. 
Second, some work must be done on choosing the optimal set of initial parameters. 
Also, we would like to be able to chose the table of combinations by matching parameters 
with a real human operator. 
made adaptive since the convergence rate is dependent on the duration of the correction. This 
might help explain some time-varying aspects of human operators. 
The next step in the development of a more sophisticated model would be to include a 
Third, the duration of the corrections and possibly even the types of corrections can be 
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29. Obtaining Appropriate Human Pilot 
r 
;i Crossover 
s + q  Model, C ( S )  
Describing Functions from Crossover 
fi - 
Models and Optimal Control Theory 
Lee Gregor Hojmann 
Systems Technology, lnc. "- 
Reference 1 presents the so-called crossover models for the human pilot as a function 
of the basic controlled element types, s, & / s ,  K, /s2, and input bandwidth. My purpose 
here is to demonstrate one way in which optimal control theory may be employed to relieve 
what is often referred to as "artistryff in applying these crossover models to situations in 
which the controlled element is not clearly one of the basic types. 
To accomplish this purpose I will perform the following: 
(1) Define a formulation of the problem to be solved 
(2) Indicate what is necessary from optimal control theory 
(3) Show a simple example: the pure gain controlled element 
(4) Show the results for a ''complexff example: Y = Kc c s(S-I/T) 
THE PROBLEM 
0 System 
Figure 1.-The object of the problem is to minimize performance 
index WRT u where PI#; [q(x -x*)~ +r u2) dt. Note that transient 
analogs of stationary stochastic processes are used throughout. 
*This research is part of that sponsored by the Ai r  Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, 
under Contract No. A F  33(615)-3652. 
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OPTIMAL CONTROL THEORY 
For our problem let (x-x*)=~, the response error .  Then, in the frequency domain the 
performance index is 
The response e r ror  is 
c(s) =Y (s) u(s) -C(s) e*(s) =x(s) -x+k(s) 
C 
The first variation of PI on u must vanish at optimum, or 
z(s) must be finite at each of its LHP poles. 
lated quantity, 
The second variation of PI on u must be greater than zero, or the root square locus re- 
(r+qTY ) =O c c  
must not have closed-loop roots on Im axis. 
ence 2. 
We can find the optimal control using the so-called direct method presented in refer- 
The form of optimal control is 
n (ans +... +ao) Cui 
u =  0 (LHP zeros of r+qy  Y =0) (poles of Ce*) ( c c) 
The order of numerator is one less than denominator. 
(1) Find a's by substituting expression for uo into z(s) 
(2) Require z(s) to be finite at its LHP poles 
(3) Gives algebraic equations for a's 
Having found the optimal control, it is an easy matter to develop Yp using the fact that 
Y Y is the open-loop transfer function of a unity-gain feedback loop. P C  
SIMPLE EXAMPLE: c(s)=w,/s, Y ~ = K ~  
Root square locus (trivial) is 
HUMAN PILOT DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS 
U 
f 
qK; 
W c r  
K l + q K  
aoq- 
C C 
But 
W r  
C 
l + q K  
C 
and 
1 N  y =-- 
P Yc A 
Given 
- c r  
Kc l + q K  
C 
r v =  Wc/", =-  A 
w S c lim 
l + q K  r-0 
P 
S +  
C 
w . = l .  5 
r 
-3.25 (S -5.2) 1 COMPLEX EXAMPLE: c(s)= (s+5. 2) , 
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Optimal controller : 
y =- -19.8 s (s -1.0) (s -9.3) (s+ll. 3) 
p Kc (s -0.70) (s+5.0) I s2+2(.54) 10.7 ~ + ( l o .  7)21 
A comparison of open-loop functions is given in figure 2. 
s 
0 
- 20 
- 120 
- 160 
- 200 
- 240 
- 280 
- 360 
- 400 
0.1 1 .o 10.0 
w (rad'sec) 
Figure 2 .-Comparison of open-loop functions. 
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30. Application of Human Transfer Functions 
to a Design Problem 
James J .  Adams 
Langley Research Center, NASA 
An analytical design study was made of a proposed full-scale, manually con- 
trolled lunar-landing simulator using analytical transfer fundtions for the pi lot- 
control response along with the analytical representation for the mechanisms. 
The simulator reproduced the lunar environment by supporting five-sixths of the 
weight of the test vehicle with an overhead cable. The cable was kept directly 
over the test vehicle by the automatic control of the longitudinal drive mechanism 
of the simulator. The results showed that the dynamic characteristics of the sim- 
ulator that could be expected in the actual system were i n  a range that would 
influence the response of the manually controlled systems which were to be 
tested. 
were checked. The sirnulator was operated with the gain of the longitudinal drive 
set as high as was feasible with the actual mechanism and with a low gain to 
determine if th is change would affect the pi lot 's response. The pi lots reported 
that the degraded system was more di f f icul t  to control, and the records clearly 
showed a decrease in system damping wi th the degraded system. 
When the simulator was put i n  operation, the results of the analytical study 
One of the reasons for determining human transfer functions is to permit evaluation and 
prediction of the performance of manually controlled systems to be accomplished during de- 
sign studies. This report explains how such transfer functions were used in the design anal- 
ysis of the drive system of a lunar landing simulator. 
The simulator was designed to provide a 400-foot by 50-foot by 180-foot-high volume in 
which lunar-landing maneuvers could be studied. The lunar gravity was simulated by sup- 
porting five-sixths of the weight of the test vehicle by a cable. The load in the cable was 
regulated by measuring the load with a strain gage and operating the overhead winch in re- 
sponse to the e r ror  in this measured load. The cable was kept directly over the vehicle by 
measuring the cable angle at the overhead, traveling bridge and by moving the bridge in re- 
sponse to this measured angle. It is this longitudinal drive system of the bridge that is the 
subject of the design study reported in this paper. 
The transfer functions used to describe the pilot's control action were derived in refer- 
ence 1. These transfer functions describe the pilot's control used when controlling the multi- 
loop system representative of the lunar-landing horizontal translation maneuver. The use of 
these pilot transfer functions in determining the most suitable simulator drive characteristics 
will be presented. 
SYMBOLS 
m mass, slugs 
X translation, f t  (m) 
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1 pendulum length, f t  (m) 
cp pendulum angle, deg 
g 
K ,K. 
c p c p  
S Laplace operator, per sec 
gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 (9.81 m/sec2) 
simulator drive system control gains 
0 pitch attitude angle, deg 
6 control moment, rad/sec2 
w undamped natural frequency, rad/sec 
h 
K,, Kz, T 
maximum deflection of first cable vibration mode, f t  (m) 
gains in analytical transfer function of pilot 
leakage flow, i ~ ~ / s e c  
relief valve flow, in.3/sec 
QL 
QRL 
V 
B 
oil volume under compression, in.3 
bulk modulus of oil, psi 
'm 
Dm 
m J 
w m 
n 
B' m 
KL 
TL 
JL 
*L 
motor pressure, psi 
motor volume, in? 
motor inertia, in. -1b/sec2 
motor rotation, rad/sec 
gear ratio 
motor damping, in.-lb/rad/sec 
tire torsional spring constant, in.-lb/rad 
tire torque, lb 
load inertia, in.-lb-sec2 
load visious friction, in.-lb/rad/sec 
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Subscripts : 
B bridge 
V vehicle 
C command 
e e r ro r - 
DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 
SIMULATOR.-Simplified equations of motion for the longitudinal motion of the over- 
head bridge and pendulum consisting of the cable-supported vehicle are 
(mB+mV) ZB+m V t@=o 
m 1% +m t2cp+mVgtcp=0 
V B  V 
The characteristic equation for the system in Laplace rotation is 
which is the familiar equation for a pendulum in which the frequency is primarily determined 
by the length 1 but with an additional term representing the influence of the bridge being free 
to move, which reduces the frequency somewhat. 
If the control commands that the bridge accelerates as a function of cp and 6, the equa- 
tions of motion become 
(mB+mV)iiB+mvtcp= -K c p c p  c -K.4 
m tii +m i24+m gtcp=O 
V B  V V 
The characteristic equation, in Laplace rotation, is 
(mB+mv) (kvt2) s2+(mVtKv)s+ (mB+mv) (mvgt)-m:t2s2+m vcp  tK =O 
It can be seen from this equation that the K gain, in the coefficient of s, of the drive-system 
control will supply damping to  the system, and the 
quency to keep the bridge above the suspended vehicle. 
The bridge drive unit was an electrohydraulic unit consisting of a synchronous electric 
motor which drove a variable-displacement hydraulic pump. Control of the bridge was ex- 
ercised by the operation of a pump stroker, which controlled the displacement of this pump. 
The pump drove the fixed-displacement hydraulic motors attached to the wheels of the bridge. 
A fixed displacement of the stroker produced a steady-state constant velocity of the bridge. 
function of accelerating the bridge as a function of pendulum angle was achieved by displacing 
@ gain will increase the pendulum fre- 
Since the stroker controlled bridge velocity instead of bridge acceleration, the control 
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the stroker as a function of the integral of the pendulum angle; the function of accelerating the 
bridge as a function of rate of change of pendulum angle was achieved by displacing the stroker 
as a function of pendulum angle. 
of bridge velocity to stroker displacement that resulted from the compressibility of the hy- 
draulic fluid as it reacted against the mass of the bridge. This dynamic characteristic is 
expressed by the equation. 
The predominant dynamic characteristic of the drive unit was the oscillatory response 
C l  
d 
- 
m - B 
i 
Stroker displacement J J K  
m 
-- L z s 2 + q s + 1  
d dm 
where 
ci oil volume delivered by pump per unit displacement of stroker, in?/unit 
d 
B 
motor displacement , 28 h 3 / r a d  
bulk modulus of oil, lx105 psi 
m 
V oil volume under compression, 600 in? 
total inertia of load reflected at motor output shaft, 3050 in.-lb/sec2 
leakage coefficient , in.3/sec/psi 
JL 
KL 
For the system under study, the natural frequency of the drive unit as determined by this 
equation is 4.6 rad/sec. The detailed analysis of the system naturally included this charac- 
teristic. 
in the detailed analysis: 
In addition to the drive unit dynamics, the following dynamic factors were also included 
(1) The compliance of the primary electric motor 
(2) The time constant and the limit displacement of the stroker 
(3) The motor leakage as a function of dPressure  
(4) Pressure relief valve flow 
(5) Nonlinear friction of the gearing 
(6) Tire compliance 
Another important dynamic characteristic of the system was the oscillatory character- 
istic of the cable. Cable vibrations added to the measured cable angle and therefore added a 
spurious signal to the control signal. Equations for the first two modes of vibration for dif- 
ferent, fixed cable length were determined and used in the analysis. These equations included 
the effect of a lumped mass located near the vehicle that represented the whiffletree which was 
a part of the support and gimbal arrangement of the vehicle. The frequency of the first mode 
for a 200-foot cable length was 8.72 rad/sec, which is very close to the natural frequency of 
the drive unit, and which therefore put a limit on the precision with which the bridge could 
be maintained above the vehicle. This vibration frequency would increase at shorter cable 
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lengths and also change with vehicle weight. The analysis was made for fixed cable lengths 
and vehicle weights. 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION.-The pilot transfer functions, which were used in con- 
junction with the simulator equations, are derived in reference 1 and are repeated here. The 
pilot-vehicle system involved in the landing maneuver is a multiloop system described in the 
block diagram presented in figure 1. The inner loop deals with the attitude control of the 
vehicle. The vehicle response to attitude control was assumed to contain a proportional rate 
feedback and is given by the equation 
0.5 
& - -  9 
6 s(s+0.5) 
which defines a rate system with a rate response having a time constant of 2 seconds. Ref- 
erence 1 demonstrates that a pilot's response in such an inner loop is given by 
The combination of the pilot and vehicle gives this inner loop a closed-loop characteristic fre- 
quency of 1.2 rad/sec and a damping ratio of 0.26. 
I I 
Figure 1.-Block diagram of the double control loop. 
The outer loop of the system deals with the longitudinal translation, and the vehicle re- 
sponse to attitude angle is given by a pure inertial response 
x-5.36 -_  e s2 
This relation is derived from the linearized equation of motion for the horizontal component of 
acceleration due to one-sixth of thrust that would be in effect in the lunar environment 
1 
6 
j i  =-g sin 9 
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using small-angle linearization 
1 
6 ii=-g8=5.368 ft/sec2=1. 636 m/sec2 
- ii ~ 5 . 3 6  ft/sec2 =1.63 m/sec2 
rad rad 8 
Reference 1 demonstrates that the pilot response in such,an outer loop is 
c 0.9(1+9.2s) 
8 
-- - 
X e (s + l o p  
This pilot response defines a characteristic response of the complete system which has two 
small real roots, s= -0.167 and s=  0.336. In terms of an oscillatory response, these two 
roots define an overdamped response with a natural frequency given by 
W= d(0.167)(0.336)=0.236 rad/sec 
This system frequency characterizes the translation response of the system. Since the re- 
sponse characteristic of the longitudinal drive system of the simulator must have a response 
frequency higher than that of the system which is to be tested, this calculated response char- 
acteristic of the pilot-controlled translation response provides a first, rough criterion for the 
required characteristics of the longitudinal drive system. 
ANALYSIS AND TEST RESULTS 
A detailed analytical study was made to determine precisely the drive system charac- 
teristics and the suitability of the characteristics. The computer diagram used in this study 
is presented in figure 2. It includes the complete representation of the drive system, the 
cable dynamics, and the pilot controlled vehicle representation. 
be made to respond. Open-loop step thrust inputs to the vehicle were used as the forcing 
function in these studies. The results showed that the presence of the cable vibration modes 
of motionin the system placed an upper limit on the pendulum damping gain q. If this gain 
was adjusted too high, the first vibration mode would become 'unstable, as is illustrated in 
The first phase of the study was conducted to determine just how fast the bridge could 
figure 3. 
The limit on the pendulum damping gain placed further restriction on the pendulum 
frequency gain K The range of possible system characteristics that could be achieved is 
shown in figure 4, which shows the vehicle velocity response to a 2-second thrust impulse. 
The oscillatory nature of these responses is the result of the bridge drive system character- 
istics. It can be seen that a well-damped response with a frequency of 1.57 radians/sec (a 
period of 4 sec) , or a poorly damped response with a frequency of 2.5 rad/sec (a period of 
2.5 sec) could be achieved. 
Both of these frequencies are above the 0.236-radhec frequency for the pilot controlled 
translation response of the lunar landing system. However, it cannot be confidently concluded 
iciently high to have no effect on the simulation. To determ 
the bridge response might have on the pilot-controlled maneuver, the analyti 
tion of the pilot and vehicle were included in a closed-loop representation of the complete 
system, and the response to a commanded 200-foot displacement was determined. The 
Cp' 
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Figure 2.-Diagram of pilot-vehicle-simulator system. 
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Figure 3.-Calculated cable divergence. 
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results are presented in figure 5, which show, first, the response of the pilot-vehicle combi- 
nation alone, and then the response of the pilot-vehicle-simulator combination with the two 
different simulator characteristics presented before. Using the pilot-vehicle combination 
response as the standard for comparison, it can be seen that including the simulator bridge 
dynamics in the loop does indeed influence the response. With the lower gain bridge control 
the system is degraded to the point of instability. It was therefore concluded that the simula- 
tor should be adjusted to have as high a frequency characteristic as possible. Also, it was 
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Figure 4.-Calculated response of simulator to 2-second thrust impulse. 
indicated by the analysis that the pilots might find the simulator slightly more difficult to con- 
trol than the real lunar-landing system. 
When the simulator was put in operation, the system characteristics which could be 
achieved with the actual mechanism were determined. It was found that the highest stable 
pendulum frequency that could be obtained was 1.4 rad/sec (a period of 4.5 sec). Piloted 
runs were then made with this highest frequency response of the bridge, and with the gain 
placed at a lower setting to check the analytical results to determine how such a change would 
affect the piloted system response. The lower frequency used was approximately 0.8 rad/sec 
(a period of 8 sec). Figure 6 shows cable angle responses of the simulator in these two con- 
ditions to open-loop step impulses. The piloted tests were started with the vehicle hovering 
at an altitude of approximately 30 feet. The pilot then translated the vehicle 200 feet and 
attempted to stop and hover over a mark located on the ground. The run with the higher re- 
sponse was made first, and then immediately a second run was made with the lower setting. 
Two different pilots were used. 
Sample time histories of these tests are shown in figure 7. In this test the first maneu- 
ver, from the 50-fOOt point to the 275-foot point, was done with the high-gain drive system. 
At the 50-second mark, while the pilot was turning 180°, the drive system gain was readjusted 
to  the low-gain setting, and the pilot started to  go back to the 50-foot mark. It can be seen 
that the general nature of these maneuvers is very similar to that computed in the analytical 
study. With the lower response characteristics for the simulator a very noticeable decrease 
in damping of the attitude angle can be seen. The pilot did not continue the maneuver in this 
case, but rather dropped the intention to control translation precisely. He stopped the attitude 
oscillation and landed at the point that was below him at that time. The pilots commented that 
in the lower response runs they were having more difficulty in controlling the vehicle, and as 
one pilot said, he felt he was in a "pilot-induced oscillation" condition. 
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(c) Pilot-vehicle-simulator combination with 
low gain simulator. 
Figure 5.-Calculated vehicle attitude response to a 200-foot translation 
command. 
Since the simulator characteristics that were achieved with the actual mechanism when 
it was put in operation were not the same as those determined in the analytical study, and 
since the pilot's response showed a lower attitude angle limit in the flight tests than was as- 
sumed in the analytical study, the analytical study was repeated in an attempt to reproduce 
more closely the flight time histories. In these repeated calculations the drive system gains 
were adjusted to give a poorly damped 4.5-second pendulum period in one case and a well 
damped 8-second pendulum period in the second case to correspond to the two conditions that 
were tested in the flight tests. The same linear transfer functions were used for the repre- 
sentation of the pilot. The attitude limit was placed at lo", which corresponds more closely 
with the limit used by the pilot in the flight tests than did the 40" limit used in the initial 
analytical study. With this 10" limit on attitude angle, a well-controlled attitude time history 
was calculated, shown in figure 8(a), which is a better reproduction of the flight time history 
than was the initially calculated response. When the simulator characteristics were changed 
so as to have an 8-second period, a deterioration in the stability of the calculated attitude-angle 
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Figure 6.-Simulator cable angle response to small 
inputs. 
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Figure 7.-Simulator response to a 200-foot translation command with both high-gain and low- 
gain simulator control. 
time history resulted (fig. 8(b)). These repeated calculations further confirm the conclusion 
drawn from the initial analytical study. 
~ I *  
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Figure &-Repeated calculation of vehicle attitude response to a 200-foot step translation 
command. (a) Pilot-vehicle-simulator combination with low gain (4 sec period) simula- 
tor; (b) pilot-vehicle-simulator combination with very low gain (8 sec period) simulator. 
CONCLUSIONS 
controlled simulator and verifying these characteristics when the simulator was put in opera- 
tion has demonstrated the validity and usefulness of analytical expression of human response. 
The analysis showed that the range of simulator dynamics which was likely to occur in the 
simulator would influence the response of the pilot-controlled maneuver, and tests with the 
completed hardware confirmed this conclusion. 
It was concluded that the gain of the simulator longitudinal drive system should be kept 
as high as possible to minimize the effect on the piloted maneuvers, and it was indicated by 
the analysis that the tasks performed with the simulator might be slightly more difficult than 
the same tasks performed in the lunar environment. 
The experience gained in the exercise of predicting the characteristics of a manually 
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31. Asymptotic Stability Studies in 
Simulated Car Following’ 
* i  
Robert E .  Fenton 
Ohio State University 
A control stick wi th  a built- in tact i le aiding device was tested in a simu- 
lated car-following situation. The tact i le device, or “finger,” gave the driver of 
a following car information-headway and relative velocity-about the state of a 
lead car. The finger-position sensitivity and the range of tact i le aiding ratios 
under which a driver may minimize headway and relative velocity variations are 
obtained, together with a mathematical model of the display-driver-control stick 
combination. The corresponding driver-vehicle system i s  shown to be local Iy, 
but not asymptotically, stable. Hence, optimum tracking and asymptotic stabil ity 
do not occur under identical conditions. 
Asymptotic stabil ity may probably be achieved by compensating the driver- 
vehicle system. To this end, various compensation methods are examined, and 
models are obtained for the modified system. Insight into the form of the required 
compensation was gained; however, a l l  of the systems examined were asymptoti- 
cal ly unstable. 
Traffic flow on crowded highways may be increased by reducing the spacing or  headway 
between adjacent vehicles. This may be safely done either by using an automatic longitudinal 
control system in individual vehicles, o r  by improving the driver-vehicle system. The sec- 
ond approach is discussed in this paper; namely, the use of a modified manual control unit 
for improved car-following performance. 
A number of investigations have shown that the headway in steady-state car  following is 
not invariant. For example, Bierley (ref. 1) found that under nearly ideal test track condi- 
tions, the driver of a following car was unable to maintain a constant headway. Additionally, 
in a recent study of car following under normal roadway conditions, Montan0 (ref. 2) found 
that sizable headway variances existed. Since a time-varying headway decreases the effi- 
ciency of traffic flow, it is desirable to overcome or reduce such variation. 
limitation of the driver-namely, his inability to detect slow relative motion between two 
vehicles. This limitation may be overcome by presenting additional headway information to 
the driver. Bierley (ref. 1) , in a study of intervehicle spacing displays, found that consider- 
able reduction in headway variation could be achieved by using a galvanometer which indicated 
the instantaneous spacing error .  In a similar study, Rockwell and Gantzer (ref. 3) found that 
the use of a visual display greatly reduced headway and velocity variance at large headways ; 
however, at small headways the drivers would not use the display. Therefore, it appears that 
the use of a visual display is not promising. 
There is considerable evidence which indicates that this variation is due to an inherent 
*he research reported in this paper was sponsored by the Ohio Department of Highways 
in cooperation with the U. S. Department of Public Roads. 
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Figure 1 .-Control stick with 
finger. 
Fenton (ref. 4) has studied a kinesthetic-tactile 
display, in which headway information was imparted to 
the driver via a finger which was mounted in the head 
of a control stick (see fig. 1). This stick was used in- 
stead of conventional automobile controls. The position 
of the finger was servo-controlled and gave the driver 
an indication of his instantaneous deviation from some 
desired headway. An automobile simulator was used for 
this study. 
variance were obtained when the finger position was 
partially quickened; that is, excited by a single propor- 
tional to a linear combination of headway deviation and 
relative velocity. These reductions in variance were 
obtained for both small and large headways. Montana 
(ref. 2) obtained similar results from a real-world study 
of this tactile display. Hence, it appears that a tactile 
display does not have the same limitation as a visual 
display. 
the only criterion by which the use of the display should 
be judged. It is also necessary to insure that the corre- 
sponding driver-vehicle system is both locally and 
asymptotically (long-line) stable. 
A number of investigators have obtained models 
for the conventional driver-vehicle system. The most 
widely publicized such model-the non-linear Herman 
Sizable reductions in both headway and velocity 
However , improved tracking performance is not 
equation (ref. 5)-has been used by Nemeth and Reebel (ref. 6) to  show that the conventional 
system is asymptotically unstable. The same conclusion may be drawn from a study of the 
linear model suggested by Hanken (ref. 7). 
a line of traffic if 
Barbarosa (ref. 8) has shown that a disturbance will be attenuated as it propagates down 
where: 
Vn(j W) 
Vn-l(jw) 
Fourier transform of the velocity of the nth car  in the queue 
Fourier transform of the velocity of the (n-1) car  
This equation, which is valid for the small-signal case, may be used to determine if a system 
is asymptotically stable, provided a linear representation may be obtained for that system. 
the driver is primarily concerned with longitudinal control and that only small lateral correc- 
tions need be made. (This corresponds to steady-state car  following on a long, straight 
superhighway.) Note the presence of two inputs to the driver-his normal visual input and 
one from a display. If the driver receives sufficient information from the display to control 
A block diagram of the driver-vehicle system is shown in figure 2. It is assumed that 
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Figure 2.-Block diagram of man-vehicle system. ~ 
the vehicle, the display-driver-control combination may be treated as a single input, single 
output system. A linear model %(jw) may then be obtained by using well-known techniques of 
time-series analysis. 
The closed-loop transfer function of the driver-vehicle system is 
where 
V2(jw) 
Vl(jw) 
Yl(jw) 
Y2(jw) 
velocity of the driven car  
velocity of a lead car 
transfer function of aiding network 
transfer function of vehicle longitudinal dynamics 
Here, the effects of operator-generated noncoherent noise have been neglected. In order to 
obtain asymptotic stability, it is necessary that 
Letting 
and squ 
or 
ring, one ias 
Y2 5 1+Y2+2Y cos a 
0 1+2Y cos a 
a 
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Two necessary conditions may be derived from equation (4); first, the phase margin 
And secondly, the gain margin 
G M 2 6 d b  
The condition for local stability is that these quantities are greater than zero. 
An extension of previous work on the tactile controller is presented in this paper. The 
conditions under which optimum car-following tracking performance is obtained are specified, 
together with an asymptotic stability study of the driver-tactile controller system. All 
results reported here were obtained using an automobile simulator. 
OPTIMUM TRACKING CONDITIONS 
The greatest improvement in car-following performance was previously obtained when 
the finger position x was proportional to a linear combination of the headway deviation Ah 
and the relative velocity v. 
x = K ~  A h + K ~ v  
The problem of determining the conditions under which optimum car-following tracking 
performance is obtained may be reduced to one of determining the best combination of finger- 
position sensitivity and aiding ratio K2/KI. (Finger position sensitivity refers to the finger 
movement per unit headway deviation.) To this end, a set of car-following experiments were 
conducted using an automobile simulator. 
THE AUTOMOBILE SIMULATOR. All testing was performed with the automobile 
simulator shown in figure 3 (ref. 9). This simulator was designed to simulate a two-car 
situation in which a lead vehicle is closely followed by a second vehicle. The subject, or 
MINATURE 
1 1  AUTOMOBILE MOVING \ R O A D W A Y 7  
CAMERA 
I '  I I I \  
Figure 3 .-The automobile simulator. 
J 
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"driver" of the rear vehicle, is able to exercise control over the relative velocity and head- 
way between the two cars. He is also able to steer;  however, the following vehicle is confined 
to one lane; that is, no passing is allowed. 
A picture of the lead car  and roadway is shown on the television screen. Such a picture 
is intended to approximate the complex spatial-time display which a driver sees under day- 
light driving conditions. Additional input data were obtainable from a speedometer mounted 
on the !fdashtf in front of the subject. An analog computer was included to  simulate the 
characteristics of the following car and automatically perform the necessary calculations. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION. The lead-car velocity consisted of a constant value 
plus low-frequency random noise, the noise being such that the lead-car accelerations were 
in the range 
-0.03 2 a I 0.03g 
The corresponding velocity variance of the lead car  was 3k0.5 (ft/sec)2. The subject was 
instructed to maintain a constant headway in the presence of the noise. The headway in feet 
was to correspond to the average speed on a 1 to 1 basis-1 foot for each mile per hour of 
speed. This spacing is smaller than that recommended by various state highway depart- 
ments; however, since one goal of this research is improved methods for reducing headway, 
it seems desirable to test all proposed systems at such decreased values of headway. 
the effects of random noise which caused apparent lateral motion of the driven car.  This 
noise was essentially uncorrelated with the yelocity noise as may be seen from the spectra 
shown in figure 4. 
Three male subjects from 20 to 23 years old were used in this experiment. These sub- 
jects all had driving experience and had either 20/20 vision o r  vision corrected to 20/20. 
Three values of sensitivity, 0.00185 in./ft, 0.053 in./ft, and 0.107 in./ft, hereafter 
referred to as low, medium, and high, were examined, together with four values of aiding 
The subject was also given a second task: a steering task in which he had to overcome 
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Figure 4.-Power spectrum of velocity and steering noise. 
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Control type 
Conventional 
Tactile controller 
(Medium sensitivity; aiding ratio=l.6) 
ratio--1.6, 3.2, 6.4, and 12.7. The experimental design was not orthogonal, for it quickly 
became evident that superior results were obtained with medium sensitivity. Hence, the low 
and high sensitivities were only tested with aiding ratios of 1.6 and 3.2, while the medium 
sensitivity case was tested with all ratios. 
Each of the above mentioned combinations was tested at three values of lead-car aver- 
age speed, 40, 50, and 70 miles per hour. Each subject made three 12-minute runs at each 
of these speeds with each combination of sensitivity and aiding ratio. 
Speed, mph 
40 50 70 
3.5 7.6 13.9 
0.17 0.13 0.18 
I 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. Before any data were collected, the subjects were 
given time to "drive" the simulator and thus become familiar with the combination being 
tested. Two half-hour familiarization periods for each type sufficed, it being assumed that 
this pretesting removed the learning effects of subjects from the final experimental results. 
For a given type of control and a given average speed of the lead car ,  say 40 mph, the 
subject was first shown the lead car  at a simulated headway of 40 feet and told to maintain 
that headway. The subject was then given control of the relative state of the two cars. Some 
two minutes after he assumed control, the variance measuring circuits were connected, and 
headway and velocity variance determined Over the succeeding 12-minute period. After such 
a run, the subject was given a 5-minute rest and then tested for 12 more minutes. This 
process continued until the subject completed three 12-minute runs, a different lead-car 
average velocity being used for each run. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. The headway variances obtained from the three subjects 
for a given sensitivity and aiding ratio-some nine values-were averaged to give a single 
value (the individual data from this experiment are contained in ref. 10). The average values 
for various sensitivities and an aiding ratio of 1.6 are plotted versus lead-car average speed 
in figure 5. The corresponding average velocity variances are similarly plotted in figure 6. 
An examination of the curves shown in these figures indicates that the minimum vari- 
ance values are clearly obtained for the condition of medium sensitivity. The same conclu- 
sion may be drawn from similar curves drawn for an aiding ratio of 3.2. Thus, it was 
decided to make a more intensive investigation of only the medium sensitivity case. 
the case in which medium sensitivity and a 1.6 aiding ratio were used and those obtained using 
conventional au-tomobile controls in a similar situation. These results, which are given in 
table 1 ,  clearly show the improvement in car following obtained by the use of the tactile aiding 
device. For example, the average headway variance obtained from three subjects , each 
making three runs at 40 mph with conventional controls, was 3.5 ft2, while the corresponding 
average variance obtained using the tactile controller was 0.17 ft2. 
At this point an interesting comparison can be made between the results obtained from 
TABLE 1.-AVERAGE HEADWAY VARIANCES FOR CONVENTIONAL 
AND "TACTILE" CONTROL 
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Figure 5.-Average headway variance for 
three values of finger sensitivity and an 
aiding ratio of 1.6. 
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Figure 6.-Average velocity variance for 
three values of finger sensitivity and an 
aiding ratio of 1.6. 
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The average headway variances obtained using medium sensitivity and four aiding ratios 
are shown in figure 7. The corresponding average velocity variances are plotted in figure 8. It 
appears from these curves that the minimum values of both headway and velocity variance are 
obtained for aiding ratios of 3.2 and 6.4. A later experiment in which an aiding ratio of 4.5 was 
used gave essentially identical results. Thus, it was concluded that no single optimum tactile 
aiding ratio existed and that optimum car  following performance is probably obtainable for 
ratios in the range from 3 to 6.5. The subjects concurred in this judgment and stated that they 
could discern no differences when the aiding ratios were in this range. They unanimously indi- 
cated that the system was too sensitive when the aiding ratio was increased to 12.7. Two 
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subjects also felt that the system was too insensitive with an aiding ratio of 1.6. The subjects 
were unanimous in indicating that no information concerning the relative longitudinal motion of 
the lead car was received visually; in effect, the motions were so slight that the lead car ap- 
peared to be stationary relative to the driven car. 
A MODEL OF THE DRIVER-TACTILE CONTROLLER SYSTEM 
In order to ascertain if the subjects were receiving any visual cues when using the opti- 
mized tactile controller, a second experiment consisting of three parts was performed. In the 
first part, the procedure was identical to that previously described. The second part was iden- 
tical to the first, except that the steering task was deleted. In the last part, the steering task 
was again deleted and the TV monitor was turned off so that the subject could not receive any 
visual cues. A tactile aiding ratio of 4.5 and medium finger-position sensitivity were used in 
each case. The averaged headway variances are plotted in figure 9 and the corresponding aver- 
age velocity variances in figure 10. It appears clear from these data that little, if any, difference 
exists in either the headway o r  the velocity variances obtained from the three parts. This con- 
clusion was substantiated by an analysis of variance which is contained in reference 10. Hence, 
there is strong evidence that the subjects are obtaining tactually all required information for 
longitudinal control of the car. If this is the case, the general system can be approximately 
represented by a linear transfer function relating the finger input signal and the control stick 
output, that is, a model of the driver-tactile controller system. Such a transfer function can 
be derived by use of the correlation techniques discussed by Lee (ref. 11). 
In order to obtain the necessary data, each of three subjects made a 20-minute run at an 
average lead-car speed of 50 mph. An aiding ratio of 4.5 was used in these runs. Bode plots of 
the resulting linearized transfer functions are shown in figures 11 to 13. Note the similarity of 
these functions, In each case, a large amount of attenuation is present at very low frequencies 
and the slope is approximately 60 db/sec, while at intermediate frequencies the slope is zero. 
For w> 3.5 rad/sec, the slope is a constant 20 db/sec-a clear indication that the subjects are 
generating a lead term. The functions are valid linear approximations over the indicated fre- 
quency range; however, neither the very low frequency behavior nor the very high frequency 
behavior is correctly predicted. Specifically, one should not have complete attenuation of a dc 
input signal; otherwise, the operator would not respond properly to a step change in velocity of 
the lead car. The quantity Yp should approach'a finite non-zero value as w approaches zero. 
Also, additional attenuation must be present at high frequencies, as it is not possible for a 
human operator to track very high frequency signals. 
tracking studies where a visual compensatory display was used (refs. 12 and 13). Indeed, a 
mathematical model of the subject -tactile controller combination may be obtained which is 
similar to the one suggested by McRuer and Krendel (ref. 12). 
consists of the vehicle longitudinal dynamics, an aiding network, and the tactile display- 
operator-control stick combjnation. The transfer function of the aiding network is the sum of 
a proportional and integral term; hence, the output is a linear combination of relative velocity 
and headway deviation. Three open-loop transfer functions for this network-one for each of 
three subjects-are shown in figures 15 to 17. 
Observe that the phase margin in each case is less than 60° and the gain margin is less 
than 6 db. Hence, while the driver-vehicle system is locally stable, it is not asymptotically 
stable. It is now clear that optimum tracking performance and asymptotic stability do not 
occur under identical conditions. Note that the overall loop gain remains constant and close 
to unity for w > 4. In addition, the net phase is approximately -Moo; hence the denominator 
The general form of this transfer function for w > 0.6 is similar to those obtained from 
A block diagram of the driver-vehicle system is shown in figure 14. The forward loop 
~ ~ 
of equation (2) is quite small for w 1 4, and the peak value of 1: (j w ~ l  is larger than one. 
i 
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It is interesting to note that this result is partially caused by the operator lead term and 
effective time delay. 
If equation (1) is to be satisfied, one or both of the following conditions must be met: 
(1) Lower loop gain 
(2) Additional phase lead at lower frequencies 
An attempt to lower the loop gain by simply changing the gain of the aiding network was not 
successful, as the operator tended to increase his gain so as to maintain a constant loop gain. 
Other investigators have obtained a similar result from tracking studies in which a visual 
compensatory display was used (ref. 12). 
aiding network. The use of a deadzone also simplifies the operator's task as he does not have 
to respond to low-level signals. 
The averaged headway and velocity variances obtained from three subjects when an 
effective deadzone of 8 feet was used are shown in figures 18  and 19. Note the increase in 
headway variance as compared with the no deadzone case (fig. 7). The velocity variances 
a re  also higher than those previously obtained. However, despite the higher variances, the 
relative motion of the two vehicles was below the subjects' visual threshold, and the driver- 
tactile display combination was treated as a single-input , single-output device. 
The loop gain may be effectively decreased by the use of-a deadzone in tandem with the 
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Figure 14.-Block diagram of driver-vehicle system (longitudinal mode). 
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A linearized transfer function obtained from one subject is shown in figure 20. The 
shape of the magnitude curve at low frequencies is quite similar to the ones obtained under 
optimum tracking conditions; however, in the range above 0.6 rad/sec, the curve has a slope 
of 20 db/dec . 
A plot of the function 2 w) for this case is shown in figure 21. Note that the peak 
value occurs at 0.3 rad/sec and the function is less than one for w > 2. Hence, the use of the 
deadzone has shifted the peak to lower frequencies, and also reduced the peak magnitude. If 
l d j  I 
Subject IU 
(*4 f t  deadtone) 
K2 / K I  = 4.5 
I I I I 1  
0. I d.2 d4 I d.6 I ds'ilo 2.0 4.0 6.0 
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Figure 21.-Magnitude of system transfer function for deadzone case. 
sufficient low-frequency phase lead and attenuation are incorporated into the system, it should 
be possible to reduce the peak value and satisfy the asymptotic stability criterion. Various 
methods for achieving this goal a re  currently under investigation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Excellent tracking performance in simulated car following may be obtained by use of a 
control stick with a built-in tactile aiding device. However, tracking performance is not the 
only criterion of interest because it has been shown that optimum tracking and asymptotic 
stability do not occur under identical conditions. Indeed, the performance of the driver- 
vehicle system under optimum conditions leads to an asymptotically unstable system. 
sation of the driver-vehicle system-is currently being investigated by this laboratory. 
Asymptotic stability may probably be achieved in several ways. One approach-compen- 
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32. Interpretation of Pilot Opinion by 
Application of Multiloop Models to a 
VTOL Flight Simulator Task 
“^ r B E. W .  Vinje and D .  P. Miller c* 
United Aircraft Corpora(ion 
Analytical and f l ight simulator studies were conducted to develop a mathe- 
matical model for interpreting p i lo t  opinion rating and pi lot selection of optimum 
control sensitivity for a VTOL aircraft hovering task. P i lo t  longitudinal control 
o f  a VTOL aircraft hovering i n  turbulent air was modeled as a coupled, multiloop 
control task. Control characteristics of the pi lot were described by adaptable 
gain and lead terms and by f ixed lags. P i lo ts  performed a simulated hovering 
task for a variety of VTOL configurations while rms hovering performance data 
were measured. These data were used to compute the p i lo t  model adaptable 
parameters for each configuration. 
Results indicate that variations i n  longitudinal dynamics and the intensity 
of pitch-attitude disturbances affected p i lo t  opinion rating but not hovering accu- 
racy. However, increasing the intensity of position disturbances increased 
hovering error while p i lo t  opinion deteriorated. When pi lot opinion deteriorated 
because o f  di f f iculty i n  controlling pi tch attitude, computed pi lot lead in the 
pitch loop increased. The pi lot also disl iked controlling large position disturb- 
ances, but he did not always adapt large lead terms i n  doing it. There was some 
indication that the pilot’s criterion for selecting optimum control sensitivity when 
the longitudinal speed-stability and drag parameters were varied may have been 
to keep his internal pitch-loop gain constant. 
Because of the emphasis placed on the development of VTOL aircraft in the last 1 0  years, 
numerous experimental VTOL handling qualities studies (refs. 1 to 5) have been conducted. 
Pilot opinion rating and pilot-selected (optimum) control sensitivity results from these studies 
have generally been presented graphically as the variation of pitch-rate damping (a stability 
augmentation parameter) with control sensitivity. Results from the different studies generally 
disagree. Tapscott (ref. 1) felt that differences in aircraft mass and moment of inertia might 
account for some of the disagreement. A later Princeton study (ref. 5) indicated that differ- 
ences in speed-stability derivatives Mug could also account for some of the discrepancies. 
Investigators at the United Aircraft Research Laboratories (UARL) undertook flight simulator 
studies to examine the effects of these and several other factors, some of which had not been 
given sufficient attention in the previous investigations. Results from the UARL studies (ref. 6) 
indicate that the stability derivatives Xu (longitudinal drag parameter) and Mug the level of 
turbulence and the precision required in the performance of the task all have significant and 
systematic effects on pilot-opinion rating and optimum control sensitivity. 
appear to have been identified, insight into the process by which the pilot adapts his control 
characteristics to different VTOL aircraft configurations and flight conditions is lacking. An 
analytical description for pilot control would provide a means for defining this adaptation 
process. Analytical methods are also required ror interpreting the pilot opinion and optimum 
While the basic sources for variations in pilot rating and optimum control sensitivity 
415 
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control sensitivity results and extrapolating to configurations or conditions not included in the 
previous investigations. The systematic nature of the experimental results suggest that a 
mathematical model can be developed for this purpose. 
modeled. The VTOL hovering task is amenable to linear mathematical analysis and, therefore, 
closed-loop servo-analysis techniques can be applied to it. Also, the pilot's objective for the 
hovering task, that is, to minimize hovering e r ro r ,  corresponds to that for compensatory 
tracking tasks which have been used in the development of human-pilot models (ref. 7). As a 
result, some conclusions from these investigations, for example, quasilinear pilot behavior, 
apply to the VTOL hovering task. 
Human-pilot models are fundamental to any mathematical description of the hovering task. 
Variations in the model parameters could provide an explanation for the observed systematic 
changes in pilot opinion rating and optimum control sensitivity. The describing function tech- 
niques used to develop pilot models for the one-degree-of-freedom compensatory tracking 
tasks, however, do not seem applicable to the two-degree-of-freedom hovering task. They do 
not apply because the two controlled degrees of freedom for the hovering task are coupled. 
This study was undertaken to develop a model for the VTOL aircraft longitudinal hovering 
task, to formulate a method for computing the parameters which describe pilot control charac- 
teristics for this task from measured experimental results, and to identify any trends in 
computed pilot model parameters which correlate with variations in pilot rating and optimum 
control sensitivity. 
research program. 
The longitudinal two-degree-of-freedom hovering task was selected as the task to be 
This project is a part of the limited Aircraft Research Laboratories ' corporate-sponsored 
SYMBOLS 
e 
g 
IY 
j =&I 
K 
KP 
KP e 
P X  
K 
M 
M 
PM 
P R  
cy 
&P 
base for the natural system of logarithms, e=2.71828 
gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/sec2 
moment of inertia in pitch, slug-ft2 
open loop gain 
pilot adaptive gain 
pilot adaptive pitch-loop gain, in./rad 
pilot adaptive position-loop gain, rad/ft 
pitching moment divided by 5,  rad/sec2 
longitudinal control sensitivity, (rad/sec2) /in. 
phase margin, deg 
Cooper pilot rating (table 1) 
pitch rate, rad/sec 
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S 
g 
SU 
TL 
TN 
TI 
U 
U 
g 
X 
X 
yP 
6P 
e 
ex 
0- 
OU 
g 
7 
W 
B 
W 
wC 
w 
ie 
Laplace operator, l /sec 
turbulence power spectrum, ft2/sec 
pilot adaptive rate sensing (lead) parameter, sec 
neuromuscular lag, sec 
pilot adaptive lag, sec 
velocity perturbations along the x axis , ft/sec 
longitudinal component of gust velocity, ft/sec 
conventional longitudinal axis notation for the body-axis system 
forces along x-axis, lb 
quasilinear pilot model 
longitudinal displacement of control stick, in. 
pitch attitude rad 
position loop command angle, rad 
denotes rms value of subscripted variable for hovering task 
rms  turbulence, ft/sec 
transport lag, sec 
damped frequency of oscillation, rad/sec 
break frequency of first-order filter for generating turbulence, rad/sec 
crossover frequency, rad/sec 
effective bandwidth of turbulence , [~ms.p.;l' , rad/sec 
Subscripts: 
REF denotes reference or  base value of a variable 
q ,  u Denotes partial derivative of a parameter with respect to the subscript shown (e. g., 
pitch rate damping Mq=8M/8q) when used with M or X. Denotes pitch rate and 
longitudinal velocity (position rate) , respectively, when used with U. 
x 
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X, e denotes quantities pertaining to  position and pitch loops, respectively 
denotes quantity pertaining to control stick activity 
denotes e r ror  between desired and actual value of a variable 
denotes first derivative with respect to time, d/dt 
6P 
E 
( * )  
(") 
Limits : 
db 
decade 
denotes second derivative with respect to time, d2/dt2 
decibels, 20 logio( ) where ( ) is an amplitude quantity, for example, Y 
unit value of logioA, where A is a ratio of frequencies 
P 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATED VTOL HOVERING TASK 
A detailed discussion of the equations of motion, the simulated turbulence, the United 
Aircraft V/STOL aircraft flight simulator, and methods used in performing VTOL handling 
qualities studies at the Research Laboratories is presented in reference 6. Consequently, 
only a brief summary is presented here of these topics as  they apply to the precision hovering 
task which was modeled mathematically in this study. 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION. The general form of the linearized equations of motion 
which describe the pitch attitude e and longitudinal position x response of the simulated 
VTOL aircraft to control inputs and to turbulence are 
J 
The left side of the equations define the aircraft transient response (aircraft dynamics). The 
right side defines the manner in which control inputs t+ and turbulence ug force aircraft 
motion. The equations have been normalized with mass and moment of inertia. These equa- 
tions were programed on the analog computer and used in conjunction with the flight simulator. 
aircraft's dynamic response. The speed-stability derivative Mug is a measure of the change 
in pitching moment on the aircraft caused by small changes in airspeed. The longitudinal 
drag parameter Xu is a measure of the change in longitudinal force on the aircraft caused by 
small changes in airspeed. The magnitude of both of these parameters depends on the geo- 
metric, aerodynamic, and propulsive characteristics of the aircraft. When hovering, the 
small, rapid changes in airspeed resulting from turbulence cause pitching motion through 
Mug and displacement from the hovering position through Xu. Hovering position errors  are 
also introduced by the horizontal force component which results when the pitching motion 
changes the orientation of the thrust vector, that is ,  changes ge. Pitch rate damping Mq 
reduces the aircraft's pitch response to turbulence by developing a restoring moment 
The stability derivatives Mu (generally presented as Mug), Mq, and all affect the 
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proportional to pitch rate. The longitudinal control sensitivity M 
eration per inch of control stick displacement. 
is the initial pitch accel- 
bp 
SIMULATION OF TURBULENCE. The simulated turbulence was generated by passing 
the output of a low-frequency random-noise generator through a first-order filter. The filter 
had a break-point frequency, %, of 0.314 rad/sec. That i s ,  the signal was unattenuated out 
to uB, then attenuated at 20 db/dec for higher frequencies. The resulting simulated turbulence 
had a power spectral density given by 
where D 
ou =5.14 ft/sec was used for this study. The simulated turbulence is the same as that simu- 
lated in the flight tests of a variable-stability tandem-rotor helicopter reported in reference 5. 
In that study the pilots described this simulated turbulence as corresponding to a medium- 
turbulent day. 
is the root-mean-square value of the random component of the wind. A value of 
ug 
g 
V/STOL AIRCRAFT FLIGHT SIMULATOR.-The hovering task was performed in the 
V/STOL aircraft flight simulator located in the Analog Computation Laboratory of the United 
Aircraft Research Laboratories. This facility consists of a full-scale, fixed-base, Sikorsky 
S-61 helicopter cockpit with a Norden Contact Analog display system. Figure 1 shows the 
interior of the cockpit, the conventional 
helicopter-type controls, and the contact 
analog display. Aircraft pitch attitude 
was controlled with a conventional heli- 
copter control stick having inertia but no 
force gradient. Longitudinal position was 
controlled by changing pitch which changed 
the orientation of the thrust vector and 
produced longitudinal forces. 
provided the pilot with an inside-out video 
picture of the motion of the aircraft rela- 
tive to the earth and sky. Figure 2 shows 
the contact analog display for the VTOL 
hovering task. The cross indicated the 
position of the nose of the aircraft relative 
to the ground and hence remained fixed at 
the center of the viewing screen. The 
square traversed vertically on the screen 
and was used as a sensitive longitudinal 
position indicator. When the square was 
at the center of the screen (coincident with 
the cross), the aircraft was located directly 
over a reference hovering position such that the ground position indicator (also shown in fig. 2) 
was approximately 135 feet ahead of the aircraft for the simulated hovering altitude of 40 feet. 
The Norden Contact Analog system 
Figure 1 .-V/STOL aircraft flight simulator. 
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Figure 2 .-Contact analog display for hovering task. 
As the aircraft maneuvered 50 feet forward and rearward, with respect to the nominal refer- 
ence hovering position, the square traveled to the bottom and top edges of the screen, respec- 
tively. Figure 2 shows the aircraft rolled to the right. The roll and lateral position degrees 
of freedom were included in the task simulation. However, the roll motion was well damped, 
lateral disturbances due to turbulence were small, and little effort was required to control 
roll attitude and lateral position. As a result, the presence of the lateral degrees of freedom 
did not appreciably affect the pilot's performance or  opinion of the longitudinal hovering task. 
INSTRUCTIONS TO PILOTS. The pilots performed the hovering task for 12  different 
VTOL aircraft configurations. The ranges of stability derivatives investigated were : 
These derivatives were varied about a "common point" (Mq=-3.0, X;=-0.1, Mug=0.667). 
For each configuration the pilot was instructed to select the value of control sensitivity M 
that he considered optimum for the hovering task. The control sensitivity could be adjusted 
using a lever in the cockpit. He was then instructed to  attempt to  minimize longitudinal 
hovering position e r ror ,  that is, attempt to keep the cross centered in the square, and assign 
a pilot rating based on the difficulty in hovering accurately. The pilot was also required to 
6p 
J 
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to hover while attempting to minimize hovering position e r ro r  for 10 runs of 100 seconds 
duration each. For each of these runs, rms longitudinal hovering position er ror  ax, rms 
longitudinal velocity ou, rms  pitch attitude oe , and rms  pitch rate aq were measured. As 
discussed later, these rms  values were subsequently used in computing the adaptive pilot 
model parameters. The rms  results for all values of a particular stability derivative were 
generally measured on the same day. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE HOVERING TASK MODEL 
the longitudinal hovering task. The mathematical representation for the human pilot, incorpo- 
ration of the pilot model into an overall task model, and an example of the model's operation 
in turbulent air are discussed. 
This section of the report contains a description of the model which was developed for 
HUMAN-PILOT MODEL. The human-pilot model was of primary importance in this 
study. It was felt that variations in the parameters used to describe the pilot would provide 
insight into the process by which the pilot adapts to changes in flight conditions. It was also 
thought possible that these parameter variations might indicate the reasons for trends in pilot 
opinion rating and optimum control sensitivity. Consequently, an analytical representation 
which was reasoxably accurate and complete was desired for the pilot. However, it was also 
felt that this representation should be simple enough to permit the development of task model 
equations which did not include complex nonlinear terms. 
study of human-pilot dynamic behavior (refs. 7 and 8). The fundamental characteristic of the 
longitudinal hovering task is very similar to that of one-degree-of-freedom compensatory 
tracking tasks. That is, the human pilot is continuously striving to minimize the e r ror ,  
caused by some disturbing function, between the actual location of a controlled degree of 
freedom and some fixed reference location. For the longitudinal hovering task the pilot is 
controlling two degrees of freedom, and they are coupled. His primary concern is generally 
with position, that is, he desired to minimize the e r ror  between his actual hovering position 
and the desired or reference position. However, in the process of minimizing hovering 
position e r ro r  the pilot must also suppress disturbances in the other (pitch) degree of freedom 
When pitch attitude is other than its reference value of zero, hovering position errors  are 
introduced because the thrust vector is no longer normal to the Earth and a component of 
longitudinal force results (a coupling effect). The longitudinal hovering task can thus be 
considered to be similar to two coupled compensatory tracking tasks. 
it appeared that the quasilinear model developed to describe pilot control of the latter task 
would also apply to hover control. It was shown that, for one-degree-of-freedom compensa- 
tory tracking tasks (refs. 7 and 8), this model adequately describes the fundamental human 
control characteristics for a broad range of controlled element dynamics, disturbing-function 
amplitudes, and disturbing-function frequency content. In reference 9 the same conclusions 
regarding the adequacy of the quasilinear model were arrived at for an uncoupled4wo-degree- 
of-freedom compensatory tracking task. The quasilinear pilot mudel also meets the require- 
ments for simplicity which were outlined. Therefore, it was considered a logical choice for 
this initial study. 
One-degree-of-freedom compensatory tracking tasks have been used frequently in the 
Because of the similarity between the hovering task and the compensatory tracking task, 
The form of the quasilinear pilot model used in the study is given in Laplace transform 
notation by 
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Pilot gain, K p ,  defines the pilot's control response to an er ror  in the magnitude of a con- 
trolled variable. The lead term ( T L s + ~ )  is an indication of the pilot's control response to the 
rate of change in e r ror  of the controlled variable. The parameters K p  and TL are adaptive. 
When controlled element dynamics and/or disturbance function characteristics change, the 
pilot adapts his gain and lead to the new conditions in an attempt to maintain stable control 
and achieve desirable system-response characteristics. There is some evidence (ref. 7) that 
the pilot can also adapt a first-order lag term, (TIs+l)-*, if this is necessary to achieve the 
desired system response. For the controlled element (VTOL aircraft) dynamics and disturb- 
ance function (turbulence) characteristics considered in this study, the adaptation of lag by the 
pilot would not appear to improve hovering accuracy. It was assumed, therefore, that the pilot 
would not use lag in his control of the simulated task and this term was not included in the 
model. 
The model factors (TNS +l)-' and e-" define inherent pilot lags. The transport lag or 
pure time delay described by the e-" term represents an accumulation of delays encountered 
in the transmission of information from the eye to the brain, decision making, and transmis- 
sion of information from the brain to the spinal cord and finally to the muscles. The neuro- 
muscular lag represented by the approximation (TNS +1)-' describes the lag involved in moving 
the wrist and a rm to a commanded position after the command signal arrives at the muscles. 
Results in reference 7 indicate that T can be assumed to be constant for a given individual, 
although it may vary among individuals. A representative value for T is 0.09 second. It is 
presently believed that the frequency content of the disturbing function has the most significant 
effect on TN. A monotonic decrease in TN with increasing disturbing function bandwidth was 
observed in reference 7. 
HOVERING TASK MODEL INCORPORATING THE PILOT MODEL. Following selection 
of the human-pilot model, efforts were directed towards developing a model for the simulated 
hovering task which incorporated the quasilinear pilot model. The compensatory tracking 
tasks discussed previously have been described analytically (refs. 7 to 9) as closed-loop servo- 
control systems. This is reasonable since, for these tasks, the pilot generates control com- 
mands based on the e r ro r  between the actual and reference location of the controlled degree- 
of-freedom. That is, the pilot's control action is dependent on the output of the controlled 
element. Because the longitudinal hovering task appears to be a combination of one-degree- 
of-freedom compensatory tracking tasks, it seemed that the hovering task could be described 
as a multiple closed-loop servo-control system. In reference 10, Stapleford represented the 
longitudinal hovering task in this manner, calling his description of the task a "parallel loopft 
model. In later discussions with Stapleford he indicated that a better representation for the 
task might be a %cries loop" model. In his series loop representation it is assumed that the 
pilot, operating only on the magnitude of position er ror  (not the rate of change of this error) ,  
mentally generates a pitch-attitude angle which is necessary to develop the longitudinal force 
needed to reduce the position error .  The pilot mentally combines this required pitch angle 
with the present pitch-attitude angle of the vehicle and generates a control input to null the 
e r ror  between the two. It was felt at the Research Laboratories that the series-loop model 
might be basically adequate, but that the pilot's formulation of the attitude angles required to 
control position was also dependent on position rate. After lengthy observation in the flight 
simulator of pilots' control response and discussions between the pilots, the hovering task 
model shown in figure 3 was developed. 
A hypothetical hovering situation will illustrate the operation of the task model. Assume 
that the aircraft is hovering directly over xREF with zero pitch attitude angle and that turbu- 
lence (positive u ) encounters the aircraft. The aircraft will begin to pitch up and translate 
rearward because of the action of turbulence on q g  and xu, respectively. Because the pitch g 
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Figure 3.-Series loop model for pilot longitudinal control in hover. 
response is higher frequency (larger bandwidth) than position response, the change in pitch 
will be observed before a hovering position er ror  is noticeable (the pilot's ability to sense 
position motion is dependent on altitude). The command pitch angle Ox will be initially zero; 
the pitch-loop model will operate to null the pitch angle e r ror  and er ror  rate and, therefore, 
generate forward stick motion 6p. The output S p  will lag the pitch e r ro r  input 0, because of 
the information processing delay e-Ts and also the neuromuscular delay (TNs+l)-*. The 
stick motion f+ will initiate a downward change in aircraft pitch attitude. By this time turbu- 
lence, acting through xu, will noticeably have begun to blow the aircraft back from the desired 
hoveringposition, xREF. The x or outer loop pilot model will operate on the position er ror  
and er ror  rate to develop a 0, command. The commanded 8, lags + because of the informa- 
tion processing involved. No neuromuscular lag is included in the x loop pilot model as no 
wrist o r  a rm motion is necessary in the development of ex. The new 8, is combined with the 
existing pitch angle to develop a new pitch er ror  Be. The pitch-loop pilot model then operates 
again on 0, and 6, .  
of 6p (neglecting lags) equal to (K T K T )s% is developed, This indicates that stick 
inputs are generated in response to position acceleration (s2x=%). Effectively, this term 
describes the information coupling between the pitch and position loops. It has been pointed 
out that the bandwidth of the pitch loop is larger than that of the position loop. The pitch loop, 
therefore, responds to higher frequency inputs. When turbulence strikes the aircraft, pitch 
attitude responds more rapidly than aircraft position. An experienced pilot observes the pitch 
response to gusts and realizes that he will be blown off in position unless he acts quickly to 
counteract the turbulence. Pilots flying the simulated task made stick inputs to  counteract 
expected position errors  before position rates could be discerned. Through this information 
coupling they were effectively operating on position acceleration. Their opinion of the hovering 
task deteriorated when the coupling was removed for configurations having high pitch-rate 
damping and/or low-speed stability. 
By routing the position information in sequence through both pilot models, a component 
px Lx pe Le 
x 
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COMPUTATION OF THE PILOT MODEL ADAPTIVE PARAMETERS.-The approach 
commonly used to measure pilot-describing functions (quasi-linear models) for one-degree- 
of-freedom compensatory tracking tasks involves the computation of a cross-spectral density 
function between the disturbance function and the pilot's control-stick motion. It does not ap- 
pear that the spectral analysis approach would yield unique pilot model describing functions 
for each of the loops controlled in the coupled hovering task. Low-frequency turbulence in- 
troduces errors  in both pitch and position which the pilot is forced to respond to using a single 
control. Spectral analysis would not determine which portion of the pilot's control activity 
was in response to an e r ror  in pitch and which was in response to position. Therefore, an 
alternate method had to be developed to compute the pilot model parameters for the hovering 
task model. 
flight simulator could be used to compute the adaptive parameters. The hovering task model 
was linearized by using a first-order Pad6 approximation for the pilot model transport lags. 
The Pad6 approximation is given by 
It was believed that the statistical (rms) hovering performance data from the piloted 
-7s -7s/2+1 ( 5) 
7s /2 +l e m  
Transfer functions were then written for the hovering task model which defines the closed- 
loop pitch, pitch rate, position, and position rate response to turbulence (9/ug, q/ug, x/ug, 
and u/ug, respectively). For these computations it was assumed that the pilot closed the pitch 
loop before closing the position loop. The equations describing the rms response of the task 
model to turbulence, that is, analytical expressions for 08, oq, ox and ou, were developed 
using these closed-loop transfer functions and the analytical representation for the turbulence. 
For example, it can be shown that 
where 
The integration indicated in equation (7) can be accomplished with the tables contained in ap- 
pendix E of reference 11. Equation (6) can also be used to describe o ?, ox, and ou if  the ap- 
propriate closed-loop transfer function (q/ug, x/ug, and d u g ,  respec ively) is substituted into 
equation (7). For a given VTOL aircraft configuration, all task model parameters except the 
pilot model adaptive parameters were assumed to be fixed. Thus four rms equations were 
provided in terms of the four pilot model adaptive parameters which were to  be computed, 
and a unique determination of the parameters was insured. 
oq, ox, and ou was written. The measured values of oe, o , o , and ou from the flight simu- 
lator were input to the program, and the four pilot model a%aptwe parameters were adjusted 
until the computed rrns values matched the measured values to within 0 . 5  percent. The 
measured rms performance data were the average of 1 0  runs of 100-second duration each 
for each VTOL aircraft configuration flown by the simulator pilots. 
task variables when the pilot was flying a given configuration. That i s ,  the pilot's transport 
A digital computer iteration program which included the four equations describing oe , 
x 
As indicated above, the pilot model adaptive parameters were considered to be the only 
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lag I- and neuromuscular lag TN were considered constant for the simulated task. As dis- 
cussed previously, this assumption definitely holds for I-, but TN has been observed to vary 
with changes in disturbing function frequency. The turbulence characteristics were held con- 
stant throughout the study, but the filtering effect of the aircraft pitch dynamics did alter the 
turbulence bandwidth evident to the pilot. However, the results in reference 7 indicate that 
the variations in TN can be considered second-order effects relative to the expected changes 
in pilot adaptive parameters. The value of TN used (0.35 sec) was that given in the results of 
reference 7 for w i e = l  rad/sec where the pilot was controlling dynamics (K/s2 dynamics) which 
required him to supply lead. These conditions most closely parallel the pitch dynamics and 
turbulence characteristics (prior to the aircraft filtering effects) used in this study. 
used in computing the pilot model adaptive parameters , the effects of pilot higher frequency 
nonlinearities on the computed parameters was reduced. These pilot higher frequency non- 
linearities were filtered by the aircraft dynamics and therefore did not have as significant an 
effect on measured oq as they did on measured o These higher frequency nonlinear effects 
were successively less significant on 08 , ou, and ox since the aircraft filtering effects in- 
creased with each integration between control input and eventual controlled variable response. 
By using rms  pitch rate instead of rms  control activity as one of the measured functions 
SP' 
VALIDATION OF PILOT MODEL PARAMETER COMPUTATION TECHNIQUES.-A simu- 
lation was developed to validate the technique for computing the pilot model adaptive param- 
eters from measured rrns values of aircraft closed-loop response to turbulence. The hover- 
ing task model was programed on an analog computer with a preselected set of adaptive 
parameters in the pilot models. The analog task model was subjected to the same simulated 
turbulence used to excite the aircraft configuration flown on the piloted simulator. Values of 
oq, 08, ou, and ox were measured and the average of these functions for 1 0  and also 20 runs 
of 100-second duration each were computed. The technique described previously for com- 
puting the adaptive parameters from the measured rms results was applied. The adaptive 
parameters programed in the analog computer simulation and those recovered from 10- and 
20-run averages of rms  results are shown in the following table: 
Adaptive parameters 
K 
p0 
KP 
X 
T 
TL 
X 
Programed parameters 
40.2 
- .0272 
.170 
.401 
Recovered 
S O  runs 
30 .7  
- .0268 
.188 
.452 
uameters  
20 runs 
35.3 
- .0275 
.182 
.395 
It is felt that these results validate the techniques used to recover the adaptive parameters. 
The results show that the pilot adaptive parameters would have been defined somewhat more 
precisely had an average value from 20 runs been used instead of 10 runs used for the results 
presented in this study. However, better definition of the parameters was not necessary to  
identify trends in the pilot model parameters with pilot opinion. 
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(1) Piloted flight simulator rms  hovering performance data for the longitudinal two- 
degree-of-freedom hovering task were duplicated analytically by modeling the task as a multi- 
loop configuration which included adaptive quasilinear pilot models. By duplicating the meas- 
ured rms  data it was possible to compute the pilot model adaptive parameters for this coupled 
control task. 
disturbances with no change in hovering accuracy even though pilot opinion rating was affected 
by these variations. 
hovering position disturbances without experiencing a nearly proportional increase in hovering 
error .  Pilot opinion also deteriorated as the position disturbances were increased. 
dict position disturbances by observing pitch response to turbulence. The pilot generated con- 
trol stick inputs to attenuate expected rates of change in hovering position before these position 
rates could be observed. When the information coupling between pitch and position response 
could not be observed because of low-speed stability Mug or high pitch rate damping Mq, pilot 
opinion deteriorated. 
(5) Results show some correlation between pilot opinion rating and computed pilot model 
lead. When pilot opinion deteriorated because of difficulty in controlling pitch attitude, com- 
puted pitch-loop lead increased. However, when opinion deteriorated because of difficulty in 
controlling position disturbances, computed position-loop lead did not always increase. For 
example, pilot opinion deteriorated as Xu became larger, even though position-loop lead 
decreased. 
were necessary to supply appreciable position-loop lead for configurations having large 
turbulence-induced position rates. Results indicate that the pilot preferred to relax his 
position-loop control as position disturbances increased and thereby reduce the trend towards 
violent attitude motion. 
(7) When the aircraft speed-stability parameter Mug and drag parameter Xu were 
varied, the computed pilot model pitch-loop gain, K p  
variations in Mug and Xu, the pitch-attitude oscillatory dynamics (complex roots of character- 
istic equation) changed, but the first-order root remained essentially fixed. It is possible 
that when the pitch dynamics exhibit these characteristics the pilot's criterion for selecting 
optimum control sensitivity is to maintain Kp constant. 
(8) Previously published results for one-degree-of-freedom compensatory tracking 
tasks indicate that the human operator frequently adapts to the controlled element dynamics 
so as to produce a -20 db/dec slope of the magnitude Bode plot in the region of crossover 
frequency. Results for the studies reported in this paper show position-loop slopes which 
were approximately -30 db/dec for most controlled configurations. The slope of the pitch- 
loop magnitude Bode plot at crossover frequency was consistently higher than that for the 
position loop. Pitch-loop slopes ranged from -30 db/dec for easily controlled configurations 
to -38 db/dec for configurations which were difficult to control. It appears that the position- 
loop slopes for the present study were more negative than -20 db/dec because the controlled 
element dynamics were higher order than those of the previous studies. 
(2) The pilot adapted to variations in aircraft dynamics and intensity of pitch-attitude 
(3) The pilot was not able to adapt to  increases in the intelisity of turbulence-induced 
(4) Because of the larger bandwidth of the pitch-attitude loop, the pilot was able to pre- 
(6) The pilot was not willing to make the large, rapid changes in pitch attitude which 
remained nearly constant. For these 
e '  
e 
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Results are presented for variations in the simulated aircraft pitch-rate damping, 
speed-stability , and drag parameters. For each parameter , rms  hovering performance data 
and pilot ratings (table 1) obtained in flight simulator experiments are shown. The adaptable 
pilot-model parameters computed from the performance data are presented and possible cor- 
relations with pilot opinion ratings and performance are discussed. In general, results are 
presented for only one pilot, although a comparison with the performance data and recgvered 
pilot model parameters of a second pilot is shown for one configuration. 
RESULTS FOR VARIATIONS IN PITCH RATE DAMPING, % 
Flight Simulator Data.-Optimum control sensitivities , pilot ratings, and rms hovering 
performance data were obtained for three values of pitch damping, Mq (-1.0, - 3.0 ,  and -5.0). 
The remaining aircraft stability derivatives and turbulence characteristics were held constant 
at their "common point" values when Mq was varied (Mug=O. 667, Xu= -0.1, crug=5, 14, and 
c~g=O. 314). The open-loop aircraft transfer functions for these configurations are shown in 
table 2 .  The pilot selected the following values of optimum control sensitivity: 
The pilot ratings and rms hovering data for these configurations are presented in figure 4. 
position rate (00, oq, ox, and ou) is shown in figure 4. As pitch rate damping increased, crq 
decreased while 00,  ox, and ou remained nearly constant. Control stick activity, asp, also 
decreased as was increased. Cooper pilot rating (PR) was unsatisfactory at Mq of -1.0, 
became satisfactory at -3. 0 and deteriorated slightly at -5.0. The improvement in rating when 
Mq was increased to -3.0 was accompanied by a decrease in pilot control stick activity. As 
Mq was increased to -5.0 the trend in pilot rating reversed and it deteriorated. 
Computed Pilot Model Parameters .-The pilot model adaptive parameters computed 
from these rms  results are plotted in figure 5. A large decrease in computed pitch-loop 
lead, T is noted as Mq was increased from -1.0 to -3.0. A significant improvement in 
P R  also occurred. With Mq of -1.0, pitch attitude is difficult to control and very responsive 
to turbulence. Pitch response to control inputs is more predictable and disturbances intro- 
duced by turbulence are reduced at Mq of -3.0. At Mq= -5.0, TL decreased further. Be- 
9 
cause of the correlation between T and pilot opinion between Mq of -1.0 and - 3 .0 ,  one might 
expect then that pilot opinion would have continued to improve, but it actually deteriorated 
slightly at the high damping. Position loop lead T seems to explain this deterioration. Po- 
sition loop lead remained constant at the lower values of Mq but increased notably at Mq of 
-5.0.  
A decrease in information coupling between the pitch and position loops seems to account 
€or the increase in TL at Mq of -5.0. At the lower values of Mq, pitch attitude is responsive 
The effect of on the measured rms  values of pitch attitude, pitch rate, position, and 
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TABLE 2.-VTOL AIRCRAFT OPEN-LOOP LONGITUDINAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
General form of the transfer functions 
A, =s3-(M +X )s2+(M X )s+M g 
q u  q u  U 
&P (B-xu) 
= 
A, 
X b p  = 
SA1 
U 
x/u = 
g SA1 
Configurat 
X 
U 
M 
(2 
- 1 . 0  
- 3 . 0  
-5.0 
- 3 . 0  
- 3 .0  
- 3 . 0  
- 3 . 0  
- 3 .0  
- 3 . 0  
- 3 . 0  
- 3 . 0  
- 3 .0  
- 0 . 1  
- . 1  
- . 1  
- 0 . 1  
- . 1  
- . 1  
- .1 
0 . 0  
- . 0 5  
- .1 
- . 2  
- . 3  
Ins 
0.667 
.667 
.667 
0.0 
.333 
.667 
1 . 0  
0 .667 
,667  
.667 
,667  
.667 
Factors of A, 
s + 1 . 4 ,  s -(O. 14ijO. 68) 
s + 3 . 1 ,  s+(O. 013fj0.47) 
s +5.0 ,  s + ( O .  037fjO. 36) 
s, s + 3 . 0 ,  s+O. 10  
s + 3 . 0 ,  s+(O. 031&j0.33) 
s + 3 . 1 ,  s+(O. 013fj0.47) 
s+3.1, s - ( O .  0040rtjO. 57 
s +3.0 ,  s - ( O .  OlSfjO. 33) 
s + 3 . 1 ,  s - ( O .  Oll i j0 .47)  
s + 3 . 1 ,  s+(O. 013fj0.47) 
s + 3 . l ,  s+(O. 062fj0.46) 
s +3.1 ,  s + ( O .  ll*jO. 45) 
to turbulence and the pilot can anticipate being blown off in position by observing the pitch 
response. He can, therefore, develop control inputs to attenuate the induced position rates 
before they become large and thereby more easily maintain hovering accuracy. At Mq of 
-5.0, the piIot notices little pitch motion due to turbulence because the pitch response is 
heavily damped. Turbulence , acting through the drag parameter Xu, continues to introduce 
position rates but the pilot has no way to predict them. When the pilot cannot anticipate posi- 
tion disturbances through pitch response, he can maintain hovering accuracy only by respond- 
ing more rapidly to the position rates he observes, that i s ,  by supplying more T b .  Supplying 
more TLx demands increased concentration on position and faster response from the pilot and 
probably accounts for the deterioration in opinion. 
, would also be expected to be optimum. Therefore, K p  is not considered to be a factor 
in determining opinion. As  shown in figure 5, K p  increased almost linearly with increasing 
q. For the unstable, highly oscillatory pitch dynamics at Mq of - 1 . 0  the pilot used smaller 
stick inputs per unit e r ror  (smaller K p  ) in pitch than he did for the stable, well damped 
Since the pilot could select optimum control sensitivity, his pitch-loop internal gain, 
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Figure 4.-Effect of pitch rate damping on pilot rms  hovering performance. Mug=O. 667; Xu= 
P’ -0.1; oug=5. 14; wg=O.  314; optimum Mg 
dynamics at Mq= -5.0. Position-loop gain, K remained nearly constant at Mq of -1.0 and 
-3.0, but decreased at -5.0. For these data, K p  does not appear to have any influence on 
pilot rating. 
Although the fundamental characteristics of human-pilot control can be described by a 
linear model, the pilot also exhibits nonlinear behavior. He makes control motions when 
none are required, underestimates and overestimates the magnitude of control inputs neces- 
sary, etc. An indication of the pilot’s nonlinearity is the difference between the measured 
rms  control stick activity and the rms  control activity computed using the linear pilot model 
and model parameters recovered for a given configuration. For the Mq variation, this dif- 
ference is shown in figure 4. 
Computed Closed-Loop Characteristics .-Bode plot loop-closure characteristics , 
crossover frequency wc, and phase margin (PM) for the Mq model results shown in figure 5 
were as follows: 
P X  , 
X 
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The results of reference 7 indicated a consistent tendency of their operators to close the con- 
trol loop with a -20 db/decade slope at crossover (single loop with K, K/s, and K/s2 controlled 
elements). The higher slopes in this study probably result from the increased complexity of 
the controlled element (VTOL aircraft) dynamics. The pitch-loop slope is more negative than 
the position-loop slope because the pilots considered the 9-loop to be an intermediary in the 
primary task of controlling position. It appears that, in the process of controlling hovering 
position, the pilots closed the pitch loop more tightly than they would have if they were only 
controlling pitch. This tighter closure is reflected in the more negative slope. 
RESULTS FOR VARIATIONS IN LONGITUDINAL SPEED-STABILITY PARAMETER, Mug 
Flight Simulator Data.-Optimum control sensitivities, pilot ratings, and rms  hovering 
performance data were obtained for four values of speed-stability parameter, Mug (0, 0.333, 
0.667, and 1.0). The remaining aircraft stability derivatives and turbulence characteristics 
were held constant at their %ommon point" values when Mug was varied. The open-loop air- 
craft transfer functions for these configurations are  shown in table 2. The pilot selected the 
following values of optimum control sensitivity: 
Mug 
0 
.333 
.667 
1.00 
M6P 
0.300 
.360 
.431 
.481 
The pilot ratings and rms  hovering performance data for these configurations are presented 
in figure 6. 
creased with increasing Mug. However, rms  pitch rate increased more rapidly than rms pitch 
attitude. The measured values of ax and ouexhibited some random variations as Mugincreased, 
and there appeared to be no systematic trends with Mug. Control-stick activity increased 
steadily with Mug, reflecting the larger pitch disturbances which had to be controlled at higher 
Mug. The variation in PR does not seem to correlate with any of the measured rms  functions. 
Computed Pilot Model Parameters .-The pilot model adaptive parameters computed 
from the rms  results for variable Mug are plotted in figure 7. For Mug=O the model results 
indicate that the pilot used a large TL and almost no T 
coupling, so he received no information from pitch disturbances to predict position rates, 
and therefore had to supply a large TLx to hover accurately. For Mug=O, PR was on the un- 
satisfactory borderline. As Mug increased to 0.333, pitch response to turbulence became 
evident, T increased, and T decreased. Pilot rating improved for Mug=O. 333. The 
pilot was aware of pitch disturbances due to turbulence although it was not annoying. This 
position acceleration information from the pitch disturbances seems to account for the drop 
in T 
smaller, TL became larger, and PR further improved. Since the best PR was assigned at 
Mug of 0.667, the pilot apparently regarded this case as representing the best compromise 
between control activity required to control pitch disturbances at high Mug and the amount of 
The effect of Mug on the measured rms  values is shown in figure 6. Both og and os in- 
There was no pitch-position 
X L9. 
L9 Lx 
and improvement in PR. As Mug was increased further to 0.667, T L ~  became 
LX 
9 
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T h  required at low Mug. At Mug=l. 0, the activity and concentration required to control 
pitch disturbances became disagreeable to the pilot, and opinion deteriorated to the unsatis- 
factory borderline. This increased effort required to control pitch is reflected by the higher 
control sensitivity and control motion at Mug=l. 0. There was no significant change in T 
between Mug=O. 667 and 1.0. 
The variation in pitch-loop pilot gain K p  with Mug is also shown in figure 7. It appears 
that Kp was nearly invariant with Mug except that a slightly lower value is evident at Mug=O. 
It appears that the pilot's criterion for selecting M 
pitch-loop gain constant. The variation in the real pole location for the pitch dynamics was 
not as large for Mug changes as when Mq was varied (table 11). This fixed position of the real 
pole may explain why K was nearly constant for changes in Mug and not Mq. 
(fig. 7) increased as Mug became larger. It does not coFgelate 
LX 
8 
8 
as Mug varied was to keep his internal 
SP 
Pe 
Position-loop gain, Kp 
X' 
with the trend in PR and, just as in the investigation of the effect of varying Mq, it appears 
that K p  did not significantly affect opinion. 
measured from the human pilot. As  discussed previously, the difference is an indication of 
pilot nonlinearity. 
X 
Computed control stick activity for variable Mug is shown in figure 6 along with that 
x 
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Figure 7.-Effect of longitudinal speed stability on pilot model parameters for hovering. X = 
U 
- 0.1;  M 4 = - 3.0;  ou g =5.14; (ug=3.14; optimum Mg P' 
Computed Closed-Loop Characteristics .-Bode plot crossover frequencies wc and phase 
margins (PM) for the variable Mug model results were: 
The variation in w It appears that the pilot was more con- 
cerned with maintaining consistent crossover frequency for the position loop than the pitch 
loop when Mug was varied. This result is similar to that noted for variable % Bode plot 
data, and again it seems to reflect the pilot's desire to maintain constant hovering accuracy. 
The slopes of the x-loop and &loop Bode magnitude plots at the crossover frequencies 
were calculated to be: 
was larger than that for w ce CX' 
INTERPRETATION OF PILOT OPINION 
Mug 
0 
.333 
.667 
1 . 0  
4 35 
x-loop slope, 8-loop slope, 
db/decade db /decade 
-28 -33 
-32 -37 
-32 -37 
-32 -37 
Again, the slopes of both loops are considerably more negative than the -20 db/decade noted 
in reference 7, and the pitch-loop slope was more negative than the position-loop slope. 
RESULTS FOR VARIATIONS IN LONGITUDINAL DRAG PARAMETER, X, 
Flight Simulator Data.-Optimum control sensitivities, pilot ratings, and rms hovering 
performance data were obtained for five values of drag parameter Xu (0, -0.05, -0.1, -0.2, 
and -0.3).  The remaining aircraft stability derivatives and turbulence characteristics were 
held constant at their "common point" values. Open-loop aircraft transfer functions for these 
configurations a re  shown in table 2 .  The pilot selected the following values of optimum con- 
trol sensitivity: 
1 - .05 1 .420 1 
- .1 .431 1 - . 2  1 .469 1 I - . 3  I .516 1 
Pilot ratings and rrns hovering performance data for these configurations are presented in 
figure 8. 
on measured rrns results is shown in figure 8. These results indicate 
that hovering accuracy in turbulent air is much more dependent on Xu than Mug or Mq (figs. 4 
and 6). Rms hovering position er ror  increased proportionately with increasing Xu, as did rms  
position rate. Rms pitch attitude and rms  pitch rate also increased as Xu became larger. 
Rms control stick activity increased and pilot opinion deteriorated with increasing Xu. Meas- 
ured rms results for a second pilot have been obtained at Xu= -0.05 and are also shown. The 
measured rms  results for the two pilots are very similar as are the pilot model parameters 
computed from the rms results. 
for the variable Mq and Mug results is not evident in the pilot model parameter results for 
variable Xu. As shown in figure 9,  the steady deterioration in PR as Xu increased is ac- 
companied by a marked decrease in T 
reversal in the correlation between T 
large, rapid changes in pitch attitude which were required to supply more T 
The effect of 
and pilot opinion 
8' TLx Computed Pilot Model Parameters .-The correlation between TL 
and a small reduction in TL 
and opinion is that the pilot was unwilling to make the 
The reason for this L, 9' 
L, 
as X, became L, 
x 
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Figure 8.-Effect of longitudinal drag parameter on pilot rms  hovering performance. M g = 
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P' 0.667; Mq= -3.0; ou =5.14; %=O. 314; optimum Mg g 
larger. For the hovering task the pilot responds to position rates, that is, supplies TL by 
changing pitch attitude (rotating the thrust vector). For small xu, position disturbances 
caused by turbulence are correspondingly small and supplying T results in a low level of 
pitch attitude activity. If Xu is increased the position disturbances become larger and supply- 
ing the same T results in increased pitch activity (assuming the other pilot adaptive param- 
eters remained fixed). An example of this is shown in the following table. Here the variation 
in analytical values of 08, os, ox, and ou for the task model are listed for four values of xu. 
The pilot adaptive parameters and control sensitivity were held constant for this computation 
X 
L, 
r, 
(Kp .Mg =17.3, Kp =-0.0270, T =0.170, andTh=0.400) .  9 P  X L0 
OU 
0.330 
.BO3 
1.14 
1.41 
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As Xu was increased, 08 and oq increased proportionately reflecting the increased pitch rates 
and pitch attitude angles necessary to supply T h .  Note also that ox increased with increasing 
Xu and fixed pilot model parameters. The pilot must supply more T 
hovering accuracy as Xu is increased. Of course, this would result in an even faster increase 
in pitch activity with increased Xu. The computed pilot model results in figure 9 indicate that 
the pilot prefers to allow hovering accuracy to deteriorate. while keeping pitch activity within 
what he considers to be reasonable limits under these circumstances. 
and K p  to maintain Lx X 
L 
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Figure 9 .-Effect of longitudinal drag parameter on pilot model parameters for hovering. 
6P' 
-5.14; wg=O.  314; optimum M 
* 3* O; %- Mug=O. 667; %= - 
Examining the values of T shown in figure 9 computed for each level of Xu shows that L, 
for Xu=O, TL, is largest; large position rates are not present since position rates only re- 
sult from pitch attitude upsets. Large attitude changes are not required even to supply large 
Tr, because the position rates are s o  small. For Xu= -0.1, T is less than its value for L, 
Xu=O. However, turbulence induced position rates are larger and of a higher frequency than 
for zero Xu. Supplying the same Tr, which was used at Xu=O would result in large pitch rates 
a 
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- .05 
- . 1  
- . 2  
- , 3  
and pitch angles if it were used for Xu= - 0 .1 .  This the pilot considers neither safe nor real- 
istic and he therefore uses smaller TL while allowing his hovering e r ro r  to increase. The 
same trend in Tr, continues as increases to - 0 .2  and - 0.3 .  The rate of change of ax with 
Xu increased while the rate of change of 08 and oq with Xu decreased, indicating that the pilot 
prefers to limit the violence of pitch motion even though it means that he must also limit TL 
and suffer a loss in hovering accuracy. 
that to control position 
accurately the pilot adapts a form of pitch-loop control characterized by low phase margin. 
This seems inconsistent with the preceding discussion, which indicates that the pilot sacri- 
fices hovering accuracy in favor of pitch stability. The two results are not inconsistent. The 
pilot weighs performance .against safety and realism. He is willing to destabilize pitch to ~ 
some extent to achieve hovering accuracy, but not to the point where he begins to lose pitch 
control or  develop pitch motions which could not be tolerated in an actual aircraft. 
shown in figure 9, appears to have been nearly independent 
of Xu. This was also the case with variations in Mug. The average K p  for the Mug variation 
was 36 in./rad. The average K p  for the Xu variation was 39 in./rad. Position-loop gain, 
Kpx, shown in figure 9, again does not seem to correlate with opinion. No definite trend in 
Kpx is apparent as opinion deteriorates with increasing Xu. 
measured from the human pilot, 
margins (PM) for the variable Xu model results were as follows: 
X 
X 
It was pointed out in the discussion of results for variable 
Pilot pitch loop gain, K p  0 ’  
e 
e 
Computed control stick activity for variable Xu is shown in figure 8 along with that 
Computed Closed-Loop Characteristics .--Bode plot crossover frequencies wc and phase 
2 . 6  22.2  
3 . 2  7 . 3  
3 . 1  6 . 2  
3 . 8  3 . 1  
I 
0 I 2 . 6  I 27 .3  
. 8 3  2 4 . 0  
~ 1 . 0  
PMX 
23 .6  
27 .9  
15 .1  
1 9 . 8  
Pitch-loop crossover frequency increased with increasing Xu while PMe decreased. The de- 
crease in PMe is due to the increase in position disturbances resulting from the larger Xu. 
As the difficulty in controlling hovering position increases, the pilot must drive the pitch loop 
towards instability in order to get the thrust vector motions necessary to control position 
rates. For Xu=O, PMe is nearly 30°, which is indicative of stable, reasonably well damped 
pitch-loop performance. For Xu= - 0 .3 ,  PMe is only 3O, which is very near instability 
(PM< 0).  Had the pilot not become concerned about pitch-loop stability at the higher Xu and 
limited his response to position rates, PMe might have been even smaller. Position-loop 
crossover frequency increases and PM, decreases as Xu increases from 0 to - 0.1 .  As Xu 
increases from - 0 . 1  to - 0 . 3 ,  the trends in wc and PMx reverse. It appears that the pilot 
was making some effort to control the increasingly larger position rates up to Xu of - 0 . 1  by 
increasing the response (bandwidth) of the position loop. For Xu of - 0 .2  and - 0 .3 ,  the effects 
X 
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- .05 
- .1 
- .2 
of his decision to limit pitch motion became evident in the form of larger ox and ou, which 
implied more relaxed control of hovering position. This more relaxed control is evident, in 
terms of loop closure parameters, as decreasing wc and increasing PM,. 
The slopes of the x-loop and 8-loop Bode magnitude plots at the crossover frequencies 
for the variable Xu investigation are shown in the following table: 
X 
-27 
-33 
-33 
x-loop slope, 
db/decade 
- .3 -35 
Oe % OX 
% studies 0.0330 0.0495 1.08 
Mug studies .0320 .0498 1.17 
Xu studies .0323 .0484 1.08 
e-loop slope, 
db/decade 
5u 
0.807 
.794 
.803 
-32 
-34 
-3 8 
-38 - 
-38 
KPe 
39.7 
37.5 
42.0 
These results are consistent with the slope characteristics for variable Mq and Mug. That is, 
the slopes are more negative than -20 db/decade and the 8-loop slope is more negative than 
the x-loop. 
KPx TLe 
-0.0270 0.168 
- ,0240 .162 
- .0268 .175 
CONSISTENCY OF PILOT MODEL RESULTS FOR SIMILAR TEST CONFIGURATIONS.- 
Of the 12 simulated VTOL configurations flown by the pilot, 3 were identical. That is, once 
during each part of the study when a different stability derivative was varied the "common 
point" configuration was evaluated. These common configurations were evaluated on dates 
separated by several weeks. Therefore, the consistency of the measured rms  results and 
recovered parameters is an indication of the quality of the procedures used to measure data 
and recover pilot model parameters. The measured rms values and recovered model param- 
0.405 
~~ 
With the possible exception of an increase in T h  for the ftcommon point," from the Mug stud- 
ies the results are quite consistent. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
tion regarding a pilot's performance of a coupled, two-degree-of-freedom hovering task and 
the correlation of pilot model parameters with pilot opinion ratings and optimum control sensi- 
tivities. It can be concluded that quasi-linear pilot models and servoanalysis techniques are 
valuable tools for determining pilot control characteristics and interpreting pilot behavior. 
The idvestigation reported in this paper has provided a considerable amount of informa- 
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However, additional exploratory investigations are required before these tools are refined 
sufficiently to be employed in the prediction of PR and optimum M These studies are be- 
ing continued at the Research Laboratories. Pilot model parameters are being computed 
from the rms results measured for a second pilot who took part in the study. Continuing ef- 
forts are also being made to refine the model and explore further the implications of the model 
results. 
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33. Man-Machine S y s tern Equalization 
Determination and its Implementation 
C .  L, Tipton 
U . S .  Naval Research Laboratory 
This paper presents a simplified and direct method of system synthesis of 
higher order, man-machine control loops. A profile of system feedback -is derived 
which produces a previously selected standard form of closed-loop step response. 
Detai ls of this design procedure are outlined and, by way of example, the equali- 
zation for an eighth-order aircraft vertical-rate control loop i s  determined. 
Further, through an implementation procedure, the synthesized equalization formu- 
lation is  executed in terms of the given system structure. Finally, a man- 
machine experiment compares the conventional and equalized control-loop config- 
urations. The results show that the derived equalization effects a 90-percent 
reduction in both system error and the amount of control manipulation. 
Higher order control loops with lag characteristics are a common feature of current 
man-machine-system configurations. Accurate and stable system performance is dependent 
in large measure on the appropriate equalization of the complex dynamics incurred in such 
loops. And in a manual mode of system operation it is necessary that this equalization be 
provided by the human controller. The human pilot, helmsman, or operator, however, does 
not optimally equalize higher order system dynamics. He can, in fact, become oscillatory 
and unstable. 
The technique of including system feedback terms in an operator's e r ror  display is one 
design approach which alleviates this control task difficulty and significantly improves system 
performance (ref. 1). In this method of system compensation, selected derivative functions 
are summed with the output of the system parameter to be controlled. This composite feed- 
back quantity is then compared with a command input, and the difference is presented to the 
operator as a display of e r ror  which must be minimized by compensating motions of his con- 
trol (fig. 1). Although the system feedback loops to an operator's display are  external to his 
machine proper, they are  nonetheless effective in the modification of the man-machine-system 
transfer function. These loops constitute a form of llparallel feedback compensation" and 
permit the designer to manipulate the response characteristics of an existing system. 
profile of feedback terms specific to the optimal damping or equalization of any of a very large 
population of follower-type man-machine control systems. In general, the steps included are 
(1) the formulation of a linear mathematical (Laplacian) model of the system and the control 
loops of interest, (2) the selection of an "optirnall1 form of control loop (transient) response, 
(3) the mathematical determination of that profile of feedback compensation which produces 
the selected transient response, (4) the diagrammatic implementation in the given system's 
structure of the mathematically synthesized equalization formulation, and (5) the laboratory 
simulation and exercise of the given man-machine-system configuration to substantiate the 
relative efficacy of the prescribed treatment. To present this methodology in a practical 
This paper presents a method for the direct determination and implementation of that 
44 1 
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I N PUT 
HUMAN CONTROL b C R A F T  
t + 
context a sample higher-order man-machine control loop is evalued and experimentally vali- 
dated in the discussion. 
O U T P U T  * 
O U T P U T  
D E R I V A T I V E  
F U N C T  I O N S  
Figure 1 .-General man-machine system control loop with compensating feedback. 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The study and treatment of a man-machine control loop is predicated on the derivation 
of a manipulatable mathematical model of the system dynamics and influences within which 
the given control loop will function. For illustrative purposes , consider it desirable to 
optimize the manual control of an aircraft's rate-of-descent in the landing mode of flight 
using throttle only. A block diagram of the man-machine-system configuration of a high- 
performance fixed-wing aircraft at a landing speed of 150 knots is presented in figure 2 .  The 
rate-of-descent or altitude-rate control loop as extracted from the general system descrip- 
tion is presented as a block diagram in figure 3.  As shown, the dynamic-system relevant 
description of the designated man-machine control loop is given by an eighth-order closed- 
loop transfer function. 
These descriptive techniques, in the main, employ Laplace conventions (refs. 2 to 5 ) .  
Such transforms are available from equipment manufacturers and/or linear differential equa- 
tions approximating specific system elements and operations. One noteworthy exception 
occurs , however , with the inclusion of a human element. In the present example , the open- 
loop human/display/control assembly has been characterized as a low-gain integrator having 
the transform of 2.5/s. This approximation was obtained by the simple expedient of observ- 
ing the operator's step response in a closed-loop system containing a unity-gain display and 
a light-control level, that is , no dynamics. The rationalization for characterizing this con- 
troller assembly from its performance in a position-type system stems from the fact that 
such a condition is obtained in a fully equalized system; that is, the operator does not need to 
compensate any system dynamics and can operate as a simple servo element. The use of a 
simple control lever was an artifice employed for convenience in the later simulation of this 
example system. In practice , the Laplace transform describing the controller assembly 
would be obtained by a laboratory experiment using the gain and loads imposed by the display 
and control specific to the given vehicle. 
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AIRCRAFT 
hc 
VERTICAL 
VELOCITY 
SENSOR 
I------- 1 
ho I.OO?(sS+ 11.170 ~4+22.741s3+35.488~2+30.2428+ 8.425) 
hc 
- . 
(s8+3.063~7+ 6.053ss+ 5.805sa+ 3.453s4+6.089s3+8.834s2+ 13.494s + 8.481 1 
Figure 3.-Block diagram of the vertical rate man-machine control loop. 
SYSTEM EQUALIZATION 
A common index of the quality of system performance-and the quality of system 
compensation-is the time-amplitude character of a system's response to a step input. Sev- 
eral categorizations of system design exist which specify those standard form, unit-numera- 
tor transfer functions that produce a select form of transient response (refs. 6 and 7). Ex- 
amples of such standard form transfer functions for systems of given order are  provided by 
the ITAE , Butterworth, and binomial formulations. The ITAE (Integral of Time-multiplied 
Absolute-value of Error) formulation shown in figure 4 produces step responses character- 
ized by a rapid-rise time and a quickly damped overshoot. The Butterworth formulations 
shown in figure 5 provide similar but more regular responses as  a function of system order. 
s + wo 
s 2 + 1.4w0s + wo 2 
3 2 2 3 
4 3 2 2  3 4 
5 4 2 3  3 2  4 5 s + 2.8w0s + 5.00 s + 5 . 5 ~  s + 3 . 4 ~ ~  s + wo 0 0 
s + 1 . 7 5 ~ ~ ~  + 2 . 1 5 ~ ~  s + wo 
s + 2.lw s + 3 . 4 ~  s + 2 .70~  s + w 0 0 0 
6 5 2 4  3 3  4 2  5 6 s + 3 . 2 5 ~ ~ ~  + 6.600~ s + 8.600~ s + 7 . 4 5 ~ ~  s + 3.950~ s + wo 
7 6 2 5  3 4  4 3  5 2  6 7 s + 4 . 4 7 5 0 ~ ~  + 1 0 . 4 2 ~ ~  s + 1 5 . 0 8 ~ ~  s + 1 5 . 5 4 ~ ~  s + 1 0 . 6 4 ~ ~  s + 4.580~ s + wo 
8 7 2 6  3 5  4 4  5 3  6 2  7 8 s + 5 . 2 0 ~ ~ ~  + 12.800~ s + 21.600~ s + 2 5 . 7 5 ~ ~  6 + 22.200~ s + 1 3 . 3 0 ~ ~  s + 5 . 1 5 ~ ~  s + wo 
Figure 4.-The ITAE standard denominator forms. 
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The binomial category of standard transforms shown in figure 6 produces responses of a sin- 
gularly stable form in a slower but asymptotic approach to maximum amplitude. 
5 s + 3  
0 s + w  
2 2 
3 2 2 3 
4 3 2 2  3 4 
0 s + 1 . 4 ~ ~ ~  + w 
0 s + 2.0w s + 2.0w0 s + w 0 
s + 2 . 6 ~ ~ ~  + 3 . 4 ~ ~  s + 2 . 6 ~ ~  s + wo 
.24w0s 4 + 5 . 2 4 ~ ~  2 3  s + 5 . 2 4 ~ ~  3 2  s + 3 . 2 4 ~ ~  4 s 5 
+ OO 
s 6 + 3 . 8 6 ~ ~ ~  5 + 7 . 4 6 ~ ~  2 4  s + 9 . 1 3 ~ ~  3 3  s + 7 . 4 6 ~ ~  4 2  s + 3.860~ 5 s + wo 6 
7 6 2 5  3 4  4 3  5 2  6 7 
0 s +4.5w0S + 1 0 . 1 ~  8 + 1 4 . 6 ~ ~  s + 1 4 . 6 ~ ~  s + 1 0 . 1 ~ ~  s + 4 . 5 ~  s + w 0 0 
8 7 2 6  3 5  4 4  5 3  6 2  7 8 
0 s + 5 . 1 2 ~ ~ ~  + 13.140~ s + 2 1 . 8 4 ~ ~  s + 2 5 . 6 9 ~ ~  s + 2 1 . 8 4 ~ ~  s + 13.140 s + 5 . 1 2 ~  s + w 0 0 
Figure 5.-The Butterworth standard denominator forms. 
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Figure 6.-The binomial standard denominator forms. 
The ITAE, Butterworth, and binomial standard forms are employed here in determining 
that closed-loop denominator expression (feedback) which optimizes the step-response of a 
given control loop. In brief, an optimal profile of feedback terms is obtained from a simple 
multiplicative combination of a given loop's feedforward dynamics (numerator polynomial) 
and a selected standard form of an appropriate order. The resulting expression provides a 
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complete form of "cancellation compensation,f' that is, in a pole-zero configuration, closed- 
loop poles are created which compensate for all closed-loop zeros. The remainder of system 
poles are located in compliance with the criterion implicit in the selected standard form. 
The consequence of this operation is a system synthesis wherein a non-unit numerator, higher 
order control loop is made equivalent to a unit numerator, lower order, optimally responding 
standard form. 
accomplished by a few simple and direct mathematical translations. The ITAE , Butterworth, 
and binomial standard form have the general expression 
This process of optimizing or "standardizing" a given closed-loop transfer function is 
'i 
0 
0 
S 
P 
K 
w 
0 
ai ,  2 . .  
where : 
input 
output 
the Laplace operator 
the system order 
the system's feedforward gain 
the system's natural angular frequency 
coefficients specified by the given standard (ITAE , Butterworth, binomial) 
Man-machine control systems occurring in practice, however, contain feedforward dynamics 
giving rise to transfer functions of the general form 
6o a t n  K(sn+kisn-l+k2s n-2 +. . . .k) 
6 i  Dm D~ s +cis +c2s +. .. . C  
m 
-=- - -= 
m m-1 m-2 
where : 
6i 
6O 
input 
output 
s the Laplace operator 
NIn the system's feedforward dynamics 
K the system's given forward gain as specified by that factored constant which produces a 
n n 
unity coefficient in the s term of N 
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Dm the system's given feedback dynamics 
k the system's given feedforward coefficients 
c the system's given feedback coefficients 
A new, optimalizing denominator Dfm which will standardize the step response of the above 
generalized control loop is formulated from (1) the given system's feedforward dynamics NVn 
and (2) that standard form Rp which, in multiplicative combination with Ntn, will produce a 
polynomial of the given system order m or 
Dfm=(nfn (Rp) 
The order of the standard form to be employed is simply 
Thus, the given system's 
from which there derives 
ard form 
(3) 
p m-n 
R =R (4) 
reconstructed closed-loop transfer function can be expressed as 
the treated system's equivalent lower order, unit numerator stand- 
It remains only to determine the coefficients of the standard form expression Rm-n to 
specify fully the system optimalizing expression DTm. These coefficients are implicit in the 
ITAE, Butterworth, and binomial formulations , respectively, and are a function of the sys- 
tem's natural angdar frequency w0 (eq. (1)). This frequency factor is obtained directly when 
wo is equated to the given system's forward gain K such that the system manifests a steady- 
state gain of unity. Such a condition is obtained when 
m-n 
W =K 
0 
With this derivation, the coefficients of Rmmn are determined 
ing feedback is fully specified by 
( 7) 
and a given system's optimaliz- 
-=-= 6o K(Nfn) K ( N ~  
6i  Dtm ( R ~ - ~ ) ( W ~ )  
n-1 n-2 K(sn+kls +k.p +. . . .k) 
- 
n-1 n-2 
+k2s (sP+alwosP-l +ape 2 s p-2+. . . .u$)(sn+kls +. . . .k) 
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Finally, the necessary feedback treatment o r  gain adjustments is given by the differences 
between the original system denominator Dm and the optimal form D'" or 
Gain adjustments = G A = Dm -Dfm (9) 
The results of this subtraction specify the negative and/or positive amount of any and each 
feedback term which must be inserted to obtain the selected form of step response. And, as 
stated earlier,  this response optimization can be effected through the inclusion of the GA terms 
in the composite feedback to an operator's display of system error .  
A more specific example of these procedures and their influence is shown by the optimi- 
zation of the vertical rate control loop using the Binomial standard. 
machine loop (fig. 3) has the closed-loop transform 
This example man- 
(10) 
1.007(s5 +11.170s4 +22.741s3 +35.488s2 +30.242s + 8.425) 
s8 + 3 . 0 6 3 ~ ~  + 6 . 0 5 4 ~ ~  + 5 . 8 0 5 ~ ~  +3.453s4 + 6 . 0 8 9 ~ ~  + 8.834s' + 13.494s + 8.481 
-=-- ho K(Nrn) - 
Dm LC 
where 
h command input 
h system output 
K 
C 
0 
that constant which factored from the feedforward (numerator) expression produces a 
unity coefficient in the highest order term sn of Nn 
The optimal closed-loop denominator (D'") for this system is created from (eq. 8) the feed- 
forward dynamics (NTn) and the Binomial standard form Rm-n or: 
DIm = (R8-5) (N5) = (R3) (s5 + 1 1 . 1 7 0 ~ ~  +22.741s3 +35.488~' + 30.242s + 8.425) (11) 
Referring to the binomial table of transforms, the third-order form requires that 
/ R 3 = s 3  + 3 ~  s2+3w ' S + W  
0 0 0 
and from equation (7 ) ,  the frequency factor w0 is a function of K such that 
m-n 
w = K  
0 
whereby , 
w 3=1.007 (13) 
0 
Thus , the eighth-order profile of feedback terms which will equalize to the binomial standard 
is given by 
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Dtm = (s3 + 3.007s' + 3.013s + 1.007) (s5 + 1 1 . 1 7 0 ~ ~  + 2 2 . 7 4 1 ~ ~  + 3 5 . 4 8 8 ~ ~  + 30.242s + 8.425) 
(14) 
= S* + 14.177s' + 5 9 . 3 4 0 ~ ~  + 1 3 8 . 5 2 8 ~ ~  + 2 1 6 . 7 1 1 ~ ~  + 2 2 9 . 1 7 8 ~ ~  +152.180~' + 55.828s + 8.481 
Finally, the required modification of feedback terms to effect this form of system compensa- 
tion is specified by 
(15) 
= -11 .114063s7 -53 .28606s6 -132 ~ 2 3 0 8 8 ~ ~  -213 .258401s4 -223 .089417s3 -143.346225s' 
-42.334158s 
The analog diagram of this eighth order man-machine control loop with the derived equaliza- 
tion inserted as parallel feedback loops to the controller's display is presented in figure 7. 
The system is operable through either the human-control assembly or the analog (2.5/s)  
representation. Figure 8 shows the transient response of the analog mode and five consecu- 
tive responses using a human operator. The binomial form of these system responses attests 
to the efficacy of the equalization. Further, the similarity of all responses attest to the ap- 
propriateness of the empirical approximation of the man/display/control assembly for per- 
forming a system equalization analysis. 
io I.M)7S~+11.245~4+22.892S~+35.724S~+M.443.+8.481 - . 
'he s*+14.177s'+5S.340s~+138.528s~+216.711s4+229.178s~+152.180~~+S5.828s+8.481 
Figure 7.-Block diagram of the equalized vertical rate man-machine control loop. 
That the derived equalization is a form of "cancellation compensation'' is evidenced by 
the similarity of the loop's transient response to that of a third-order , upit-numerator analog. 
This fact is further confirmed by the s-plane plot of the equalized closed-loop pole-zero con- 
figuration presented in figure 9. The plot shows the cancellation of all system zeros by the 
superimposing of poles and the resulting system behavior described by the remaining third- 
order configuration of poles. The remaining poles are located as a function of the binomial 
standard form incorporating the system's forward gain. This example illustrates the fore- 
going method to be a simplified pole zero synthesis, that is, the direct derivation of a pole- 
zero configuration which produces a man-machine-system transform having a previously 
selected (standard) form of transient response. 
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Z E R O S  (S+9.0521(S+.885)(S+.5)(S+.367 1.403j) 
POLES 
-= 
(s+S.O52)(S+.885)(S+.5) (8  +.367* 1.403 I)( 8 +  1.012)( S+.997f 8 6.363 1 ) 
. 
(A) 
SYSTEM RESPONSE WITH 
A SIMULATED HUMAN OF 
2.5 
8 
-
- -87 
( 8 )  
FIVE CONSECUTIVE SYSTEM RESPONSES 
WITH A HUMAN OPERATOR 
1 1 1 1 , ~ , , 1 , , 1 1  
A B 
STEP INPUT STEP INPUT 
TIME (2 SEC INTERVALS) 
Figure %-The step response of the vertical rate control loop using an analog controller as- 
sembly of 2 . 5 / s  as compared with five consecutive step responses using a human operator. 
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EQUALIZATION IMPLEMENTATION 
The foregoing method of system synthesis derives an optimized closed-loop system 
denominator. This polynomial specifies a profile of feedback terms which are direct deriva- 
tive functions of the system output. In addition, the analog set-up of this mathematical sys- 
tem synthesis makes these derivative functions directly available for simulation and test pur- 
poses. This is not the case in an actual system. Simple derivative functions are not directly 
available from real system sensors. Further, an actual system seldom includes that number 
and location of sensors commensurate with the order and configuration of the system. Put 
succinctly, the real system usually contains an insufficient number of sensors and their out- 
puts are complex functions of the system's dynamics. Thus, the very practical problem 
arises of implementing the optimal, but synthesized, closed-loop denominator in a realistic 
system. 
This problem is readily handled by reformulating the system description in terms of the 
actual system structure containing parallel feedback loops of unknown gains. The selection of 
these unknown gains in terms of the optimal denominator form D' directly prescribes the real 
system treatment. The vertical-velocity control-loop structure is shown in figure 10. A 
parallel feedback loop has been added from the output of each integrating element in the sys- 
tem. All  of these loops except one, the g2 loop, are from existing or immediately available 
outputs. The g2 loop refers to a figurative source sensing a function of engine thrust fT. The 
other designations gi,3, 4, 5, 6 ,  7, 8 identify the outputs throttle position, thrust, speed, pitch 
rate, pitch, angle-of-attack, and the prime output, the measured vertical rate Lm. As  stated 
earlier, the throttle control function of unity was established for convenience in simulation. 
Transfer functions of unity have been assumed for all sensors except the barometric sensor 
which has a time constant of approximately 2 seconds. Although these assumptions of unity 
transforms are an analytical convenience, the included real sensors possess a rapidity and 
stability of response which warrants the disregard of their actual transfer functions. 
C O N T R O L L E R  E X T E R N A L  
A I R F R A M E  G EOM € T R Y  ASS E M  E L Y  E N G I N E  
V 7 
I 
DASHEO LCNE : F I G U R A T I V E  SOURCE 
Figure 10.-The vertical-velocity control loop configured for the implementation of a derived 
equalization in terms of the man-machine system structure. 
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The closed-loop transfer function of this configuration is 
N(s + .5) - 0 
C 
h 
- -  
6 D(1+glP+g2fT+g3T+g4U+g5~ +g6e+g7Or)(S+o.5) +g80.5N+0.5N 
where 
N open loop man-machine numerator 
D open loop man-machine denominator 
The closed-loop expression of this untreated system produces an eighth-order feedback 
polynomial whose coefficients are expressed in the eight variables gi to g8 or 
h =  
C 
S8 
However, we desire that the coefficients of this eighth-order polynomial assume values 
specified by the optimalized denominator D'. Setting the coefficients of the given orders of s 
in this system description equal to the coefficients of the given orders of s obtained in the 
optimal form denominator, we generate a set of simultaneous equations in the eight unknowns 
gl to g8. 
The solution of this set of simultaneous linear equations specifies those feedback gains 
to be employed in the lTactual" system which will implement the previously determined equali- 
zation requirements. In this case, the necessary gains are: 
f 
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g, =313.0944 
g, =241.8274 
g, = -457.9764 
This implementation synthesis does indeed produce the selected form of system equali- 
zation in terms of the system structure. However, the g2 loop in this sample case is figura- 
tive, and proposes a pick-off of the engine function fT. An additional figurative feedback loop 
would be in evidence if a transform for the throttle control had been included in the system 
structure. Within the context of the present methodology, these figurative loops portray a 
need for sensors to obtain the indicated function o r  else networks to generate the indicated 
function from existing output quantities. These conditions, however, are construed here as 
problems to be discussed at the engineering level of a given application. 
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 
The utility of a given system treatment is not measured solely by its analytical bases 
or by the ease with which it can be implemented. A more rigorous criterion of effectiveness 
is the enhancement accruing to system performance in an operational environment. Technical 
as well as financial factors, however, prohibit the conduct of field experiments to fully de- 
velop and evaluate system treatments. A less conclusive but tenable index of a treatment's 
merit can be obtained through the laboratory simulation and experimental comparison of the 
man-machine system treatments of interest. In the present case, the controlled experimental 
exercise of several control loop configurations attempts to measure not only the superiority of 
a given system treatment but also-by implication-the merit of the equalization methodology. 
Four experimental conditions or control loop configurations were compared. The first 
configuration was that of the originally described loop containing a vertical rate meter having 
a 2-second time constant and labeled the "lag'f or hm condition. The second configuration in- 
troduced the previously derived equalization of this loop and labeled the "equalized lagff or 
h 
ideal sensor which has no lag time in the sensing and display of vertical rate. This was the 
third experimental configuration and labeled the f7no lag" or ho condition. The fourth ex- 
perimental configuration was the equalization of this loop to  a binomial standard and labeled 
the "equalized no lagff or ho condition. Figures l l (a)  and l l (b)  present the analog computer 
simulation of these four experimental control loop configurations. 
The control was a light, position-type lever, and the display was a 1/16-inch tracking dot 
presented on a 5-inch oscilloscope. The instructions were to maintain the tracking dot at the 
center reference of the scope which represented a given vertical velocity. A forcing function 
composed of two sinusoids (fig. 12) perturbed the loop continuously during test runs of ap- 
proximately 1 minute. Two experienced trackers served as subjects. After training, each 
subject received 30 randomly distributed test trials per condition. Test data were first taken 
on the hm, ho, and h conditions. At each sitting three trials per condition were given, 
making up individual sessions of nine trials each. The equalization networks were then modi- 
fied to create the equalized "no-lag" condition h Five sessions, with 10 trials per session, 
condition. Another possible-but not current-configuration is that of a loop containing an 
mq 
q 
Subjects were given a compensatory tracking task in all four control loop configurations. 
9 
%' 
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AIRCRAFT SCORING, APPARATUS 
- - - I  r - - - -  - -  - - - -  
A 
R i I  MEG UNLESS SPECIFIED 
C= I u f  d UNLESS SPECIFIED 
A I R C R A F T  SCORING APPARATUS 
i r - - - - - - - - - - -  - 1  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
I 
FORclNO 
DISPLAY/ CONTROL ASSEMBLY I '1 FUNCTION 1 r - - - - - -  - - - -  CONTROL 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 
B 
CONTROL 
ASSEMBLY 
ti; 
EQUALIZATION I ti% r - - - -  -:-- 
C*  I u f d  UNLESS SPEC I FlED 
Figure 11.-Analog computer simulator. (a) "Lag!' hm, %o-lag" ho, and 'lequalized lag" hm 
cl vertical-rate control-loop configurations ; (b) rrLagt* hm, %o-lag'' ho, and "equalized no-lag" 
6 vertical-rate control-loop configurations. 
Ocl 
were then given to generate 30 test trials on the h 
each on hm and ho, respectively, made up a single session of 1 0  trials. The ten additional 
condition. Six trials on 6 and two trials 
OCi O s  
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TIME (2  SEC INTERVALS) 
Figure 12.-Sinusoidal forcing functions. 
trials cumulated on the hm and ho conditions served as check data to insure that equipment and 
subjects remained comparable under the modified conditions. 
The primary measure of system performance was the absolute value of integrated er ror  
incurred during each test run. Error was defined as any deviation of the system's actual 
vertical velocity ho from a fixed value-in this case a value of zero volts. Due to the influence 
of throttle motion on fuel consumption, as well as on system accuracy, it was deemed de- 
sirable to measure the amount of stick manipulation incurred in the different control loops. 
Thus, a second performance measure was the integrated absolute value of stick rate 6,. 
The results of the experiment are shown in the bargraph of figure 13 and in the statistics 
of table 1. One way of characterizing these results is to compare the performance scores with 
those obtained in the given or conventional 
control loop hm. First, it will be noted 
that the employment of a perfect vertical 
velocity sensor results in a loop configura- 
tion Lo which reduces system e r ro r  by 80 
percent but increases stick manipulation 
by 200 percent. Possibly, this result 
would be seriously modified in the case of 
a pilot performing the restrained throttle 
manipulations which are characteristic of 
normal flight procedures. Thus, an ex- 
pected consequence would be much less 
throttle movement with a concomittant in- 
crease in vertical velocity error .  
context of this paper, is the system per- 
formance evidenced in the equalized con- 
trol loops. The k and k, system con- 
figurations-both equalized to the binomial 
standard-gave comparable performance 
scores resulting in a 90-percent reduction 
The most important result, in the 
"Cl q 
30 
K 
0 
0 
Y 
a 
w I O  
K 
> 
4 
I 
a TRACKING ERROR 
0 STICK MOTION 
A ,h0) LAG (limq) NO LAG (hod 
I I I  1 
C O N V E N T 1  O N A L  E Q U A L I Z E D  
Figure 13.-Average er ror  scores and amounts 
of stick motion incurred in four vertical ve- 
locity control-loop configurations. 
a 
d 
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TABLE 1.-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND MULTIPLE RANGE TEST 
OF MEANS FOR TRACKING ERROR AND STICK MOTION OCCURRING IN 
FOUR CONTROL LOOP CONFIGURATIONS 
Source 
Loops (L) 
ss (SI 
L*S 
Within 
Total 
(a) Analysis of variance-tracking e r ror  (b) Analysis of variance-stick motion 
df 
3 
1 
3 
232 
23 9 
Loops (L) 
L*S 
Within 
Total 
ss (S) 
3 779. 08a 
3 2.61 
1 4.44b 
232 
23 9 
I I I I 
a 
bp< 0.05 
p< 0.01 
F 
972.09" 
38. 4ga 
2.44 
a p< 0.01 
Duncan's multiple range test (p < 0.01) Duncan's multiple range test (p< 0.01) 
(tracking error)  (stick motion) 
'm h, h mq h OCr h, 6m 
66.65 12.78 6.41 5.00 66.13 32.03 2.71 2.64 
in system er ror  as  well as  a 90-percent reduction in the amount of stick manipulation. Fi- 
nally, the results tend to confirm that the presented methodology provides a simple and effec- 
tive form of system synthesis applicable to the study and design of a very large population of 
man-machine systems. 
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34. Applications of the Pilot Transition 
Response Model to Flight Control 
System Failure Analysis 
J J 
David H .  Weir 
Systems Technology, Inc. 
Manual control situations where the effective dynamics of the task are time varying, 
and hence the dynamics of the operator are time varying also, are becoming increasingly 
important in modern aerospace vehicles. There have been a number of past studies involving 
time-varying dynamics with both slow and rapid changes. This paper concentrates on those 
with a sudden or instantaneous change between stationary control conditions, with emphasis 
on the application of a pilot transition model previously derived (ref. 1). 
There are a number of practical ways in which the effective dynamics of the task can 
change suddenly. One class of examples is given by the failure of an artificial stability- ' 
augmentation device, such as a pitch or yaw rate damper on an aircraft. Another example is 
given by perceptual transitions, where the visual field from which the operator derives his 
control cues changes suddenly in content and form. This occurs, for example, at breakout 
in an ILS approach when the pilot goes from a heads-down instrument scan to an outside-the- 
cockpit real-world display of the runway. A similar type of perceptual transition may occur 
in driving a car,  when the driver's gaze is shifted from a preview-like point of regard well 
ahead of the car ,  where the effective dynamics are K/s, to a point close alongside the ve- 
hicle, where the dynamics are more like K/s2. 
general problem of making these transitions easier or more lfgracefulTf; that is, minimizing 
the operator's control difficulties, resultant vehicle motions, time to reach a steady-state 
adaptation to the new dynamics, and so  forth. In essence, operator control techniques and 
system design criteria which will permit what Licklider once called "graceful degradation" 
are being sought, 
that the operator will have the least transition control difficulty and his performance will be 
best if  the difference in the effective controlled elements is minimized before and after transi- 
tion. For example, a transition in task dynamics from a K6K/s2 should be worse than from 
K/s-K/s2. One implication of the hypothesis is that the pilot should be given an airplane with 
less than optimum handling qualities if a failure is likely, and, conversely, a less reliable 
system can be tolerated if the pilot is required to exert a small amount of control all the time 
in the unreliable axis. 
Part of the current study efforts is directed toward experimental testing of this hypoth- 
esis in a fixed-base simulator. The first series of experiments involved a single-axis roll 
Current efforts in this area at Systems Technology, Inc., are being directed toward the 
These notions have been expressed in a "graceful degradation hypothesis , I 1  which states 
'?'he research reported in this paper was sponsored by the Ames Research Center, 
NASA, under Contract NAS 2-3607. 
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Figure 1.-Block diagram for single-axis roll 
control task. 
control task of a VTOL aircraft in hover. 
Figure 1 shows the roll-attitude and roll- 
rate feedbacks used to obtain effective ve- 
hicle dynamics of the form K, K/s, and 
K/s2 depending on which feedback loops 
were failed. Thrust vector control via the 
nozzle servo is used because it is a haver 
task. In preexperimental analyses, pre- 
dictions of the operator's response to fail- 
ure was made using the transition-response 
model previo-ly derived. This was done 
with and without a system input. Various 
modes of failure were simulated, including 
soft failures where the feedbacks went to 
zero and hardover failures where the feed- 
backs went suddenly to their maximum value. The frequency of occurrence of a given failure 
was determined by its unreliability. The failures occurred at random times. 
Typical data for K/s-K/s2 with a soft mode of failure are  shown in figure 2 .  The failure 
occurred when the rate feedback went to zero. 
R.ote 
Feedbock 
______ . -  - 
K K  Figure 2 .-Transition response data (- -, - 
s s2 '  soft). 
- 
The e r ro r  shows one large peak, and the op- 
erator's output shows one large postfailure 
bang. This suggests that he was nearly 
time optimal, and corresponds to the re- 
sponse predicted by the current transition 
model. Some data for K-K/s2 show time- 
optimal characteristics as well , although 
the magnitude of the first er ror  peak and 
the divergence rate are  larger. 
There is a theoretical basis in the 
current transition model for K/s having 
smaller e r ror  peaks and faster transition 
times than K/s2. This is illustrated in fig- 
ure 3. Phase plane trajectories for K/s 
and K/s2 are  shown on the left for time- 
optimal control following the retention 
phase, and corresponding time histories 
are shown on the right. The retention 
phase ends at time ti when the operator has 
detected the failure according to some cri- 
terion (e. g., ref. 2 )  and is ready to react. 
He bangs the manipulator c over to some 
maximum deflection. For Y =K/s this 
action causes the e r ror  rate to change sign 
instantaneously, and the operator returns 
the manipulator to null after the e r ror  has 
been reduced to within a threshold value. 
For Y =K/s2 the e r ror  continues to in- 
crease for a short time after ti, and then 
the manipulator has tb  be reversed at time 
t2 when the optimum switching line is 
c2 
c2 
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line 
K/s2 
c- 
Figure 3 .-Comparison of peak errors  and transition time. 
reached. Following this second bang, he shuts off when the origin is reached. It is clear that 
the time optimal control assumed in the current transition model gives smaller e r ror  peaks 
and shorter transition times for K/s than for K/s2, thereby supporting the graceful degrada- 
tion hypothesis. A similar result would occur with a quasi-linear form of transition response 
model. 
A second set of experiments is currently in progress involving lateral-directional con- 
trol of roll angle with aileron and yaw rate with rudder. Various levels of yaw-rate damping 
are used, and at the time of damper failure the task dynamics become that of a relatively bad 
airplane. 
In summary, all data available at this time support the graceful degradation hypothesis. 
This, together with the previously derived transition response model, will ultimately allow 
us to specify rational design criteria which may place more load on the pilot in some flight 
conditions, thereby relieving some of the requirements for augmentation system redundancy. 
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